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The PRESIDENT (Hon. M. M. Gould) took the chair at
2.03 p.m. and read the prayer.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Public liability: ministerial agreement
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I direct my
question without notice to the Minister for Finance. I
refer to the ministerial meeting on public liability
insurance in November 2002 which agreed to
implement the key recommendations of the Ipp report
and which Pricewaterhousecoopers estimated could
reduce public liability premiums by 13.5 per cent and
reduce the number of small claims by 80 per cent.
When will the government introduce the necessary
legislation?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — I thank
the Leader of the Opposition for his question on what is
a very critical and important issue. As the Leader of the
Opposition will be aware, a series of what are called the
Coonan meetings on insurance have been conducted
over a period of time. I think there were four meetings
last year and a fifth meeting that I did not attend
because we were in caretaker mode at that time.
At the meeting before that Justice David Ipp addressed
the assembled ministers responsible for insurance on
his recommendation regarding reforms to the law of
negligence. It was a very interesting meeting, and I am
sure Mr Davis would have enjoyed it. Certainly all the
ministers present did because Justice David Ipp is one
of those very gifted speakers or teachers who go
through an unbelievably complex and technical area
and bring it to life by using examples. As a former law
student it reminded me of my tort law classes — he was
very good.
More to the point: where does it take the government in
dealing with it? Justice Ipp was very ambitious, because
he was talking of a uniform piece of legislation that all
eight state and territory jurisdictions would adopt. But
even he would be the first to concede that given that we
all come from very different statutory bases and that,
surprisingly, we all have differences in common law in
our jurisdictions, to move down to model legislation
like that in the Companies Code is not necessarily
achievable, certainly not in the short term.
The approach the ministers adopted was to go through
the recommendations of the Ipp committee one by one
and see where we could reach agreement. The other
jurisdictions came to some sense of agreement in some
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of the areas at the last ministerial council meeting, and
all ministers will complete that Ipp review at the
meeting to be held in Perth on 4 April.
I will certainly take a Victorian government position to
the meeting. Mr Davis can be assured that most of the
significant recommendations of Justice Ipp have
already been adopted in Victoria through the Wrongs
and Other Amendments Acts (Public Liability
Insurance Reform) Act passed by this Parliament last
year, which dealt with a lot of the key areas of
insurance.
A lot of the areas that were dealt with, as Mr Davis
would understand, were the areas outside the common
law covered by the Transport Accident Commission,
where we already have a lot of this law regulated in
Victoria. We dealt with the issue of thresholds, of
compulsory third-party insurance and legal thresholds,
adopting the Queensland model of legislation that the
Attorney-General introduced into the last Parliament,
and he will be reintroducing it in this Parliament. We
also dealt with some of the enormous cultural issues of
insurance, like protecting volunteers and good
Samaritans. It was an extraordinarily complex piece of
legislation, which a number of other states have looked
at and viewed as good legislation.
Where we stand now is that the Victorian government
will deal with the remaining areas of the Ipp report in
response to the ministerial council meeting in April. We
already have comprehensive legislation in place. It has
been a very good process in that there has been an
enormous amount of cooperation between jurisdictions,
the commonwealth and the states. Unlike other
ministerial councils that I have been involved in that are
particularly partisan and are often not all that
productive, the ministerial council on insurance has
been an exception. It is a tribute to all the jurisdictions
which come from very different starting positions and
are working towards a collective outcome. It is a good
process, and I will certainly report to the house after the
meeting of 4 April.
Supplementary question
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — On a point of
clarification, the inference made by the minister in his
response is that most of the gains which could be
achieved from the Ipp report and its recommendations
have been achieved by actions already taken by the
government. Is it the case that the minister denies that
there could be a reduction of as many as 80 per cent of
small claims and a reduction in premiums of 13.5 per
cent?
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Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — Mr Davis
talks about particular rates, and I will be very interested
to talk to him about that. Insurers are a very interesting
group of people in that each time you meet with them
or different companies they tell you about the different
magical formulas that will fix our insurance problems
in Victoria. Certainly the issue of the discount rate,
which was one we and the insurance industry said was
critical to us, was addressed in the legislation last
year — in fact it was addressed in Victoria probably far
more harshly than even Justice David Ipp
recommended. I shall refer to some of the other issues
regarding compulsory third-party insurance.
A lot of examples used are for New South Wales,
which has introduced some fairly draconian pieces of
legislation because it had a huge problem. New South
Wales was a scourge that was contaminating the rest of
the country. Claim numbers were higher, and the legal
system was not dealing with it very well. We are
looking at all these areas and we will bring in a
Victorian approach that deals in a sensitive way with
the Victorian situation and ensures that it is as uniform
as possible.

Computershare: global operations centre
Hon. J. G. HILTON (Western Port) — I refer my
question to the Minister for Information and
Communication Technology. Last week the minister
and the Premier announced over 1200 new jobs through
the establishment of Computershare’s global operations
centre in Melbourne. Will the minister advise the house
of the benefits of the Computershare announcement to
Victoria and the Victorian information and
communications technology industry and how it has
been received in the Victorian community?
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small
Business) — I thank the honourable member for his
question; I know he has an interest in this area. The
Computershare announcement has been received
enthusiastically by everybody except the Leader of the
Opposition, who described the announcement as smoke
and mirrors. I do not know whether he was being
deliberately obtuse or whether he just does not
understand the significance of 1270 new jobs for
Victoria. In case he did not hear that: it is 1270 new
jobs for Victoria.
What I do know is that he resorted to the only thing he
knows how to do. The only thing the Leader of the
Opposition can do is talk Victoria down. He did this on
the day when not only were most other Victorians
enthusiastic about Computershare’s announcement but
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also Victoria registered the nation’s lowest
unemployment rate of 5.2 per cent.
Everyone else seems to understand that this is good
news for Victoria. Today’s Australian newspaper
describes the deal as a jobs bonanza. Why is this such a
good announcement? Because it is the largest single
investment ever secured by a Victorian government in
terms of jobs numbers. It is the single biggest IT jobs
win for Australia. Computershare will become the only
international IT company that has its global
headquarters in Australia.
Computershare started as a Melbourne-based company,
a small business which has grown to a global company
that is a world leader in its field. It has offices in nine
countries and over 5000 employees and it services more
than 7500 customers globally. When it decided to
consolidate its global operations strong arguments were
put to it to establish that global centre in North America
or in Europe or on the subcontinent where there are
existing information and communications technology
global centres with global reputations. But the case was
made, and made well, that you can successfully operate
a global IT company from Melbourne, and
Computershare has decided to do that.
Computershare’s success demonstrates that a Victorian
company can grow to become a recognised world
leader. Victorian IT companies should be particularly
pleased with this announcement because having
Computershare’s global centre in Melbourne will
establish Victoria as a recognised global location and
open opportunities for the local industry. It will provide
a jobs boost for our IT professionals. It is also a
recognition of the high skill level of our IT
professionals and graduates. As Computershare
highlighted, one of the key reasons for deciding to
locate in Melbourne is the skill sets Victorians have to
offer.
It is disappointing that the opposition leader does not
understand how great these benefits are to Victoria, but
we do and Victorians do. We will continue to provide
jobs for Victorians.

Public sector: superannuation
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Eumemmerring) —
My question is to the Minister for Finance. In the six
months to the end of December 2002 general
government unfunded superannuation liabilities blew
out by $400 million to almost $14 billion. Given the
continued fall in investment returns, what action has the
minister taken to mitigate the risk of a further blow-out
in unfunded superannuation liabilities?
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Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — I thank
Mr Rich-Phillips for his question. I am somewhat
intrigued by his question and the absolutely short-term
view of superannuation and equity markets he has. I
would have thought he would have taken a page out of
the book of the Honourable Roger Hallam, the former
finance minister in the Kennett government, of which
Mr Rich-Phillips was, sadly, never a member although
certainly a fan.
The issue of equities and how they affect the
superannuation portfolio has been on the public record
since the Bracks government brought in its absolute
transparency in government policy, under which we
report on the state of the state’s finances every three
months. In fact on 15 January the Australian Financial
Review bureau chief chided the Bracks government for
being too transparent with its financial reporting.
As Mr Rich-Phillips would be aware, this government
tightened up and made even more precise the actions
commenced by the Honourable Roger Hallam by
bringing in a regime under which our unfunded
superannuation liability will be extinguished by 1 July
2035. Mr Rich-Phillips laughs; Mr David Davis
laughs — perhaps he should understand finances a bit
before he purports to speak on hospitals.
When you bring in a retirement income system, as the
Hawke and Keating governments did during the 1980s,
to the credit of the Western World, and deal with
long-term retirement benefits and you want to have
people in accumulation funds starting to invest their
returns — or in the case of the remaining defined
benefit funds when you are trying to calculate
benefits — you need to have a long-term view. The
state of Victoria has for some years now made an
assumption that returns on superannuation funds are at
about 7 per cent per annum. When you have equity
markets going down as they have across the Western
World for some time, obviously you will not meet those
targets for one or two years, but similarly, in the years
when your superannuation equity returns are in excess
of 7 per cent, as they were for most of the 1980s and the
1990s, of course you reap benefits and put that money
in in advance.
I would welcome Mr Rich-Phillips giving the matter
the same attention when the funds are returning more
than 7 per cent as he does when they are earning less
than 7 per cent. I am sure he will not be giving the
government credit when that happens. My main point
in response to his question, which is a serious one about
whether governments should be concerned about what
happens to equity funds, is that of course governments
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should be concerned. How governments should
respond is a critical matter.
This government has a long-term plan, which it adopted
from the previous government and made tighter, to
extinguish by 2035 the unfunded liabilities from the
defined benefits schemes, which were closed to the
public in 1992. As we report every three months on
how the equity funds are travelling, there will be some
months where they are up; some months where they are
down. Overwhelmingly this government sticks to its
economic credentials, which are to have a AAA credit
rating, which has been affirmed by both agencies, and a
budget surplus of over $100 million signed off by the
Auditor-General, and through that to have the
confidence of the Victorian community that we are
delivering.
This government is getting on with the job of
government; it is getting on with the job for both the
short term and the long term. We went to the people
last November and they said to us: ‘Yes, you are
listening and acting. Get on with the job; get on with
the work’. We are doing that. We are managing the
state’s finances well, and I look forward to further
questions from Mr Rich-Phillips on this issue, because I
welcome them.
Supplementary question
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Eumemmerring) —
I have a supplementary question for the Minister for
Finance. I note the minister’s comments about the
long-term plan for the superannuation funds which was
put in place by the former minister, the Honourable
Roger Hallam, and I welcome that. We are well aware
of the plan to extinguish the long-term liabilities in
those funds. However, the issue is the short-term
returns. Yes, equity markets fluctuate; we know that.
But the reality is that for the last 12 months equity
markets have been in decline, and over the course of the
last six months more than $400 million has been wiped
off the value of equities held in those funds, with the
result that unfunded liabilities have increased by
$400 million.
Given the magnitude of the long-term decline, why has
the minister not exercised his power under the
Government Superannuation Act to give policy
direction to the board to arrest that decline?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — I do not
think Mr Rich-Phillips listens very well. After
November his leader said that the parliamentary Liberal
Party needed to go out and listen, and I suggest
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Mr Rich-Phillips should heed his leader and go out and
listen.
The Victorian government has entrusted to the
Victorian Funds Management Corporation (VFMC) an
overall supervisory role in how these issues are dealt
with. Incidentally, the Victorian funds are travelling
much better than the benchmarks across Australia.
Hundreds of millions of dollars are invested in
superannuation, and the VFMC is doing pretty well in
gaining returns that are better than the benchmarks.
To go to the fundamental economic irresponsibility of
Mr Rich-Phillips and presumably his Liberal Party
colleagues, if they are saying that the Victorian
government should abandon the long-term bipartisan
strategy in dealing with funds management and
people’s retirement on the whim of the member for
Eumemmerring because he thinks he can have a better
return than the rest of the Western World, then no
wonder his party is in such trouble.

Seniors Festival
Hon. KAYE DARVENIZA (Melbourne West) — I
direct my question to the Minister for Aged Care.
Victoria’s 2003 Seniors Festival celebrating the
contribution of Victoria’s older citizens to our
communities is now under way. Will the minister
advise the house of the actions taken as part of the
government’s continued commitment to the Seniors
Festival, and will the minister also outline his five top
events for the 2003 Seniors Festival?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I thank the opposition for knowing how
important it is for me to be asked about the top five
aspects of my portfolio, something I was champing at
the bit to be asked in the last sitting week.
Unfortunately that question did not come my way. I
thank the honourable member for asking me about this
matter.
We are three-eighths through one of the most exciting
weeks in the Victorian calendar. In fact, we are so
enthusiastic about Victorian seniors week that we have
added one day to it. It runs over eight days from 16 to
23 March, and we are three-eighths of the way through.
It is a fantastic festival right across the state with
hundreds of activities that are jammed — —
Hon. Andrea Coote — Name them!
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS — I thank the honourable
member for her contribution. Those fantastic events are
in a booklet containing a program of events which has
been available to all members of the Victorian
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community through Information Victoria and has been
circulated through Coles supermarkets. In fact Coles
supermarkets cannot deal with the demand that has
been generated by this fantastic program. It is part of a
cooperative arrangement between the Victorian
government, local government, private enterprise and
community organisations across the state. It is the most
successful festival of its kind throughout the calendar
year.
Now I refer to the top five events. I predicted this
question, so I can indicate the top five. Yesterday I
launched the Seniors Film Festival at the Australian
Centre for the Moving Image, a fantastic program of
films that are showing all this week — films for
grownups. I was happy to see that I had seen most of
them, which reassured me about my level of maturity. I
wholeheartedly recommend the program to the older
members of the Victorian community.
There is a fantastic play at the Playhouse on the topical
question of community involvement and support for the
people of East Timor. It is on all this week: Mavis Goes
to Timor. I had the great privilege of hearing the
Governor of Victoria referring to this play at a
significant event last week at Government House where
we announced the Victorian senior citizen of the year.
The Governor, John Landy, said it was a great play. I
support him and recommend to older members of the
community that they get out there and have a look at it.
There was a fantastic discussion at the Melbourne
Town Hall last night.
Hon. Andrea Coote — Where were you?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS — I was absent, for which
I apologise.
Hon. Andrea Coote — I was there.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS — I am glad the
honourable member made it to one of the events; that is
fantastic.
Older members of the community had an opportunity to
discuss issues of perception, their ongoing concerns and
major issues they want to deal with in their lives. It was
broadcast on 774. That is not to deny the significant
contribution of 3AW as a sponsor of the program, but it
is a measure of the partnership that we are engaging in
across the system.
There was a fantastic multicultural variety concert.
Thousands of older Victorians lined up along Collins
Street, up the hill, to get into this event. I was there for
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the whole event. It was fantastic, and it was great to see
older members of the community out there.
The fifth would be of interest for a former older
member of this chamber. I would encourage the
Honourable Geoff Craige, a former member for Central
Highlands who was enthusiastic about trout fishing, to
get up to Noojee this week to the Alpine Trout Farm.
All this week seniors card holders should get up there,
get a meal and have a great time for $16.

Gas: Bairnsdale supply
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — My question
without notice is directed to the Minister for Energy
Industries. I simply ask the minister: when is Bairnsdale
getting reticulated natural gas?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — I thank the honourable member for his
question. The question of the reticulation of natural gas
to various parts of Victoria is being addressed by this
government. It was never addressed by the Kennett
government, but this government has allocated
$70 million in order to send reticulated gas to a whole
range of places around Victoria. We have not made any
announcement as to exactly which places will be
getting natural gas and in which order, but we have
allocated this amount of money, which is in stark
contrast to what we were left with by the previous
government. Following the privatisation of the former
Gas and Fuel Corporation we were left with a situation
where nobody was prepared to send natural gas out into
regional Victoria.
The honourable member who asked the question was
one of those members in this place when that occurred,
and he said nothing. He was not interested in
Bairnsdale at that time. He did not care about the
people of Victoria when the Gas and Fuel Corporation
was sold off, with no allowance being made anywhere
for regional Victoria to get access to natural gas,
especially in areas where a commercial decision to
deliver natural gas would never be made.
What we had under the Kennett government was
simply the sale of our gas assets. Having sold them off,
no attention was given at all to the security of supply or
to the question of protecting consumers, because
pricing never came into consideration. And there was
no attention at all given to how it was ever going to be
the case that regional Victoria was going to get natural
gas anywhere where it was non-commercial.
In contrast to what happened under the Kennett
government, what this government has done is allocate
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$70 million for natural gas extensions to regional
Victoria. We are putting in place a process in order for
that to occur. We are absolutely determined to make
sure that in negotiating those extensions into regional
Victoria that we only pay for that part of those
extensions which is in fact non-commercial. We are not
going to go off and subsidise private companies to put
in place natural gas which would in fact be commercial.
Part of what is involved here is very careful analysis of
the situation in each circumstance. Complex negotiation
is taking place to ensure that the taxpayers of Victoria
get the best value for money for the $70 million that has
been allocated through the budget so that we can send it
to as many places in regional Victoria as we possibly
can. The only way to do that is to go out and look at
each individual case, do the financial analysis of each
particular case, examine whether the case is
commercially viable, and bring into account other
questions — very important questions — about
emerging competitiveness in the gas industry, in the
supply of gas, in order to see whether that will impact
on the commerciality of some of these places into the
future, and factor that in in making real decisions to the
benefit of people in regional Victoria. The previous
government did nothing to help regional Victorians get
gas; this government is going to deliver to the people of
regional Victoria.
Supplementary question
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — The Gunna
Government has spoken again — ‘We’re gunna do this,
and we’re gunna do that’ — but it gives us no details
whatsoever. When are we going to get the fast rail
trains into country Victoria? When are we going to
have rail standardisation? When are we going to get
natural gas reticulation? We have heard 4 minutes of
the typical hollow rhetoric that we are getting used to
from this government. I asked a specific question on the
time frame of a $70 million policy commitment to
extend natural gas in country Victoria. If the minister
cannot say when Bairnsdale is going to get it, then I ask
him when is Creswick going to get it — because that
was promised — and when is Nathalia going to get it?
When is Leongatha going to get it? Perhaps he would
do me the courtesy of giving me an answer to my
question: again, when is Bairnsdale going to get natural
gas?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — The hypocrisy is unbelievable. How can
you get up and ask these questions when you did
absolutely nothing — in fact, you were the people who
took action to make sure that regional Victoria did not
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get natural gas? We are going to deliver it, and I can tell
you one thing — —
Hon. Bill Forwood — When? When?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — You can be a
parrot if you like, but let me tell you something:
regional Victoria will get natural gas a lot sooner than if
you were in government, because the time frame for
you was never. Our time frame is that we will deliver it
as soon as we are able to do the analysis to make sure
that we are doing it the best possible way.

Bassgas project: benefits
Mr SCHEFFER (Monash) — I refer my question
to the Minister for Energy Industries. Given the
importance to the economic development of the state of
maintaining a secure, long-term supply of gas, will the
minister advise the house of progress on the Bassgas
development?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — I thank the honourable member for his
question because this, of course, follows on from the
question that I just answered. It follows on for this
reason: the fact is — and I reiterate — that the previous
government privatised the gas industry but made
absolutely no attempt to secure a competitive, low-cost,
long-term supply of gas for this state.
I am pleased to update the house on recent progress in
the Bassgas project, because it will take raw gas from
the Yolla field in Bass Strait, transport it by pipeline to
a gas plant near Lang Lang in South Gippsland, and, as
a result of this, will significantly increase Victoria’s
available gas reserves.
As is often the case with this type of project, issues
relating to easements over land arise, and they did in
this particular instance as well. I am pleased to say that
the negotiations between Origin Energy, land-holders
and the Victorian Farmers Federation have been
concluded, and represent a win-win for these
stakeholders and for the Victorian economy. I want to
congratulate the Victorian Farmers Federation, Origin
Energy and my department for encouraging this very
constructive outcome. I am particularly pleased that in
late February the three groups reported that they had
been able to reach agreement on all outstanding
matters.
I want to make the following points about this project.
This project will deliver 250 jobs during the
construction phase for the people of Victoria, and it will
deliver 30 ongoing jobs when the project is completed.
More importantly, it will add to the security of supply
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of gas in this state by increasing our available gas by
1600 billion cubic feet of gas — and bringing that on
stream — which is roughly the equivalent of seven
years of Victoria’s gas consumption. So it will add to
our gas reserves. As importantly, it will also add to
competitive pressure in order to keep prices down for
gas in this state by introducing alternative forms of
supply.
It will mean that we will not be left in the situation
which we were left in by the previous government,
where the breakdown of one plant — the Longford
plant — resulted in no gas for this state for a period of
about three weeks. That was the legacy we had from
the previous Kennett government. I indicate to the
house that the failure of the previous government to
address the need for a diverse supply of gas was one of
the compounding factors which led to what happened
with the Longford disaster and the inability of this state
to provide gas.
The Bracks government is encouraging the
development of gas. This new gas supply will add to
those resources. It will add to competitiveness. It is
good for consumers and, unlike the previous
government, the difference is that this government is
actually making it happen.

Shop trading hours: Easter Sunday
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — I address
my question to the Minister for Small Business. Will
the minister advise the house of the enforcement
process used by or proposed to be used by the
government in the enforcement of restrictions on retail
trading hours on designated public holidays?
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small
Business) — We already have a number of closed days
for shops under the current shop trading legislation that
was put in place by the previous Kennett government.
Those days are Christmas Day, Good Friday and, of
course, the morning of Anzac Day. People will be
aware of those days.
What we are doing with our legislation is adding to the
number of days that the shops will be closed by adding
Easter Sunday — something that has been welcomed
by the very small businesses in the retail sector, the
mum and dad businesses that have no choice other than
to open when their major competitors are open; those
mums and dads desperately want more time with their
families, more opportunities to spend time with friends
and an opportunity to share at least part of what are the
school holidays with young children. They welcome
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the arrangements that we will be putting in place for
Easter Sunday.
In relation to how those matters are adhered to, the
same methods that are used currently and were put in
place by the previous government are the methods that
will be used for Easter Sunday.
Supplementary question
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — I ask the
Minister for Small Business, taking into account her
answer, whether she will advise the house the basis on
which she can justify diverting valuable police time and
resources on Easter Sunday from road safety and
community safety to potentially prosecuting retailers
illegally selling a hammer or a can of sardines?
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small
Business) — We are anticipating the legislation in
relation to this, but I will say this: if people have a look
at the exemptions list that applies for Easter Sunday,
Christmas Day and Good Friday, they will find that in
fact small hardware stores will be allowed to open.
They are exempt. They will be able to sell a hammer or
a screw. Small retail hardware stores will be able to be
open for business but only if they choose to be because
their major competitors will be closed.
Hon. B. N. Atkinson — On a point of order,
President, the question was specifically about the use of
police to enforce the legislation in regard to illegal
trading. I wonder why the minister is not really
addressing that, and I ask you to ask her to address that
issue.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The minister has
answered the question. There is no point of order. She
is entitled to answer in the manner she wishes to. Under
the standing orders the minister has completed her
answer. She has answered the question.
Hon. Bill Forwood — She did not answer it.
The PRESIDENT — Order! It may not be in the
form that Mr Atkinson wants, but the minister has
completed her answer. There is no point of order.

Consumer affairs: credit cards
Ms HADDEN (Ballarat) — I refer my question to
the Minister for Consumer Affairs. Will the minister
inform the house of the approach the Bracks
government is taking regarding a range of issues facing
credit card users?
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Mr LENDERS (Minister for Consumer Affairs) —
I thank Ms Hadden for her question and her ongoing
interest in consumer affairs, both before and since she
was elected to this place.
There is continuing concern over the level of credit card
debt and what measures are required to keep this in
check. As members will know, the latest Reserve Bank
figures from December last year show that Australians
owe the best part of $23 billion on their credit cards. In
fact Consumer Affairs Victoria has estimated that
Victorians owe approximately $6 billion on their credit
cards for the same period — that is on credit cards, not
on other loans.
To better protect Victorian consumers it is important
that we as a government play a major role in the
formation of credit policy. Victoria took the initiative of
hosting a two-day conference last week called ‘Credit,
debt and the consumer’. The conference, which was
attended by around 180 delegates, was designed to
provide a forum for consumer advocates, financial
counsellors and credit providers to debate the issue,
share information and debate a range of major issues in
consumer credit. Among the issues that were explored
were credit card usage, easy credit, e-credit and such
matters as licensing and broking. The conference also
provided an opportunity for all major stakeholder
communities to articulate their concerns and for
regulators, including Consumer Affairs Victoria, to
brief stakeholders on projects and future plans.
The conference was a major initiative that was
welcomed by consumer groups and industry alike. It
also acknowledged both the significance of credit for
consumers and a range of issues which can affect them
such as the change introduced by the Reserve Bank
which allows merchants to levy a surcharge. The
conference was timed to coincide with National
Consumer Day, which I hope Mr Philip Davis would
know was 15 March and which represented Consumers
Affairs Victoria’s contribution to the celebration of that
day.
This is particularly important. The whole concept of
getting stakeholders together to share and discuss the
common issue — one that both the state jurisdiction
and the commonwealth together share responsibility
for — is part of the style of leadership of the Bracks
government, which is to get out there, to listen and then
to get on with the job and to act. I am quite pleased to
report on this initiative to Ms Hadden and other
members of the Council who are interested in this issue
because there is a lot to be done; we have done a lot and
we are continuing down that path.
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Warrnambool: Crown land transfer
Hon. J. A. VOGELS (Western) — I address my
question to the Minister for Local Government. Last
week the government demanded that the federal
government should transfer land at Point Nepean
without cost to the state government. Will the minister
now adopt this policy to all land transferred from state
government to local government? It did sound like a
good idea, maybe it should do the same.
Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) —
The first part of the question clearly relates to the
responsibilities of my colleague in the other place the
Minister for Planning. In relation to the second part of
the question, as the Minister for Local Government I
am very pleased to be in a position to be able to work
with local government on a whole range of issues
surrounding both local government-owned land and
state government-owned land as well as private land in
the interests of development right across the state and to
facilitate the very important role that local government
performs as a facilitator of development in
municipalities across the state.
As to the approach which is taken in any one of those
negotiations in the case where it does involve state land,
that is a matter for a case-by-case judgment. It has been
so and will continue to be in the future in the interests
of good financial management.
Supplementary question
Hon. J. A. VOGELS (Western) — I have a
supplementary question. I would like to point out to the
minister that at the present time the state government is
doing a deal to try to sell to Warrnambool City Council
land in Warrnambool which it owns jointly with
Vicroads. The council has been told that it has to be a
commercial decision because, as the minister probably
said, the state government requires the money. It is
probably a very similar issue to that involving the
federal government, so it seems to me that the
government has a bit of hypocrisy here.
The PRESIDENT — Order! That is a statement
rather than a question.
Hon. B. N. Atkinson — The question is: isn’t that
right?
The PRESIDENT — Order! Without assistance
from Mr Atkinson!
Hon. J. A. VOGELS — I was asking the minister
whether she would intervene in the Warrnambool City
Council deal as local government trying to buy the land
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off the state government. Will she give them the land or
will she not?
The PRESIDENT — Order! I am not sure whether
the minister heard the question. I think Mr Vogels
wanted to ask whether she would intervene in the sale
of the land between Vicroads and — —
Hon. J. A. VOGELS — Intervene and give it to
them.
Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) — If
that is seriously a question, whether as Minister for
Local Government I will intervene to require Vicroads
to give away land, then I find it quite extraordinary that
the opposition is advocating this approach to
management of state assets and economic management
in this state. As an honourable member said earlier in
this question time, it is no wonder that the people
opposite are in opposition if this is the approach they
are advocating for responsible financial management. It
is just extraordinary.
As I have already indicated, as a minister in the Bracks
government I shall continue to play my part in ensuring
a responsible approach to economic management and
the management of the state’s assets.

Housing: government initiatives
Mr VINEY (Chelsea) — Will the Minister for
Housing inform the house how the Bracks
government’s social housing program contributes not
only to social outcomes but also to economic outcomes
for Victoria?
Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) — I
thank the member for his question and his interest in
Victoria’s system of public and community housing.
The Bracks government is proud to have achieved as
much as it has in its first term of government in the area
of social housing, and I am very much looking forward
to delivering the government’s commitments, as
indicated during the state election, in its second term of
government.
As well as delivering the required social outcomes for
all Victorians, the government believes public and
community housing has an additional role in the
economic life of our state. The Office of Housing,
dealing with social and community housing, is the
largest developer and manager of residential properties
in this state. The government has increased investment,
committing some $590 million over three budgets to
the acquisition and construction of new housing stock
and $477 million over three budgets to upgrade and
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redevelop existing housing stock — in other words,
more than $1 billion.
The effect of this investment and employment creation
on Victorian industry cannot be overstated. As an
example, the redevelopment of the Raglan-Ingles estate
in Port Melbourne will result in the creation of at least
200 jobs, directly and indirectly, as I have previously
indicated to the house.
That is one project of many that are proceeding right
across the state, and the benefits are not only in
construction. In the Latrobe Valley the Bracks
government’s new $8.2 million maintenance call centre
will create 65 full-time and part-time jobs while
delivering a better service to tenants, as well as the
24 full-time positions which will be created during the
construction and fit-out of the Moe centre.
Across the housing portfolio the Bracks government is
making things happen by creating jobs and investment.
Tenants have an opportunity to partake of these
economic benefits as well. The neighbourhood renewal
program has meant that so far 560 community jobs
program positions have been created out of upgrades to
Office of Housing properties. Local employment and
training providers are providing direct support to get
people, often the tenants of the estates themselves, back
into the jobs market.
The Bracks government is also doing something about
responsible asset management. When you are talking
about almost $9 billion in state government assets,
responsible asset management is required. Like any
responsible economic manager the government has
targeted $70 million in 2002–03 alone to upgrade
ageing inner city high-rise estates, meaning additional
security and a 10-year asset management plan. We will
not allow billions of dollars of strategic government
assets to rot — as the previous government did,
spending only a miserable $7 million over seven years
on these assets.
Aside from the social impact of that, what kind of
responsible economic management of Victoria’s assets
did the previous government think that really was? The
Bracks government, in contrast, will continue to act to
make sure that its social housing program delivers
economic benefits to the state as well as social benefits
to housing tenants.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Before I call the next
honourable member I advise the house — a couple of
honourable members have jumped the gun — that any
honourable member who wishes to remove his jacket
may do so.
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Chinese Community Social Service Centre
Hon. R. DALLA-RIVA (East Yarra) — I rise to
acknowledge the work of the Chinese Community
Social Service Centre, which is based in Box Hill. I
would like to acknowledge that over the past 10 years,
growing from modest beginnings, it has become a
significant provider to the Chinese-Australian
community within Melbourne. In particular I place on
record my appreciation of its current president, Mr Fred
Chuah, JP.
Mr Chuah has been a driver of that community centre,
and it is important to recognise the contribution he has
made to the quality of social welfare not only for the
aged, the frail and the disabled but for all within the
Chinese-Australian community. It is the largest
non-profit welfare service provider for the
Chinese-Australian community in the state of Victoria.
I am pleased to say that they will soon be establishing
the first Chinese-specific nursing home in the state of
Victoria. It is important to recognise the Chinese
Community Social Services Centre and in particular the
work of its president, Mr Fred Chuah.

Crocaroos
Ms ROMANES (Melbourne) — A team of young
cricketers has been formed from across the City of
Yarra to play a game of cricket to draw attention to the
plight of East Timorese asylum seekers and to promote
the establishment of a special visa category to allow
them to remain in Australia, the country of their birth
and their adopted home country.
The team is built around East Timorese players, many
from Richmond. The match is to take place today,
18 March. The cricket match follows and builds on
positive meetings in Canberra on 13 February when the
minister for immigration received delegations from five
Victorian mayors and from a number of Victoria’s
largest welfare agencies.
The team, to be known as the Crocaroos, travelled to
Canberra by a bus provided by the City of Yarra. That
was yesterday, and on the way the City of Wodonga
hosted a short, 10-overs match against the travelling
team.
The Canberra match of 10 overs is being played this
afternoon at an oval on the Senate side of Parliament
House. The opposing team in Canberra is being sought
amongst federal parliamentarians across all parties
because there is, as we know, support for the East
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Timorese asylum seekers from all political persuasions.
I wish the Crocaroos well on the cricket field and in
their campaign to achieve permanent residence in the
land of their birth.

Cr Bill Hunter
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (North Eastern) — I am
pleased to have this opportunity to congratulate Cr Bill
Hunter who recently retired from the City of Greater
Shepparton council after almost 27 years in local
government.
First elected to the City of Shepparton council in 1976,
Bill served continuous terms as a member of council
until November 1994 when the council was ceased by
local government restructure. Bill was re-elected to the
City of Greater Shepparton council in March 1997
following the return of elected councillors, and he has
served continuously on that council since that time. Bill
has a proud history of service to the Shepparton
community over the past 27 years having served
five terms as mayor of the City of Shepparton from
1981 to 1988.
A modest man, Bill would never tell you of his
achievements, but many of the facilities that we enjoy
in the City of Greater Shepparton can be attributed to
his vision and energy. Bill is a much-loved and
respected leader in the Shepparton community, and I
wish Bill and Dorothy a long and very happy
retirement.

Iraq: conflict
Hon. J. G. HILTON (Western Port) — Two weeks
ago a large number of secondary students came to the
steps of Parliament to voice their opposition to the war
on Iraq. They were told by some people that they
should have stayed at school. I do not think so. Young
people are frequently criticised for being apathetic. The
truth is very different. Young people can be passionate
about issues which they believe affect them. The
environment is an obvious example, and the war is
another.
At the peace rally in Mornington, one of the speakers
was a year 9 student who spoke with great commitment
as she detailed the total waste of resources on
armaments, resources that could be better used in
developing public hospitals and schools. Instead of
being criticised for inappropriate behaviour, our young
people should be commended and praised for their
interest in political issues and their desire to have their
voice heard.
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Templestowe Village Festival
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) — With
my colleague Nick Kotsiras, the member for Bulleen in
another place, I had great pleasure on Sunday in
attending the Templestowe Village Festival. The
festival is organised by the Templestowe Village
festival committee, headed by Gus Morello and Lula
Black.
It started some 10 years ago when the Templestowe
Village was clearly at a critical time in its development.
There was a real prospect that that village, as some had
done throughout metropolitan Melbourne, would
decline and decay. But a lot of work has been done by
the festival committee to revitalise that particular
shopping centre. It got great support in the early days
from the City of Doncaster and Templestowe and
latterly from Manningham City Council.
On Sunday there was a full program of events. Many
thousands of people participated in the events in the
Templestowe Village. The road was blocked off. The
scouts and the Templestowe Rotary club were there in
force. It was, of course, a beautiful day for a
community to get together and celebrate both its
diversity and unity. It was, as I said, a real community
event. We were also able at the time to congratulate
many members of the Manningham City Council,
including the past mayor, Geoff Gough, who had been
returned the previous day in the elections. Real
congratulations need to go to the Templestowe Village
festival committee.

Bushfires: Creswick response
Ms HADDEN (Ballarat) — I wish to pay tribute to
the firefighters and the people of Creswick in the
Hepburn shire for their efforts in fighting the recent
Victorian bushfires in the north-east and Gippsland.
Woollen blankets from the Creswick woollen mill
helped save the lives of 12 firefighters at Cobungra in
the north-east. Six blankets from three fire trucks were
used to cover brigade members as fire engulfed the area
for over half an hour.
The Creswick woollen mill is one of the largest
employers in the Hepburn shire. It has made woollen
fabric for more than 50 years and is the last coloured
woollen spinning mill of its type in Australia.
Also the Creswick Primary School parents club, led by
Mrs Wendy Ohlsen, is collecting second-hand
children’s toys from Creswick and district families in
order to donate them to the children of families affected
by the recent bushfires. Congratulations to the people of
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Creswick for their contributions during the recent
Victorian bushfire crisis.

Rail: Chiltern accident
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern) — I draw
the chamber’s attention to the rail accident which
occurred in Chiltern on Sunday afternoon. It could have
been a very serious accident indeed. A derailed goods
train on the standard gauge line strew rubbish, material
and freight across the broad gauge passenger line as a
passenger train was approaching from Wodonga.
Fortunately the injuries to the 45 passengers were very
minor.
The point I want to make today, though, is that unless
the government gets on with its promise to standardise
the broad gauge lines in Victoria we are going to have
more of this occurring. We are putting life and limb at
risk by the standard gauge line running up to Wodonga
not being maintained as well as it would be if the
second line was going through its scheduled and
promised standardisation.
It is high time the government made progress on doing
this so that it can standardise the line from Benalla to
Oaklands Junction and then have it go on to Wodonga
so that we have two state-of-the-art standard gauge
lines from north-eastern Victoria through to Melbourne.
If the current situation continues to prevail we will see
more rail accidents, and it is likely that the next one will
result in loss of life.

Bill Comerford
Mrs CARBINES (Geelong) — As a member for
Geelong Province I am honoured to publicly recognise
during the Seniors Festival a wonderful member of my
community, Mr Bill Comerford. Bill works tirelessly
for many community organisations locally in the
Borough of Queenscliffe and across the Geelong
region, including the Queenscliff Sports Club, the
Queenscliff football and netball clubs, the Point
Lonsdale Surf Life Saving Club, the Borough of
Queenscliffe community development committee and
the Queenscliff Seafood Festival committee.
On top of these demanding yet voluntary roles to which
Bill freely gives his time and effort, he also helps to
organise important local community events every year,
such as Australia Day, Senior Citizens Week and the
Volunteers Annual Celebration Night in the Borough of
Queenscliffe.
Furthermore, over the past two years I have been
impressed by Bill’s commitment to secure the best
possible facilities for the Queenscliff Sports Club, its
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members and the wider community. Through Bill’s
efforts the club is now trialling an innovative
accommodation project for sports clubs at the Monahan
Centre in Queenscliff. Bill negotiated this outcome with
all stakeholders and then along with his wife, Peg,
renovated ageing bunk beds to furnish the centre. On
top of that, he cooks breakfast for people staying at the
club.
Bill is a highly respected and much loved member of
our community. He seeks no personal reward and is
motivated only by what he can give for the benefit of
others. Bill Comerford is truly an inspirational role
model to all members of our community, and I thank
him for all that he does for us.

Local government: elections
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — I want to
comment briefly on local government elections and a
concern I have that I hope the minister might take up in
the context of a candidate nominating for more than one
city. On a number of occasions over quite some
decades we have seen councillors nominate in two
different municipalities. It certainly happened in the
City of Berwick and the Shire of Pakenham at one stage
that I am familiar with, and another one more recently
in another rural area.
At the elections concluded last Saturday a candidate
nominated for both the City of Maroondah and the City
of Knox. I do not think it was in the interests of the
ratepayers of either municipality that someone should
have aspired to stand for both seats. It is no reflection
on the particular candidate, because he happens to be a
candidate I admire and whom I think would do a very
good job. In fact, he was elected to the Maroondah
council and will do a good job. His name is now Cr Joe
Cossari, as he is an elected member of the City of
Maroondah. As I said, he will do a very good job in that
municipality, as he was a former mayor of that
municipality.
However, I think the Minister for Local Government
ought to address the anomaly in the Local Government
Act as it currently stands where someone can nominate
for more than one seat. If the minister is looking at local
government elections, on this occasion she might also
look at the enormous number of dummy candidates
who appeared in certain seats, because that is also not in
the interests of local government.

Iraq: conflict
Mr SCHEFFER (Monash) — On Sunday I
attended a candlelight vigil in the local park just a few
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doors from my house. The some 40 or 50 people who
were there were gathered to express their deep sorrow,
fear and apprehension at the imminent conflict in Iraq.
Neighbours had called the meeting on an almost
impromptu basis. There were elderly people,
children and animals — the people were having their
dinner in the evening in the park.

21 March, World Harmony Day, which is the United
Nations International Day for the Elimination of Racial
Discrimination. Therefore I would like to take this
opportunity to congratulate a group of young refugee
women from my electorate of Melbourne West and
make the house aware of the contribution they have
made to our community.

I must say the mood of the meeting was sober and
grave. There was a deep sense of sorrow amongst those
present. I understand that similar actions have occurred
across the country and across the world. I express my
solidarity with those who have attended these vigils all
over the globe. I share their sorrow and I share their
fear, and I reject totally the folly of the federal
government’s action in committing this country to war.

Under the guidance of a local artist Amanda Neville,
the young women named Farful Mohammed, Rahwa
Tesfu, Safa Ibrikim and Emma Lay devoted their
summer to the creation of a bright and wonderful tile
mosaic with the working title of ‘Welcome to
Maribyrnong’. The mosaic is located at the entrance to
their home, which is at the new arrival flats for refugees
in Maribyrnong. They used Australian icons as a means
of looking forward to a life that awaits them here in
Victoria.

Victorian Farmers Federation: conference
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) — I report to
the house that today the National Party had a very
strong contingent attend the opening of the Victorian
Farmers Federation annual grains conference in
Mildura which was opened by the Minister for
Agriculture.
The conference was held in the Bendigo Bank centre, a
fantastic facility that easily held the many conference
delegates and many exhibitors who put on a great show
for anyone who had the time to visit the exhibits. This
year saw Ron Hards finish four and a half years
leadership with the Victorian Farmers Federation grains
council. Ron has given great service to Victorian grain
growers. He has been a strong and passionate advocate
for growers across a wide range of crucial issues and
has also been a very strong performer on the national
scene.
I also wish Ian Hastings well as he picks up the
leadership baton. Given Ian’s experience and capacity
he will be a worthy replacement for Ron during what
will be a crucial time for the grain industry.
Issues that will be discussed at the conference include
the future structures of the Australian Wheat Board and
of course the very topical issue of genetically modified
products. One particular issue that will get a strong run
today and tomorrow is the lack of government action in
relation to the standardisation and upgrading of the
Mildura rail line. I wish the conference all the best as it
wrestles with the policy issues of the grain industry.

Cultural Diversity Week
Hon. KAYE DARVENIZA (Melbourne West) —
Members would be aware that this week in Victoria we
are celebrating Cultural Diversity Week along with, on

Their artwork is not only appreciated by the residents of
the flat but is also recognised and appreciated by the
broader community in Maribyrnong. I congratulate
these young women on the work they have done and on
the contribution they have made to their community.

Barry Aitken
Hon. ANDREW BRIDESON (Waverley) — It is
with sadness that I report the death of Barry Aitken, a
former officer of this Parliament. Barry was born on
15 June 1956 and died at a very young age of 46 years
on 29 December this year after a long illness. Barry was
well known and cherished by the many members and
staff of Parliament who worked with him over the
years.
Barry was the executive officer of the Road Safety
Committee from 1996 until 2001 when he went on
extended sick leave. Prior to that, from March 1992 to
1996, Barry was the executive officer of the Public
Bodies Review Committee. Those committees were
then chaired by Robin Cooper and, I think, Bill
Landeryou. I had the good fortune of working with
Barry when I was a member of both the Public Bodies
Review Committee and in more recent times when I
was the chair of the Road Safety Committee.
I got to know Barry very well, but perhaps not as well
as when I attended his funeral along with other officers
of the Parliament, particularly the Clerk and the Deputy
Clerk. We were treated to some good knowledge of
Barry’s warm and friendly family life. Barry was a
thorough and diligent officer who had a sound
knowledge of the parliamentary committee inquiry
process. He also possessed the capacity to have
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members question, consider and test propositions
before they became recommendations.
As I said, Barry was respected by all who worked with
him. He was involved in some major parliamentary
inquiries including the corporatisation of the State
Electricity Commission, the inquiry into the
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board, the Liquor
Licensing Commission, Victoria’s road worthiness
system, rural and road safety infrastructure, and the
effects of drugs other than alcohol.
Barry is survived by his wife, Jacqueline, and children,
Sarah, 19, and Dean, 18. I extend my condolences to all
in his family.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Program
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — I move:
That, pursuant to sessional order 16, the orders of the day,
government business, relating to the following bills be
considered and completed by 4.00 p.m. on Thursday,
20 March 2003:
Public Holidays and Shop Trading Reform Acts
(Amendment) Bill
Terrorism (Commonwealth Powers) Bill
Crimes (Property Damage and Computer Offences) Bill

I move this under sessional order 16, which was one of
the sessional orders introduced when this house
organised itself some weeks ago when it first met, and
this is the first time that a government business program
has been formally moved in this house.
We had a very excitable and full debate on the second
day of Parliament. I would like today to speak on why
it has been introduced and hopefully put in place some
of the thoughts that we as a government have as to why
this program is essential and why these three bills in
particular are essential.
The most critical of them is obviously the Public
Holidays and Shop Trading Reform Acts (Amendment)
Bill because of its time sensitivity. Again I will not go
over the debate we had on that special Tuesday in this
house, but it concerns a broader issue of why we have
the government business program. In the end it goes
down to the fact that we as a government wish to stop
the uncertainty of negotiating every bill, one by one,
when there is a potential for people — whether it be
political tactics or whatever other reason — to slow
down the legislation, as I might say occurred when the
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public holidays bill was attempted to be second read in
this place. This is something we can do so that
everybody in the house knows with a degree of
certainty that legislation will be debated during this
week by a certain time.
Pursuant to sessional order 23 members will be aware
of what happens if by 4 o’clock on Thursday these
three pieces of legislation have not passed all the
stages — that is, that the minister at the table simply
moves that the session be extended to 10.00 p.m. that
day at which time there is a normal adjournment, and if
the bill still has not been addressed by that stage then
the house resumes at 9.30 on the Friday morning and
proceeds to debate the legislation, with a lunchbreak,
until 4.00 p.m. when the question is put on all the bills
at whatever stages remain there.
The importance of outlining that is because
understandably members opposite had concerns when
the sessional orders were being introduced as to the
potential for risk in this area, if the government
business program was extreme, if it was overly packed
or not managed properly, that there would be no
scrutiny or debate of legislation. In a house of
review — or in any house of Parliament for that
matter — that would be an issue of concern, so we
propose a government business program that will
enable these three bills to be addressed. We should be
able to get through all three pieces of the legislation
without any problem, but I hope we are also able this
week to get through the other two that are on the notice
paper — 3 and 4, the Legal Practice (Validations) Bill
and the Crimes (Property Damage and Computer
Offences) Bill. However, it is essential that the three we
put on the government business program be addressed
during this week. It is as a sign of good faith that we
have not put all five on because, firstly, all are not as
urgent; and secondly, it shows the opposition parties
which have asked why do we have a program that we
can get more legislation through than we need, and that
is a good sign. So we hope to be proven wrong in this
matter.
As a general rule the program allows the house to have
certainty. Without wishing to anticipate debate, if
hypothetically the Constitution (Parliamentary Reform)
Bill were through the Assembly this week then I would
flag that next week we would devote an entire week to
that piece of legislation. It adds certainty to people in
their planning, it adds certainty to the public that it has a
greater idea of what is being debated, and it adds
certainty to the parliamentary process. It does not in any
way diminish the fairness or the review capacity of this
house. In fact it enhances it, because it sets absolutely
clearly at the start of the week what is of critical
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importance to the government and it also creates what
my colleague the Minister for Aged Care describes as
the ‘gentle guillotine’ — which seem a contradiction in
terms. It says that rather than a government forcing
legislation at a given time there are two triggers in this
place, that it alerts the house that there is an extra
Thursday night and there is an extra Friday, so at each
stage of the process of government legislation going
through there is a notice period saying the time is
diminishing, and a final vote will happen.

I conclude by saying that if it is the case that the Leader
of the Government regards the most critical piece of
legislation in this chamber as the bill dealing with
public holidays and shop trading reform then I am
surprised. I would have thought that the matter of most
concern to Victorians is the Terrorism (Commonwealth
Powers) Bill. It surprises me that the Leader of the
Government should conclude that he would rather deal
with public holidays than anything else. All it does is
reflect the misallocated priorities of the government.

Of course at all times it is in the hands of the house
itself to shorten the period. From my reading of the
chamber I would imagine the public holidays bill would
attract a fair debate and I would imagine the other two
pieces of legislation would attract less debate, so there
is nothing in this that precludes the house rising earlier
than that period of time, but it is certainly a mechanism
that if the legislation is not through by 4.00 p.m. on
Thursday, the debate can extend to Thursday night and
to Friday and that at 4.00 p.m. Friday all questions are
put, and we have certainty that the house has dealt with
the issues. I commend the motion to the house.

Motion agreed to.

Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — My remarks
will be brief. Firstly, I do not believe the government
has made its case in introducing a government business
program to this chamber for the first time. I will not
recite the entire debate that was had on sessional orders;
it is a matter of public record and members on both
sides know what the arguments are. But I must be
consistent in expressing the opposition’s view that this
proposition to introduce a government business
program will add nothing to the legislative protocols in
this chamber. It has already been demonstrated that
prescriptive rules create and have created difficulties for
the government, that rather than facilitating the progress
of legislation the transactions of dealing with
government business have been frustrated as a result of
the government’s own application of a rigorous
procedure.
There is no evidence of this opposition’s or previous
oppositions’ desires to substantially frustrate the
government’s legislative program over time. I remind
members that in the last Parliament of 306 bills
considered by this chamber 7 were defeated. The rest
were dealt with in accordance with the views of the
government on the various amendments that were put
and rejected or accepted or otherwise dealt with. I
believe to introduce this government business program
is a misuse of the government’s control of the house by
its numbers. It is certainly unnecessary and there is no
historic evidence in 146 years that such a procedure is
in fact required.

CHILDREN’S COURT OF VICTORIA
Annual report
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) presented, by command of the Governor,
report for 2001–02.
Laid on table.

PREMIER’S DRUG PREVENTION
COUNCIL
Annual report
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — By leave,
I move:
That there be laid before this house a copy of the report of the
Premier’s Drug Prevention Council for 2001–02.

Motion agreed to.
Laid on table.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Agricultural Industry Development Act 1990 — Victorian
Strawberry Industry Development Order 2002.
Auditor-General — Report on managing risk across the
public sector, March 2003.
Border Groundwaters Agreement Review Committee —
Report, 2001–02.
Budget Sector — Mid-year Financial Report, 2002–03,
incorporating the Quarterly Financial Report No. 2 for the
period ended 31 December 2002.
Falls Creek Alpine Resort Management Board — Minister
for Environment’s report of failure to submit the report for the
period 1 November 2001 to 31 October 2002 to him within
the prescribed period.
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Interpretation of Legislation Act 1984 — Notice pursuant to
32(3)(a)(i) in relation to Statutory Rule No. 10/2003 (eight
papers).
Lake Mountain Alpine Resort Management Board —
Minister for Environment’s report of failure to submit the
report for the period 1 November 2001 to 31 October 2002 to
him within the prescribed period.
Melbourne 2006 Commonwealth Games Pty Ltd — Report,
2001–02.
Mt Baw Baw Alpine Resort Management Board — Minister
for Environment’s report of failure to submit the report for the
period 1 November 2001 to 31 October 2002 to him within
the prescribed period.
Mt Buller Alpine Resort Management Board — Minister for
Environment’s report of failure to submit the report for the
period 1 November 2001 to 31 October 2002 to him within
the prescribed period.
Mt Hotham Alpine Resort Management Board — Minister
for Environment’s report of failure to submit the report for the
period 1 November 2001 to 31 October 2002 to him within
the prescribed period.
Mt Stirling Alpine Resort Management Board — Minister for
Environment’s report of failure to submit the report for the
period 1 November 2001 to 31 October 2002 to him within
the prescribed period.
National Parks Act 1975 — Minister’s notice of 20 February
2003 of consent to petroleum exploration within the Lower
Glenelg National Park under Petroleum Exploration Permit
Number 151.
Optometrists Registration Board — Minister for Health’s
report of receipt of the 2001–02 report.
Parliamentary Committees Act 1968 — Whole of
Government response to recommendations in Drugs and
Crime Prevention Committee’s inquiry into the Inhalation of
Volatile Substances.
Planning and Environment Act 1987 — Notices of Approval
of the following amendments to planning schemes:
Campaspe Planning Scheme — Amendment C14
(Part 1).
Delatite Planning Scheme — Amendment C16.
Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme — Amendment C30.
Knox Planning Scheme — Amendment C16.
Maribyrnong Planning Scheme — Amendment C36.
Stonnington Planning Scheme — Amendment C34.
Wyndham Planning Scheme — Amendment C40.
Rural Finance Act 1988 — Treasurer’s directive of
27 February 2003 to Rural Finance Corporation.
Statutory Rules under the following Acts of Parliament —
Fisheries Act 1995 — No. 22.
Water Industry Act 1994 — No. 21.
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Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 —
Minister’s exception certificate under section 8(4) in
respect of Statutory Rule No. 22.
Minister’s exemption certificate under section 9(6) in
respect of Statutory Rule No. 21.
Victims of Crime Assistance Tribunal — Report, 2001–02.

Proclamations of the Governor in Council fixing
operative dates in respect of the following acts:
Agriculture Legislation (Amendments and Repeals) Act
2002 — Remaining provisions (except sections 6(2)(a), (b)
and (c), 9, 11, 12(4), 14(b) and 26) — 20 March 2003
(Gazette No. G11, 13 March 2003).
Wrongs and Other Acts (Public Liability Insurance Reform)
Act 2002 — Section 11 — 15 March 2003 (Gazette No. G11,
13 March 2003).

GOVERNOR’S SPEECH
Address-in-reply
Debate resumed from 27 February; motion of
Mr SOMYUREK (Eumemmerring) for adoption of
address-in-reply.

The PRESIDENT — Order! I remind honourable
members that the next speaker is making her inaugural
speech.
Hon. C. D. HIRSH (Silvan) — I would like to start
by remarking, ‘As I was saying before I was so rudely
interrupted some 10 years ago.’!
I would like to acknowledge the traditional owners of
the land on which we stand today, the Kulin nation, and
pay my respects to their elders.
President, on behalf of the constituents of Silvan
Province, I congratulate you on your election to the
high office of President of the Legislative Council.
Your achievement has great historical significance. I
also congratulate Ms Glenyys Romanes on her election
as Deputy President. What a major achievement it is
that this chamber has selected two women to lead it
over the next four years. I am pleased that you have
also abandoned the funny and outdated uniforms of the
last century. You are already proving it is possible to
maintain the dignity of this place without
pretentiousness.
It is wonderful to see so many women elected to this
55th Parliament — 34 in the Labor Party, 11 here and
23 in the other place. There are far more women here
than in the 50th and 51st parliaments, in which I served
in the Legislative Assembly. The balance of women to
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men brings this Parliament into a far closer balance
with that of the general community and should assist
greatly with proper representation. It is impossible to
represent the community unless those representatives
truly represent them and unless there are people from
different genders, different age groups, different
backgrounds and different geographic locations. The
enormous increase in the number of women makes for
a much better Parliament.
I also congratulate my colleagues Mr John Lenders, on
his election as Leader of the Government, and
Mr Gavin Jennings, on his re-election as deputy leader.
It is very pleasing to be a part of this Bracks
government which has attained the first-ever majority
for the Australian Labor Party in the Legislative
Council in 150 years — other than the so-called glitch
we had in 1985 for two weeks, which some members
might recall.
I want to acknowledge the other member for Silvan
Province, the Honourable Andrew Olexander and the
previous member, Wendy Smith. I am aware that all
members, no matter what their political persuasion, do
their best to represent the constituency which elects
them.
There are a number of people I want to thank very
sincerely because it is important for me. I thank the
people of Silvan Province who made a massive
decision to vote for the Bracks government and hence
for me. I am not saying that my election was all my
own work because it clearly was not; it was the work of
Steve Bracks and his government that elected a group
of us to the outer east.
I thank the candidates, three of them now members in
the other place, who stood for the Labor Party in the
four lower house electorates of Silvan Province. I refer
to Dympna Beard in Kilsyth, who a little like myself
was not expecting to be elected. She will be a fantastic
and really good member. Peter Lockwood in
Bayswater, a former Knox councillor, will be another
great representative, and James Merlino, a former Yarra
Ranges councillor, will be a great representative in
Monbulk. I also mention the Labor candidate for
Warrandyte, Jarrod Panther, who stood at the last
minute as a 20-year-old for the first time with very little
preparation. He worked extremely hard and did a
fantastic job. He achieved quite a big swing in his first
election campaign and I have a feeling this campaign
might be followed by others in years to come. I have a
feeling he is not a once-only candidate and that he will
be standing again fairly soon. I suggest that all
members look out for him.
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My thanks also go to a number of friends whose
support over the years has been extremely important to
me in my political life. Without it I do not think I would
be here. I thank Don Barker, my campaign manager
during a couple of elections. People might know that I
have stood for a few elections here and there, but I have
to suggest not as many as the former federal member,
David McKenzie, who I think is still ahead of me. Don
and his wife, Helen, have provided me with unstinting
support and encouragement over the last decade.
I want to acknowledge my friend Lindy Dorton who
has been absolutely steadfast during good times and
bad, and there were plenty of the latter over the last few
years. I remember once we were doing something and I
said to Lindy, ‘The votes are slipping away’. I became
extremely depressed but it turned out this was not so
and it was merely my own high anxiety.
The votes did not slip away, and Lindy was wonderful.
I would not have been here without Lindy’s support
over the past decade — I would not have made it; I
would not have lasted the distance.
I also want to mention Anne Eckstein, the honourable
member for Ferntree Gully in the other place. She has
been a friend of mine for many years and is another
person who won in the outer east. She was another
candidate in the area who helped bring a record Bracks
majority to the outer east.
Acknowledgment and thanks are also due to the vital
role played by Labor Party members throughout the
Silvan Province in the last election and in the many
previous elections when the Labor Party was
unsuccessful. Some of them became quite discouraged
over the years. Their ongoing dedication and hard work
contributed in a major way to the victories of the Labor
Party in the outer east.
The electorate of Silvan Province is one of the most
beautiful areas of Victoria, given that it comprises large
areas of the Dandenong Ranges and the Yarra Valley. It
is an extremely diverse area. It has an industrial and
manufacturing base in Bayswater and some
manufacturing in Kilsyth. It has flower, vegetable and
fruit growing in some of the rural areas and a great
berry industry. Vegetables, flowers and particularly
berries are an important part of the industry base of the
province.
Tourism is a massive industry throughout the
Dandenong Ranges and the Yarra Valley. It will
probably be an ongoing major tourist precinct. There is
also tourism in the important rural area around
Warrandyte, which is part of the green wedge, and I
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believe it should remain a rural area. That will be an
issue for local government in the future. I will certainly
be supporting a continuing green wedge. We need
oxygen, and we need to retain our rural near-city areas.
We are well served in Silvan Province with education
facilities. We have a number of campuses of Swinburne
University and its accompanying TAFE college. I
remind the house that part of Swinburne TAFE used to
be the Outer East College of TAFE, which a number of
local citizens started in 1984 with Bob Appleby as its
inaugural chair. He did a great job, as did the rest of the
council members, including Ms Carol Roche, to keep
that college as a community-oriented college for many
years. It is now part of Swinburne University and
provides a credible and good education for everyone.
We are also fairly well served with transport in parts of
the province. We have two railway lines running
through Silvan. Compared to the electorates further
south in which I stood for election in the past, the
transport in Silvan Province is pretty good. The
Lilydale and Belgrave lines run through the electorate
and provide a transport base for many residents in the
province. The Frankston–Mitcham freeway will
improve both north-south and east-west traffic flow. It
will be great, and I will be very pleased when it gets
going and is finished. I am also pleased that there will
be a tunnel under the most environmentally sensitive
areas so that the environment will not be touched — it
will not be destroyed by the freeway. Given that most
residents in Silvan Province are car drivers, the freeway
will be of enormous benefit.
Most residents in Silvan Province are also home
owners. The province has a very low proportion of
people in the rental market. It is a higher-than-average
income area, with the majority of people involved in
technology, management and commerce.
As far as health is concerned, the province is served by
the two major hospitals in the Eastern Health Care
Network, Maroondah Hospital and the Angliss
Hospital, both of which are undergoing major upgrades
at the moment. They will continue to serve the people
of the outer east very well. They are both excellent
hospitals, and I would recommend anyone to attend one
of them if they need to. Certainly their accommodation
is still strained, but they are employing many more
nurses, and waiting times for elective surgery and in the
emergency departments are decreasing. The need to
bypass people to other hospitals has dropped
dramatically, with the Maroondah Hospital having only
one bypass in the last month.
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Following the recent election I found myself
representing the people of Silvan Province in this very
illustrious and beautiful chamber, this upper house of
the Victorian Parliament. I find it very different from
my previous experience in what I could colloquially
term ‘the people’s house’ — the Legislative
Assembly — in the 50th and 51st parliaments between
1985 and 1992. This is most illustrious, with its
cherubs, velvet and gold. It is a very beautiful place.
Ms Hadden interjected.
Hon. C. D. HIRSH — As Ms Hadden comments,
there is no airconditioning.
Before I go on to talk about the history of the early
years of the Legislative Council, I need to thank another
person: my campaign director, Malcolm Farnsworth,
who teaches at Mandeville Hall. Malcolm’s political
knowledge and expertise and his wisdom in all matters
political are fantastic.
He teaches politics, and his students always do
extremely well. I do not suppose I can advertise his web
page — it is very good.
When I was reading the history of the early years of the
Legislative Council, in an excellent book written by
Ray Wright, I noticed that a Francis Murphy was
elected to represent the electorate of Murray. I looked
carefully at this name, Francis Murphy, because I was a
Murphy. But he was not a member of my family,
because neither my father, Peter Murphy, nor my
mother, Dorothy, could even vote for representatives in
this chamber when I was a child. That is so
extraordinary — that the privilege and limits to
democracy continued, and have continued, for so long.
I am just going to speak briefly about this, but I am one
of the Murphys of Piangil — and I am very proud to be
one of the Murphys of Piangil and to be in this place.
My great-grandfather Michael Murphy came to
Australia from Mallow in County Cork in 1840. He
was from a landless, poor, Irish family. And my
great-grandmother Catherine Toland arrived on one of
the so-called orphan ships, the Lady Kennaway, on
13 December 1848. She was with other young Irish
women from the workhouses, and when they arrived
here they were called barefoot trollops and were treated
extremely poorly by the society of the day. So you
cannot see those people being part of this, then
undemocratic, chamber.
The Murphys eventually got a bit of land, called
Murphys Island, up in the Murray. In fact, at the
moment it is a vineyard producing excellent wine, and I
do not suppose I could table this bottle of excellent
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Murphy’s Block wine, made from grapes produced on
Murphys Island on the Murray River?
The PRESIDENT — No, the honourable member
cannot table that.
Hon. C. D. HIRSH — Oh well, worth trying! This
wine was produced as a tribute to my late Uncle
George, my father’s youngest brother.
In concluding I want to thank and pay a major tribute to
my family for being there and for their love and
support: my daughters and sons-in-law, Teresa and
Geoff and Belinda and Peter; my stepdaughter,
Chrissie, and her children, Micah and Emma, who are
battlers in the true sense of the word; my brother Alan
and sister-in-law Lyn; and my two grandchildren,
Jessica and Emily. And I have a third grandchild only
three and a half weeks away who I am looking forward
to with great excitement.
I also want to acknowledge my daughter Vicki,
Jessica’s mum, who died almost two years ago —
actually it will be in a week from today. This
tragedy — and I want to put this into Hansard in this
first speech in this chamber — stopped our whole
family in its tracks. It was the worst thing that had ever
happened to our family, and a few unpleasant things
had happened. For me, it has only been the support and
care of my family that has enabled me to start to deal
with the tragedy, to get my life back again and to keep
going. And so my untold thanks go to my family.
I want to finish by changing the subject and briefly
talking about constitutional reform. I am looking
forward to being a part of this chamber during this
historical period of final democratisation, when this
chamber will finally remove the last of the privileges
that prevent proper representation — that is, every
member will need to face the people at every election,
as is proper in a democratic society.
To conclude, it is an exciting time in this Parliament for
me and an exciting time in this chamber for me, and I
am very grateful and honoured to have the privilege to
serve the people of Silvan for the next four years.
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Eumemmerring) —
I am pleased to rise today to contribute to the
address-in-reply debate. I note that today is an historic
day for Australia. This morning at 10.30 a.m. the Prime
Minister announced the commitment of Australian
troops to serve in the Gulf in relation to the potential
war against Iraq. I place on record my support for the
Australian troops and the other international troops who
will be serving in the Middle East in support of
democracy.
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I know a number of people who are over there now,
including those serving with foreign defence forces.
They should know they have the support of the
Australian people irrespective of views on the issue of
the war itself. I say at the outset I support the position
the Australian government has taken; I know others do
not support that position, but I hope every member of
this chamber supports the Australian troops who will be
serving in that theatre of war in the coming months.
The address-in-reply motion before the house, which
was moved by my new colleague in Eumemmerring
Province, Adem Somyurek — and I congratulate him
on his election — has two parts. The first part calls for
an expression of loyalty to the Sovereign. I am in full
agreement with that aspect of the motion.
The second part of the motion is an expression of
thanks to the Governor on the speech he delivered.
While I am quite happy to express thanks to the
Governor on the speech, it is the content of the speech
that I have some concerns about. As honourable
members would be aware, the speech delivered by the
Governor on the opening of Parliament reflects the
priorities of the government of the day. Indeed it is a
speech wholly prepared by the government of the day
and provided to the Governor for him to read at the
opening of Parliament.
You would expect that in a speech prepared by a
government for delivery at the opening of Parliament
you would get a sense of what the government hoped to
achieve for the state — a sense of where the
government wanted to take the state, certainly over the
four years of its term of government but more
particularly in the longer term, where it wants to see the
state of Victoria in 10, 20 or 50 years time.
The speech the Governor delivered in this place last
month was notable through its lacking that. There is
nothing in the speech the Governor delivered that tells
us where the Bracks government wants this state to be
in 10 or 20 years time. There is nothing there that
indicates the vision the Premier and his cabinet have for
this state. In fact the speech the Governor delivered is
notable for its lack of vision and lack of direction for
the state of Victoria.
The speech touches on a number of specific areas
which I found slightly curious, given what was omitted
and what was included. I would like to talk about the
speech in the context of my electorate, Eumemmerring
Province. I noted with interest that when the Governor
delivered his speech he mentioned the government’s
commitment to the Scoresby freeway. What the speech
did not mention is the government’s commitment to the
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Pakenham bypass. As honourable members would
know, particularly those who served in the previous
Parliament, the Pakenham bypass is a crucial issue for
Eumemmerring Province and for the whole of
Gippsland.
The fact that the government chose to mention
Scoresby in the Governor’s speech but did not mention
the Pakenham bypass sends a very clear signal to the
people of Gippsland and Eumemmerring Province. It
indicates that the Pakenham bypass, a $200 million
project, is a lower priority for this government. Given
that the government was reluctant to sign up for the
Pakenham bypass in the first place, the fact that it failed
to mention the Pakenham bypass at all in the
Governor’s speech outlining its program for the next
four years is a worrying signal.
Honourable members have previously heard me speak
about the need — —
Hon. Bill Forwood — On a point of order, Deputy
President, I am reluctant to do this but it is a practice of
the house that if no minister is available in the chamber
the house automatically goes onto the adjournment. I
hope that a member of the government who is a
minister and who is meant to be in control of this house
will very quickly come back into the chamber. Perhaps
we could have an explanation later from the Leader of
the Government as to why there was no minister
present.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order!
Mr Rich-Phillips will continue.
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS — I do not mind my
colleague taking that point of order, because it is quite
extraordinary to find the house in the condition it was
in. Even when the Honourable Carolyn Hirsh was
delivering her inaugural speech most members of the
government were not in the chamber. Most of her
backbench colleagues were not here. It comes as no
surprise to find that after she finished even the ministers
left the chamber — it is extraordinary that there is not a
single minister here!
As I was saying, members of this chamber have heard
me talk about the infrastructure needs of the City of
Casey. That city, and now the Shire of Cardinia, are
two of the fastest growing areas in the state. The City of
Casey currently has that title, with between 40 and
80 families a week moving into the city, and the growth
through the belt to the Shire of Cardinia will soon
approach that level.
It has been quite remarkable over the three years that I
have been a member of this place and have represented
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those areas to see the rate at which the Shire of Cardinia
has grown. In 1999 it was largely rural, and over the
past three years we have seen extraordinary growth
through that area. Back in the mid to late 1990s the City
of Casey was at the front of growth in urban
development, and we are seeing that move out through
the Shire of Cardinia, which is now experiencing many
of the issues and problems the City of Casey started to
experience in the late 1990s and still continues to
experience.
Those areas are very fortunate to have the municipal
officers in place to assist in developing and managing
that growth, and in particular to have the two chief
executive officers, Mike Tyler at the Casey City
Council and Don Welsh at the Cardinia Shire Council.
However, having good municipal officers does not
absolve the government from providing the necessary
infrastructure for those areas. I am disappointed that the
Governor’s speech makes no reference to providing
infrastructure in the fastest growing corridor in the state
of Victoria. Time and time again I have raised, and my
former colleague the Honourable Neil Lucas raised —
and I hope Mr Somyurek will raise — issues relating to
those areas and to the infrastructure needed for the
management of those areas, yet when the opportunity
arose for the government to outline its priorities for the
next four years unfortunately those areas were
neglected.
The Pakenham bypass is just one example of the
matters I have raised here, but more easily satisfied
issues such as the provision of public transport,
particularly bus services, need to be addressed. The
provision of schools needs to be addressed. One of the
issues I am currently dealing with in my electorate is
the government’s proposed sale of the Timbarra
secondary college site.
The Timbarra estate in Narre Warren is growing
rapidly. It is in the fastest growing area of the state and
has a lot of very young children, children who are soon
to be in their early teens, yet the government is planning
to sell — it has gone beyond the stage of considering it,
as it has requested the rezoning of the site — the
Timbarra Secondary College site. It is clear that within
a couple of years there will be a very definite need for a
secondary school there. It is simple issues like that
which the government needs to address but which it has
failed to address and through the Governor’s speech has
given no indication that it is even aware of the need to
address.
Another example is the need for the City of Casey to
have a State Emergency Service (SES) unit. I have
previously raised that issue in Parliament. It is a simple
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matter for the government to deliver, yet we see no
indication of any willingness by the government to do
that or even any acknowledgment by the government
that an issue exists there. I am disappointed, in reading
the speech, to see that this seems to be the case across
the state.
The government has chosen in the Governor’s speech a
few individual matters that are obviously going to be its
priorities, yet in doing that it has neglected to mention a
whole raft of issues across the state which require
action and has indicated to the people of Victoria that
those other issues clearly have a lower priority.
I now turn my attention to the issues of my portfolio
responsibilities which are the Commonwealth Games
and sport and recreation.
We have reached the situation where we are now four
years into a seven-year project. The Commonwealth
Games were awarded to the state of Victoria in April
1999 and the government is required to deliver them in
March 2006. Four years into that project we are in a
position where the government is unable to say even
what the scope of those games is going to be. Back in
January we had the budget forecast, being somewhere
between $300 million and $1 billion. We have now
been told, as at last week, that the state is going to pay
$700 million for the Commonwealth Games towards a
project which is going to cost $1.1 billion. We are yet
to know where the other $400 million is to come from.
The government says from sponsorship, ticket sales and
support from the federal government. So the challenge
is there for the government to find that $400 million.
To date, to the best of my knowledge, there is no major
sponsor signed for the Commonwealth Games and I
suggest that $400 million from those sources is a very
big ask. The people of Victoria need to know what will
happen if the government does not achieve its
sponsorship target which is a very real prospect. I hope
that is not the case. I place on the record now that the
Commonwealth Games is a project that has bipartisan
support and I look forward to its successful delivery.
However, that has to be financially responsible and it is
my role to hold the government to account on that, so
while the opposition is definitely supportive of the
project it needs to be delivered appropriately.
Given that I have only 31⁄2 minutes before I am gagged,
I would like to place on the record a tribute to some of
the former members of this Parliament with whom I
have had the privilege to serve in the 54th Parliament.
In particular I mention my former lower house
colleague, the Honourable Robert Maclellan. Rob
Maclellan had a remarkable career in this Parliament,
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spanning the premierships of the Honourable Sir Henry
Bolte through to the Honourable Steve Bracks. During
that period he held leadership roles in the Liberal Party,
being deputy leader, as well as numerous ministerial
appointments. I have to say that Rob Maclellan was one
of the most unique members to have served in this
Parliament and his ability to get things done in an
unusual way was quite remarkable. If time allowed I
could talk for an extensive period of the encounters I
had with Rob Maclellan and it was always a learning
experience.
In this chamber I would like to acknowledge my former
colleague the Honourable Neil Lucas. Neil provided
service to the greater Berwick community for well over
30 years, most recently as a member of Parliament. He
was very successful in that and the community is a
great beneficiary of the work that Neil has done. I am
pleased to place on the record that on Saturday Neil
was elected as a councillor for the City of Casey,
representing Edrington ward, with a very solid level of
support which indicates how highly the community
regards him.
Roger Hallam, a former member for Western Province
and a former Minister for Finance during the
53rd Parliament, was a great friend and mentor to me. I
learnt a great deal from him and was always impressed
by his dedication to his role as a member for Western
Province and also to the role he played through the
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee, on which I
served with him.
Cameron Boardman, a former member for Chelsea
Province, as honourable members will know, is a good
mate of mine, which is a very rare thing in this place.
More importantly, I place on the record my
acknowledgement for the great work he did as a
member for Chelsea Province, but also as chairman of
the Drugs and Crime Prevention Committee. I know
that his colleagues on that committee, from both sides,
as well as the broader industry — I use that term
advisedly — surrounding that committee, had great
respect for Cameron’s work.
The final member of Parliament whom I would like to
acknowledge is one whose anthem ‘Ding dong, the
wicked witch is dead’ I now understand. This member
has been elected to another place. I congratulate the
Honourable Ken Smith on his election as the member
for Bass. I know that all honourable members, and the
clerks, because I am sure they are of a similar view, will
miss the significant contributions that the Honourable
Ken Smith used to make in this place, and we wish him
well in his new career in the Legislative Assembly.
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Hon. H. E. BUCKINGHAM (Koonung) — I
acknowledge the traditional owners of the land on
which we stand, the Kulin nation, and pay respects to
their elders. As the body without the spirit is dead, so
faith without deeds is dead as it says in the Bible,
chapter 2 of James. It is customary in these speeches to
express one’s appreciation of a number of people. I
would like to acknowledge and thank those whose lives
have led to my political involvement.
President, I begin by offering you my congratulations
on your election as the first female President of the
Victorian Legislative Council. I know you will
maintain the traditions of fairness and impartiality. I
would also like to congratulate the first female Speaker
of the Legislative Assembly, Judy Maddigan, and the
Deputy President of this house, Glenyys Romanes — a
truly remarkable trifecta.
History offers you, President, and the 55th Parliament,
a special niche. You will preside over and I will be part
of the reforming of this house. Reform is long overdue
and will make this house more democratic, more
representative and, more importantly, accountable to
the electors of Victoria, as all honourable members will
face election every four years. I am honoured to be part
of this historic event.
I congratulate all newly elected members of this house.
I would also like to congratulate Tony Robinson, the
member of the Legislative Assembly for Mitcham, on
his well deserved re-election and Kirstie Marshall and
Anne Eckstein on being newly elected as members for
Forest Hill and Ferntree Gully respectively. It was a
privilege to campaign with these members whose
electorates form part of Koonung Province. In
particular I acknowledge the generous support, sound
advice and mentoring of Tony Robinson, both in this
past campaign and a previous federal campaign.
I wish to acknowledge the speech of the Governor. It
represents the views of the government, its policy
agenda, and it establishes how Victoria will be
governed for the life of this Parliament. This
government has the greatest popular mandate of any in
Victorian history. I look forward to being an active
participant in the implementation of the government’s
policies.
I have been a member of the Australian Labor Party for
35 years. Ben Chifley said:
We have a great objective — the light on the hill — which we
aim to reach for the betterment of mankind not only here but
anywhere we may give a helping hand. If it were not for that,
the Labor movement would not be worth fighting for.
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The desire to serve the community is well embedded in
my family. My father, Frank Wilkes, who is sitting
behind me today, was elected to the Legislative
Assembly at the age of 35 to represent the seat of
Northcote in 1957, after the untimely death of the
former Premier John Cain, Sr. I believe my father and I
are the only father-daughter combination to serve in the
Victorian Parliament and possibly — given the
limitations of my research — the only example in
Australia. My father served the electors of Northcote
and this state as whip, deputy leader and Leader of the
Opposition, then as a minister of local government,
housing, water and resources, and tourism. Dad retired
in 1988 after 31 years of service.
As my father was elected at a by-election, his then
maiden, now inaugural, speech was in reply to a private
members bill introduced by Buckley Machin, then an
MLC for Melbourne West Province. The bill was
adopted by the Liberal government in the lower house,
something I believe would be a fairly rare
occurrence — and I believe an only occurrence —
hence my father’s first speech was on the Clean Air
Bill. The bill was designed to eliminate the increasing
problem of atmospheric pollution caused by industry.
Historic, innovative, benchmarking legislation for its
time, it attempted to protect the environment long
before it was deemed necessary or electorally attractive
to do so.
My upbringing was one in which there was an
unspoken belief that you put back into and contribute to
the community in which you live, and that through your
deeds and actions you aspire to Ben Chifley’s ‘light on
the hill’.
I have many passions in my life. I am passionate about
representative democracy. I am passionate about
accountability and I am passionate about serving the
voters of Koonung Province and Victoria in this
55th Parliament. I am enormously attracted by the
concept of democratic power. There is so much
evidence of the misuse of power by individuals,
leaders, governments and countries that it may seem
odd for me to state that it is a concept that I find very
attractive: attractive because if that power is derived
from a democratically elected mandate, there is a huge
potential for the betterment of all. All governments
have a responsibility to those they govern and we in this
house have a huge responsibility as individuals and as
parties not to abuse or misuse this trust and to
collectively use our powers to make this state a fair and
tolerant society for all.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank a previous
member for Koonung Province, Mr Gerald Ashman,
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for his conduct during the campaign and for his service
both to his electorate and to this Parliament. I look
forward to sharing Koonung Province over the next
four years with the Honourable Bruce Atkinson.
I am married to Ian and I have two children of whom I
am very proud. I have an arts degree majoring in
history and philosophy, a teaching diploma and
postgraduate qualifications in careers. I commenced my
professional life as a history-politics teacher and moved
into careers counselling 12 years ago.
I am also a committed feminist, and by that I mean I am
committed to achieving a level playing field in life, in
the workplace, in management, on boards and in all
levels of government for women. That is why I am
particularly proud to be one of the historic
40-per-cent-strong female participation of this
government, with 34 female members of caucus, 23 in
the Legislative Assembly and 11 in this house.
Women in the work force continue to be undervalued.
Equal pay has still not been achieved as women still on
average earn 67 per cent of male earnings, or less than
$271 per week. In industries dominated by women the
gap is as wide as 54 per cent and women earn less
across every single occupational group. Child care
accessibility and affordability for working mothers
remain a problem. There are no women High Court
judges and only four women Federal Court judges.
Seventy per cent of all carers are women, their roles
unrecognised and undervalued. Australia is one of only
two countries in the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development not to have national paid
maternity leave. Women have many achievements to be
proud of. There is still, however, much to be done, not
just to eliminate glass ceilings but at a more basic level
to ensure equal access to opportunity, working
conditions and fair wages.
We live in troubled times internationally and there are
many inequities that still must be addressed. The
Bracks government has done much to address some of
these inequities. Only last week the Australian Bureau
of Statistics figures showed that Victoria has the lowest
unemployment rate in Australia. Apprenticeships and
traineeships exceed 100 000 a year. The public
education system is being reinvigorated with 3000
more teachers and class sizes are now falling and
retention rates rising. We have restored common law
rights for seriously injured workers and we have
enacted the Racial and Religious Tolerance Act. In the
life of this Parliament the government will continue to
deliver quality services, grow the whole of Victoria and
address issues of inequality. I am honoured to be part of
this process.
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For the past 12 years I have worked as a careers
counsellor in the private education sector. Through
professional networking with both the private and
government sectors and universities I am very
conscious of the uneven accessibility that some face
when they require careers advice. All students deserve
and indeed must have access to careers advice that is
timely, unprejudiced, well sourced and given by
professionally trained careers advisers. The school you
go to, the suburb you live in or budgetary
considerations should not decide your right to careers
advice or the standard of that advice.
Because of the nature of subject choices and tertiary
prerequisites students are required to make potentially
life-altering decisions in their final years of secondary
school. All students should have access to the highest
quality advice as they complete their education. I salute
the efforts and work of all my former colleagues in both
the government and private sectors who devote their
professional lives to this most important of jobs,
guiding young people with their career choices.
I first commenced my service to the community on the
board of Box Hill Hospital in 1992, where I was to
develop a continuing interest in the health system, its
funding and administration. I hope to continue that
interest in this Parliament.
In my capacity as a careers councillor I have served on
committees in the higher education sector, the most
interesting being the Animal Ethics Committee of the
Department of Physiology at Monash University. Here
I developed an ongoing respect for both the ethics of
the scientists and the cutting edge research they
undertake, research that has already given us the
in-vitro fertilisation program but in the future may find
cures or better management for illnesses such as high
blood pressure and diabetes, to name but a few. We are
extremely fortunate in this country to have world-class
scientists who undertake this most important of
research.
Like my father, who was an elected councillor in the
City of Northcote for 27 years whilst concurrently a
member of Parliament, I have also been a councillor in
local government. I was elected in 1997 and served the
residents of Riversdale ward in the City of Whitehorse,
where I had the honour of being mayor in 1998. I was
re-elected in 2000 and resigned recently.
My decision to stand for local government was based
on my commitment to and passion for good
representative democracy. As I have already stated, I
most sincerely believe you should put back into and
contribute to the community you live in. Apathy and
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disengagement, or benefiting from the involvement and
hard work of others without contributing myself, is
anathema to me.
I understand that not everyone is interested in political
participation, but local involvement can and does take
many forms, and as a councillor I have been exposed to
many forms of this involvement. People serve on
kindergarten and school committees, they do voluntary
work, like delivering Meals on Wheels or driving the
elderly in the community to medical appointments, they
participate in service clubs that bring enormous benefits
to our community, and they are involved in church,
environmental and sporting groups. This involvement is
pivotal to the functionality of the community.
Australians have often been reticent to exhibit their
patriotism. I am extremely proud to be an Australian.
On one level this pride comes from my history training
and my understanding of the Australian character and
of the sacrifices that have been made by many for this
country. At a much more local level, nearer to my heart,
my pride comes from the many individuals and
organisations I have met through local government. It is
through their participation that their local communities
work and this state is a better place in which to live. I
thank and salute them.
In Australia it is not unusual for members of Parliament
at both state and federal levels to have served as local
councillors. I do not see anything wrong with this, and
in fact in my case it has been a motivating force. Of the
88 members of the Legislative Assembly combined
with the 44 members of the Legislative Council,
33 have backgrounds in local government, which
equates to around 20 per cent of the current elected
state parliamentarians. Twenty four of these come from
the ALP, 5 are from the Liberal Party, 3 are from the
National Party, and one is an Independent. Eight
current Victorian members of the House of
Representatives and three current Victorian senators
have also been involved in local government. I am
proud to continue that tradition.
Local government has earned a reputation of being the
area of government nearest the people. I am pleased to
report that there is a high level of satisfaction amongst
residents in their respective municipalities, as reported
recently in survey figures released by the Department
of Infrastructure. There is a perception that local
participation and consultation is being encouraged and
is happening, and that service delivery and facilities and
capital works are being maintained. Whilst I am pleased
with this perception, I am aware that important issues
are facing local government.
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The greatest medium-to-long-term challenge to face the
local government sector in Victoria is financial
sustainability. Within the current Australian structures
of government, local government is subject to a range
of structural and policy impediments that threaten
longer term viability.
The largest problem facing local government is an
overall lack of funds with which to simultaneously fund
services and to provide for the necessary renewal of
assets. Financial data shows that the issue of cost
shifting in the responsibility for and the funding of
major specific programs, while a significant issue, is
secondary to this problem.
The Municipal Association of Victoria has documented
cost shifting of at least $40 million per annum — in
2001–02 — in the recurrent funding of three major
specific-purpose funding programs affecting Victorian
councils — namely, health and community care
services, libraries and maternal and child health
services. Up to an additional $20 million of cost
shifting has probably occurred in a range of other
specific programs covering local government functions.
A cumulative gap of approximately $3.1 billion over
seven years between expenses and councils’ core
revenue streams is indicated, which is equivalent to a
real average annual increase in rates of about 24 per
cent. This finding aligns with the recent report of the
Victorian Auditor-General, who estimated a deficiency
of between $1.4 billion and $2.75 billion in council
spending on the renewal and maintenance just of local
roads over the past five years. The Auditor-General
commented on the compounding future asset renewal
costs that councils were facing and confirmed that in
general rate revenues were not being set at a level that
would enable assets to be renewed when needed.
Over the past 12 months there has been unprecedented
dialogue between the state government and local
government on specific programs where cost shifting is
a concern. This has been constructive and mutually
beneficial, resulting in positive steps from both levels of
government in addressing these issues. This has been
particularly beneficial in the program areas of Home
and Community Care and maternal and child health
services. However, local government has an underlying
concern over longer term financial sustainability. The
viability of the sector depends on addressing this
broader question.
The Bracks government has committed to the formal
recognition of local government in the Victorian
constitution. In the first term of the Bracks government,
constraints such as compulsory competitive tendering
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and rate capping were removed. In this term we will
provide libraries with extra resources for books, align
election cycles, and boost funding to home and
community care. The Local Government (Update) Bill
will be reintroduced in the spring sitting, ensuring we
have the best legislation possible to give effect to our
commitments to deliver outcomes for local
communities.
As a student of history I found it interesting to note that
I now represent part of the electorate of the first female
member of the Victorian Parliament, Ivy Weber, who
was elected to represent the Legislative Assembly seat
of Nunawading in 1937. Mrs Weber did not represent a
party; she was an Independent, so it was a remarkable
achievement to be elected as a woman without party
support.
Ivy stood on a platform visionary for its time. She
advocated free education from kindergarten to
university, systematic national health and insurance
schemes, and slum abolition. She was active in many
women’s organisations, including the League of
Women Electors. If people would like to go across the
road to Joint Services, at 157 Spring Street, they will
see a most handsome portrait of her in the window, a
painting that I believe used to hang somewhere in this
house. Ivy belonged to the Temperance Council, the
Australian Movement Against Socialism and the
National Fitness Council — so, needless to say, there
are some things I do not share in common with
Mrs Weber!
My life has taught me the need to balance idealism and
reality. I am and hope to remain politically and
personally idealistic. Although I adopted
unquestionably my family’s political beliefs at an early
age, as I have grown older and gained an education and
life experience I have embraced those beliefs
wholeheartedly, by choice and conviction.
I believe in social justice and equity, in justice and
fairness, and in giving a voice to those
under-represented by the political process — and it is
because of those beliefs that I aspired to be elected to
this house.
I wish to thank many people for their generous and
unconditional support, in particular my family, who
supported me through a federal and a state election
campaign within 12 months of each other. I would not
recommend that. I would also like to pay tribute to the
party I have belonged to for 35 years, the Australian
Labor Party, and thank the administrative and campaign
team at head office as well as all local branch members
who worked for our historic victory. I also thank the
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voters of Koonung Province and pledge that I will be an
active and approachable local member. I will always
endeavour to act on their concerns and issues.
I am cognisant of the issues that constituents bring to
me — issues about roads, traffic congestion, lack of
public transport and the need to protect the
environment, while balancing the need for future
development.
I hope I can be a voice for my electorate on these and
other important issues that affect Koonung Province.
I would like to thank my father for all his support and
words of wisdom. I quite happily inherit his love of
public service and politics. I would like to thank and
acknowledge my mother who died three years ago, who
by her deeds taught me about selflessness. My mother
was an extremely kind and generous person. She was
also an extremely strong and determined woman who
suffered ill health for the greater part of her life. She
always retained a positive outlook, and I would like to
think that my sister and I share some of my mother’s
strength and determination. I would like to thank my
sister Susan for her invaluable and ongoing support and
her work in two campaigns.
I thank my children, Lisa and Nicholas, for their
encouragement and their constant critiquing and
questioning. Sometimes explaining your beliefs and
views to your children is harder than explaining them to
your electorate! I am proud to have brought up children
who question and challenge me. My special thankyou is
reserved for my husband, Ian, who has actively made it
possible for me to live my dream of serving the
community, first on a hospital board when our children
were still young, then in local government and now in
Parliament. He is my sounding board and adviser, and I
thank him.
Lastly, I would like to acknowledge all my female
friends, both old and new — friends who are here
today, friends from my professional life as a teacher
and careers counsellor, friends from council, friends
from the party and from Emily’s List — strong,
principled women, opinionated, supportive and caring,
women who have encouraged and supported me; I have
shared their friendship and families, their ideas and
their passions. They have enriched my life and taught
me about mutual respect and tolerance. They have
made an immeasurable difference to my life. They have
taught me to believe in myself and my principles and to
have the courage to defend those principles and take
chances. They have taught me that not only is it good to
be challenged and critiqued but it can actually be
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enjoyable. My female friends have been and will
continue to be a blessing in my life.
I am above all else an educator. Life is a journey of
learning. I look forward to the next part of that journey.
The Greeks created democracy, so having started with a
biblical quote that encapsulates my political beliefs I
would like to finish with a quote from Plato, a quote
that will give you an insight into my passion for
involvement in the political process because of its
accountability and enormous potential to change things
for the better:
The punishment which the wise suffer, who refuse to take
part in the government, is to live under the government of
worse men.

Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) — It is a
pleasure to rise to speak on the motion for the
address-in-reply. Like my colleague Gordon
Rich-Phillips I also wish to express my loyalty to her
most Gracious Sovereign the Queen. Many members in
this place know that I am an avowed republican and
look forward to the day when Australia is a republic,
but given that currently we operate under a
constitutional monarchy it would be inappropriate if I
was not to express my loyalty to Her Majesty the
Queen.
Let me also at the outset of my brief contribution today
place on record my appreciation for the outstanding
work done by the Governor of this state, John Landy.
He did, of course, become Governor under somewhat
difficult circumstances, but he has proved to be without
doubt an outstanding Governor. He is an asset to
Victoria, and the work that he and his wife, Lynne, do
on behalf of all Victorians should also be
acknowledged at this time.
I have previously congratulated you, President Gould,
on becoming the first female President of the upper
house. I look forward to working with you. I also
congratulate my friend Glenyys Romanes on becoming
the Deputy President. It is a change to have two women
in such august positions, but I know you both bring
commitment, energy and ability, and I look forward to
working with you both in the years ahead.
At the end of the last session I was in a different
capacity and had, by the gracious leave of the then
Leader of the Government, the opportunity to farewell
many members of this particular house in the last
Parliament who chose not to continue for one reason or
the other. We had a relatively long debate, and they all
then got up and said their farewells which I thought was
nice because many people serve in this place for many
years but do not get the opportunity to end their career
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in any sort of structured way, and there were people —
Roger Hallam, Mark Birrell, John Ross, and I will not
mention them all — who had something to say as they
left. I appreciated the gracious leave granted by the
Leader of the Government at that time, now the
President, for us to be able to do that.
However, since that time there has been an election
which has returned the government, and let me at the
outset congratulate the ministers on their portfolios,
particularly my friend Theo Theophanous who is back
on the front bench after an absence of 10 years. I look
forward in my capacity as shadow Minister for Energy
Industries to engaging him. If I have enough time
before it runs out in 11 minutes and 40 seconds, we will
get on to some of the issues that he and I might discuss.
I wish to say two things at the moment. The first is that
the government won well and it now has a
responsibility. That responsibility was articulated very
well by David White when he was the Leader of the
Opposition in 1992. He said then that the opposition
would hold the new ministers to account to govern for
all Victorians, and I repeat on behalf of my colleagues
here that we will be doing exactly the same thing. I will
get to that in a moment.
The second thing I want to say is that I have been
greatly impressed by the inaugural contributions that
have been made by members across the house since the
process started. I know we have not heard them all and
I am looking forward to the remaining ones to come,
but all have brought to this chamber a commitment and
an understanding and an empathy. We have different
political views — I know that — but there is no-one I
know who has served in this place for any length of
time at all who did not endeavour to make a
contribution to the betterment of society. As I came in
this morning I was doorstopped by people from
Channel 10 who said, ‘Aren’t you all just a bunch of
cushion warmers?’, and I said to them that every person
I have known in my time in this Parliament has done
their best to contribute. I do not care what their political
views are — —
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — I bet they don’t run it!
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — Of course they won’t,
but I stand by that comment, that the people who come
in here have a commitment to their community and to
the state, and I do not mind which side of the house
they come from or whether they belong to a third party,
all of them do their best. I know that, and the quality of
the first speeches that have been given in this place has
been extraordinary.
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But I want to say farewell to seven members I did not
get the opportunity to farewell at the end of the last
session.
Gerald Ashman, who was mentioned by Mr Gordon
Rich-Phillips, served this Parliament for 14 years, first
as a member for Boronia Province and then as a
member for Koonung Province. He was also chairman
of a joint parliamentary committee and served as the
Liberal Party’s nominee on the Vichealth board for
many years. Vichealth is one of those organisations that
has tripartisan support in this Parliament. It was
established with tripartisan support, and that support
continues.
Cameron Boardman, a member for Chelsea Province,
was also mentioned. Ian Cover is a good friend of mine,
a Coodabeen Champion who is back on the radio. He
was shadow minister for sport, youth and recreation in
the last Parliament. As I said, he is a close friend of
mine and a person I will greatly miss.
Peter Katsambanis and I shared a number of interests,
not least, of course, having a go at the Labor Party, but
including the Collingwood Football Club, which is a
passion of his — I was disappointed with the result the
other night. It was sad to see Neil Lucas go in
extraordinary circumstances. He started off running for
Eumemmerring Province and ended up standing for a
lower house seat because of a change of circumstances.
He has now ended up as a councillor. Wendy Smith
unfortunately also lost her seat. I will miss Wendy. I am
fortunate to some degree because Wendy’s electorate
officer has now come to assist me, and I am grateful for
that.
I finally mention Carlo Furletti, who was my deputy
when I was leader. Many people do not know that
Carlo and I were friends before either of us came into
Parliament. We also belonged to the same Liberal Party
branch, and it is pretty rare in our party for two
members from the same branch to be preselected to this
Parliament and for us to be elected to represent the
same province, Templestowe — and as an aside, I am
enjoying working with Lidia Argondizzo, who beat
Carlo. We have run into each other on a number of
occasions around the electorate, and I am sure we will
continue to work well in the interests of the people we
represent. As I said, Carlo and I were friends before we
came into Parliament and we served together as
members for Templestowe Province. I became the
Leader of the Opposition and Carlo became my deputy.
He is one of my very close friends, and I am very sad at
his loss and I wish him and all of the other former
members well with their future careers.
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Mr Smith interjected.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — I spoke about her last
time. In the limited time available to me I make a
number of points. I was pleased, despite the spin
Mr Theophanous tried to put on it, that at least the
Leader of the Government had the courtesy to extend
the rights of members of this chamber to speak for a
quarter of an hour on the address-in-reply. It was
nonsense to come in here with a proposal that some
members would get 5 minutes to speak on this
important motion, and I thank the government for at
least seeing reason on that account.
However, I do say that it is disappointing that members
in this place will be limited in what they can say. I note
that I am now down to 5 minutes and 36 seconds, and I
do not feel that I have even started. I make the point
again that in my more than 10 years in this chamber —
Mr Baxter has been here a lot longer than I have — this
place got its business done without the need for a gag, a
guillotine or a government business program. I am
happy to go along with a democratic change at any
time, but I do not think this is democratic. I guess we
will discuss that further.
As I mentioned previously, I have responsibilities for
energy services and Workcover. I say at the outset that
these are two crucial areas for the future of Victoria,
and they are ones where the opposition will not only be
looking to hold the government to account for what it
does or does not do but wishes to work proactively in
the best interests of Victoria. At the end of the day I say
that all of us here care about where Victoria goes and
what happens to the state, and we want to work
together. My view in government was that we did not
have a monopoly on good ideas — they come from
everyone, from the community and from other political
parties. What we ought to be doing as a Parliament is
grabbing the ideas, the energy and the enthusiasm and
working as best we can in the interests of Victoria.
I say to my friend Mr Theophanous that I will work
closely to advance the cause of Victoria, particularly in
relation to the energy industries, but also as I said to
hold him to account, chew him up and catch him out,
but at the end of the day I know that he and I have a
similar view — that Victoria will be better if we have a
solid energy system that provides secure supply at a
reasonable price. I know that he and I will work closely
towards that.
I put on the record my thanks to James MacKenzie, the
chairman of the Victorian Workcover Authority and the
Transport Accident Commission. I have known James
for quite some time, and he has gone out of his way to
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ensure that, as the shadow minister responsible for
Workcover and the TAC, I am properly briefed on
those matters. I look forward to working with him and
the people associated with those organisations on those
important issues.
I say at the outset that my views on workers
compensation are well known and have been put many
times in this chamber. The less accidents we have in the
workplace, the better off we all are. We need a system
that ensures that premiums are not onerous to the extent
that business leaves this state, but we need a system of
benefits to injured workers, and I am happy to work
with the government on implementing the best systems
that ensure injured workers are properly compensated.
In the 2 minutes left to me I want to say that this
government — and this comes out in the Governor’s
speech — is pretty strong on spin and rhetoric but is not
too good on delivering. This is the issue, and is why we
will be holding the government to account. I do not
have time to go into the detail of the Austin hospital
project, which the Auditor-General reported as running
very late and $100 million over budget. I do not have
time in this contribution to go into Central City Studios
and what is happening there. It is another of these
shonky Labor deals that tend to come up from time to
time. I do not want to or have time to go into the issue
of the extension of the Eastern Freeway, which travels
through the electorate I have the honour to represent
and which, of course, has been deferred and delayed
and is now being wrapped up into something else so
that the government will have some justification for the
over $100 million blow-out and the two-year delay on
the project.
The government is good at spin and can bring in its star
candidates or members of Parliament to put a gloss on
things, but members of the government will be judged
by the people of Victoria on their capacity to deliver. At
question time we heard the Minister for Finance
ducking the issues, and we heard the Minister for
Energy Industries — what an appalling effort that was.
I am looking forward to engaging the minister, but he
will have to do better than that. I am afraid that my time
is running out and the 15 minutes allotted to me to
speak on the address-in-reply is now gone. I am sure
the minister will not move for an extension of time, so
with those brief words I commend the motion to the
house.
Hon. J. H. EREN (Geelong) — I take the
opportunity to congratulate you, President, on your new
position and to congratulate the new members of this
55th Parliament. I can barely believe that I am here.
When I first entered this chamber my initial thought
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was of its incredible beauty, but, of course, this place
during the last 152 years has been also incredibly
important. Before us in this place have gone
Sir Redmond Barry, James Harrison and Sir Robert
Menzies, John Pascoe Faulkner, Sir Frank Beaurepaire
and Peter Lalor. All of these people have contributed
enormously to Victorian and Australian life, and much
of that contribution has been made here.
And to think that in a small way all of us in this
chamber form a part of the continuing legacy of this
place is an almost unspeakable privilege and a serious
responsibility.
On 18 May 1915 the Honourable W. S. Manifold, a
member for Western Province, said in this place:
We could not but feel that in the wonderful landing effected
by our men, on the Gallipoli Peninsula, the Australian troops
had been given a position of honour. Where the British troops
landed, at the point of the peninsula, they had the enemy in
their face and the sea behind them. The Australian troops,
however, had been landed at a spot overshadowed by cliffs in
possession of the enemy, and they had, with wonderful
bravery, managed to scale those cliffs, drive the enemy away
from them, and force their way inland over rugged country
affording excellent cover for snipers. The Australian troops
had to advance with the enemy on both sides as well as in
front, and we could hardly imagine a more dangerous position
than they were called upon to occupy. It was infinitely more
dangerous than the position of the British troops on the
western point of the peninsula. The action of the Australian
troops had been simply magnificent and they undoubtedly
well deserved the praise of the whole world.

As best I can ascertain, on 25 April 1915 my
grandfather, Hamdi Isteni, was fighting in a battalion
commanded by Mustafa Kemal, later to become Kemal
Ataturk, the father of modern Turkey. Mustafa Kemal’s
troops were engaged in fighting against the northern
line of Australian troops that day. Some historians say
that in these battles on that day the entire outcome of
the Gallipoli campaign was determined. The objective
of these Australian troops was to take a hill called
Chunuk Bair, and in defending this hill Mustafa Kemal
uttered his famous command:
I do not order you to attack; I order you to die. In the time
which passes until we die other troops and commanders can
take our places.

It is quite possible that my grandfather received this
order; that he heard these words pass Kemal’s lips.
Ultimately, Gallipoli defined many things, and these
words helped to define a man who became one of the
great statesmen of the 20th century. The Gallipoli
conflict and the courage the Anzacs demonstrated there
has become the definition of the Australian tradition.
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This is the most important moment in Australian
legend, and as Les Carlyon said in his recent work on
Gallipoli:
Gallipoli has become Australia’s Homeric tale.

But for me, it is the fact that my grandfather started that
day, 25 April 1915, on the heights of Gallipoli looking
down on the beach rather than in the ship of the Royal
Navy looking in toward the beach, which now defines
who I am — for I am a Turkish-born Australian.
When Australians look to the better angels of their
nature, when Australia is at her best, being a Turkish
Australian is fantastic. In most ways being a Turkish
Australian is like being any other Australian: my kids
go to local schools, North Geelong Secondary College
and Bell Park North Primary School; we go camping
every Easter; my children participate in a range of
sports, including soccer, little athletics, netball, football
and surfing; they love watching The Simpsons and can
soak up MTV, Nike and other American culture with
the best of them.
Like all of us, I was horrified at what happened to my
fellow Australians in Bali. My wife, Geraldine, and I
were within two blocks of the Victorian police
headquarters on 27 March 1986 when the Russell Street
bombing occurred, and although it was not on the same
scale as the nightmare in Bali that experience greatly
affected us, and I can only imagine how Bali has
affected those people who experienced it. Terrorism has
no particular faith, race or colour; nor do the people
who become victims of it.
And like all Australians, my hopes, concerns and
prayers are with all the Australian servicemen and
women overseas no matter what the conflict and no
matter where it is.
But in other ways being a Turkish Australian is
different to being an Australian of Anglo-Celtic
descent. Christmas is a great time for our family: we
love the Christmas lights in our street, and we love the
ceremony of Christmas. But the end of Ramadan is also
a very important day for us. It is when the members of
all Muslim communities host large feasts and
celebrations to mark the end of the fast. They open their
houses and catch up with friends. Like many
Australians I am not very religious, but I do know the
stories of the Koran and I was married by a Muslim
cleric.
Although my children love to go to grandma’s for a
roast dinner they also look forward to baba Anne’s
kofte and baklava. They know that grandma goes to
church and dede goes to the mosque, and although we
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were sad on the Monday after Uruguay denied
Australia the chance to play in the World Cup we were
also excited when Turkey made the semifinal of the
World Cup. I like to think of these special things that
make us feel good rather than the differences which
make us feel bad.
In many ways being a Turkish Australian in 2003
should be the embodiment of modern Australia. The
waves of immigration after the Second World War of
peoples from all over Europe, including Turkey, and
later from Asia have been the most important social
phenomenon in Australia’s history since 1788. We are
the product of that. We form part of the great
multicultural society, which at its best is a model for the
world. We contribute to the diversity of Australia,
which we like to think is enjoyed and celebrated by all
Australians of all origins. Yet these special feelings do
not characterise how we feel now. At her worst
Australia exposes a dark underbelly of racism. Since
Tampa some people engaged in public life have
appealed to the darker angels of our nature in the hope
this will bring them political rewards. With the current
events in the Middle East, all Muslim Australians are
starting to feel targeted by this streak of racism, and I
fear that Australian society is indulging it in ways that it
should not.
On 5 February a letter entitled ‘Aussie Muslims must
live by our rules’ appeared in the Geelong Advertiser. It
said in part:
Muslims coming to Australia should change their lifestyle to
suit us, integrate and assimilate. Why should we change our
ways, culture and religion to suit them?
I have had a gutful of Muslims demanding they have things
their way and if we don’t look out, Australia will soon be
controlled by Muslims laying down the law, like they do in
the United Kingdom.

It does not surprise me that there are people who think
this way, but it shocked me that the Geelong Advertiser
printed this letter. These words are intended to inspire
hatred on the basis of race and culture. As such they are
unlawful, and, arguably, it was unlawful to print them.
That voices such as this one are encouraged by those in
power and given a platform by those who control our
media makes no contribution to the tolerant society
which, at times, we can be. Rather, it takes us to that
dark place of racism, which as a country we all too
often inhabit.
So if I use the privilege of being in this place for one
thing, it will be as a voice for my community, and in
defending my community against racism and hatred I
hope I will also make a contribution to returning
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Victoria and Australia to the position of enlightenment
which I believe we once enjoyed.
On 29 June 1982 the Honourable David Henshaw, a
predecessor of mine as a member for Geelong
Province, is reported as saying in this place:
Geelong is inhabited by a fine race of people and it is a fine
location in which to live.
…
Geelong has an established manufacturing sector and a skilled
labour force. It has an availability of resources. It has access
to port and transport facilities, and it is a good location in
which the work force can live.

In the same year that David Henshaw made those
comments I went to Geelong on a camping holiday.
Like many people with a similar story, it was a holiday
that was to change my life, for on this trip I met a
beautiful young Geelong woman named Geraldine
Brown who ultimately became my wife. It began a long
association with Geelong, every minute of which
Geraldine and I have simply adored.
Geelong has had a varied history. At its outset it was
vying with Melbourne for the right to be this state’s
capital city, and many in Geelong still feel cheated by a
doctored map which incorrectly placed Melbourne
closer to the goldfields of Ballarat and thereby secured
funds from London to develop its port ahead of
Geelong. I would agree that it is probably time Geelong
got over it and moved on.
Later Geelong was a country town, albeit one that was
the centre of wool exports to England, and later still,
with the advent of Ford and Shell, Geelong became an
industrial city, which it in part remains today. Once
again Geelong is searching for a new identity. In a
globalised Australia embracing new economies
Geelong is starting to wonder where it fits in.
In the last decade we have come a long way in
Geelong. The Geelong waterfront, particularly on
Australia Day, is now the best part of the greater Port
Phillip Bay. The road, now completed, has made the
world of difference to Geelong’s connection with
Melbourne. Deakin University thrives, and the football
club has recovered to be in a very solid position.
But still there are some big holes in Geelong’s net.
Even though the road has been upgraded, compared
with the infrastructure links of Newcastle and
Wollongong with Sydney, Geelong’s infrastructure
links with Melbourne remain poor. Geelong lacks a
proper conference facility, which denies it many
opportunities to bring revenue into the town. Our
internal public transport system is a major problem.
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Then there is Avalon. Anyone who went to see the
airshow recently would realise the enormous potential
of this facility. I believe those in the private sector have
developed a vision for what this place could be and its
importance to Geelong. But all levels of government
are yet to fully appreciate that vision and get behind it.
Geelong simply needs this development.
We need to make people from outside Geelong, from
Melbourne and beyond, more aware of what Geelong
and its environs offer. Geelong is the gateway to
Victoria’s premier tourist attractions: the Great Ocean
Road and the Twelve Apostles. Yet many do not seem
to appreciate what this traffic flow can mean for our
future. We are at the centre of a burgeoning wine
region. Located in my province is arguably the surfing
capital of the world: Torquay — the home of Rip Curl,
Quicksilver and Bells Beach.
Geelong is quickly becoming Australia’s best kept
secret. While this implies much that is good, rather than
being a secret it would be far better for us to be in the
limelight.
Most of all, people in Geelong need to feel more
confident and secure. There has been a vast
improvement in this over the last few years, but pride in
Geelong must continue to grow, for there is a big
difference between feeling defensive about our town’s
past and feeling confident about our town’s future. For
my part I am not confident of Geelong’s fantastic
future: I am certain of it.
On 27 March 1991 the Honourable David White, a
member for Doutta Galla Province and the Minister for
Manufacturing and Industry Development, is reported
as saying in this place:
The government looks forward to assisting the CSIRO and
the large-scale component manufacturers in the automotive
industry in maximising the use of the proposed —

automotive research and development —
centre and ensuring that as a result of the establishment of the
centre it will reinforce Victoria’s pre-eminence as the centre
of the vehicle manufacturing industry in this country.

David White said that during my last year of working
on the tyre assembly and axle lines which formed part
of the production line of the Ford Motor Company at its
plant in Broadmeadows. My job was as an assembler.
Prior to entering political life I was a production
worker. I am proud to have been a production worker,
and I recall feeling this pride at the time. I very much
felt that I was making a contribution with my hands to a
vital part of the Victorian economy. It is a view that I
maintain today, for manufacturing is at the heart of the
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Victorian economy and indeed Victoria is the heart of
the nation’s manufacturing. I strongly believe it is the
role of the Victorian government to continue its work in
making Victoria a fertile place in which to undertake
manufacturing and to invest in manufacturing.
At Ford I also sought to make a contribution with my
voice, and so I became the Vehicle Builders Union
delegate for the tyre assembly and the axle lines. I was
responsible for about 100 workers. Unions have played
a critical part in the development of this state and this
country. Underpinning the egalitarian Australian spirit
which was first evident for the world to see among the
Anzacs as they camped at the foot of the pyramids and
which characterised the Anzacs at Gallipoli was a just
distribution of the country’s economic wealth.
For most of the 20th century Australia has had the
smallest gap between rich and poor of any country in
the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development. That fact may well be regarded as the
Australian trade union movement’s greatest
achievement. It is no coincidence that as trade unions
face difficult times in this country now, the gap
between rich and poor grows faster in Australia than in
any other country in the OECD. This phenomenon
strikes at the heart of what it is to be Australian, for
egalitarianism and even mateship are ultimately reliant
on wage justice. It is only through the work of trade
unions that wage justice retains a chance in this
country.
Victoria is the centre of the Australian industrial
movement. The Australian Council of Trade Unions
has been based here since its inception in 1927.
Melbourne is the home of many national offices of
unions, including both my old union, the Vehicle
Builders Union, and Australia’s oldest union, the
Australian Workers Union. Victoria is also the centre of
Australia’s industrial history. The 8-hour day was first
achieved in the world not more than a mile from here in
the construction of the old quadrangle building at the
University of Melbourne in 1856. So it is important for
me to place on record that I am a friend of both
Victorian manufacturing and Victorian unions, and
when either looks to this place for a friend they should
always know that they have me.
On 19 November 1997 the Honourable Caroline Hogg,
a former member for Melbourne North Province, is
reported as saying in this place:
I believe some of the stigma that attaches to mental illness is
gradually disappearing — but it has not completely
disappeared. The television campaigns that are run by the
commonwealth government, perhaps in conjunction with
state governments, to eliminate the stigma that attaches to
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mental illnesses are to be valued. It is important that we talk
about issues to do with mental illness. Anything that raises
people’s consciousness of and seeks to normalise at least
some of the factors associated with what can be troubling and
frightening conditions is to be supported.

Earlier in the year of Caroline Hogg’s comments I
experienced the consequences and the pain of mental
illness and depression when my sister-in-law
committed suicide. It is impossible to properly
understand the suffering associated with such an event
unless you have experienced it. Family, friends and
children are left to cope with the death of a loved one,
but they are also left with so many questions about
suicide that can never be answered. It is a particularly
acute pain which may dull over time but which really
never goes away.
One in five Australians will suffer from mental illness
in their lives. Most will never seek any treatment for it.
There is a stigma which attaches to mental illness
which simply does not exist with physical illness, and
yet it is one of the most common forms of illness in our
society today. The acceptance of mental illness, of
having it, of its treatment, and the acceptance by others
of those who suffer from it, remains one of our largest
public health issues today.
If there is ever any doubting the serious effects of this
issue one need only look at the figures on youth suicide.
Twenty-two per cent of youth deaths are now through
suicide. It is the second biggest cause of death in our
community for people between the ages of 15 and 24.
This is a disease which is quite literally killing our
youth.
As a father of three teenage boys, these are statistics
which I find horrifying. In years past issues like drugs,
car accidents and alcohol kept parents awake at night
with anxiety about their children. To that list must now
be added suicide. It is now unlikely that my children
will grow up without one of them knowing of a peer
who suicides. That knowledge, and that pain, they will
carry with them for the rest of their lives.
Professionals in this area must continue to strive to find
answers; they must continue to strive to solve this
problem. But as members of our community, the
responsibility falls upon us to provide these people with
all the support and resources they need so that this
problem can be beaten. When our time in this place is
over, it will be us who have to answer this question:
what did I do to stop young people from taking their
own lives? On this issue I intend to make a difference.
This brings me to 18 March 2003, where I now stand in
this place telling you something of who I am and of
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those passions which have driven me along the path
that has brought me here. This journey has not been a
lonely one; I am only a small part of the achievement
that is my being here today. It is as much the
achievement of others, many of whom are here today.
On 2 December 1972 at 11.27 p.m., on the night of that
famous victory, the great Gough Whitlam said:
All I want to say at this stage is that it is clear that the majority
given by New South Wales, Victoria and Tasmania is so
substantial that the government will have a very good
mandate to carry out all its policies. These are the policies
which we have put in the last Parliament, and throughout the
campaign we did not divert from them, we were not
distracted from them, and we are very much reassured by the
response the public gave to our program … We are, of
course, very much aware of the responsibility with which the
people have now entrusted us.

Those same sentiments were echoed almost 30 years
later to the day, when Steve Bracks claimed victory on
30 November 2002. That night the Premier said:
I am humbled by this overwhelming majority that we have in
the house of Parliament here in Victoria. It is an historic win,
it’s an important win, it’s one which we will take with great
pride forward — it’s one which we won’t abuse, we will
make sure we govern for every street, every suburb, every
town, for every country area of Victoria.

These two victory speeches will long be inscribed in the
political history books. I thank Steve Bracks and all the
ministers and members of the 54th Parliament for their
hard work, which has now made me a part of this
historic 55th Parliament. And, of course, I thank the
voters of Geelong Province for giving me that
opportunity.
I would not be here but for the hard work, support and
love of many people who are special to me. I would
like to mention a number of parliamentary colleagues
from Geelong who have given me steadfast support:
Elaine Carbines, my colleague as member for Geelong
Province; Lisa Neville, the member for Bellarine; and
Michael Crutchfield, the member for South Barwon in
the other place.
There are others in Geelong whom I wish to
acknowledge, in particular, Richard Marles for his
unending support, encouragement and friendship. There
are not enough words in the world that can express my
thanks to him — and also David Saunderson, Alex Di
Natale, Kathleen McLean, Cameron Granger, Roger
Lowry and Lou Brazier, who have been working with
me for many years now in the hope that they would get
the chance to witness this day: always know that this is
as much your triumph as my own.
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Thank you to the many Labor members and friends
who have supported me, and I would like to mention
Bill Shorten, Andrew Landeryou, Stephen Conroy,
Kelvin Thomson, Hakki Suleyman, Fatih Yargi,
Sucettin Unal and all of the leaders of the Turkish
community. There are many people in this Parliament
who would not be here but for the tireless and
remarkable efforts of David Feeney. I am one person
who will never forget David’s contribution.
Of course I would like to thank my mum, Muyesser,
and dad, Ali — had it not been for them I would not be
standing here. I would also like to thank my
mother-in-law, Allison Brown, and father-in-law,
Gerald Brown, and all of the Eren and Brown families.
My children deserve my unending thanks. My boys,
Kadir, Ekrem, Enes and Adem, along with my
daughter, Sumeyra, have had to endure a father who at
times has been far more preoccupied than he would
have liked on things which have not been nearly as dear
to him and not nearly as fun as they are. I will never be
able to properly express my thanks for your being in
my life.
And finally to my wife, Geraldine. She is my world. I
would not be here without her. There have been many
bad times that I would not have survived without her.
There is so much work that would not have been done
without her, and there would not have been enough
courage to do this without her. Geraldine, thank you.
In this place I am a representative of many groups and
many people. I am a representative of my community,
the Turkish community — in some ways beyond the
boundaries of Victoria. We are, of course, all
representatives of the Victorian people. I am a
representative of those who live in Geelong.
But among all the groups I represent it is my family and
friends who will always be in the forefront of my mind.
You are the ones who care most about what I do here. It
is your hopes and love that I feel with me when I stand
here. And in all that I do I want you to know that it is
my only wish to make you proud here.
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — I welcome the
opportunity to comment in reply to Governor Landy’s
speech delivered to this Parliament on 25 February at
the opening of the 55th Parliament of Victoria. I would
also like to take the opportunity in doing so to thank
and congratulate Governor Landy, ably assisted I might
add by his wife, Lynne, for the tireless work he does for
the people of Victoria. Both do an outstanding job. I
know their visits to my electorate, and I am sure to
other parts of Victoria, are most welcomed by the
people, who like to see the Governor and his wife come
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to their particular part of this lovely state. I thank the
Governor for the tireless work that he and his wife
perform for the people of Victoria.
This 55th Parliament comes about because of the
general election held on 30 November last. The election
resulted in a very clear win for the Australian Labor
Party, with the magnitude of that win meaning that
Labor now has been returned with a much increased
majority in the Legislative Assembly and an absolute
majority in the Legislative Council. I, for one,
congratulate the government on its win. Clearly the
people of Victoria have indicated they prefer to have a
Labor government in place, and that is the position we
end up with today. I congratulate the government on
that. I also say it is up to the government to ensure it
uses the power given to it very wisely. Now a great deal
of responsibility has been put on the shoulders of all
members of the government.
I also congratulate the new members on their election
and their initial contributions in this chamber. I have sat
here and listened to the inaugural speeches of every
new member of the chamber, as is my practice to try to
do, and I congratulate each of them on the quality and
the distinctive style with which each has made their
contributions to the address-in-reply debate. Having
listened to them I am reminded that people come from a
variety of different experiences with a variety of
different passions. I am sure each new member has the
potential to make a significant contribution to debate in
this chamber during the period they have been elected
for.
My advice to new members is to make the most of this
opportunity and to regard, recognise and acknowledge
that this is a rare opportunity. Not many Victorians get
to stand where you and I stand today in this place and
contribute to debate in this chamber. Over the almost
150 years this chamber has been in existence there have
not been that many representatives elected here.
My advice also is to respect the institution. You and I
might have ideas about how the Legislative Council
works, and we may think it should change in some way
or other, but let us sit back and think for a while that
this system of Parliament we have here has evolved
over that 150 years. Yes, no doubt there will be changes
in the future, but we still need to respect the institution
and the way it has operated over that period. We should
not come into the place and abuse, which is probably
the right word to use, the reputation and traditions that
have been built up over a long time.
The words used by new members and the not-so-new
members in this debate are true. We all have something
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to contribute, but we need to do it in a responsible and
often bipartisan way if we are to make a change and a
difference. We have all been elected by the people of
Victoria, and we all need to work together to improve
this place and uphold the responsibilities that have been
bestowed upon us. The new members of this place have
made an outstanding contribution. They have the
potential to go on to be excellent representatives for
their areas and contributors to debate in this place.
I also want to thank the people of Gippsland Province
for their vote of confidence in returning me as their
member for Gippsland Province. It was a fairly
harrowing election for some members other than those
who belong to the Labor Party. A few of us went
through a traumatic time, but I was pleased to be
returned with an increased majority. I regard that vote
of confidence bestowed on me by the people of
Gippsland Province as both a privilege and an honour. I
commit for the third time — my third election — to
upholding the responsibilities I have as their
representative to the best of my ability.
After an election win the government will always be the
first to claim that because of its win and particularly
because of the magnitude of its win it has a mandate to
implement its election policies. Equally I claim that my
re-election in Gippsland Province gives me a mandate.
It gives me a mandate to pursue the policies, the
directions and the changes that I and my colleagues in
the National Party have advocated for some period of
time. To be re-elected as a member of the National
Party reflects the fact that the people believe the work
we are doing is good, and through that election result
they have given a vote of confidence to the National
Party. I have a mandate to continue my strong advocacy
in the directions I outlined both immediately prior to
the election and in the years before the election and to
continue to serve the people of Gippsland Province.
The election result of 30 November last was a
meritorious outcome for the National Party as well as
the government, which was treated well. Every time we
go to an election the commentators are quick to wipe
out the National Party, thinking, ‘This is do or die for
the National Party’, but we are still here, and we are
still strong and an official party in the Victorian
Parliament.
The National Party stood tall in the election against a
huge tide of support for the Labor Party. We were the
only party to take a seat from Labor, that being the seat
of Benalla. The National Party had some very positive
swings to it in seats like Gippsland South, Lowan,
Morwell and Gippsland Province. My new colleague
and my deputy, the Honourable Damian Drum, had a
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magnificent win in the north-west of the state,
succeeding the Honourable Ron Best in that seat. I
particularly congratulate Damian on his win after a
hard-fought election. I think he will be an outstanding
member both for the National Party team and as a
contributor in this chamber.
Members in the upper house, as has been
acknowledged by some of the members who have
contributed to this debate, rely to a large extent on their
team-mates running for the lower house seats. I am no
exception to that. Part of the reason I am back here
today is the outstanding performances of some National
Party candidates for lower house seats encompassed in
the upper house electorate that I represent.
I refer to people like my parliamentary leader in the
other place, the honourable member for Gippsland
South, Peter Ryan, who had an outstanding result in
that he was returned with an increased vote. Darren
Chester was an outstanding candidate in Gippsland
East; he performed extremely well. Ian Needham was
an excellent candidate in the seat of Narracan, where
traditionally the National Party has not had a big
impact; but Ian did exceptionally well there. Jenny
Hammett ran for the seat of Morwell and came within
perhaps 400 votes of winning the seat. She did not get
down to the final two, but the way preferences were
flowing to a particular candidate, had she had another
400 primary votes she would have been catapulted
through the other candidates, and maybe she could have
pinched that seat for the National Party. The seat of
Morwell is interesting in that the majority of the Labor
Party there has been halved to 4.9 per cent. We may
talk about the swing of the tide to the Labor Party at the
election overall — yes, that is true — but there were
some outstanding exceptions to that rule, one being
Morwell. And part of the reason for that was the
outstanding work done by the National Party candidate,
Jenny Hammett.
To all my colleagues on both sides of this chamber, I
wish them well for the four-year term that we now
appear to be facing, and I thank all my National Party
colleagues who helped me get where I am, and I
particularly thank the people of Gippsland Province for
returning me as their member once again.
That having been said I turn to some of the matters
referred to by the Governor in his address to
Parliament. I will look at three particular aspects of his
speech. I wish to talk a little about bushfires. The
Governor mentioned those, and in his speech he gave
recognition to the volunteers for their assistance in
fighting bushfires. I want to talk a little about upper
house reform, and I also want to go to the issue of
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water, if I have time. Each of those three items was
commented on by the Governor in his address.
First of all, bushfires. I think it is amazing that there has
been little opportunity for the Parliament to discuss the
matter of bushfires. I think the public would be quite
appalled to learn of the fact that we spend hours in here
talking about trivial matters like sessional orders, for
example, but the issue of bushfires has warranted at this
stage only 1 hour of debate in this chamber. Yet
bushfires are what have impacted most severely on the
people of Victoria, very evidently in the last 12 months,
if not longer. As the Honourable Andrew Brideson said,
the subject was raised by the opposition and has only
been raised by members of both the National Party and
the opposition. In any opportunity we have had we have
brought that subject up, but the government has not
done so to this point of time.
I can say to honourable members that during January,
February and now March, the overwhelmingly
dominating issue that has come through my electorate
office, and the work that I have had to perform during
these last three months, is all fire related. That has been
almost the only subject of major concern. I say to
members of the government, too, that it is not just
members representing country electorates who should
be concerned about bushfires. It should be a matter of
national importance and a matter acknowledged and
recognised by people who live in the city as well. You
have only to look at what happened in Canberra where
people who live in the capital city of this country lost
something like 400 houses — and we had bushfires
close to Melbourne. If you can imagine that on some of
those days bushfires were spotting 5 to 10 kilometres
ahead of the fire front, then it is not inconceivable that a
fire in the Dandenong Ranges, for example, could wipe
out all of Melbourne if the wind was in the right
direction. People, wherever they live in this state,
should be concerned about bushfires. That is why I am
extremely disappointed that we have had so little
opportunity to date to debate the issue in this
Parliament.
It is difficult for most of us to comprehend the real
impact that these fires have on the people’s health and
wellbeing. You really have to go and talk to the people,
to visit them, to know them, to understand what the
impact is. We could say here today that these bushfires
have burnt over a million hectares and have destroyed
41 houses, or we have lost thousands of head of stock
or thousands of kilometres of fencing, but that is purely
statistical. Statistics are just that; they are numbers.
They give you no reflection of the impact of those
things on the lives of the people they directly affect.
Perhaps that is one of the reasons why members of the
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government do not give this issue real regard. I
encourage members of the government to go out there
and visit those people, to talk to them and understand
them.
I thought that what I needed to do today, rather than to
talk about statistics, is to give you a few case studies,
examples of people in my electorate and of how the
bushfires have actually impacted upon them.
Hon. M. R. Thomson — I have been there.
Hon. P. R. HALL — I absolutely welcome that. I
welcome the minister to go out and stand in the burnt
paddocks and amongst those forests and sit at the
kitchen table with those people. Don’t just make a rush
shadow Cabinet visit to the area or something, or have
them come to the local hall and talk to you. Get your
boots and hands dirty. Go out and talk to them. That is
most important.
Hon. M. R. Thomson — I spent two days there.
From Corryong to Mount Beauty. I am happy to go to
East Gippsland.
Hon. P. R. HALL — Good. We will welcome the
minister any time, because not many of her colleagues
have been down there, I can tell her.
The first thing I want to talk about is the waiting. This
was a catastrophic event that did not just happen in a
matter of hours. It happened in a matter of weeks and
months, and people do not understand that. One of my
visits, shortly after the fires — indeed, while they were
still burning — was to the Omeo area. When I got to
Ensay I stopped in at the place belonging to Evan and
Dot Newcomen. While I was there their brother Barry
also called in. These are people I have known for a
good 12 to 14 years. They are good people who are
always very positive despite the fact that Ensay in the
Tambo Valley has experienced drought, ovine Johnes
disease, and then we had the flood down the Tambo
Valley. They have done it as hard as anyone in Victoria
but they have always kept a positive face.
At that stage these people had been waiting six weeks
for the fires to hit them. They knew they were coming,
but it was just a matter of time, and their life was put on
hold for that period of six weeks. How would you be —
put yourself in their shoes — if you were at home
knowing that a fire was coming along to potentially
destroy your house, but you did not know when it was
going to come? These poor people could not sleep at
night. They were lucky to get 3 or 4 hours sleep at night
because they knew the fire was up on the ridges and the
wind, with the right directional change, would bring it
down into their property and they would be out there
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fighting it. I have never seen Evan, Barry and Dot
Newcomen look so tired in my whole life. They are
good, hardworking people whose health has really been
affected by this fire. Thankfully the fire did not reach
the Newcomen’s property, but it came very close to the
back of it.
It was the same with another of my constituents, Robert
Belcher. They were performing back-burning on his
property on the day I visited him up at Bonang. He said
he had never been so buggered in all of his life — those
were the words he used. It has really knocked the hell
out of him, just the waiting and the anxiety about the
impending disaster that could hit his property at any
time.
I want to talk about some of my other constituents who
had losses resulting from the fire. Peter and Christine
Faithful, for example, who operate a farm between
Omeo and Anglers Rest, north of Omeo. They had
losses of 300 cattle stock and numerous sheep as well.
They lost a lot of fencing, outbuildings, all of their
fodder, both standing and stored, and were left with
about 500 cattle to graze. Some of those were in the
high country. Lo and behold! A week or so ago, the
government invited them to bring the cattle back in case
the grazing in the high country impacted on the
environmental recovery up on the Bogong High Plains.
The fire had not even got to that particular spot in their
run. They were certainly incensed that the government
was suggesting that they should bring their stock back
early from their high country grazing licensed area to a
barren farm where there was no feed for those cattle. It
just showed how insensitive the government was with
respect to those people.
Christine Faithfull, for example, contacted me again
just this week — as I said, inquiries from the fire are
continual. She had insurance coverage for $120 000 on
their stock, but because they have only lost 300 out of
800 the payout on the insurance claim is going to be in
proportion to those stock losses, which they find
extremely hard because their 300 head of cattle were
alone worth $120 000. They, like many other people,
are going to suffer severe financial losses. Their main
property, as they explained to me at the time — and I
caught them on the roadside when their heads were
hung low, just a day or two after the fire — they did not
care so much about their house; they thought their stock
was more important, their stock was the most valuable
property they owned. Yet they got no assistance to help
fight a fire to protect their stock.
Clive Richardson is another of my constituents. He
lives at Seldom Seen, which is about 45 kilometres
north of Gelantipy — you are looking at about an hour
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and a quarter to an hour and a half north of Buchan. Not
many people get up to Seldom Seen, but Clive
Richardson ran an export nursery business from
Seldom Seen, one of the first people in Australia to
grow pistachio nuts, and he was way up there in the
high country. He had an orchard of somewhere around
60 to 100 acres; I am not exactly sure of the size. The
fire went right through that orchard. Cultures of trees
and fruits that he had imported and held in quarantine
and finally got to such a stage that he could plant them
out, all gone in the fire. All his plastic piping used for
watering his orchards was also completely destroyed in
the fire. Again he is probably one of those who have
not got adequate insurance coverage to cover that loss.
His life has been devastated because of that fire.
Sally and Gordon Moon are also from up at
Wulgulmerang. They saved their house only because
they had back-burnt in the previous October around
their house. That was the only reason they were able to
save their house. During the course of the fire they had
to go with their son and daughter and 15 of the dogs
from their sheep and cattle property to hide under the
house for an hour. The electricity went out, of course,
and they were hiding under there in the dark. If you
have seen any of the photos of what it was like when
the fire went through, you will know it is absolutely
pitch black. They spend an horrific hour and a quarter
caught under their house while the fire went over them.
The post-traumatic shock of some of those events is the
thing you can see in the faces of the people when you
talk to them, and you can hear it in their voices.
Bluey Minchen is another guy up at Wulgulmerang.
People are very resilient in the country, and Bluey is
typical of them. He lost his house. The house was gone,
but he came back two days later with a smile on his
face to say that he still had his chooks! Somehow the
chook shed was saved from the fire. He said, ‘But they
have gone off the lay a bit. I got 12 eggs the first day,
but they are down to 6, now so it does knock them
around a bit!’.
The thing Bluey was most pleased about — even
though he cared greatly about the house he had lost —
was that his most valued possession was saved: his
horse Mustard. Mustard was in the corralling yards near
the chook shed and was saved. He said when he came
back to the house, because he had had to leave it when
it was burning down, there was Mustard looking over
the corral fence as if to say, ‘Where have you been?’, in
Bluey’s words. He had to borrow a saddle because he
had lost the saddle, but the day I saw him there he was
mounted on Mustard checking the stock and sorting out
those that had been burnt. The government does not
understand that, but stock whose hooves had been burnt
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would have to go to the abattoirs within the next week
or two before infection set in. He was sorting out which
stock had to go and which would survive the trauma of
that fire.
For people like Alan and Lorraine Brown up at
Dellicknora their situation is quite unique. Alan and
Lorraine own a 2000-acre property up there running
sheep and cattle. The fire did not hit their property, but
the department came in one Saturday and said it was
bulldozing a track through their property in an hour’s
time and then back-burning through the heart of their
property as well for fire mitigation work. They border
the Snowy River National Park. They had 1000 acres of
their 2000-acre property back-burnt — that is,
destroyed by a deliberate burn. That burn took all of
their standing fodder and 8 kilometres of dog-proof
fencing at a replacement cost of $8800 per kilometre.
This is a fire the department started for back-burning.
Now they are left with the dilemma of not getting any
assistance to replace that dog-proof fencing.
They might gain some, but they have not had any yet.
At best it appears they will only get half of the material
costs of the fence repaid to them, yet they allowed the
department to come in and back-burn their property for
the good of the people of Victoria, and in doing so had
8 kilometres of their best fencing destroyed and all their
standing fodder. Now they are left with a bill that is
going to amount to probably $50 000 or $60 000. They
will not get a wool cheque this year because they have
had to take stock off their property where there is no
feed for them. I spoke to Lorraine Brown yesterday to
ask if there was any progress, and she said there was
none.
Even today in my electorate office there were two
inquiries from people in the Tambo Valley region.
Brian Keating from up in Swifts Creek is very cross
about the Tambo River still being polluted given that it
is a town water supply. He has been to the Environment
Protection Authority and to the East Gippsland Water
Catchment Management Authority without success. He
says the river is still full of dead stock carcasses.
There are people like Sue Bragg from Benambra. Sue
rang up my office today to advise that the shire has run
out of money and can no longer pay for water to be
carted into their area. These people do not have any
water. Their dams have dried up, some because of
firefighting and others because of the drought; their
tanks got polluted with the sediment from the fires; and
their rivers and streams are polluted, and they can not
use that bad water for drinking or for stock. One of
Sue’s friends has just paid $180 to get some water
delivered by a private truck to their property.
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I raised this matter with government representatives and
with the shire some time ago. East Gippsland shire was
given $10 000 from the Gippsland emergency relief
fund — not from the government — to pay for some
water to be carted to areas that were out of water. The
shire got another $10 000 from the same fund a little
later on. It appears it has now run out of money again.
Here are people who have been affected by the fires
and who are without water to even drink and bathe in,
yet one of the people, at a time when they could least
manage it, is having to fork $180 out of their own
pocket to replenish the water supply. If the government
is going to respond and help the people who are in
desperate need, then it needs to address these sorts of
issues, and that is why I raise this today.
What has the government done? First of all I say the
government’s response to the fire situation was very
tardy. People were left wondering whether the
government even remembered that they lived in these
parts of the north-east or Gippsland which were
affected by fire. The government set up a ministerial
task force and produced an interim report, which came
down the Friday after Parliament last sat, just a week or
two ago.
I was very critical that no government ministers visited
Gippsland for ages and ages. If you want proof of this,
turn to the government’s own report where it talks
about visits by government ministerial task force
members to both the north-east and Gippsland areas
where the fires were. I looked at the schedule with a bit
of interest and thought, ‘No, I can’t remember them
being up in Gippsland; when did they actually come?’.
I looked at the report and saw that it says on 13 January
the Minister for Environment, Minister for Water and
Minister for Victorian Communities visited Bendoc and
Orbost and then on 14 January he visited Marlo. That
sounds fine, but if you know the geography of that area
you will say, ‘What in hell did it have to do with
bushfires at that particular point of time?’. The fires
started on 8 and 9 January way over in the north-east.
They did not get to Omeo until 26 January and they did
not get to the top of the Buchan Valley until
30 January. They did not get to Orbost or Bendoc, and
they certainly did not get down to Marlo. Yet the
government claims in the report that one of the
ministerial visits was by the Minister for Environment,
Minister for Water and Minister for Victorian
Communities to Bendoc, Orbost and Marlo on 13 and
14 January when the fires were not within cooee of
those areas. I just wonder whether he enjoyed his
surfing; I am sure he did down at Marlo during the visit
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on 14 January, because it had nothing to do with the
bushfires.
Hon. R. G. Mitchell — They were told that is
where the fires were going, that they were heading that
way.
Hon. P. R. HALL — He must have had amazing
foresight to predict, three weeks away, where those
fires might have ended up. I would like to see his
itinerary and who he spoke to on those days.
If you look at the rest of the list you will see that the
next visit to Gippsland was not until 12 February — so
there was a month’s gap from 13 and 14 January — by
the Minister for Tourism and the Minister for
Transport. They visited Hotham — if you can call that
Gippsland. Then the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services got to Omeo on 12 February.
So there you are: for the first month of those fires we
were absolutely deserted — and I can tell you that
access was possible. The minister has claimed publicly
that they could not access them; well I was able to
access them, Peter Ryan was able to access them, Peter
McGauran was able to access them, and some Liberal
Party members I know were able to access those fire
areas. So why in the hell could the government not get
up there? One does not know.
That was the first point I wanted to make about the
interim thing. That having been said, this report is
notorious for the lack of detail it provides. It is
window-dressing stuff right throughout its extent. I say
that because there is no detail. Since the publication of
the report I have spoken to my constituents and asked
them, for example, ‘Do you know about assistance with
fencing? Have you tried it? Have you been able to get
through?’. The answer has been a resounding no.
Hon. R. G. Mitchell — Have they tried?
Hon. P. R. HALL — Absolutely, Robert.
Hon. R. G. Mitchell — It is there.
Hon. P. R. HALL — Well, it is absolutely not. Not
one penny of fencing assistance, for example, has
flowed out of the $5.6 million, or whatever, that is
promised in the report, not one bit.
I will talk about Alan and Lorraine Brown, about whom
I spoke before. I rang them just yesterday to see
whether they had been able to make any contact at all
and what the position was. Yes, they had made contact,
and yes, they had registered that the government had
come and burnt their fences. So I asked whether the
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government would come back and rebuild their fences,
and they said, ‘No, the government had not even been
up to assess their loss yet’. That is despite their
registering it at the earliest possible time they could.
The only contact they have had is from people from
Rotary, one of the service clubs, who said, ‘We
understand you have lost fences in the fire. We would
be happy to come up and do some work for you. We
can even offer you some metal star pickets or droppers
for the fences, if you like’. But they cannot accept that
sort of offer from Rotary when they do not even know
what assistance they will get from the government in
terms of a grant for that product.
I even got hold of and had a look through the
documentation that was supplied to land-holders about
the different fencing that is available. Once again there
was not one mention of the grant money for
replacement fencing that will be available to people.
This, however, we do know, and this is contained in
this report: the only assistance that will be provided will
be for boundary fencing that adjoins Crown land,
particularly national parks. The only grants that will be
available will be for dog-proof fencing, costing at
least $8500 per kilometre. I have been told by people,
not by any written information but by word of mouth,
that the maximum grant they will get from the
government is half the material cost, which is about
$5000 and a bit of that $8500, and that they will have to
pay the total labour cost themselves.
For people like Alan and Lorraine Brown, who have
had their property burnt by the government for the
betterment of the people of Victoria in trying to
extinguish this fire, I reckon that is a bit rough. At the
very least the government should be in there making
full restitution for the property damage it has
undertaken on that property.
You can look through this interim report and see that it
talks about supporting farmers. It mentions the fencing
and the fact that the government is
contributing $3.75 million for dog-proof fencing
joining Crown land on grounds of public safety and
animal welfare. Terrific, but not one dollar of that
money has been spent and has got out there; yet the
fires went through many of these places in mid to late
January, and then in early February the last of those
areas were hit by fire.
The report also talks about supporting farmers. I refer to
page 18, which says:
… if there is public land that is suitable —

that is, suitable for grazing —
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it may be made available where stock containment and in situ
provision of emergency fodder is not appropriate.

We in the National Party have been raising this issue
for some weeks now. There are plenty of areas of
public land suitable for the temporary relocation of
stock. We have referred particularly to areas like
hunting game reserves in the state; areas in Gippsland
like McLeods Morass, the Sale Common and Jack
Smith Lake near Woodside. All these areas at the
moment have prolific grass growth and stock could
easily be moved there.
I have had constituents ring up and say, ‘My cousin was
over at Yarram last week and went past Jack Smith
Lake over at Woodside. It could take a thousand head
of cattle for a month or two’. That is exactly what these
people need, yet the government has refused to open up
any of those lands.
I invite members who have not had a good look at the
report to think about it and read it as if you were among
the people affected by the fire and were trying to gain
some information about the assistance measures that
might be available to you. I can tell you there has been
an absolute dearth of information.
I want to say one last thing about the report. There is
one glaring omission. You can sometimes read reports
and miss the things that are not in there. The glaring
omission is this: help and assistance for the timber
industry. There is no mention whatsoever, except for a
paragraph or two about salvage harvesting. There is not
one other mention of the timber industry.
For businesses and industries that have been affected by
the fire — tourism, small business, et cetera — yes, the
government acknowledged that and said, ‘This is what
we will do to help them’, but it does not say one thing
about the timber industry. Yet in the timber industry are
the people who put all their resources into helping the
government fight the fires. Let us remember that this
fire is the responsibility of the government because it
started on public land. Therefore — —
Hon. R. G. Mitchell interjected.
Hon. P. R. HALL — Mr Mitchell throws his head
back a bit when he sees that I am making a point here.
That is what the parliamentary act says. Perhaps he will
get to read it one day. It says that it is the responsibility
of the department to contain fires that have started on
public land.
Hon. M. R. Thomson interjected.
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Hon. P. R. HALL — They did not start on private
land; these started on public land, and therefore it is a
government responsibility to contain the fires.
These are fires that have spread from public land to
private land, therefore the government has a
responsibility to provide that assistance to those people
who have been affected. Perhaps if the many previous
governments had managed their public land better, the
fires would not have spread to the extent they did, and
that raises a whole new issue in itself.
Hon. R. G. Mitchell interjected.
Hon. P. R. HALL — If Mr Mitchell wants to
debate, perhaps we will bring on a debate on bushfires.
I would love to have this debate with a few members of
the government, but I say to them: first make sure that
you go out, look, and talk to these people and
understand what the issues are.
The Bracks government has now said it will have an
inquiry. That was announced last Friday. Finally, after
we had the debate in this chamber and the government
said, ‘No, no, no’, it was opposed to any form of
inquiry, the Premier announced on 14 March we will
have an inquiry. In his press release the Premier states:
This inquiry will cover the response to the recent bushfires,
future bushfire management strategies, and bushfire
preparedness.

He also said:
Members of the community will be invited to make formal
written submissions to the inquiry and the commissioner will
have the ability to consult further with those who have made
submissions.

So I ask how this inquiry is going to be conducted. The
press release contains no information on what the terms
of reference for the inquiry are. We do not know
whether the people conducting the inquiry will travel to
meet with the people affected by fires. We are not sure
whether they will hold any public meetings to discuss
the issue.
Mr Viney interjected.
Hon. P. R. HALL — Why don’t you say that in
your press release?
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Ms Hadden) —
Order! Through the Chair, please!
Hon. P. R. HALL — All it says in here is that it will
receive formal submissions in writing. If you tell me
that the Premier is not right, it is his tardiness once
again that those details have not been listed in the press
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release. If I were the Premier the first thing I would
have done would be to show a preparedness to go out
and meet and talk to people, to hold public meetings.
Hon. M. R. Thomson interjected.
Hon. P. R. HALL — All you have said in there is
that you are going to invite formal public written
submissions.
Mr Viney interjected.
Hon. P. R. HALL — Where are the terms of
reference, Mr Viney? Why didn’t you publish the terms
of reference?
Mr Viney interjected.
Hon. P. R. HALL — No, I do not want any political
event. I want some real help for the people who have
been affected, because so far the record of your
government in reaching out and helping those people is
absolutely abysmal. These people I represent, people in
the north-east, are angry. They are irate that this
governments has not gotten off its backside and given
them any tangible assistance. The response to date has
been absolutely pathetic. These people are angry, they
deserve to be heard. This inquiry that has been
proposed — —
An honourable member interjected.
Hon. P. R. HALL — Yes, I hope you do go out and
talk to those people, I hope you do hold those public
meetings. We wanted a commitment for this, and I say
that what you have responded to so far is inadequate.
We want more details, we want the terms of reference
published, otherwise the people who have been affected
by these fires will not be heard or seen or have their
situation acted upon to prevent things in the future.
Last week I went to a conference in Melbourne — no
members of the government were there — Bushfire
prevention: are we doing enough? The resounding
answer to that question — are we doing enough to
prevent bushfires? — was a resounding ‘No!’, and that
was from scientists and from people who have been
affected by the fires themselves. They spoke about a
whole range of issues and said that we are not doing
enough to prepare ourselves in Victoria. I hope the
government inquiry looks at the submissions made by
some of these scientists who spoke at that particular
forum, because they spoke a lot of commonsense. It
would have been nice, Mr Viney, if one member of the
government had the interest to come along to it.
Mr Stoney was there, and Mr Davis was there.
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Mrs Carbines interjected.
Hon. P. R. HALL — Were you? Terrific! I say all
this in response to the Governor’s address. Let me say
that I have taken this time because I have had no other
opportunity to talk about bushfires in this chamber apart
from an all too brief 15 minutes during a debate
brought upon by the opposition in the first week of
sitting. This is a major issue. It deserves the time,
attention and consideration of this chamber. We should
be talking more about these issues, and I have chosen
today to get that message across. I think the Governor,
being the good man that he is, will understand the
points I have made in this debate. I speak out of real
concern for the people that I represent.
In the time I have remaining I want to talk very briefly
about reform of the upper house, and then about water
if I have time to touch upon it. The Governor claims in
his speech that reform of the upper house will make it
fairer, more accountable and more representative of the
views of Victorians. He said it will have the highest
possible level of country representation. We will have a
big debate about this next week in the chamber.
I just want to say at this time that I found the language
in that speech was interesting. The words used were in
government-speak: the proposed model of eight regions
would have five members in each region, not five
members representing each region. I claim it is
impossible to be representative of the proposed large
areas that the government is trying to impose upon the
people of Victoria. Each region will have 11 lower
house seats. We know from the bill that in the area I
live, for example — part of eastern Victoria — I will
have East Gippsland, South Gippsland, Morwell,
Narracan, Bass, Frankston, Gembrook, Hastings,
Monbulk, Mornington and Nepean. They will all be
part of the large province in the area that I live. So the
towns that will be covered will include Portsea, all the
Mornington Peninsula, Frankston, Pakenham,
Berwick — —
Mr Viney interjected.
Hon. P. R. HALL — I look forward to your coming
with me every time I go up to Cann River or Bruthen or
Wulgulmerang or Seldom Seen — all of those places,
because that is what you are going to have to do,
Mr Viney.
Mr Viney interjected.
Hon. P. R. HALL — Terrific. Each week when we
start down there at Portsea on the end of — —
Mr Viney interjected.
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Hon. P. R. HALL — There are many, absolutely
many. I milk them by hand, too! I am telling you that
you will not have the time to cover anywhere near the
electorate that has been proposed for you. You will not
be representative of that area.
Mr Viney interjected.
Hon. P. R. HALL — From Portsea to Mallacoota,
Frankston, Cranbourne, Berwick, Pakenham. The
demographic centre of that electorate is going to be in
the Cranbourne–Pakenham area. The people in East
Gippsland will be absolutely forgotten, particularly by
any Labor representatives in that area. How the claim
can ever be made that this model will provide the
highest possible level of country representation simply
astounds me. There is no credibility in that arrangement
because country people are going to be done in the eye
with these sorts of changes. Fairer? No. More
accountable? No. Mr Viney and I can absolutely hide in
that area. People will not know where we are. People
will have no understanding of where we are in such a
big electorate. How can it be proposed to be more
accountable and more representative? No way. ‘More
representative’ means you will only get the major
league parties representing that area, and it is an
absolute furphy to suggest that this system will allow
minor parties to get representatives in the Legislative
Council. They simply will not. We will debate that
more in the chamber next week.
The last thing I want to talk about is water. Water has
been the most frequently raised issue in my electorate
office over the 14 years that I have been a member of
Parliament. Whether it has been through lack of water
or too much water in times of flood, ground water
issues, waste water issues, irrigation, domestic water,
water quality or marine water, the issue of water is
forever coming up in my electorate office and over the
years it has certainly been the most popular.
At this time, having experienced this drought, the
realities are hitting home that water is the most precious
commodity, and the management of that resource needs
to be planned better in the future. We can either look at
the demand management of water or we can look at the
amount of the water that we harvest. I say there has to
be a combination of those. We can bring about real
economic, environmental and health benefits by
combining both the way that we use water and how we
harvest and release it for environmental, irrigation and
domestic purposes. The use of water resources into the
future will occupy the 55th Parliament to a large
degree.
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There are many aspects of water we could talk about,
but once again that will be an important topic, and time
does not give me the opportunity to canvass it the way I
would like to during this contribution. So I finish at that
point by reiterating to the Governor my gratitude for his
address in opening this Parliament, by once again
congratulating members of the Labor Party on their win
in the election of 30 November, but I say to them: there
are plenty of challenges for them ahead, and we as an
opposition intend to fulfil our responsibilities as
members of the opposition and members of the
National Party to ensure that this government lives up
to its promise and governs for all of Victoria, not just its
power base.
Debate adjourned on motion of Ms HADDEN (Ballarat).
Debate adjourned until next day.

PUBLIC HOLIDAYS AND SHOP TRADING
REFORM ACTS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 4 March; motion of
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small Business).

Mr VINEY (Chelsea) — I start by thanking the
house for giving me the call in the debate a fortnight
ago to enable the government to adjourn the debate. As
I said at that time, the government adjourned the debate
for three reasons: firstly, to give the community an
opportunity for input into the legislation and to allow in
the normal process for the legislation to lay over for a
couple of weeks; secondly, to ensure that the house
continue with the usual practice of bills laying over for
two weeks unless otherwise agreed; and thirdly, to
stand up to what I said at the time was an abuse of the
process of the house by the opposition in attempting to
bring on the debate immediately.
Having said that, I have indicated to Mr Atkinson that I
propose to speak only briefly on this bill in order to
allow him to put forward the opposition’s view on the
legislation. I will take up only a couple of minutes of
the house’s time to put my views on the legislation.
As has been noted in the second-reading speech, the bill
is about ensuring there is a fairer approach, consistent
with national standards in relation to public holidays
and shop trading hours over the Easter period. Apart
from three and a half days of the year all shops in
Victoria can choose to open whenever they wish. It is
important that the context of the legislation is
understood in that sense because it has a very limited
restriction in terms of shop trading. In particular, the
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bill makes Easter Saturday a public holiday and
generally requires shops to close on Easter Sunday,
with a couple of important exceptions. As I mentioned
at the beginning on my address the changes bring
Victoria’s arrangements over Easter more closely into
line with those in other states. Victorians can now enjoy
the same arrangements in terms of public holidays and
the number of public holidays as are enjoyed by other
Australians.
It is also worth noting that the legislation was put to the
people of Victoria as an election commitment by the
Labor Party and it was done to ensure that in Victoria
we continue to have and promote a balanced
relationship between work commitments and family
life. It will also ensure some fairness in competition and
in providing a fair operating environment for small
business.
I mentioned a couple of exceptions with the legislation.
The first important exception is that businesses
employing fewer than 20 employees are exempt from
the general requirement to close. This means that small
businesses can continue to trade in the same manner
they have in the past. It includes services such as milk
bars, local stores, liquor outlets, restaurants and petrol
stations.
The government acknowledges in the legislation and
has made provision for the accommodation of a number
of special events that occur during the Easter period and
are traditionally held then. It ensures local councils are
able to submit an application for an exemption for the
general requirement for shops to close when such an
event is being held.
With those few comments I close my contribution, as
agreed with Mr Atkinson, to provide the opposition
with the appropriate opportunity to put on the record its
views on the legislation. I commend the bill to the
house.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — Today I will
not express pleasure in commenting on the legislation
because that got me into a lot of trouble last time when
I was sat down on my bottom before I ventured any
further. I inform the house that the opposition will not
support the bill and will vote against it. The opposition
believes this legislation is largely nonsensical and
illogical in many respects. It has not had the test of a
fair public consultation.
The legislation is designed to appoint Easter Saturday
as a public holiday and to require shops generally to
close on Easter Sunday with the exception of some
shops that have less than 20 employees, and we will
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discuss that in some detail later. There is provision in
the legislation for the minister to make exemptions to
allow a certain class of shops or shops in a specified
area to trade on Easter Sunday notwithstanding the
thrust of the legislation. It introduces a penalty of
$10 000 equating to 100 penalty units for illegal trading
by retailers on Easter Sunday.

holds a significant majority in both houses. In other
words, now that this government is able to push
through the legislation program it wants, will it be as
willing to continue the consultation processes that were
a feature of the first Bracks government? That is
certainly a concern that has been raised with me by a
number of representative groups.

The opposition acknowledges that the legislation
implements Labor election policy but this policy was
introduced as part of its industrial relations policy rather
than as small business policy where the legislation is
being sponsored. It was announced only in the last gasp
of the election campaign so it was not something that
was understood generally by the community at the time
it was put to the people of Victoria.

We as an opposition are most concerned about the lack
of process and the lack of consultation that was effected
with this bill. We are also concerned about the lack of
notification at various points and the important time
line issues associated with this bill. As I have indicated,
the legislation provides that people — particularly the
municipal councils, which are expected to be the
applicants in most cases — may apply for an exemption
to the Easter Sunday trading position that will be
established by this bill: that is, most shops will have to
close on that day. The circumstances in which they
would be able to make that application would include a
local event of some significance that, it is presumed,
would attract many tourists and visitors to the area so
that it would be important for the town to showcase its
retailers and provide retail goods and services. Such
events include the Stawell Gift, the Bells Beach Easter
surf classic and a longstanding festival conducted in
Bendigo. In those circumstances councils have the
opportunity to apply for exemptions.

It is interesting to note that the government in writing to
a number of stakeholders subsequently, particularly
during February, and I have a copy of a letter sent out to
some stakeholders, indicates it was a key election
promise. I dare say that the warning in that is to read the
fine print on every document issued by the government
because, as I said, this was not a matter that was given
broad and effective promotion as part of the Labor
Party’s election campaign. Indeed, that is not just my
opinion, but the opinion of the Australian Retailers
Association, the Property Council of Australia, the
Victorian Employers Chamber of Commerce and
Industry and a range of other organisations that I have
consulted in the process of reviewing the opposition’s
position on this bill.
Each of those organisations has expressed considerable
dismay at the lack of consultation by the government. I
must say many of them were quite surprised that this
legislation came forward without the benefit of
discussion with those organisations in stark contrast to
the extensive consultation that the Minister for Small
Business undertook on the Retail Leases Bill and the
Small Business Commissioner Bill. The organisations
appreciated the thorough consultation process
undertaken with those bills, and the opposition will be
hard pressed to argue against the minister’s actions in
terms of those pieces of legislation and the way they
were subject to extensive discussions with industry
groups and well known to the community generally.
This legislation stands in stark contrast to that.
I put to the government, not as an antagonistic point but
in a spirit of warning, that some of those organisations
when discussing this bill — minor though it is in the
scheme of things, particularly when compared to a bill
such as the Retail Leases Bill — have wondered
whether or not the lack of consultation represents the
changed position of the Labor government now that it

One of the problems with the process adopted by this
legislation is that the date for lodgment of applications
for exemptions is 28 February. The only way you could
find that out was to go to the web site and use the
dial-up number to ask specifically what date
exemptions had to be lodged by. On the first occasion I
did that the person who answered the call was not sure
about the date and said they would have to go away to
find out because they had not had a briefing on it. I said
I believed it was 28 February because a retailer had
gone through this process and had alerted me to it. The
person came back to me and said, ‘Oh yes, it is Friday,
28 February’. I made that call earlier in that week. What
irritated me about that deadline was the fact that it
occurred before the bill had even come before the
Parliament — in other words the government was
pre-empting this Parliament. The government was
anticipating that it would be able to use its numbers,
come what may, and did not care what anyone else —
the retail industry organisations or the opposition —
thought about this bill. It was prepared to run
roughshod over the Parliament and proceed with it.
That deadline still stands. It has not moved as I
understand it — certainly that was the information
given to me at a briefing by the department last week.
Notwithstanding that, I believe the minister has given
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an undertaking that she is prepared to continue to
receive and consider applications that come in after that
deadline. I suggest that would happen without any real
statutory process being involved and simply at the
whim of the minister.
We have this ridiculous situation where one area that
will be severely affected by this bill is the City of
Melbourne, and Lord Mayor John So sought to have
the government consider whether the City of
Melbourne, or at least parts of it, is an area that should
be exempt from this ban on Easter Sunday trading.
Cr So and the Melbourne City Council strongly believe
the tourism opportunities for the City of Melbourne are
very important in the context of this bill and that it
would be a shame if the many people who will come to
Melbourne as holiday-makers and visitors at Easter
time were to find that the shops were closed on both
Good Friday and Easter Sunday — and this year if they
stayed in Melbourne for an entire week they would also
find that the shops would be closed for half of Anzac
Day.
Cr So on behalf of the City of Melbourne requested that
the government look at the exemption. I am not sure
whether he put in a formal application, because when
he raised the issue the Minister for Small Business said,
‘I would be pleased to talk to Cr So about this. I would
be pleased to have a look at the case for an exemption
for the City of Melbourne’. That is fair enough, and I
must say that in raising this matter in the debate I am
quoting newspaper reports rather than giving first-hand
evidence. If those newspaper reports are correct, I
congratulate the minister on being prepared to sit down
and talk to the lord mayor about the needs of the City of
Melbourne. However, as I say — —
An honourable member interjected.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON — Yes, it would have
represented consultation on this bill. However, it
concerns me that the minister was then gazumped by
the Premier, who said, ‘They can come in and talk if
they like, but we are not going to change anything. The
City of Melbourne under no circumstances will receive
an exemption’. That is why I am not sure whether the
council bothered to then proceed to a formal
application. The Premier said, ‘The City of Melbourne
does not really count’. Melbourne’s importance as a
tourist destination and as a Mecca at Easter when many
people from country Victoria have a number of days off
work and come to Melbourne to participate in a range
of activities — one of which is very popular: that is,
shopping — were prevented from doing so because the
government would not even listen to the case the City
of Melbourne wanted to make.
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This lack of consultation is very much a sticking point
for the opposition. It is one of the reasons I
recommended we oppose the bill and why my
colleagues agreed.
Had the government gone through a proper consultation
process, our view on it might well have been different,
notwithstanding that we would prefer — as a matter of
course — to maintain the existing status of Easter
Sunday as a general trading day for those retailers who
wish to trade. But the lack of consultation certainly
swayed our position.
I heard the Minister for Small Business say that this is
not a step back, it is not the thin end of the wedge, and I
can only take her assurance on that, but I just hope that
is also the view of her colleagues, particularly the
Premier, who has already gazumped her on this with
the City of Melbourne, especially given, again, that this
is a concession to the Shop, Distributive and Allied
Employees Association, which made no bones about
the fact that it had sought Easter Sunday as a public
holiday. Indeed, it also went on to seek Boxing Day as
a similar public holiday, and on that occasion the
government said no, it was not prepared to go with that.
The union is on record as having pressed for this, and
that is fine — I certainly accept its right to move for this
opportunity — but unfortunately I think the
government has erred in deferring to the union’s
position on this issue.
I know the minister’s position is that the bill is just
talking about a single day, because she has put that
position to this Parliament on a number of occasions in
answer to questions. She said the only days when shops
are required to shut are Christmas Day, Good Friday
and half of Anzac Day and the proposal is simply to
add one more day, Easter Sunday. I accept that that is a
valid point to make, and that we are not therefore
talking about the Bank of England. We are actually
only talking about a fairly modest change to the
legislation that is in place at this time. But there is no
doubt that this legislation takes us back to all the
confusion and anomalies we have had in the past with
the extended trading hours debate.
I think there are, particularly in terms of this legislation,
some very good reasons why Easter ought to be treated
differently from the other times of the year. Certainly
the retailers have made out a case for that, and I would
hope that the minister has heard that case, as they have
discussed it with her at various times. If this legislation
is passed by this house today we will have a situation
where the status of markets, for instance, is totally
undetermined by the legislation. They do not feature in
the schedule that is available to the Parliament or is
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published on the web site by the government, and as I
understand it the minister’s office is currently
examining whether markets ought or ought not be
included. I was given an indication yesterday that if
they were pretty much independent traders trading
within a venue that would probably be all right, but that
is not a particularly good assurance if a policeman
comes along and says, ‘Excuse me, we think you are
liable for a $10 000 fine because we do not think you
should be trading’. No matter how much the retailer
protested the reply would be, ‘Well, let’s go off to a
magistrate and let him decide’.
In the absence of this definite position on markets, for
instance, we really do have the confusion we suffered
so long ago. I also wonder if we are going back to the
days when there are going to be some absolute ripper
sales on Easter Sunday for such products as books. We
all remember the old days when you had people selling
books and giving away a billiard table free with every
book you bought. There was a particular retailer in
Dandenong who sold a remarkable number of books,
because his way of getting around the legislation that
prevented him from opening on a Sunday was to sell
books — which were perfectly legal to sell on
Sunday — and who could stop a man from giving a gift
to somebody? I might add, they were extraordinarily
expensive books, but I guess if you added up the value
package with the billiard table that you got for nix it
was not such a bad deal, and certainly he was a very
successful retailer at the time.
I wonder about the anomaly of newsagents that are able
to trade on Easter Sunday under this proposed
legislation and under the exemption categories that
have been provided by the minister. The Honourable
Wendy Lovell will be pleased to hear this — her family
is not going to get Easter Sunday off, as the minister
claims so many small business people wish to, to sleep
in — —
Hon. M. R. Thomson — They can choose to close.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON — Indeed, Minister, she
could choose to close, and that is one of the
fundamental points of this legislation, which begs the
question of why we need it. Because one of the crucial
points is that any of the small businesses who you have
suggested in the public debate on this legislation
wanted this legislation so they could have a day off on
Easter Sunday is entitled, now, to take Easter Sunday
off. There is absolutely no compulsion for them to miss
a sleep-in on Easter Sunday or indeed any other day of
the week that they wish.
Hon. M. R. Thomson — Except their competition!
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Hon. B. N. ATKINSON — Except their
competition. Well, they make decisions on that, and are
we to then protect them from competition on other
days? That is a very dangerous precedent that I take up
on the interjection of the minister, because — —
Hon. M. R. Thomson — One day of the year!
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON — If we take the premise
that these people want protection from their
competition on this ‘one day of the year’, as the
minister extols to me at this point, then why will they
not come back and say ‘Excuse me, but that was pretty
good. We had a really good sleep-in on Easter Sunday,
and we don’t like competition on all the other Sundays
either’.
The minister needs to look at this very carefully,
because this legislation is totally unnecessary to achieve
what she wanted to achieve. Can I go back to the
newsagents? The newsagents are allowed to trade on
that day. They are allowed to sell lotto tickets on that
day. But a Tattslotto kiosk — —
Hon. M. R. Thomson — It’s your exemption list!
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON — I will take up that in a
moment too, Minister — thank you for helping me with
my speech.
A freestanding Tattslotto kiosk is not allowed to open. I
have a shopping centre in my electorate, the shopping
centre of Forest Hill Chase, where there are two such
retailers. The newsagent in that shopping centre would
be able to open on Easter Sunday and sell Tattslotto
tickets, but the Tattslotto shop will not be able to sell
Tattslotto tickets on that day, despite the fact that he has
a far more modest and narrow business in terms of his
permitted uses.
The minister tells me this is because it is on a list that
we developed. I make the point — and I really want to
ram this point home strongly to all the minister’s
colleagues — the government is a second-term
government. It has had a famous victory. It has been
elected with a thumping majority in two houses of
Parliament. There are no excuses anymore. That means
the minister cannot simply pass it off by way of
interjection, by way of fluffing questions and
handballing questions, through remarks she may make
in public that, ‘It is somebody else’s fault; it is the fault
of the Kennett government’ or of some government
long past.
Hon. W. R. Baxter — The buck stops here.
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Hon. B. N. ATKINSON — The fact is that the
minister is in her second term and she has the throttle.
She has the opportunity to do whatever she wishes in
terms of fixing these anomalies. The buck stops here, as
the Honourable Bill Baxter says. There are no excuses.
To suggest that the government has simply adopted an
exemption list because we had it is the most
preposterous position to put to this house today as part
of this debate.
I agree with the minister. The list is ridiculous and
defies logic. I know the minister’s office is struggling
with the exemption list and recognises that there will be
a need to revisit and review it. The government is trying
to rush this legislation through. If we had to have the
legislation, why was it necessary to have it this year?
Why could we not have looked at it for next year?
What was the great hurry? Was it just the loss of one
Easter Sunday further?
Mr Smith — We knocked it off last time.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON — You really are a dill;
you are one of the greatest dills in this place.
Mr Smith — We had a long-term standing
commitment.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON — You took it to the last
election. This is the first occasion it has come to this
Parliament. Mr Smith shows he is a very illogical man
in this debate. This is the first time it has come to this
house and I do not care what longstanding
commitments Labor has. The government has not
brought them here for the assessment of the house on
any previous occasion. This is the first time it has come
here. I suggest that rather than the government’s
rushing it through for this year the government may
well have been better to engage in the consultation
process and bring it in next year, therefore allowing a
lot of retailers, landlords and indeed holiday-makers to
start making plans so they could address this issue.
That may not matter to Mr Smith, and it probably does
not affect me much as a consumer, but it certainly
affects many other people who go out into regional
towns to spend their holidays at Easter. Easter is a
strong holiday period; in fact, Easter is a stronger
holiday period for much of that regional visitation than
any other time of the year including Christmas
holidays. It is a period when many shops in many
regional centres will be forced to close. If Mr Smith
wants to continue with interjections he should do so
because they have been extremely helpful to me so far;
I really appreciate them.
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As to the exemption list that the minister raised and
which I was discussing earlier, there was no reason to
have this particular exemption list. The minister could
well have reviewed it. In fact, had the minister
consulted with the retailers association it may well have
been able to provide advice on what was an appropriate
exemption list for today. It may well have been able to
work with her and say, ‘Okay, we don’t like this
legislation’ — and believe me, they do not like the
legislation — ‘but we can live with it, Minister, if you
provide exemptions to these sorts of shops because our
experience of consumer need is that these are the shops
that ought to be open on Easter Sunday’.
The minister did not consult. Therefore we are left with
an exemption list that is archaic and from a long time
past. The minister suggests it is our exemption list. The
minister is wrong because we abolished the exemption
list. We brought in deregulated trading which obviated
the need for an exemption list. It was long gone. It was
off the statute book. In fact this exemption list is
nobody else’s but the government’s. As I said before,
there are no excuses on that.
Another key anomaly concerns a community that is
significantly disadvantaged as part of the process — the
Jewish community whose members live particularly in
the Elsternwick and Caulfield area. This community
will face a potential situation where the shops in that
area run by Jewish proprietors could well be closed for
four days straight because the Jewish Passover falls on
17 April, as the minister is aware; Good Friday is on
18 April — another non-trading day. Easter Saturday is
19 April — the Jewish Sabbath; and Easter Sunday,
20 April, would be another non-trading day. That
means two of those days are taken up because of the
religious conviction of people in that community. The
other two days are denied them by government
legislation. Potentially in those areas particularly
covered by the City of Glen Eira there are many
consumers who could be significantly disadvantaged
because a large proportion of shops would be closed at
that particular time.
Indeed, Frank Penhalluriack, who is well known to us
all and who runs Penhalluriack’s building supplies, is
prepared to battle the minister if she tries to enforce a
$10 000 fine on him. He certainly says his doors will be
open on Easter Sunday. He has expressed considerable
concern about this not just from the point of view of the
needs of the community in an area that has a high
proportion of people from the Jewish community.
I take up the example of Frank Penhalluriack’s business
category — that is, hardware. Easter is the most
important do-it-yourself period on the calendar every
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year. That is the holiday break when many consumers
take the time to paint their houses or carry out home
improvement projects. Therefore hardware stores being
open is extremely important for people at this particular
holiday break. Again, two of those days of the holiday
break are to be regulated by the government and are
unavailable for them to retail.
Notwithstanding that the minister sees that this is a
reasonable time frame for retailers to gear up and plan
for, many retailers, particularly food retailers including
supermarkets, indicate it will throw out their inventory
management systems quite dramatically and will add
costs to their businesses in terms of inventory
management and staffing. Given the lack of
consultation elsewhere, this legislation was announced
entirely by the minister’s press release which talked
about harmonisation, which was a lovely spin on it. I
heard wonderful music and Sound of Music stuff in the
word ‘harmonisation’. It did not seem to fit, but it was a
lovely bit of packaging by the spin doctors of the
Bracks government.
The government never once said that the Shop,
Distributive and Allied Employees Association, known
as SDA, had sought this concession, yet the SDA
admitted it. It came out and said, ‘Yes, we asked for it’,
but the government did not dare say, ‘It is a concession
to them’. Instead the government said two things. It
said, ‘Small businesses right around the country have
been asking us to close on Easter Sunday. They want a
rest’. As the minister said earlier, ‘They feel obliged to
open because their competition is open on Easter
Sunday. They do not want to have that obligation and
they want to close’.
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are retailers who were demanding this change. Who are
they? How many are there? Why have we done this?
Ah, it was a concession to the Shop, Distributive and
Allied Employees Association, which was a pretty
good supporter in the last election campaign, and
before, and has a couple of members in the ranks of
government now. It was a concession to the union, and
I dare say there were barely a few if any retailers who
seriously proposed that this legislation ought to come
before Parliament.
Harmonisation; this was to bring us into line with all
the other states. I accept the point that perhaps adding
Easter Saturday as a public holiday gives us the same
number of holidays as other states, and if that is what
the harmonisation argument is all about then I suppose
notwithstanding the difficulty I have with that word as a
bit of sugar coating, maybe I accept that position. Okay,
we have brought ourselves into line with other states.
But if we are talking about harmonisation in terms of
the shop trading hours, then that is an absolute
nonsense, because the states have very varied trading
hours at this stage — all the way from total
deregulation down in poor old Tasmania, introduced
last December in a state that depends very much on
tourism and recognises the importance of having
tourists in its cities, unlike the Victorian government,
apparently, which has denied the City of Melbourne the
opportunity to open on Easter Sunday — —
Hon. B. W. Bishop interjected.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON — He’s bringing home the
Bacon!

That is the position that was put publicly in a press
release and has been put in this house. The only
problem is that the Australian Retailers Association
cannot find any of these small business people who
think that way. The Australian Retailers Association
has sought among its membership people who believe
Easter Sunday is a day on which shops ought to close,
and it has been unable to find any. The Victorian
Employers Chamber of Commerce and Industry has
been unable to find them; the Property Council of
Australia has been unable to find them; and I have been
unable to find them. Despite the fact that I have had
some sort of press coverage, and particularly radio
coverage, right throughout Victoria on this issue,
nobody from those areas has rung up to suggest that the
minister’s position is correct. Nobody has rung up to
contradict the position I have put in those news reports.

South Australia and Western Australia have quite
restrictive trading. Even the South Australian
government is a little more contemporary in terms of
Easter Sunday trading, I suggest. There is no doubt that
the declaration of Easter Saturday as a public holiday
will also add costs to other businesses outside the retail
sector, particularly businesses where employees are not
covered by current federal awards or an enterprise
bargaining agreement (EBA) that nominate Easter
Saturday as a public holiday. That adds extra cost to
business, and certainly some of those businesses have
expressed concern to me about that. I am not sure that
that is as significant as the Easter Sunday costs and the
inconvenience and confusion to retailers and
consumers, because most businesses would in fact be
covered by federal awards or EBAs at this point, and
the retailers have recently brought down a new award
as well.

The Australian Retailers Association, and it put it
succinctly in one of its releases, does not believe there

Small business can already close, as I suggested earlier
in the debate, so really the whole notion of having this
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legislation is ridiculous, and we ought not to be
pursuing it at this time.
I and many of my colleagues are most concerned about
its impact on regional areas, with the inadequate advice
of the change to those areas and the uncertainty that it is
therefore creating for a range of events.
Sitting suspended 6.29 p.m. until 8.02 p.m.

Hon. B. N. ATKINSON — I have forgotten what I
said before tea, so I had better start again! I will move
on to one of the other points that concerns us about this
legislation, and that is the use of the police to enforce
these trading laws. I can accept that this is the trading
position on those days that shop trading is not currently
allowed, those being, as I mentioned earlier in this
debate, Christmas Day, half of Anzac Day, and Good
Friday. But nonetheless, to reintroduce this restriction
on Easter Sunday trading just exacerbates a problem
and particularly, as I said, in the context of the illogical
position of this legislation on Easter Sunday, it involves
the police in prosecuting matters which by any measure
are fairly trifling.
At Easter in particular, police are dedicated to road
safety. It is a particularly difficult time on the roads. A
lot of people travel at Easter and it is a time when road
toll blitzes have traditionally been mounted by the
government because the accident record then is not a
happy one. Therefore many police are dedicated to the
road blitzes and to the prevention of accidents at that
time of the year, and there are also issues in terms of
crime occurring over the Easter holidays. People leave
their homes unattended and quite a range of property
crimes occur at this time of the year, sadly, as they do at
any time of the year. Under this provision of the
legislation we have a situation where the police might
well be called to begin an ‘investigation’ and to
commence proceedings that lead to the prosecution of a
retailer whose only crime is to sell a hammer or a can of
sardines on Easter Sunday.
To me that is diverting the resources of the police that
would be much better applied to road safety initiatives
and indeed to crime. This legislation would invariably
divert them in some of their duties if it were to be taken
to the nth degree. It is quite possible, of course, that
they will not be involved because it is quite possible
that there might not be any objections, that in fact
consumers will welcome the fact that some retailers
might well be prepared to defy this law. I might tell you
that retailers and industry associations have indicated to
me that they might well be prepared to see a defiance of
this law when it comes into place because they see it as
illogical.
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Nonetheless it is an unfortunate outcome of this
legislation especially in the context that I discussed
before the dinner break of some retail shops not being
properly classified under the legislation — in other
words, the question of those markets, the question of
retailers that might be mixed-use retailers who have
part of their business involved in the sale of goods that
are not supposed to be sold on an Easter Sunday and
part of their goods that are allowed to be sold on an
Easter Sunday. These were some of the very anomalies
that led to the reform of shop trading by the former
Kennett government.
There is one other thing that I ought to bring to this
debate. It is by good fortune that my contribution
extended over the dinner break because I had the
opportunity to attend a function of the Australian Hotels
Association (AHA), which was fairly enlightening
because it was mentioned at that function that the
hoteliers had been very concerned about the impact of
this legislation on their businesses. There was some
uncertainty as to whether or not the legislation applied
to them and the indication given in the discussion
tonight was that the minister said, ‘Oh well, you guys
will have to decide yourselves whether or not you are
going to open’. I hope the minister gives some
explanation in the third-reading stage as to what the
circumstances are that have led to whatever direction
has been given to the Australian Hotels Association and
that there are assurances of some certainty in the
position that is available to those hotels.
I would not want to see a nod-and-a-wink sort of
arrangement with the hoteliers association about some
sort of discrepancy in this legislation or in the
jurisdiction of the legislation on those hotels. Frankly I
would not have expected that this legislation would
have applied to hotels; but it appears now in terms of
the discussions it has held with the minister that it has
established that there is a possibility that the legislation
applies to its industry. Certainly that ought to be
clarified to this house on this occasion.
I had canvassed the Australian Hotels Association
when looking at this bill to find out its views. The area
on which I had particularly sought its advice was
whether or not any of its members would be affected by
the declaration of Easter Saturday as a public holiday.
As it turns out most of them would be covered by
federal awards and therefore unlikely to face additional
costs for opening their premises on Easter Saturday; but
certainly that case needed to be established.
Moving towards the conclusion of this contribution to
the debate, I would mention again that we are only
talking about one day. I accept that has been a
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proposition that has been put by the minister to this
house. But retailers have put to me in the consultation I
have had that this is a significant day in the context of
the existing days during the holiday break. In other
words, for Christmas Day it is fine, that is one day and
retailers are able to plan around that one-day closure
because they know they can come back on Boxing Day.
Indeed, consumers can rely on that as well in terms of
buying the merchandise they wish to buy.
In the case of Anzac Day it is a half-day holiday to
ensure that we appropriately commemorate the loss of
life and the supreme sacrifice that many Australians
have made in the theatres of war; so it is appropriate
that we show that mark of respect by closing shops for
half a day on Anzac Day. But in terms of the disruption
of retail businesses and the opportunity of retailers to
serve their customers and customers to access those
shops, not a problem.
In terms of the Good Friday holiday, which is already
provided for in legislation, to have one day out is not
such an issue; but when you are looking at a situation
where Good Friday is out, Easter Saturday is a public
holiday under this proposed legislation, then Easter
Sunday is closed again, you have a situation where
retailers are finding it very difficult to roster staff,
organise their businesses, organise their inventory and
in fact even deal with the costs and confusion of
advising their customers. Then Monday is also a
holiday. Even being able to communicate with their
customers what the hours of operation of their
businesses are over that period and the services that
they will provide to the customers over that period will
become a major problem.
What I am suggesting to the house is not my personal
view necessarily but the view that has been put to me
by retailers. I am sure retailers have endeavoured to put
this view to the minister on a number of occasions in
their representations on this issue.
In a year like this the problem for them is exacerbated
further by the fact that Good Friday is a closed day,
under this legislation Easter Sunday is a closed day and
in the following week Anzac Day is a half-day closed
day — so you have two and a half of those three and a
half days provided for throughout the whole year
occurring in the same week.
I conclude the debate by reading into Hansard some
comments that have been made in the monthly
newsletter of the Australian Retailers Association —
Victoria. It said it has conducted a survey of members
to find out what they thought about this particular
proposal by the government of making Easter Sunday a
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day in which shops should be closed. The results of the
survey by the ARAV showed that a clear majority of its
members were opposed to such a move.
In fact, if the proposed changes were to be implemented
by the government — that is, if the government passes
this legislation in this house tonight and it succeeds in
the Legislative Assembly — three-quarters of the
respondents to the Australian Retailers Association
survey indicated that they would be forced to work the
additional hours themselves. In other words, these
retailers who the minister says wanted a break, wanted
a holiday, wanted a sleep-in, are saying to the
Australian Retailers Association, their representative
body, ‘Well, that is not the case. We, as retailers,
recognise that we have to serve our customers. We, as
retailers, realise that at this particular time of the year
over this holiday break, because of the number of
holiday-makers who are about and because of the
importance of the do-it-yourself home improvement
market at this time of the year, we need to be open to
serve our customers, because that is why we are in
business. If that is the case, because of the additional
costs associated with this proposal by the government
and the difficulties that are there, in terms of pegging
staff ratios, we, as owners of that business, far from
getting a sleep-in on Easter Sunday, far from taking the
day off, will now actually have to work longer hours at
Easter’.
That is not Bruce Atkinson talking, the small business
spokesperson from the Liberal Party; that is the
Australian Retailers Association, and it is speaking on
the authority of a survey of its members, which I think
is something the government ought to have taken into
account with this legislation. Indeed, most retailers —
more than 85 per cent of the respondents to this
survey — also said that having Easter Sunday as a
non-trading day would have a negative impact on their
business. So more than 85 per cent of retailers in the
Australian Retailers Association survey are saying,
‘Hey, if this proceeds it is going to have a negative
impact on our business’.
They are fairly damning figures, and they are things the
government ought to have taken into account. The
Property Council of Australia, the Victorian Employers
Chamber of Commerce and Industry, indeed all of the
retail associations I have talked to, like the Furnishing
Industry Association of Australia, the Retail
Confectionery and Mixed Business Association, the
Hardware Association of Victoria and so forth, are all
of one accord: they do not want this legislation to pass;
they do not believe this legislation is necessary; and
they recognise that for those businesses that do not
want to open on Easter Sunday the provision already
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exists in current statute for them to close as they wish
on Easter Sunday, without any problems or penalties, or
changes to their position as retailers. But most retailers
recognise that this is an important trading period and
they wish to participate in Easter trading. They do not
want to be told by the government that they will be
forced to close on Easter Sunday; they do not
particularly want to close on Easter Sunday if they will
carry additional costs on Easter Saturday and will
therefore have less opportunity to make up the
additional wages and rostering costs of that Easter
Saturday for both staff who are employed and staff who
are not employed on that day but who have the holiday
entitlement calculated into their wages. These retailers
are saying, ‘No, this legislation is not satisfactory’.
Indeed, the industry associations who represent them
are saying, ‘We are surprised that this government has
not bothered to listen to us or to consult us adequately
on this legislation, which has a negative impact on our
members and on consumers in Victoria’.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern) — The
Honourable Bruce Atkinson was quite correct in his
earlier remarks that we have seen the last of
consultation by this government. We are now seeing a
government dancing to the tune of the unions.
Here we are with the first legislation that this house is
going to deal with, and it has been brought to the
chamber at the behest of the Shop, Distributive and
Allied Employees Association. That is obvious,
because the second-reading speech is contradictory.
The minister does not know what is in the bill, the
guidelines for exemptions are yet to be produced, and
the closing date to apply for an exemption was before
the legislation had even been presented to the house.
This is clearly not legislation being brought in in a
proper fashion by this government; it is the government
being ordered by its union controllers to present this
legislation as a matter of urgency so it takes place
Easter this year, 2003, instead of there being a proper
process for 2004, which would have enabled some
adequate consultation to occur and some consideration
to be given to its impact on small business and
individual retailers.
Does anyone want to go back to the confusion that we
had prior to 1996? No, I certainly do not. Does anyone
want to see the spectacle of traders going to jail again?
No, I certainly do not. But we have a bill before the
house which is clearly causing confusion.
Like Mr Atkinson, I attended the function across the
road with the Australian Hotels Association. I had not
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considered for one moment until then that this
legislation would impact at all on my hoteliers. Yet
clearly I was mistaken, because the hoteliers have
realised that it probably does. They have been along to
the minister, and it is proper that they should do so and
I give them full marks for being alert and getting on
with it, and the minister is apparently going to give
them some sort of exemption, as she should. But this is
just one indication of how ill thought out this legislation
is, when it is not even clear to members of the
Parliament or the community who is roped in by this
and who is not.
The other point I would like to make early in my
contribution is to again indicate the propensity of this
government to rewrite history. It constantly
propagandised with all sorts of statements as if they
were fact, when in fact they are not. I will draw
attention to one here. The second-reading speech, when
talking about the 1996 legislation, says:
There was —

very little consultation —
with small businesses or affected employees —

well that is not as I recall it; there was heaps of
consultation, but that is not the piece that concerns me
most —
and scant opportunity for the Parliament to debate the matter.

There we have it; in the minister’s second-reading
speech she alleges that the Parliament had little
opportunity to debate the matter and that this house
somehow or other rubber-stamped the legislation in a
few minutes. I went back to the record and had a look at
how much time we spent debating the legislation. I
found that the Shop Trading Reform Bill was debated
on 29 and 30 October 1996, and that the house spent a
total time of 11 hours and 17 minutes debating the
legislation.
An Honourable Member — How long was that?
Hon. W. R. BAXTER — Eleven hours and
17 minutes. That could scarcely be considered scant.
But the point I really want to make is that this
government, this open and accountable government,
with the sessional orders it has now introduced on
legislation, will allow, if the total time is taken up,
debate in this house on this bill for 9 hours. So how can
it be so hypocritical and claim that 11 hours and
17 minutes was scant and insufficient, and yet by its
own hand put restrictions on this house so that it can
debate the legislation for only 9 hours? Talk about
being hypocritical; talk about saying one thing and
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doing the opposite. And this is not the first example that
we have seen of this government being prepared to go
out into the community and spin yarns. I am really
disappointed that we have got to a situation where a
government, which went to the election on a promise of
openness and accountability, is prepared to do the direct
opposite.
What does this legislation do? It gives us another public
holiday. Have we heard any justification for that? Pretty
scant. We have heard the minister say, ‘Oh, it brings us
into line with the rest of the nation’. If that is the basis
for how we do everything, I wonder why we have a
separate state. If we want to be the same as the rest of
the nation, let us get rid of the states and have just one
government.
If there is to be no difference between us, if we are all
to be the same, there does not seem to be any point in
maintaining the paraphernalia of separate states. So I
simply reject the notion that we are making this a public
holiday just to bring us into line with the next state. We
are making it a public holiday because the union
demanded it, because it will give some people penalty
rates, notwithstanding it will put quite a few others out
of work — they will be without a job — and it will
send some businesses to the wall, which will of course
put even more people out of work. This downward
spiral gets going when you make decisions like
introducing extra public holidays just because some
other states have public holidays on this day.
I do not see any justification for going to another public
holiday. It will only put more pressure on small
business and it will cost jobs — there is no doubt about
that whatsoever. It will cost jobs in country Victoria
because it happens to be in country Victoria that a
greater percentage of employees are on schedule 1A
pay than in the city. That will bring them under the
same conditions that would apply under a federal
award. Country businesses will be put under more
pressure and country people will lose their jobs. That is
the effect of creating another public holiday on Easter
Saturday, to say nothing of the fact that again another
lengthy holiday period will be brought back into this
state.
I now want to allude to some of the contradictions in
the minister’s second-reading speech in which she
describes how it will help families, how businesses will
not need to open because their competitors will be shut
and therefore they can sleep in on Sunday and this will
be great for family life. That is one of her arguments in
the second-reading speech, but it is absolutely
contradicted by her own words several paragraphs
down where she states that those same small businesses
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will have a competitive edge and advantage on that day
because their big competitors will be shut, they can
open, and they will not have to put up with the
competition from the big guys down the street.
She cannot have it both ways. She cannot say at one
page of the second-reading speech that this is family
friendly and will enable people to have the day off, then
several paragraphs on laud it as a great advantage for
small operators because they can open without having
the competition from the big guys — again, an absolute
contradiction and again further evidence that this is
simply being done at the behest of the unions. Someone
has cobbled together a second-reading speech, and they
have not been able to see contradictions that were in a
speech written for the minister! The minister, who does
not appear to be in the chamber at this time, does not
seem to cotton on to the contradictions in her own
introductory speech to the bill.
I will now deal with one of the matters Mr Atkinson
alluded to — the costs that will be imposed upon some
of our retailers around Victoria. I refer for example to
florists. I have a florist in my electorate, and I am sure
his colleagues in other towns also found themselves in
the same predicament that he now finds himself. He has
quoted to do the flowers for weddings on Easter
Saturday. In this case he quoted on two weddings. The
labour cost to have two of his staff in would have been
$252. Under these new arrangements his labour cost
will be $630, a difference of $378. He can hardly go
back to the brides and say, ‘Look, I am sorry about this
but I am going to jack the price up from what I quoted
you before’. He has to wear it himself.
Mr Smith — I bet he doesn’t!
Hon. W. R. BAXTER — I will tell you what he
will do, Mr Smith. He will do exactly what
Mr Atkinson said would be the circumstance. He and
his wife will get up at 3.00 a.m. and do the work
themselves so they do not have to pay these penalty
rates. Not only do they not get the family-friendly hours
the minister says is the purpose of the bill, but two
people who would otherwise have had a job on
Saturday have now not got a job on a Saturday, so they
miss out as well. This shows the craziness and the
unfairness of this particular piece of legislation. It has
been rushed into this place in time for this Easter when
people have already made financial decisions and
arrangements which will impact very seriously on
them. As this florist says, he does not like what the
government wants to do, but if it wants to do it, it is up
to the government. He says it should have been done
from 2004 so that he had due warning and lead time.
He could then have quoted for weddings in 2004 at this
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very inflated price which he will now have to quote in
order to account for these additional labour costs.
I know some people on the Labor benches often hear it,
but they seem to think that people in business are doing
it easy, making plenty of money and think that an
extra $378 wage cost is not going to affect them too
much at all. I ask them to get out in the real world. I
have small business people in many of my towns who
will find an impost of $378 on Easter Saturday difficult.
This is just one example, and there are dozens more.
Presumably if he were doing four weddings instead of
two it would be an even greater cost.
I simply say it is an impost that should not be imposed
on these businesses on this occasion. Is it fair? Is it fair
that in future years people will have to pay a lot more
for these events than they would have to otherwise?
There is no equity in this and no-one is winning out of
this. The employer is not winning, the employee is not
winning, and the customer and the consumer are
certainly not winning. The only people who seem to be
getting satisfaction out of all this are union leaders who
can claim that yet again they have put business under
pressure. That is what they do. They go around and
claim to their members that they have put business
under pressure. That is all it will be.
Hon. H. E. Buckingham — Their pay is what it is
all about!
Hon. W. R. BAXTER — There is absolutely
nothing in it for anyone except the union leadership,
which can go around and claim some misguided credit.
I say that this legislation ought to be opposed for that
reason alone. It is putting businesses under pressure this
time around, and because of the lack of notice it is
impacting unfairly in 2003. Would I support it for
2004? No, but at least I would feel less angry and less
annoyed about it because due notice would have been
given to businesses and to consumers that the prices are
going to rise. But no, we are not being given that
opportunity at all.
I will now say something about exemptions, and I
referred to them a little earlier in relation to the hotel
industry. Surely the house is entitled to some
information from the minister as to what sorts of things
she is going to take into account in granting
exemptions. Surely we are entitled to some indication
as to how extensive those exemptions are going to be.
A reading of the bill restricts it in my view to the area
of functions. The minister’s second-reading speech
states that the exemption will be granted when you have
some sort of activity going in your area that would be
adversely affected if the shops were closed on Sunday,
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and it refers to festivals and the like. Yes, there are
some towns that run festivals over Easter. Presumably
they will get exemptions. We do not know, but we are
presuming that from the second-reading speech.
I have towns in my electorate where tourism is a big
issue, but they do not especially have a festival during
the Easter period. Will they be exempt? Echuca, for
example, is a tourist town with hundreds of people
there over Easter, but perhaps no specific organised
festival because it has just had its jazz and wine
weekend. Will it be exempted? The people will be
gone. Beechworth has its golden horseshoe festival on,
and presumably it will get an exemption if it is held at
Easter. What about Yackandandah, Corryong, Cobram
and Yarrawonga? A reading of the second-reading
speech would appear to indicate that those towns will
struggle to get exemptions.
The minister owes a duty to the house to explain on
what grounds she will grant the exemptions. It is
distressing and disappointing that the minister is not
even in the chamber for this debate, because this is
going to impact very severely indeed on quite a few
small businesses, yet the minister does not deign to
come in and listen to the debate. I call on the minister
before the third-reading motion is put to tell the house
what guidelines she is proposing for the granting of
exemptions.
I also would like the minister to give an undertaking
that applications that are made in the next few days will
be taken into consideration, notwithstanding the fact
that the closing date is 28 February. It is an absolute
insult that the closing date is before the bill came to this
house. The government owes it to the people to at least
have a closing date some time after the house has
turned its mind to the legislation. I gather that in terms
of the hotel industry the minister may well have
indicated that she will accept late applications. I ask her
to make that universal.
I finally want to say that we spend a lot of time in this
house talking about small business. Small business
must get very disgruntled, because while we spend a lot
of time talking about how important small business is
and how it might be assisted and in establishing all sorts
of programs, publicity and so on, but we also spend a
fair bit of time putting impediments in the way of small
business. It is either Workcover premiums,
occupational health and safety or the uniform systems
bill, which will impact very severely on many small
businesses in country Victoria. We talk about the sorts
of things that were in the Fair Employment Bill that
was defeated in the last Parliament, the quaintly called
information services officers, which now find their way
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into the uniform systems bill, which is before another
place, in the form of enforcement and compliance
officers.
These are the impacts and imposts that the government
and the Parliament continue to hit small business with.
It is little wonder there is a great deal of cynicism and
frustration in the small business community about the
bona fides of this government when it talks about
helping them. We have a more topical and specific
example before us in the bushfire recovery. Yes, there
have been a lot of high-sounding commitments made
by the Premier and other ministers as to what they will
do to help small business through the bushfires, but thus
far precious little has actually been delivered; precious
little has got on the ground, and the cynicism in
north-eastern Victoria about the bushfire relief is
startling to comprehend. People simply have not seen
the rhetoric being matched at all by any action on the
ground.
Parliament ought to oppose the legislation. At best it is
premature. I think it is undesirable, but it certainly
should not be enforced in 2003, because it will impact
so severely on so many people who are already
struggling financially, and the bottom line is that it will
cost jobs.
Mr SMITH (Chelsea) — I am not surprised, and I
do not believe anyone on this side of the house is
surprised, that the conservatives opposite are opposed
to the bill. It stands for what we stand for — fairness in
the workplace. That is what this is about, something
which they do not understand and which they have
consistently opposed simply because their supporter
base — employers — does not like it.
The legislation delivers longstanding commitments
from the Labor Party to working people in the state,
including many small business proprietors, that they
would have a fair system to work within — a
competitive system that will bring balance to the
workplace for both workers and small businesses in
particular.
It also delivers Easter Saturday as a public holiday and
brings the total number of public holidays in Victoria to
11, back from 10. I note Mr Baxter said that there was
no good reason for this, that the world as we know it
will collapse and that rural areas will collapse if we go
to — shock, horror! — an extra public holiday. I
wonder what happened in Victoria and to small
businesses prior to Mr Kennett’s taking away of that
holiday some time back. I wonder how they survived. I
have no doubt that the re-establishment of that public
holiday, in line with the rest of the country, will do
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nothing to impact detrimentally on small businesses in
the state. In fact, it will deliver exactly what a lot of
people in the labour movement and in particular unions,
such as the Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees
Association — known as the SDA — want, an extra
public holiday for working families. It means they will
have extra time off and be able to enjoy Easter in the
same way as the vast majority of ordinary working
people in the state. That is the agenda, Mr Baxter,
nothing else. It has nothing to do with penalty rates.
They already get penalty rates. Very few workers in
this state employed in small business are members of
the SDA. It is not part of an agenda of the SDA, which
already has penalty rates for its members in the larger
companies. It is all about more family time.
I do not know what members of the opposition have
against working families in this state, but I wish they
would get over it. We are trying to deliver a fair and
equitable system, which is what the bill does in our
view, and we think time will prove we are right.
I say the bill is all about getting the balance right. For
the last few years, since 1992, when the previous
Kennett government was elected, the balance has
swung entirely in favour of employers. We know
industrial relations tends to ebb and flow depending on
which government is in power, and now the balance is
swinging back in favour of the worker. Personally, I
would prefer us to have a more consistent system that
allowed continuity and maintained stability and so on. I
think that would be in the interests of both parties —
employers and employees.
Hon. D. Koch — Why change?
Mr SMITH — I will respond to that interjection. As
I have said before, perhaps not loudly enough —
perhaps your ears are painted on — at the moment it is
unfair. Workers in this state are not getting a fair go.
Something like a third of the work force in small
business in this state is not getting a fair go in the
workplace. They are being deprived of a proper rate of
pay on that Saturday in comparison with like workers in
the rest of the country. Explain to me if you can why a
worker in a business of like style in Queensland or
Western Australia can earn more than a worker can in
Victoria. What is fair about that? I do not know. What I
can say is that those workers and their families pay the
same price for their petrol and their bread, and they pay
the same taxes et cetera, so we should not treat
Victorian workers any differently or in a less fair
manner.
It seems to me that whenever these sorts of bills come
before the house — and we will see it again with the
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fair employment bill — we see the bloody-mindedness
of the opposition in opposing anything that seems to be
detrimental to its constituent base. Members of the
opposition see business as their constituent base. It
makes you wonder when you look at what happened at
the last few elections. The support we are getting from
business indicates that maybe the opposition has lost
the plot and is not listening to what is going on out
there.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr SMITH — I note with interest Mr Baxter telling
us to get into the real world. I have to say — no, I will
not say it!
We talked about how this bill creates penalties for those
traders who may want to break the law. The penalties
include a $10 000 fine. Some traders have already said
they will open their shops and the law be damned. I
heard by way of interjection a conservative opposite
saying he would buy something from a proprietor to
assist him to do that. He would condone a small
business breaking the law! That is an interesting point!
However, I suggest the particular individual who wants
to advance his business through self-promotion should
read the bill, because it clearly states that small
businesses with 20 or less full-time employees are
exempt. I am not absolutely sure but I assume that
individual does not employ more than that number of
workers, so he would automatically be exempt. The
other exemptions include petrol stations,
pharmacies — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr SMITH — Municipalities can apply for
exemptions to trading on those occasions deemed to be
appropriate. In some circumstances they will be able to
make strong cases for exemptions. Of course, the
minister will listen and if it is justified she will grant an
exemption. We are trying to get a balance into this
system.
The bill is about providing more family time. I know
people who own or work in small businesses. A very
good friend of mine has run milk bars, sandwich bars et
cetera. Most milk bars are open 12 to 14 hours a day,
7 days a week. They are very hard work. My friend and
his wife have a young family and would kill for a day
off — a day off to them would be manna from heaven.
In terms of time, many small businesses are very hard
work. There is a significant benefit for a lot of people in
this bill. I also make the point that trading on Easter
Saturday is optional. Traders are not compelled to open
their shops; they have a choice.
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Hon. W. R. Baxter interjected.
Mr SMITH — Mr Baxter interjects that that is
already the case. The difference, of course, is with the
penalty rate that would apply in some cases. Mr Baxter
referred to schedule 1A. Schedule 1A workers do not
currently have those entitlements, because they are not
covered by federal awards. Their employers are not
members of the relevant associations so as to make
them respondent to those awards. However, in a few
weeks time they will be entitled to those conditions, and
those penalty rates will apply. Employers will then have
a choice about whether or not to open; it is entirely up
to them.
I refute the argument that it will be Armageddon for
small business and that many small businesses will not
support it. We believe they will. This is in stark contrast
to 1996 when the Kennett government dictated the
changes and brought about the most ‘liberal’ trading
hours in Australia with no consultation. He just came in
here and said, ‘Let it be written. Let it be done’. We
have gone out and consulted with all the key players.
This is not complex legislation; it is simple and
straightforward. It has been subjected to the appropriate
amount of consultation, and we are comfortable with it.
Mr Atkinson suggested in his contribution that this bill
was more to do with the industrial relations policy of
the government. It is a bit about industrial relations and
a bit about small business. That is the genesis of the
bill. So what? It does not matter where it has come
from. It is about delivering fairness to working people
so they get a fair day’s pay for a fair day’s work. Of
course, some businesses will be squealing, because they
will have to reduce their profit margins. They will have
to give a little bit back to their work forces. Some of
them will hate it, but that is what the Labor Party is
unashamedly about. The Labor Party is about fairness
and equity in the workplace. We say a little bit more
cream on this side spreads a long way, and the
economy benefits. That is something anathema to the
conservatives opposite. Their constituent base does not
like it. That is the benefit of being in government. We
can deliver what we think is appropriate, fair and
reasonable.
We went to the Victorian public at the last election and
the one before that making it clear that this is what we
wanted to do. The public agreed, and it is part of our
agenda.
This bill covers only those people who are not currently
covered by federal awards or Australian workplace
agreements. AWAs are not on our agenda: we do not
support them or agree with them. However, they are
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there and we are working with them, but we do not
think they deliver.
Hon. A. P. Olexander interjected.
Mr SMITH — The opposition interjects that they
are about freedom of choice. I ask anyone in this house
to produce one AWA in this country that is better than
an enterprise bargaining agreement or a federal award.
If you could, Mr Abbott would be showing it far and
wide as a clear example of the benefits. There has not
been one. The opposition has had a few years to do it,
but it has not been able to produce one yet.
A third of the work force in these sorts of industries is
not covered. We argue that only a minority of
businesses will be affected. We do not believe it will
impact on their interstateness or their competitiveness
with their interstate counterparts. We believe it will
make them fairer for the benefit of the workers in
particular.
I have been waiting for some time to get this particular
issue out on the table as well, because I have often
thought about the reason the conservatives years ago
under former Premier Kennett and former Minister for
Industry and Employment, Phil Gude, wanted to go
down the road of dismantling the industrial relations
system and exposing the work force in some cases to
the brutality of the open market — dare I say it, the
capitalist system. The reality is if it is done in that
manner then it will definitely deliver more to those who
support them rather than working people. It allows
them to have a much stronger hand in the workplace,
similar to those states in the United States of America
that we refer to as right-to-work states.
Right-to-work states in the USA were designed
specifically by and were supported by the
Republicans — that is, the conservatives — to give a
significant advantage to the employer. What was the
end result? States such as Illinois, New England and
other heavily industrialised or manufacturing states saw
a mass exodus of industry out of their states into other
states such as Tennessee and the duelling banjos, North
Carolina and South Carolina, et cetera, where it was
extremely difficult for unions to get a foothold or
actively represent workers. They were, as a result of
legislation, kept out or at bay.
Some people say that is a good thing, but I ask: what
was the benefit to the working man or woman in those
states? None. There was no improvement in wages and
conditions; quite the contrary. Significant numbers of
working men and women in the traditional
industrialised states losing those — —
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The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! The
honourable member’s time has expired.
Hon. J. A. VOGELS (Western) — I wish to say a
few words on this Public Holidays and Shop Trading
Reform Acts (Amendment) Bill. The purpose of the bill
is obviously to make Easter Saturday a public holiday
and require shops to close on Easter Sunday. I have no
doubt that these changes in a nutshell are payback time
for Joe de Bruyn and the support of his union for the
Labor government. Mr Smith has just outlined that very
well. He said a few times that he is not really interested
in what small business think; it is what the unions want.
He reiterated that about four or five times, so we know
where he is coming from.
Mr Baxter touched on my next point. The deadline for
applications for an exemption to be lodged with
municipal councils to permit retailers to open in areas
with sports events and festivals was 28 February. Here
we are three weeks later and we are only just debating
the bill.
Like many honourable members I attended the
Australian Hotels Association drinks and cocktails
across the road at the Windsor, and I was surprised to
find that the hotels association only learnt in the last
couple of days that it could apply for an exemption.
They probably did not realise they were affected, like
many other people who will not realise they are
affected until Easter Sunday comes along. It
demonstrates the arrogance and the rubber-stamp
mentality of this Labor government already.
In her second-reading speech the minister said:
… the Kennett government introduced legislation in 1996 that
deregulated shop trading hours overnight. There was no
consultation with small businesses or affected employers
and —

this is what the minister said in the second-reading
speech; wait for it —
scant opportunity for the Parliament to debate the matter.

There is a bell ringing here somewhere which sounds a
bit like hypocrisy. Even when our lead speaker,
Mr Atkinson, got up to speak after the second reading
of the bill, he was sat down by the President and the
Labor Party closed the debate. The minister
acknowledges in her second-reading speech that
consumers enjoy flexible shopping hours and that
community attitudes and trends have led us to more
liberalised shopping hours, yet the minister in typical
Labor Party fashion commands increased regulation
and control over small business through this bill.
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Tourism is probably one of the biggest industries in
Victoria and it depends on flexible shop trading hours.
The Great Ocean Road runs through the Western
Province which I represent, along with the Honourable
David Koch. It is probably one of the biggest tourism
areas in Victoria. You can go down the Great Ocean
Road starting at Torquay, through Lorne, Apollo Bay,
Port Campbell, Warrnambool, Port Fairy, all the way to
Portland, and small businesses basically rely on
tourism, especially over the Easter holiday period. It is
actually four or five days and it is still a nice time of the
year. The weather is still warm and people make the
trek. A lot of these shops will find it difficult to open.
The Stawell Gift is held over Easter and it is one of
their biggest trading weekends. Not long ago I was
speaking about the bill to a restaurant owner in Port
Campbell and she said that she will not open on Easter
Sunday because with the new penalty rates, because it
is a public holiday and with Saturday also being a
public holiday, it will not be worth opening.
As I said before, part 2 of the bill amends the Public
Holidays Act 1993 to appoint Easter Saturday as a
public holiday, while part 3 amends the Shop Trading
Reform Act 1996 to generally require that shops close
on Easter Sunday. Easter Sunday will be a public
holiday which effectively means double time, plus time
and a half for the people who work.
I think it has been said before that the owners of small
businesses will be getting out of bed and doing the
work themselves, which will be detrimental to a lot of
young people who come home over Easter. They are at
university in Melbourne and a lot come back to their
rural areas and earn a few extra dollars over that Easter
holiday period to help pay for books or whatever they
need when they return to the city. One of the things you
find in holiday areas, especially along the coastal
region, is that there is work for young people in that
holiday period so that they can make nice money which
helps them through the next couple of months when
they go back to school or university. A lot of small
businesses will just not open. That is sad because it is a
missed opportunity for these people.
This Labor government, like all former Labor
governments, has failed to grasp the concept that
business needs to be profitable in order to remain open,
which in turn snowballs to increased employment
opportunities and greater economic benefits for our
state. This bill will effectively stagnate employment and
the economic growth of our state. It is probably just the
thin end of the wedge and we will find more of these
things coming through. Also, if the minister really
believes what she said — that this legislation is urgent
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because it will reduce enormous strains on family life
over Easter — she would not have exempted every
small business that applies, and I think there are
31 businesses on the list. I cannot think of many that are
not on it.
Basically it is all about pay and getting hidden penalty
rates. I believe this legislation is a kick in the guts for
small businesses and clearly demonstrates a total lack
of respect for their viability. On behalf of small
business throughout Victoria I say to this Bracks
government: let small business get on with what it is
good at — that is, creating jobs, providing goods and
services for consumers, while at the same time boosting
the state’s economy for the benefit of all Victorians.
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) — I am
delighted to speak on the Public Holidays and Shop
Trading Reform Acts (Amendment) Bill. The bill is
very important for small business in Victoria. The
Labor government recognises the importance of people
who work for small business and also the importance of
people who run businesses with less than 20 employees
still being able to run their businesses and serve the
community on the Easter days.
We recognise how important it is, when you see people
still shopping on Easter Saturday and Easter Sunday.
We are not trying to close down every business. The
opposition tried to mislead the public by saying that the
Labor Party tried to close down business on Easter
Sunday, which is not true. We want businesses open to
serve tourists and people who want to shop on the two
Easter days. But at the same time, we recognise the
employees who wish to spend more time with their
children and families after the long working days
throughout the year. It is about time that they, like
employees of many other sectors in Victoria, are
allowed to take the holidays off.
We care about small business, like any business. We
want to see, if everyone wants to open their business on
these days, that they can still afford to open their
business. Some small retailers who want to close
business on these Easter days cannot afford it, because
big business are open the same day. If they close for
business, they cannot compete with the big business so
they cannot take Easter days off. Bigger businesses
have more money and resources to open on these days,
and small businesses who want to have a break on these
days cannot afford it. They have to keep going because
they try to compete with bigger businesses.
The bill is about helping small businesses. We know
they are struggling and some of them want to have a
rest with their families. We tell the community that this
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Easter a lot of shops will still be opening. Tourist
businesses and other things — events and public
festivals — are still available on these days.
We have consulted with the community not only before
the bill but for many years. The people have raised their
concerns with our government for the last three years
we have governed Victoria. So we have had lots of time
to consult the community. I am sure the Minister for
Small Business has been working with and has been
contacted by small businesses in Victoria and they have
raised their concerns. That is what we have the bill here
for.
We are not trying to rush through the bill before Easter.
It is not like that. We have been consulting and working
throughout the years. And we had a policy document
called A Better Workplace — Labor’s Plan for Fairness
and Safety at Work as part of the Labor platform before
the last election It was launched in November last
year — I am sure many honourable members will be
aware of that. Before the election we launched the
policy and we were very straight with the public about
what we were going to do when we were elected. We
are here to present legislation to improve on the existing
bill. We invited the public to write submissions to us,
and the closing date was 28 February this year — that
is, last month. Members of the community or any
business concerned about this could write to us and
raise questions.
We have consulted with the municipal councils and the
shires, and we have exempted many specific shops, like
bread shops; chemist shops; eating houses and
restaurants; fish and oyster shops; flower shops; retail
plant nurseries; fruit and vegetable shops; hairdressers;
hardware shops; paint shops; petrol stations; pet shops;
shoe repair shops — you name it — motor car spare
parts and accessories shops; shops that sell old goods,
including furniture; shops that sell records and
cassettes; shops that sell swimming pool equipment and
supplies; and so on. People who want to go to
restaurants on these days also can, if they want to fix
their houses over Easter, go to shops to buy paint or to
hardware shops to get things for their houses. If
someone is sick they can go to a chemist shop. They
can go shopping like normal days to bread shops, fruit
and vegetable shops, milk bars and small, municipal
markets. These are still able to open on those days.
I am sure the government has looked at many issues in
the communities, and of course we have consulted with
many people in the community.
This has nothing to do with, ‘You tried to look out for
the unions’, as members on the other side have said.
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What we are doing is looking after the interests of the
community, especially in the small business sector,
because they are working very hard throughout the
year, and they should be able to spend time with their
families. I am sure the Easter holidays are important for
those with young families. They should spend time
with their families, to take them out and enjoy
themselves. Small businesses can afford to close their
doors without worrying about competition from the
bigger businesses.
As the legislation states, we will have public holidays
and non-shop trading days. Good Friday is a public
holiday. From now on Easter Saturday will be a public
holiday. Easter Sunday will be the non-trading day,
with Easter Monday being a normal day. The
government will provide information to all businesses.
It runs a web site to explain to people what hours they
can open; the government also operates the Victorian
Business Line. If the workers or employers are
concerned about wages, they can contact the wages
line. People can ask questions.
This position is not applicable only in Victoria, because
other states have the same situation. The bill is to match
the other states on Easter holidays.
There are many festivals around Victoria at Easter, but
the bill will not detract from them. It is clear that people
will have a choice about doing their business.
Opposition members were concerned about the lord
mayor, Cr John So. I am sure the minister will contact
Cr So and work out what is in the best interests of the
Melbourne City Council. We would like to ensure that
tourists are welcome to Melbourne during Easter. They
will have many things to do then, when Melbourne will
be full of visitors. Activities will not be interrupted, and
the visitors will enjoy their time in Melbourne.
I urge all honourable members to support the bill before
the house, because it will give these employees more
time to spend with their children and enable them to
have a rest, like many other employees are able to
during the Easter holidays. I commend the bill to the
house.
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) — The best
way I can address the nonsense in this Public Holidays
and Shop Trading Reform Acts (Amendment) Bill is to
make my contribution by utilising some notes given to
me by the Mildura Rural City Council. While doing
that I make the point that this could apply to any city or
town in the electorate of North Western Province that I
share with the Honourable Damian Drum. But for the
sake of the exercise and to use some of the information
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that I can draw out of the letter for the debate I will use
Mildura as an example.

Easter Sunday trading would be prohibited for certain
classes of business effective this year.

The Mildura Rural City Council wrote to the Minister
for Small Business on this issue in desperation to
ensure that the tourist industry in its area would have a
fair go at attracting the visitors in the area — I am
talking in this case of Easter Sunday. It wished to gain
an exemption for the whole of the area around Mildura
as well as the smaller satellite towns of Irymple, Red
Cliffs and Merbein.

As the Honourable Bill Baxter said, there was no
transition period. It was sudden-death stuff; it would be
introduced this year, no doubt due to other forces such
as the union movement putting pressure on the
government of the day.

The council made the point that:
… the tourism industry is one of the major industries
supporting Mildura’s economy. The Easter period is the
busiest on Mildura’s tourist and events calendar, experiencing
in the order of 15 000 visitors and tourists in the district over
the Easter break. This influx of visitors exceeds those during
the Christmas-New Year period.

That is how important Easter Sunday is for the tourism
industry in that area of Mildura. Another reason was:
These visitations extend over an average length of stay of four
nights. Based on the Tourism Victoria benchmark of
$84/person/day spend, the visitations equate to an estimated
economic benefit to Mildura of $5 million.

That is a lot of money, which the bill is putting at risk.
The Mildura council goes on to note that five major
events were programmed for the Easter period. The
events were the Mildura speedway, the Sunraysia drag
racing, the Mildura 100 ski race, the stadium cross
motorcycle competition, and the Doms Show and
Shine. The council calls them major events. In addition
to those major events, a large number of other events
occur over the Easter period.
It is a matter of judgment of whether those attractions
or events can draw an exemption. The tourism industry
is facing enormous stress as it struggles to address the
uncertainty about whether it can utilise the skills it has
built up over a long time in servicing the tourists who
come through those towns.
Again I make the point that whilst I use Mildura as an
example, it is no different to any other town in my
electorate, be it big or small, that is geared towards
satisfying the tourist industry, which is a lucrative
industry for those towns.
The next thing I want to do is discuss the process of
how the Mildura Rural City Council was made aware
of this issue. In the briefing note it sent to me it points
out that on 11 February 2003 the minister advised by
media release that Easter Saturday would be declared a
public holiday — I will return to that later — and that

That turned up on 11 February. The minister’s
reasoning in that media release was that the change to
trading hours during Easter was because in the past
Victoria had been the only state to allow Easter Sunday
trading and there was a clear need for greater
uniformity with other states.
If that is the case, let me take the house to another
tourist issue. If we are talking about uniformity between
the states, I will refer to Robinvale Golf Club, just on
the border of Victoria. I ask the house to note the huge
effect of non-uniformity between New South Wales
and Victoria — that is, the banning of smoking in
gaming areas. None of us will argue that the health
issue of smoking is not paramount, but this issue is not
about health and smoking, it is about a border anomaly
of non-uniformity which the minister quotes as an
example to rush this legislation through, to in fact put
our tourist industry at an absolute disadvantage. The
Robinvale Golf Club, a truly community club that has
spent $1 million in building new clubrooms and
facilities — and they are first class — has now found
itself, with the border anomaly and non-uniformity
between Victoria and New South Wales, in a situation
where its viability is at risk.
It is a good community club. People belong to it and
pay their membership fees; they come and eat in the
dining room.
But what do they do then? They drive over the river,
just a couple of kilometres, and they gamble at Euston,
which is the main thrust of the gambling dollar in that
area, so we are exporting our dollars over the river. It is
not an issue for this bill, but if the minister wants
uniformity, let the government put its money where its
mouth is and do the same for the Robinvale Golf Club
and other clubs along the river that also rely on the
tourist trade. Let us have a bit of uniformity, if that is
what the minister wants. I suspect that will not come
out of this particular issue.
I looked at the other parts of the briefing that was
supplied to me by the Mildura Rural City Council. It
said the minister indicated that in special cases, where
there is a special event or festival, the government
would consider an application from a municipal council
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to exempt a specified shop or class of shops in a certain
area from closing on Easter Sunday. What a mess! Is
there one shop, or is there a class of shops, that is open,
or that is shut? Where do we address the uncertainty of
these people who have invested a huge amount of their
dollars in their business to service what I am discussing
tonight predominantly — the tourist trade? Where do
they get their certainty from with a statement like that
when you talk about exemption? Exemptions are no
good at all. The only way we can solve that problem is
to oppose this bill in relation to that.
The council then called for submissions. It did not have
enough information out of the media release, which I
am advised is all it received, to make a decent
submission or advise the businesses in its area what to
do. Given that fact the council asked for more
information, a fair enough thing to do. Wait for it! On
25 February 2003 — remember the media release was
on 11 February — from the Department of Innovation,
Regional Industry and Development came a fax that
gave council that bit more information: it wanted the
submission on 28 February, three days later. It gave the
council no opportunity to do any justice whatsoever to
the consultative process with its community. There was
no time for public consulting. The department really put
the pressure on the Mildura Rural City Council, but the
council did a great job. It got a number of submissions
in from business people around the area. As honourable
members will understand, they did not have a lot of
time to do it.
There is really telling information — for example, the
management of the Mildura Plaza has stated that
average customer flow for Sundays over a 12-month
period is 6500 persons; Sundays through the Christmas
trading period averaged 8361 persons; and Easter
Sunday 2002 had 8771 persons, the best day it had had
over the whole time. This telling evidence in good
submissions very quickly put together was brought to
the notice of the council.
In another one there is a bit more statistical information.
As I said before, I am only talking about Mildura and
using that as an example, but it could certainly flow
over any of the towns in the electorate of the
Honourable Damian Drum and me, or in fact any town
across Victoria, particularly those that service the
tourist trade. This other comment states that the
estimated visitations to events over Easter is 15 000
persons with an average length of stay of at least four
nights, based on the tourist benchmark of $84 per
person per day spent. Again the figure of $5 million for
Mildura pops up. The submission finishes by stating
that from the submissions received it is clear that the
Easter trading period is of significance not only to the
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traders involved but as a means of enjoyment and
convenience for the many visitors and tourists to this
district.
They are quite telling and powerful submissions. I
could go on and on, but due to the sessional orders that
were rammed through this place last week we now have
limited time. We have 15 minutes for my contribution
to be able to represent the places in my electorate in
relation to this ridiculous bill we are discussing tonight.
This bill will seriously disadvantage my electorate and I
am sure it will seriously disadvantage many other
places in the state. I know many places in Victoria
where people have worked very hard to build up a
strong tourist trade and area and I think businesses
should have the choice. If they want to stay open, that is
fine, let them stay open. If they want to shut, they
should be able to shut, and that is okay. It is up to them
which way they do it.
This bill will simply impose huge on-costs on our
businesses that open on a Saturday, of course, because
it will be a different world. Some of those businesses
will have to open on Saturday, not only because of the
revenue they will wish to get through the doors but also
because of the responsibility they have to the public and
the reputation they have built up over many years of
servicing the people who come to those areas for
enjoyment during that tourist period and the strength
and pleasure those businesses get out of operating in
that tourist market.
So we will find that on that Saturday, as Mr Baxter put
very well, a business would incur huge extra costs on
the day and probably put people out of work, and
certainly not employ many other people in relation to
those issues. The banning of trading on Easter Sunday
will heavily reduce the opportunities for Victorian
businesses, particularly in tourist areas, to realise on the
opportunities they have built up over many years; and
certainly the declaration of Easter Saturday as a public
holiday will increase the costs on those businesses,
tourist trade or not, and that will certainly make it much
more difficult for them to survive and gain that
lucrative tourist dollar which is available provided they
can run their businesses viably, efficiently and
economically.
I conclude, Deputy President, by saying that this bill is
a nonsense. It will be to the detriment of, in particular,
country Victoria, as those businesses strive to get that
particular tourist dollar into their coffers. I can assure
you that the National Party strongly opposes this bill as
it will be very detrimental to the country areas it
represents.
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Mrs CARBINES (Geelong) — As a member for
Geelong Province I am pleased to contribute to debate
tonight on the Public Holidays and Shop Trading
Reform Acts (Amendment) Bill, which seeks to bring
Victoria into line with other states in relation to public
holidays and trading arrangements over Easter. In doing
so the Bracks government is fulfilling an election
commitment which it took to the Victorian people at the
2002 election to build fairer, balanced and positive
workplaces.
Specifically, this bill upon its passage will declare
Easter Saturday a public holiday and Easter Sunday a
non-trading day for shops. Therefore retailers will be
able to trade in our state 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
except on Good Friday, Christmas Day, Easter
Sunday — once this bill passes — and on the morning
of Anzac Day. In fact we have the most liberal trading
arrangements in the whole country. You only have to
travel interstate to realise that.
By declaring Easter Saturday a public holiday Victoria
will now have 11 public holidays, bringing us into line
with New South Wales, South Australia and
Queensland.
As a working parent myself I fully understand how
hard it is to balance working and family life. It is no
easy task for anyone. The Bracks government is
committed to implementing policies which are socially
progressive and attempt to alleviate some of the tension
workers have in trying to juggle demands of working
and the very heavy demands family life place upon
individuals.
I congratulate the Minister for Small Business on this
socially progressive policy as demonstrated by the bill
which is being debated in the house tonight. I am
disappointed that the opposition parties are vehemently
opposed to it because it seeks to inject some sense into
working lives for people who work in the retail sector.
Just last week most Victorians enjoyed a long weekend
to celebrate Labour Day with a public holiday on the
Monday. However, for workers in the retail industry it
was business as usual: no long weekend for them, as
even though Labour Day is a public holiday it is a
trading day for retailers.
This bill is all about providing a balance for workers in
the retail industry with the declaration of Easter Sunday
as a non-trading day. The Liberal and National parties
seem to have a problem with workers having some
balance in their lives, and I am disappointed to hear
some of the debate that has been contributed tonight by
opposition members.
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The bill will give small retailers a choice on Easter
Sunday. Those with 20 employees or less will be able
to choose whether they open on Easter Sunday or not,
and so in this way the bill gives small businesses
trading options. It will be up to small businesses
whether they open or not on Easter Sunday.
I am particularly pleased that the Minister for Small
Business has listened to the concerns expressed by
some regional Victorian communities in relation to this
bill. They rely very heavily on Easter trading as an
economic driver for their region. Not only has the
minister listened to those concerns, she has acted upon
them and ensured that the bill provides for an
exemption process upon advice received from the
relevant municipality. I think that is very much a
commonsense step by the minister, and I thank her for
that.
As a member for Geelong Province I received during
January some correspondence from the Surf Coast
Shire Council and Geelong Otway Tourism in relation
to the proposed bill expressing concern about the
proposal to declare Easter Sunday a non-trading day.
Honourable members will have heard me say in this
house many times that tourism plays a major role in my
electorate and that at Easter especially our regional
focus turns to the coast and to the Bells Beach surfing
classic, which attracts thousands of visitors to the Surf
Coast Shire and especially to Torquay and Jan Juc.
Both Geelong Otway Tourism and the Surf Coast Shire
Council consider Easter to be their busiest trading time
of the year. They estimate that tourism accounts for
51 per cent of all the jobs in the shire, and Geelong
Otway Tourism estimates that each year tourism alone
contributes $418 million to the local economy.
At the time Geelong Otway Tourism and the Surf Coast
Shire Council wrote to me in January there were not
only plans for the surfing classic at Bell’s Beach but
also plans for the Offshore Music Festival at Torquay,
which in the past has attracted over 200 000 young
people to Torquay. It is very sad that the organisers of
that festival have decided not to take up their option and
organise it for this year. Having spent most of my adult
life working with young people, I know how important
the Offshore Music Festival was to young people not
only in my region but also across the state and
interstate. I am very sorry to see the demise of that
Offshore Music Festival.
Acting on the concerns raised with me by Geelong
Otway Tourism and the Surf Coast Shire Council, in
January I wrote to the Minister for Small Business to
highlight their concerns to her and to seek her advice. I
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am therefore very pleased that the minister has been
responsive to the concerns expressed, not only by me
but by other honourable members for Geelong
Province. I know the Honourable John Eren has
expressed concerns, as has the new member for South
Barwon in the other place, Michael Crutchfield. The
minister has responded to these concerns by presenting
this bill, which provides for an exemption process, and
I thank her for that.
Importantly, the exemption process centres around a
municipality requesting an exemption where it may be
in the interests of its local communities for shops to
remain open because of a festival or a prescribed
community event. As an honourable member for
Geelong Province I know that the news of this
exemption process has been very warmly received in
my electorate by traders, tourism operators, the Surf
Coast Shire Council and Geelong Otway Tourism.
At page 3 the Geelong Advertiser of Wednesday,
12 February, reports Geelong Otway Tourism executive
director Roger Grant as saying he:
… agreed that the exemption would be most beneficial for the
Surf Coast.
‘It is pretty much what we asked for, consideration
particularly of Torquay and the festivals …
Surf Coast shire mayor Beth Davidson said the shire would
apply for an exemption in Torquay and look at what impact
the new trading arrangements may have in other Surf Coast
towns.

It later reports the mayor as saying:
It is a win, win, in that it provides that work-life balance for
the small traders and appears to be providing an opportunity
for communities like ours, that rely heavily on that trade, to
be exempt.

So there have been very powerful and positive
endorsements from stakeholders and leaders in my
community.
I understand the Surf Coast shire has duly sought an
exemption from the declaration of Easter Sunday as a
non-trading day, and I call on the minister, in light of
the importance of tourism to the Surf Coast Shire
Council, to grant the exemption the Surf Coast shire has
sought.
This would be a very positive and commonsense
response to issues which were raised by me as a local
member and which I duly took on to the minister.
While I have concentrated on concerns raised with me
in my electorate of Geelong Province, any Victorian
municipality may seek such an exemption for a
specified area, and that is a very sensible response.
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The bill is all about providing and building fairer, more
balanced and more positive workplaces. It will provide
for a public holiday on Easter Saturday and a
non-trading day on Easter Sunday. In this way it will
ease the burden to a small degree on workers in the
retail sector who are trying to juggle work and family
life. It provides for a sensible exemption process that
will respond to local issues identified by municipalities.
I congratulate the minister on this progressive
commitment to Victorian workers in the retail sector
and their families. I commend the bill to the house.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — I only want
to make a short contribution on the Public Holidays and
Shop Trading Reform Acts (Amendment) Bill. I want
to place on record my concerns about this bill. In
particular I think it is a retrograde bill which is
backward looking and which demonstrates that the
government has not understood what has occurred in
modern Australia and modern Victoria. It is a bill that is
driven by an old-fashioned, almost Luddite view of the
world, a view of the world that is like something out of
the 1950s.
Over the last period we have seen the progressive
liberalisation of shop trading hours. I want to place on
record unequivocally the opposition’s view that shop
trading hours are a very important part of the economy
and that shops ought to be open. I want to place on
record my personal view that shop trading hours are
about economic liberty, the choice of traders, and the
choice of individuals to open their retail premises at a
time of their choosing for their own purposes and for
the purposes of serving their customers.
It is a simple matter. One can try to make this a
complex matter, but at the end of the day it is actually a
simple matter. The fact is that Victorians
overwhelmingly believe people ought to be able to
undertake economic exchanges at a time of their
choosing, at a time of their convenience — at a time of
their choice.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — Does that include
Christmas Day?
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS — I think there are a few
specific exceptions, Mr Theophanous; I think
Christmas Day is one of those, and I think there are one
or two others. I think they are sufficiently significant in
the scheme of things that most Victorians — not every
Victorian, I would concede, but most Victorians —
believe those times are sufficiently important for there
to be some specific exemption. But the concept — —
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Hon. T. C. Theophanous — What about Anzac
Day?
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS — Yes, the first half of
Anzac Day. But the concept that we ought to
re-regulate trading hours, that we ought to reverse the
changes of the last 15 or 20 years, that we ought to
progressively roll back our trading times, that we ought
to progressively restrict the economic freedom of
Victorians, that we ought to progressively and unfairly
fetter and stop Victorians — —
Hon. T. C. Theophanous interjected.
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This bill ought properly to be condemned. It aims to
restrict the choices of traders and to introduce, as the
Honourable Bruce Atkinson pointed out in question
time today, a restrictive and harsh system of penalties, a
restrictive and harsh system of enforcement, a
restrictive and harsh system to control the choices and
freedoms of Victoria. One great axiom of retailing is
that the customer is always right. What we know about
Victorian customers is that they have voted with their
feet. They have voted to shop on Saturdays, they have
voted to shop on Sundays in the country, in the city and
right across the state, and they have done that
unequivocally.

Hon. D. McL. DAVIS — Mr Theophanous, this is
the start of it. Your government has rolled over at a
very early point to union influence. The Shop,
Distributive and Allied Employees Association has got
control of you, and you know what is going on. The
fact is that the SDA and other unions now have control
of your government. You have had to make the political
pay-off, and there will be other pay-offs of this kind,
where the government will need to roll over.

The Minister for Energy Industries said to me in early
discussion that he introduced a 10-day shopping period
in the early 1990s, and that is correct. I applaud those
steps in the early 1990s. They did not go far enough
and it had to wait until 1996 when we swept away the
accretions and restrictions and silly regulations that
surrounded the shop trading hours that had grown up
from the 1920s, 1930s and 1940s and restricted the
choices of Victorians.

I want to quote from part of an earlier debate in this
chamber in 1996. In doing so I want to place on record
my strong view that the changes that were made in
1996, in particular, were very significant for Victoria.
In that period the Honourable Mark Birrell, then a
fellow member for East Yarra Province, came to the
party room to seek approval for sweeping and landmark
changes in shop trading hours. As he did that it was
very clear to many of us that this was a seminal
moment in Victoria’s history.

Hon. T. C. Theophanous — All the time you were
in power.

Victoria had suffered tremendously under the Cain and
Kirner governments, and part of fixing that problem
was opening up the Victorian economy. The Victorian
economy grew massively under the Kennett
government, and grew massively in part under the
trading hours changes. Retail sales in Victoria grew
massively. They generated jobs, they generated
opportunities, and they generated tourism, and I do not
want to underestimate the importance of that tourism. I
want to quote from the debate in 1996.
Phil Gude, acting for Minister Birrell, argued that the
relaxation of restrictions on shop trading hours gave
Victorians greater freedom. In introducing the bill into
the lower house he said:
This bill is essentially about freedom: it is about the freedom
to trade; it is about the freedom to shop; it is about the
freedom to work; and it is about the freedom of local
communities to determine their own retail environment.

That is a quote from the Legislative Assembly in 1996,
and I think that is as pertinent today as it was then.

Hon. D. McL. DAVIS — I am not defending any
Liberal or National Party government or any Labor
government in the early period of this century. What I
am referring to is a principle, a principle that says
Victorians ought to be able to choose to undertake
economic exchanges in shops at hours that are suitable
to them and the traders and that that those choices ought
not be unreasonably restricted by legislative
requirements and restrictions that aim to reduce the
choices of Victorians.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — But you acknowledge
we started the deregulation.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS — No, I think it started well
before — it actually started in the 1970s and the early
1980s. The minister did take one step, and I
congratulate him on that, but it was only one step. The
sweeping and significant step was in 1996 when the
Honourable Mark Birrell as the relevant minister
introduced a set of reforms that I have already talked
about that swept away the accretions and restrictions of
50 or 60 years of regulation and allowed the Victorian
economy to expand in a way that it had not done for
many years and created jobs and tourism opportunities
in both the country and the city.
What we will see in country Victoria in key tourist
zones is a restriction of opportunities, a restriction of
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the choices of traders and a restriction of the choice of
tourists to undertake the sorts of exchanges that ought
properly be allowed. In the city we will see tourism also
restricted, and we note that the large stores in inner city
Melbourne, which are very important to Melbourne’s
tourist industry, will be restricted. We know that the
large stores in the suburbs will also be restricted. We
know that many suburban shopping centres will have
their choices cut. While there are certain exemptions
under the act — we heard discussions today about
hardware stores and so forth — whatever the specific
exemptions from the act there are many stores that will
not be able to open and they will restrict the trade
through suburban and strip shopping centres, they will
restrict the choices of other shopping centre proprietors
and other traders to open their centres. The truth is that
centres cannot function unless there is a full operation
of the centre, or a near-full operation, and the truth is
that unless those centres are able to function openly and
fairly it is not going to work.
So I want to place on record my strong personal
opposition to this bill, my belief that it will reduce the
opportunities for Victorian traders and shoppers, that it
is fundamentally an anti-modern move, a move that is
grounded in the 1950s — it is sort of looking back to
the days of the white picket fence when Victorians
believed you could control the economy in some way.
We have got rid of many of the ridiculous — —
Hon. T. C. Theophanous interjected.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS — No, this is just the start of
it, Minister. This will not stop. The government has
been captured as a party by that particular trade union
and it has begun to extract the first dividend, the first
bounty from its political and financial support of the
Labor Party in this period and before, and it will
continue to do so. I do not have any doubt that we will
see a period where shop trading hours and the choices
of tourism operators, the choices of traders, the choices
of consumers are progressively restricted. I believe that
is false, I believe it is wrong, I believe it is a restriction
of liberty and I certainly oppose it very strongly.
Hon. D. K. DRUM (North Western) — My
problem with this bill is that the government has not
consulted with the small businesses it claims to have
consulted with. The people who make up my
constituency have been very vocal in getting me to
represent them on this issue. The whole city of Bendigo
is up in arms over this legislation. People have made
abundantly clear to the council and the council has
made abundantly clear to me that nearly the whole city
is going to have to try to get an exemption from this
particular bill.
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As the house would know, the Easter fair in Bendigo is
the busiest time in the calendar year. Easter Sunday is
Bendigo’s biggest day. To simply try and close up the
shops on that particular day is one of the most
unbelievable things you could possibly do to the city of
Bendigo and to any city of that proportion. The
chamber of commerce has been equally as loud as the
council. Its members have vowed to make sure that
come Easter Sunday they will be voting on this
legislation with their doors open.
The problem is that they are put in a very difficult
situation. They cannot afford to open and pay the
penalty rates, and they cannot afford to close and miss
out on the extra trade. We are expecting anywhere from
20 000 to 30 000 extra people to visit Bendigo on these
two days, specifically Easter Sunday. If you have a
small business your margins are often reduced to the
very fine level that you need to cut them in order to run
a business. Although some members on the other side
of the house would have us believe there is an awful
amount of fat and it is about time we shared some of
the profits with the workers, I suggest that if you run a
business you understand that is simply not the case.
These people have their margins cut to a level where
they can only just continue to be in business.
All this legislation will mean is that the same shops will
stay open; the whole region of Bendigo will simply
open as it has always done on a Sunday. The only
difference will be the additional penalty rates, and these
penalty rates have not been factored into the margins
and the pricing structure that the retailers have to put
out because they have not been given enough warning.
If the government knew when it went to the polls on
30 November that it was going to bring in this
legislation for this Easter, I fail to understand why it
could not let people know what it was doing. Why did
it have to wait so late in order to let everybody know
that it was going to introduce this legislation at the
death? The government simply has not allowed enough
time to bring it in.
I would like to say that if Bendigo is given an
exemption, which is expected to happen, what would
happen to the Mount Alexander shire, with nearby
towns such as Castlemaine and Maldon, which do not
have an Easter fair but have equally strong tourism
claims on the Easter weekend? They will not get an
exemption simply because they do not have a Chinese
dragon parading through their main street, but they will
miss out on the dollars or they will be forced to open if
they have a small business and pay the penalty rates.
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The biggest issue is that these people were not asked
what they wanted. If they were asked they would have
told the government, ‘For goodness sake, don’t tamper
with this’. It has obviously been done to appease the
workers and that is a fair debate that you could have all
day, but it is not how the bill is sold to the community
and to us. It is sold as though the government is trying
to do the right thing for families and put some balance
into family life. People in small businesses tell you that
it will not make one skerrick of difference to family life
and they will simply go about their lives as they
normally do and pay the extra rates.
In modern working conditions and employee
arrangements most people understand that every now
and again, once a month, you may have to work on a
Saturday or Sunday. If you do that once a month you
will recoup days off in kind midweek. We understand
that is one of the terms required to get a job these days
and that is what is accepted. All of a sudden the
government is now saying it is not the case anymore
and if people happen to work this particular Saturday or
Sunday they will get more time off on a Monday,
Tuesday or Wednesday to make up for the same
amount of time in kind. It is rushed legislation and it
has created awful confusion in Bendigo. People do not
know where they stand with this bill. It is fast
approaching and we wish the warning had been given
to the cities in my province three or four weeks ago,
even if they were informal, prior to Parliament starting
as to what the government was about to inflict this
coming Easter. I do not know whether that was
possible, but we are bearing the brunt of not having it
done now.
I have been given no choice but to stand here and voice
the disapproval of my area, my particular patch. If there
is talk of consultation or glowing praise from mayors or
councils, come to Bendigo and you will get the
alternative view.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Do other opposition
members wish to speak on the bill? According to my
list Mr Olexander, Mr Forwood or Ms Coote wish to
speak on the bill. Perhaps those members can have their
time allocated to them when the bill is next before the
house.
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — I would like to
make a brief contribution to the Public Holidays and
Shop Trading Reform Acts (Amendment) Bill. I
particularly want to do that because I noted that
Mrs Carbines advocated an exemption to be given to
the Surf Coast Shire in her electorate. I too wish to go
in to bat for one of my municipalities, the East
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Gippsland shire, which has also made an application for
a shire-wide exemption to this particular legislation.
I make a couple of comments. Firstly, there has been no
call for this legislation in my electorate. No-one has
been out there advocating strongly that the legislation is
necessary and much needed. It came really as quite a
surprise. Secondly, over a period of time since we have
had seven-days-a-week trading, communities have
developed their own shopping patterns and while they
vary from municipality to municipality, there is a
constancy in those shopping patterns. If I walk down
the street of Traralgon on a Sunday I know which shops
regularly open and which do not. If one of the regular
openers is suddenly closed it is an inconvenience to me
and others who rely on the shop being open.
We should recall and bear in mind just because we have
seven days a week trading it does not mean that all
retailers exercise that option to open on Sunday —
many do not, whether in country Victoria or in the
metropolitan area. Some communities rely greatly on
Sunday trading, particularly those, as has been
mentioned, in tourist areas where they rely on the
business generated on a Sunday to help them out.
When I said I am standing here as an advocate for the
East Gippsland shire’s application for exemption I do
so on two grounds. Firstly, because Easter is a vital
trading period for the whole of the East Gippsland
shire. It has many areas that rely greatly on tourism,
particularly on weekends. I refer to those areas along
the coast such as Bairnsdale, Paynesville, Metung,
Lakes Entrance, Marlo and Mallacoota.
I also refer to inland areas such as Buchan and the
bushfire areas such as Omeo where Easter will provide
an opportunity for people to come up and look at the
impact the bushfires have had on those areas. If these
small businesses do not have the option to open on
Easter Sunday they will be significantly disadvantaged.
So for both tourism reasons and because many of these
areas are still feeling the impact of bushfires I advocate
strongly that the minister grant those exemptions for the
East Gippsland shire to allow it to advocate for Sunday
trading.
In speaking against the bill, I say that it is unnecessary
legislation. I do not think it has been called for and it
disrupts those shopping patterns that have now been
established in all our communities. It is unnecessary
and unfair that this is being imposed on our
communities in such a rushed away. With those few
words I join with my colleagues Bill Baxter, Barry
Bishop and Damian Drum in opposing the legislation.
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Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

ADJOURNMENT
The PRESIDENT — Order! Pursuant to sessional
order 10 the question is that the house do now adjourn.

Maroondah Hospital: parking
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — Thank you,
President. I certainly look forward to making my
contribution on the public holidays bill tomorrow!
I seek the assistance of the Minister for Health in the
other place. Back on 4 June last year I asked the
previous Minister for Health to urgently address the
chronic parking problems that affect the surrounds of
the Maroondah Hospital in my electorate of Silvan
Province. This problem poses a huge dilemma to those
trying to deliver patients and sick people to the hospital
and to those seeking to visit sick relatives and friends. It
goes without saying that the illegal parking that results
in the precincts of the hospital and in the residential
areas surrounding it is a cause of frustration to local
residents.
While I understand the current redevelopment program
causes disruption to normal parking arrangements, it
seems that the staff are being considered at all times
when parking is an issue, but the public who may be
visiting the hospital or conducting other business are
not being considered. This is causing significant
problems for those utilising the service and for local
residents alike.
Therefore, I call on the new Minister for Health to
address the parking problem at Maroondah Hospital
and to give particular attention to the needs of patients,
the public and local residents in this review.

General practitioners: bulk-billing
Mr SOMYUREK (Eumemmerring) — I raise a
matter for the attention of the Minister for Health in
another place concerning the crisis in bulk-billing rates.
I am deeply concerned about the impact the bulk-billing
crisis is having on the health of my constituents.
Following the introduction of Medicare by the Hawke
Labor government in 1984 the rate of bulk-billing
increased steadily until 1996. Strangely, Howard was
elected in that year! Since 1996 bulk-billing rates have
collapsed from 80 per cent down to 69.9 per cent. At the
same time gap payments for visiting a non-bulk-billing
doctor also increased significantly — —
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Hon. Philip Davis — On a point of order, President,
the matters the member is raising come under the
jurisdiction of the commonwealth and do not impinge
on state government administration. I ask you,
President, to indicate to the member that he should
bring his point back to state government administration.
Ms Broad — On the point of order, I think it is clear
what impact the demise of bulk-billing is having on the
state’s health budget. These matters are entirely
pertinent to matters of state administration, and it is
entirely in order for the member to raise this matter for
the Minister for Health in the other place.
Hon. Philip Davis — On the point of order,
President, the member has been speaking for nearly
1 minute, but he has given no indication of the
relationship between the issue he has raised and matters
of state administration. I suggest that the member
should focus his remarks on matters of state
administration and the competence or otherwise of the
government.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I remind honourable
members that under the rules relating to speeches on the
adjournment debate, a member speaking to a motion
that the house do now adjourn at the conclusion of a
sitting day may make a complaint, make a request or
pose a query. The honourable member has started to
develop an adjournment matter that falls within that
category, and I ask him to continue in that manner and
ensure that he either makes a complaint, makes a
request or poses a query on a matter of state
jurisdiction.
Mr SOMYUREK — In Holt and La Trobe, the two
federal electorates that cover most of Eumemmerring
Province, bulk-billing rates have reduced by 13.5 per
cent and 12.3 per cent respectively since 2000. At the
same time out-of-pocket costs have gone up by 10.2 per
cent in Holt and an incredible — wait for it — 24.8 per
cent in La Trobe.
Hon. G. K. Rich-Phillips interjected.
Mr SOMYUREK — Gordon, you have got no
chance. The increase in out-of-pocket costs undermines
the concept of universal health care, Gordon, which is
the cornerstone of the Medicare system.
The PRESIDENT — Order! A member should
address another member of the chamber using their
correct title — either the Honourable Gordon
Rich-Phillips or Mr Rich-Phillips.
Mr SOMYUREK — The bulk-billing crisis means
that we are now at the stage where low-income families
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cannot afford to see a GP should more than one person
in a family be ill at any particular time. The decrease in
bulk-billing has also impacted on the emergency
departments in our public hospital system. As a direct
result of the Howard government’s policies there has
been an overall 5.8 per cent increase in demand in the
year to December last year.
Hon. Bill Forwood — On a point of order,
President, you have been most indulgent in listening to
the honourable member until now. Despite your ruling,
he has made no effort at any stage to bring his point to
an issue of state administration. He has continued his
diatribe about an issue which is within the
responsibility of another jurisdiction, and he has
absolutely flouted your ruling that he bring his point to
a matter of state administration. I ask you, President, to
bring him back to order.
Ms Broad — On the point of order, President, in
case the honourable member opposite was not listening,
the member was developing his argument and
specifically referred to the impact on hospitals — —
An honourable member interjected.
Ms Broad — Yes, he did. He specifically referred to
the impact on hospitals as a result of his constituents
being denied bulk-billing: because they cannot afford
health care where bulk-billing is not available, they turn
up in the state hospital emergency departments. That is
a direct impact on state responsibilities, which he
referred to, in case the honourable member was not
listening.
Hon. A. P. Olexander — On the point of order,
President, for a long time all members in this chamber
have been aware of the rules governing the
adjournment debate. Indeed, guidelines circulated to us
all state categorically that all adjournment issues raised
must be within the jurisdiction of the minister to whom
they are addressed.
Unfortunately, Mr Somyurek has used more than
two-thirds of his allocated time and has drawn
absolutely no relationship between the matters he raises
and the minister’s responsibility. It is unfortunate that
with only 43 seconds left he still has not done so. I also
draw your attention, President, to the fact that the
minister in responding to these points of order seems to
be placing words into Mr Somyurek’s mouth and
leading him, which is entirely inappropriate in this
context. I ask you, President, to call him to order.
The PRESIDENT — Order! With respect to the
point of order, I ask the honourable member to ensure
that in less than 43 seconds he poses a question for the
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minister that is within the administration or competence
of the Victorian government and that he does not debate
the issue.
Mr SOMYUREK — I would like to add this,
though: in Dandenong Hospital there has been a 9.1 per
cent increase in demand on the emergency department.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr SOMYUREK — They can laugh all they like.
They can laugh at Victorians’ health care. There was an
increase of 9.1 per cent in demand in the Dandenong
Hospital. Given that the federal Liberal government has
an agenda of destroying Medicare and has the power to
do so, what will the Victorian government do to ensure
that Victorians continue to receive the appropriate level
of health care?

Timbarra secondary college: site
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Eumemmerring) —
I wish to raise a matter for the Minister for Education
and Training in the other place. It relates to the
Timbarra secondary school site in Narre Warren in my
electorate. This is a site that was acquired by
Mr Hayward, when he was the Minister for Education
in 1996, to provide for the secondary education of
children in the Timbarra estate, an estate which was
developed by the Urban Land Corporation in the
second half of the 1990s. It is now a fairly fully
developed estate. The site purchased for the secondary
school adjoins the site where the Timbarra Primary
School is located, and a preschool is also co-located on
that site. So the piece of land which has been set aside
for the secondary college is quite strategic in terms of
providing for the educational needs of children and
young people in that area.
Recently the Department of Education and Training has
applied to the City of Casey for that piece of land to be
rezoned from public to residential use. It is quite clear
that the department’s intention is to sell off that site,
which was purchased by the previous government for a
secondary college, for residential development. Quite
understandably, the residents in the area and the
Timbarra Residents Association are quite disturbed at
this proposed development by the government and are
taking action to block the rezoning by the City of
Casey. Growth in the area, particularly in the Timbarra
area in the City of Casey, is occurring quite rapidly.
The City of Casey is growing by in the order of
80 families a week, so there is a huge demand for
educational facilities in the area. It is yet to be proven
that there will not be a demand for a secondary college.
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The government is in the unique position of holding
this piece of land. There is no imperative on the
government to sell it. It is a very fine piece of real estate
and is appreciating monthly, so there is no risk of the
government losing out by retaining the site.
What I seek from the minister is an undertaking that the
government will not sell the site and will retain the site
for the Timbarra secondary college until it can be sure
that student numbers in the area will dictate that there is
not a need for a secondary college. The site should not
be sold prematurely; it should be reserved until growth
in the area peaks and the department can be sure that it
does not need to build a secondary college.

Rosebud rehabilitation unit: respite care
Hon. J. G. HILTON (Western Port) — I wish to
raise a matter for the attention of the Minister for
Health in another place. Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a
most insidious disease, affecting both young and old
people in our community. MS sufferers lose control of
their physical mobility whilst retaining their mental
acuity. Consequently they are forced to rely more and
more on the support of their carers.
The specific issue I wish to raise is the provision of
respite care for MS sufferers on the Mornington
Peninsula. Presently specialised MS care is available
only in Williamstown and Greensborough. Both centres
are a considerable distance from the Mornington
Peninsula. Multiple sclerosis itself is a disease which
makes travelling great distances dangerous. Hence
those affected by the disease and their carers can be
reluctant to embark on such journeys. Local nursing
homes on the Mornington Peninsula can provide an
alternative to specialist MS respite care. However, a
significant drawback to this solution is the fact that the
permanent residents of such nursing homes tend to
suffer from dementia or Alzheimer’s. Consequently,
these facilities cannot always provide an appropriate
environment for MS patients, whose minds are still
alive and acute.
During the 2002 state election campaign the Bracks
government announced that it would build a
$20 million, 60-bed nursing home-hospital in
Mornington. In addition, the Bracks Labor government
also committed to allocating an extra 15 beds and a
rehabilitation pool at the Rosebud rehabilitation unit.
These services will provide great benefits to the
electorate I serve.
I ask the minister to consider allocating two of the extra
beds at the Rosebud rehabilitation unit as respite care
for people with MS and other debilitating diseases. For
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MS sufferers on the Mornington Peninsula and
surrounding areas, this could create 104 respite weeks
of care on an annual basis.
I believe such facilities would be of significant benefit
to sufferers of multiple sclerosis and their carers. I
request that the minister investigate the provision of
respite care on the Mornington Peninsula, and
specifically I request that the minister examine the
possibility of utilising some of the proposed
rehabilitation beds at Rosebud for this purpose.

Gas: Gippsland pipeline
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — I wish to raise a
matter for the Minister for Energy Industries. It
concerns the construction of the eastern gas pipeline by
Duke Energy, and in particular that section of the
construction which went through the property of my
constituent, Mr Ross Walker of Cann River. Mr Walker
owns a long, narrow strip of property on which he runs
a dairy farm. The length of the eastern gas pipeline
going through his property was 21⁄2 kilometres.
He was told that this work was going to take place in
the summer, so as to minimise any disruption to his
dairy farming operations, and he was also told it would
take three weeks in total for the construction to take
place. It took much longer — more like three or four
months than three weeks — and it also took place in the
autumn of 2000, causing a great disruption to his dairy
farming operations. The weather was not conducive to
the rehabilitation of the land after the construction. I
have visited Mr Walker’s property and he has
personally shown me some of the detrimental
environmental impacts this has had on his land. In
particular there seemed to be an inadequate amount of
topsoil replaced when the eastern gas pipeline was put
there, and clay was showing through everywhere,
which of course had an impact on pasture production.
So there are two issues of major concern: firstly, the
rehabilitation of the land to its original condition, and
secondly, the loss of production during the construction
and since the pipeline has been in place because
pastoral production has not been as great, therefore the
milk yield has been lower because of the poor
rehabilitation that has taken place.
Various experts have made significant assessments of
the amounts of top soil required to rectify some of those
problems. After two and a half years Duke Energy
finally came to the mediation table in November last
year to try to resolve this matter, but almost
immediately it sought to adjourn the mediation
claiming it needed to have some further assessments
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undertaken. Now, some four months since mediation
was adjourned, Duke Energy is still refusing to come to
the table to negotiate on this matter.
My request to the Minister for Energy Industries is that
this is an important project for Victoria and New South
Wales. The environmental management plan was
signed between the government and the company. I
want some assistance from the minister to get Duke
Energy back to the mediation table to try to assist my
constituent, Mr Ross Walker, to gain fair compensation
for production loss and to ensure that Duke Energy
rehabilitates the land to the requirements set out in the
environmental management plan.

Moonee Valley: North Melbourne site
Ms ROMANES (Melbourne) — I raise a matter for
the attention of the Minister for Local Government and
the Minister for Housing. The Moonee Valley City
Council has exhibited a planning scheme amendment to
revoke the Willow Ware Australia Pty Ltd factory site
in Buncle Street, North Melbourne, to a residential
zone. An independent panel has recently completed
hearings into that proposed planning scheme
amendment. At the same time the Moonee Valley
council has been talking to the community about
closing some of the community facilities on an adjacent
council site on Melrose Street and shifting them to a
nearby community centre in Buncle Street, and to
conduct some improvements on the Buncle Street site. I
understand there is an agreement by the Moonee Valley
council to sell the council site to Willow Ware
conditional on approval of the planning scheme
amendment.
Various concerns have been expressed by community
groups and residents, one being about the lack of
consultation on the planning scheme proposals and the
development plan for the Willow Ware site before the
decision to exhibit a planning scheme amendment. That
is contrary to state government guidelines relating to
processes for exhibiting planning scheme amendments.
There is also community concern about a lack of clarity
about what community benefit would eventuate from a
future sale of the Melrose Street facilities by the council
and the relocation of those facilities. The development
plan is right in the middle of a large public housing
estate, with high-rise and medium-density public
housing surrounding the Willow Ware site. It would
appear critical that the Office of Housing should have
had input into the development of the plans for the
precinct. Has the Moonee Valley council consulted and
involved the Office of Housing in the planning for this
precinct? What are the Office of Housing’s views on
the proposals for the Willow Ware site?
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Hospitals: waiting lists
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — My matter
for the adjournment debate tonight is for the attention of
the Minister for Health in the other place.
Ms Hadden interjected.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS — She should have
consulted the new Moonee Valley council, you are
quite right.
Mrs Carbines — Who is ‘she’?
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS — It concerns waiting lists
and the unreliability of the minister’s figures. In a
recent period the Minister for Health released a set of
health figures related to waiting lists and other hospital
activities which were wholly unreliable. The minister
has released figures — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS — She admitted that, and I
have the briefing note which shows that. The reality is
that she has issued a press release which shows that the
number of people the government is chasing off the
waiting lists has grown significantly. It is now a matter
for considerable dispute. The figures released about a
week or so ago show that 12 083 people were forced
off the waiting lists in the last period. The minister is
now arguing that the figure she first released is wrong.
Mr Somyurek is relying on her figures and knows that
her figures are wrong, including public hospitals, the
waiting lists — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Davis and
Mr Somyurek! The house is too noisy and it is too hard
for Hansard or me to hear. I ask the house to come to
order and for Mr Davis to be not too provocative, but to
continue.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS — The minister has been
caught out fudging and cooking the lists. The minister’s
figures cannot be relied upon anywhere in Victoria, and
the minister has taken very foolish steps in terms of
these waiting lists.
Mr Somyurek interjected.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS — Mr Somyurek ought to be
talking about the growth in private health insurance.
What we have seen is a series of changes in hospital
waiting lists that can only be called untruthful, a series
of fudges on the hospital waiting lists. I believe the
government is seriously chasing people off state
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government hospital waiting lists, and it is doing so in
areas like Southern Health, where we have had letters
and a series of phone calls forcing sick people off
waiting lists.
Hon. R. Dalla-Riva — A shame.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS — Absolutely, it is a shame
and a disgrace that people who are ill, weak and
vulnerable are chased off waiting lists by the
government. Will the minister launch a full and proper
independent inquiry into her fudging of the waiting lists
and the chasing of patients off waiting lists by the
Victorian government?

Donwood Community Aged Care Services:
minister’s visit
Hon. C. D. HIRSH (Silvan) — I want to raise a
matter for the Minister for Aged Care, and perhaps the
Minister for Local Government could pass on my
request to him. It concerns Donwood Community Aged
Care Services in Mount Dandenong Road, Croydon. It
is a fantastic not-for-profit organisation, an absolute
model of an aged care facility which the federal
government should look at and take note of. It is a
wonderful organisation. It is a nursing home and hostel
with 44 hostel beds, including a number of
dementia-specific beds which are located so that the
needs of the residents are catered for with a garden for
them to walk in. It is an absolute model.
Hon. D. McL. Davis — What is the name of it?
Hon. C. D. HIRSH — Donwood Community Aged
Care Services. The nursing home component has
30 beds and another 16 dementia-specific beds have
been approved and are going to be built. The board
would like to have the minister come and visit the
facility, to have a look at the model that is provided by
this organisation.
Glen Hubbard is the president and David Simmons is
the vice-president. It has an absolutely brilliant director
of nursing and manager, Lyn Hornsby, who is totally
dedicated and runs the place magnificently. The
community organisation has the support of residents,
residents groups and service groups in Croydon and
Ringwood. The auxiliary and local groups do a
wonderful job. It is bright and fresh, with flowers
everywhere. A number of residents have brought their
pets with them. There are a number of residents’ cats
and some birds, and a couple have some fairly
overweight dogs.
I am hoping the minister will come out and have a look
at Donwood Community Aged Care Services. I know
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the secretary, Marion Grybas, would also appreciate the
minister’s attendance.

Housing: Raglan-Ingles estate
Hon. ANDREA COOTE (Monash) — I was very
interested to hear Ms Hirsh’s discussion about
Donwood. I will go out to Donwood, since the minister
himself is not here. I will go out to meet them. I would
very much like to do that.
My question is to the Minister for Housing. I have been
interested to hear the minister bring up the issue of the
Raglan-Ingles estate on a number of occasions. This
development is not far from my electorate office, so I
have a particular interest in it and in looking at the
opportunities for the people who were moved out of
this complex, and at what is going to happen to them in
the future. It is very easy to talk about dollars and cents,
costs and turning the sod yet again, but this is about
people’s lives, and it is important to understand what
has happened to these people and when they can get
back into the facility.
I would like to go back to what the minister said when
she referred in February to turning the first sod. I
remind the minister that the first sod was turned by the
previous minister in November 2000 and then again in
May 2001. The last time the present minister said she
was turning the sod, she said the cost of the
development was going to be $16.6 million. There were
going to be 64 new public housing units, yet when the
former Minister for Housing, the Honourable Bronwyn
Pike in the other house, spoke about it in
November 2000 and again in May 2001, she said the
cost was going to be $13 million and there were going
to be 130 new homes. Given these figures, the
government is now $3.6 million over budget before
construction has even started. It is already two years
behind schedule because construction was supposed to
be completed in 2004, and there are now 10 per cent
less units. I remind the minister that she said there were
going to be 64 new public housing units and the
previous minister said there were to be 130 new homes.
I ask the minister: what is the correct amount and what
is the correct number of units? Is it going to be
$16.6 million now and 64 new public housing units or
is it $13 million and 130 new public homes? What are
the right figures?

Whitehorse: land transfer
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — I direct my
question to the Minister for Local Government to take
to the Premier in the other house. In normal
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circumstances I might well have asked the Minister for
Local Government who is at the table to actually
answer this, but given that it seems to be government
policy rather than simply a matter for local government
I ask that the matter be brought to the attention of the
Premier.
Last week I heard the announcement of the federal
government on land at Point Nepean and the response
of the Deputy Premier in the other house, who indicated
that because the land was in public ownership it ought
to all be transferred to the state government without any
cost. In fact the federal government has provided some
land without cost and is inviting the state government to
purchase 90 hectares; otherwise the federal government
would obviously have an opportunity to be involved in
its final use. Certainly the federal government has given
the state government first opportunity with that land.
The Deputy Premier, on the occasion of making the
announcement last week, indicated as I have said that
the federal government ought simply to pass that land
to the state government and that there should not be any
charge to the state government because it was already
in public ownership. I was particularly interested in that
because I understood it to represent a change in policy
of this state government. To be fair to one you must be
fair to the other, and if that is what is expected of the
federal government then obviously it ought to be
expected of the state government to also meet local
government needs in respect of public land. Where
there is land surplus to the state government’s
requirements the same sort of policy ought to apply.
In the City of Whitehorse there is land known as the
Junction Road land, which is surplus to the Eastern
Freeway reservation. There is another block of land in
the vicinity of Yharran Dherrin Reserve, which is also
surplus to needs for the freeway reservation land.
Therefore in both instances the City of Whitehorse has
been having discussions with the state government
about the acquisition of that land. The council has been
told by the honourable member for Mitcham in another
place and given indications by the government
generally that it could have access to that land but that it
would need to pay for it. That was not Liberal Party
policy at the last state election, but indeed that was the
policy of the Labor Party at the election. It seems that
the Labor Party has had a change of heart about how
land in public ownership should be dealt with.
I seek the Premier’s indication that the state
government will be prepared to discuss with the City of
Whitehorse the transfer of that land at no cost to the
council.
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Goulburn Valley Highway: duplication
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern) — I direct
my question to the Minister for Transport in another
place. Last month, along with the minister and other
honourable members, I attended the opening of the
Murchison deviation of the Goulburn Valley Highway
duplication. It is a very worthy $90 million project to in
effect bring Shepparton 4 kilometres closer to
Melbourne. It will clearly save a lot of lives. Obviously
there is an expectation and anticipation that further
stages of the duplication will be undertaken, probably at
Arcadia, which will be relatively simple, and at the
Nagambie bypass, where there is still some planning
work to be done. Eventually it will extend to the
Shepparton bypass where the route has now been
decided to be to the west.
The point I wish to raise with the minister tonight is the
necessity of maintaining the Vicroads project office in
Shepparton. There has been a suggestion that because
the Murchison deviation has been completed and there
is no money on the table right at this moment to
proceed with the next section the office will close and
the people of Shepparton will be serviced from a
Vicroads project office that is being set up in Albury,
New South Wales, for the Albury-Wodonga bypass
project.
I think that would be totally unfair to the citizens of
Shepparton, particularly those on the route of the
Shepparton bypass, which is a very long stretch of the
road and which will require a lot of properties to be
acquired. There will be a number of hardship cases,
there is no doubt about that, where people will be
wanting to get out before the road is built and will be
wanting Vicroads to acquire their property in advance. I
do not think it is fair that they should have to work
through an office in Albury, bearing in mind that it is a
very stressful circumstance if your farm or your
home is being acquired. Often you have lived in it for
many years or it might be the dream home you built
near the Goulburn River in recent years for your
retirement. I think there is every reason for maintaining
the project office in Shepparton, and I ask the minister
to do so.
As well as that, if the project office does close in my
view it sends a signal to Canberra that the state
government is not interested in doing the next section
of the Goulburn Valley Highway and that it is not a
priority for this government. I do not think that is the
circumstance with the government, I think it wants to
continue, but there should be no indication given
through the closing of the office that this government
has other priorities.
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I urge the minister to keep the project office open in
Benalla Road and to continue to negotiate with his
federal colleague for ongoing funding for the next
section.

Public liability: angling clubs
Hon. J. A. VOGELS (Western) — I have an issue
that I would like the Minister for Local Government to
take up with the Minister for Finance. It deals with the
inability of angling clubs to get public liability
insurance.
A letter from the Cobden Angling Club states:
The problems associated with legal liability cover are being
felt by many sporting organisations. It has probably had its
greatest effect on angling clubs. Our club has sought cover
with many brokers, all of them refusing to insure our
organisation.
The area of concern on the policy we were endeavouring to
secure states we are not covered — and I quote — ‘for
personal injury to or damage to property of persons or
organisations whilst they are participating in any sporting
exercise or activity … any other competitive team events …
activities under, on or in water.

Now that is normally where you go fishing — in water!
They have got a bit of a problem there.
This restricts anglers to individual fishing activities and does
not allow clubs to conduct organised fishing competitions,
which are the core function of angling clubs. It also prevents
us from conducting competitions and activities to promote
junior angling, the focus of our club.

The letter goes on to say:
No-one would object to a reasonable cost with regard to legal
liability insurance, but to receive a no is completely
unacceptable.

I ask the minister to have a good look at this, because it
seems to me that if all angling clubs in Victoria are in
the same boat some action needs to be taken.
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possible future use for a secondary college. I will refer
that matter to the minister.
The Honourable Geoff Hilton suggested for the
attention of the Minister for Health that she consider
allocating beds at Rosebud for respite care for multiple
sclerosis sufferers. I will refer that matter to the
minister.
The Honourable Peter Hall requested the Minister for
Energy Industries to assist in the mediation between
Duke Energy and a constituent of his who is a dairy
farmer. I will refer that request to the minister.
Ms Romanes requested me to investigate the matter of
consultation by Moonee Valley council with the Office
of Housing in relation to the site which is currently
occupied by community facilities in Melrose Street
adjacent to the Willow Ware site. I will respond to her
on those matters.
The Honourable David Davis raised for the attention of
the Minister for Health the matter of hospital waiting
lists. I will refer that matter to the minister.
The Honourable Carolyn Hirsh raised for the attention
of the Minister for Aged Care an invitation to the
minister to visit the facility in her electorate known as
Donwood Community Aged Care Services. She issued
that invitation on behalf of the board, and I will pass
that request to the minister.
The Honourable Andrea Coote directed my attention to
the Raglan-Ingles estate and raised a number of matters
about the redevelopment of that estate. I can indicate to
her that completion of construction is expected around
the middle of 2004, and that in addition to the 64 new
public housing units up to 50 privately owned units are
part of that planned redevelopment.

Responses

Following that the Honourable Bruce Atkinson raised
for the attention of the Premier the matter of a cost to
the City of Whitehorse and referred to Point Nepean. I
will raise that matter for the attention of the Premier.

Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) —
The Honourable Andrew Olexander raised a matter for
the Minister for Health in relation to parking and
Maroondah Hospital. I will refer that matter to the
minister.

The Honourable Bill Baxter raised for the attention of
the Minister for Transport the matter of the Shepparton
bypass and retention of the Vicroads site office in
Shepparton. I will refer that matter for the attention of
the Minister for Transport.

Mr Somyurek raised a matter for the Minister for
Health concerning bulk-billing. I will refer that matter
to the minister.

The Honourable John Vogels raised for the Minister for
Finance the matter of the Cobden Angling Club and
public liability insurance. I will refer that matter to the
Minister for Finance.

The Honourable Gordon Rich-Phillips raised for the
attention of the Minister for Education and Training a
site adjacent to Timbarra Primary School and requested
the minister to ensure that that site is retained for

House adjourned 10.41 p.m.
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The PRESIDENT (Hon. M. M. Gould) took the chair at
9.32 a.m. and read the prayer.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Photographing of proceedings
The PRESIDENT — Order! I remind all members
that an official photograph of members in the chamber
will be taken today after the bells are rung at 2.00 p.m.
and prior to the commencement of question time. I ask
all honourable members to be prompt in returning from
the luncheon break.
I also wish to advise the house that the photographer,
Mr Grant Campain, has also been given permission to
capture action shots of all members during question
time. These photographs will be taken from various
positions in the public gallery and will be used on the
Parliament’s web site and in official publications.

PETITION
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requires improved capacity in both directions. The road
is clogged at peak times and it appears that the
government is not interested in meeting its
responsibilities.
Each working day many thousands of my constituents
are forced to endure the results of slow, unreliable and
limited capacity on the Monash Freeway. There is
space for an additional lane in each direction between
Dandenong and Warragul roads but the government
continues to do nothing. The government is ignoring
the need for efficient traffic flow. Recently it spent a
reported $3.6 million on wire separation sections on the
spare land where additional needed road capacity could
have been added. There is space for an extra lane in
each direction and $3.6 million would have at least
contributed some small relief to the traffic difficulties.
The government is ignoring the inefficiency of the
Monash Freeway and action is needed now. Many of
my constituents believe that an anti-roads attitude of
this government has to be combated. Traffic flow on
the Monash is not acceptable — extra capacity is
needed now. The government is ignoring the needs of
many thousands of Victorian motorists.

Disability services: Grampians region

Iraq: conflict

Ms HADDEN (Ballarat) presented a petition from certain
citizens of Victoria praying that a house or other
appropriate and suitable accommodation, together with
the appropriate support services to meet emotional,
social, educational and physical needs, be provided for
young people with a disability presently living in aged
care facilities in the Grampians region (663 signatures).

Hon. C. D. HIRSH (Silvan) — I would like to
speak today about the Australian government’s decision
to commit to a war with Iraq. I am deeply sorry that this
decision has been made despite the view of the majority
of Australians that it is the wrong thing to do. I am
absolutely horrified that Australia would join with the
United States in a unilateral action that actually has
nothing to do with a direct threat to our country at all.
Certainly Iraq does not pose any immediate threat of
attack on Australia and in fact this may well increase
the likelihood of our country being a target for terrorist
activities: this could have the opposite effect of what
the government wants.

Laid on table.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Parliamentary Committees Act 1968 — Treasurer’s response
to the Economic Development Committee’s inquiry into the
Impact of Structural Changes in the Victorian Economy.
Surveyors Board of Victoria — Minister for Planning’s report
of receipt of the 2001–02 report.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Monash Freeway: upgrade
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN (South Eastern) — The
Monash Freeway requires urgent upgrading between
Dandenong and Warragul roads. At peak travel times
the Monash Freeway is at full capacity and urgently

I am ashamed that this attack will hurt, instil fear in and
cause the deaths of innocent people in Iraq. In
particular, my shame and sorrow at the Australian
government’s action is directed to the effect it will have
on women and children in Iraq. These people do not
want to be hurt, they do not want to be afraid, and we
have no right to be doing this.

Bushfires: inquiry
Hon. E. G. STONEY (Central Highlands) — I have
concerns that the government inquiry into bushfires is
totally inadequate and will not assist the Department of
Sustainability and Environment and the government to
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change direction on forest management. The state
inquiry is half baked — it has no budget and it has no
terms of reference. Rural people will find it extremely
hard to contribute to the inquiry.
The government has ignored strong public support for
an independent, fully funded bipartisan investigation
into the bushfires. The central issues are fuel reduction,
the future of the timber industry and future
management of national parks and our Victorian
forests. Eminent speakers at last week’s bushfire
conference — which was attended by many on this side
of the house — supported more prescribed burning to
reduce fuel. The Premier has totally ignored that point
of view and pre-empted the outcome of the inquiry by
saying he believes there is plenty of fuel reduction
burning.
After the Ash Wednesday fires a wide-ranging inquiry
was held. It is emerging now that many of the
recommendations made by that inquiry have not been
followed, and this issue should be part of any future
inquiry.
People who live and work near national parks and
forests — and indeed retired foresters, who are very
professional — are bitterly disappointed at the structure
of the government inquiry. They believe it will not
achieve change. They believe it is a whitewash — and I
agree.

Jodie Ryan
Ms HADDEN (Ballarat) — On International
Women’s Day on 7 March, 20 women from across
Victoria had their names added to the Victorian
Women’s Honour Roll. Jodie Ryan is one of these
20 remarkable women who come from many sections
of the community and whose achievements represent
the diversity of Victorian women.
Jodie Ryan was chosen for her work as a young
indigenous leader and particularly for her role as an
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission
(ATSIC) councillor on the Tumbukka regional council.
Jodie Ryan was born and educated in Ballarat and is a
qualified accountant. In 1999 Jodie received the
National Aboriginal and Islander Day of Celebration
Victorian Young Aboriginal Achiever of the Year
award. In 2002 Jodie went to Geneva as the Australian
youth representative to the United Nations Working
Group on Indigenous Populations.
Last year Jodie was elected to the ATSIC Tumbukka
regional council as well as becoming a member of the
University of Ballarat Council. Jodie is also an
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Aboriginal business development officer assisting
indigenous people and community organisations.
I congratulate Jodie Ryan for her positive, remarkable
and continuing contributions to the indigenous
communities of our state.

Water: East Gippsland supply
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — I wish to
highlight the desperate need of people in fire-affected
areas of East Gippsland to have access to fresh clean
water. I raised this matter as part of my contribution to
the address-in-reply debate yesterday, but I raise it
specifically this morning because it is an emergency
situation that requires to be addressed by the
government immediately.
I highlighted yesterday the fact that many of the people
in the Omeo-Benambra and Bonang-Delliknora areas
have no clean water supplies for drinking and domestic
purposes or for stock purposes. One lady yesterday
informed me she had to spend $180 to acquire clean
drinking water.
The fact that the government has not moved on this
issue to ensure that such needs do not arise is
despicable. I am aware that the East Gippsland shire
has accessed something like $20 000 from the
Gippsland emergency relief fund — not from the
government — to provide water to some of these
people, but now it seems that that money has run out
and people are having to buy water when they can least
afford it — after the effects of the fire in that area.
I urgently call on the government to take immediate
action to ensure that people in the bushfire-affected
areas of Gippsland and the north-east have free access
to clean fresh water for their health needs.

Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre:
redevelopment
Hon. ANDREA COOTE (Monash) — I would like
to talk about the Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre,
or MSAC as it is called, in Monash Province, which is
enjoyed by thousands of people across the state, not just
by people from Monash Province. Earlier in this sitting
the Honourable Gordon Rich-Phillips asked the
minister what his top five priorities were in his portfolio
area, and I was very disappointed to learn that MSAC
was not even listed amongst these priorities.
The minister did mumble and give some non-specific
and very general answers — and I think he came up
with two priorities. Perhaps the minister has chosen not
to speak about this development because it has been a
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very difficult issue for him. In May last year the lack of
community consultation on the redevelopment was
condemned by residents and the mayor of Port Phillip.
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Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — I move:

This multimillion-dollar complex is very important to
the people living in my electorate and to sport in
Victoria, in particular the ability of Victorians to hold a
successful Commonwealth Games in 2006. I hope the
minister gives MSAC the priority it deserves and that it
is no. 1 on his priority list.

That this house notes the deep community concern related to
the use of the fuel additives ethanol, MTBE and naphtha in
Victoria, and calls on the government to —

Electricity: solar power

(b) immediately regulate for the compulsory labelling at
wholesale and retail levels of all fuel containing ethanol,
MTBE or naphtha, including the blend proportions and
potential damage and safety risks to Victorian
consumers which may result from its use.

Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) — The issue
I wish to raise is that last year I wrote to the then
Minister for Energy and Resources regarding the
production of solar energy and have never received a
response.
One of my constituents from Charlton in central
Victoria is keen to produce solar energy for his own use
and also to sell into the national grid. The estimated
cost of setting up a solar generator is approximately
$6000 to $8000, which is a substantial investment but
one that my constituent was seriously considering until
he spoke to the distributor, Powercor. Powercor has
quoted my constituent $1050 to install a two-way
meter, which of course would make the venture
unviable.
I am seeking advice about any available government
assistance for what appears to be the extremely high
cost of the installation of a two-way meter, or, failing
that, any suggestion that would allow my constituent
the opportunity to put into place his project, which
really has to be commended.

Crime: rate
Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) — The issue I
raise this morning is one that is enormously important
in my area, and I suspect across Victoria — that is, the
issue of drug addiction and the rising crime rate. We all
know that specifically property crime and crimes
against the person are on the increase, and that is
particularly so in Higinbotham Province. Recent
statistics show that some 80 per cent of people
apprehended for property crime had drugs in their
system, while also close to 70 per cent of those
apprehended for crimes against the person had drugs in
their system — establishing fairly clearly a link
between drugs and crime. The issue I wish to raise is:
when will the government crack down on drug
addiction and drug use as an effective way to deal with
the rising crime rate in Victoria and particularly in
Higinbotham Province?

(a) initiate a comprehensive program of fuel safety testing
for motor vehicles, marine outboards, light aircraft and
two-stroke engines with regard to fuel additives MTBE
and naphtha; and

I rise to speak in support of this motion because it is a
very important consumer issue to the people of
Victoria. It is also a very important issue to industry and
to others involved in the motor component sector. I
would like to speak initially on the first component of
this motion and to specifically highlight for the
chamber the instances where other governments have
supported this practice of fuel safety testing. The reason
for this is that the facts regarding the ethanol-petrol
blend that have recently come to light conclude the
following damage may occur — and this is very
important. Reduced fuel economy is one of the side
effects, and an adverse impact on vehicle performance.
These blends may also void or limit motor vehicle
engine warranties or have adverse effects, long term or
otherwise, on engine wear. There are also associated
safety risks to the operators of those motors, depending
on the context in which the motor is being used, and
that, of course, is the uppermost concern in the mind of
the opposition.
The introduction of fuel quality standards on the
refining industry has also been reviewed, namely, by
the fuel quality review undertaken by Coffey
Geosciences Pty Ltd. In 1998 the process of developing
fuel quality standards commenced in this country,
alongside a commissioned review of fuel quality
requirements for Australian transport. The review
provided valuable information that set the path for the
development of appropriate and quality standards for
Australia as a whole. It is worth noting in respect to this
that ethanol blends in petrol within Australia have been
available to consumers since 1994.
Early last year the commonwealth Department of the
Environment and Heritage conducted fuel sampling
within the industry and found that ethanol-petrol blends
of up to 13 per cent are being sold in Victoria. With this
in mind I draw the attention of the house to an article by
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Jeremy Calvert in the Herald Sun which was published
on Friday, 31 January, this year:
Major car manufacturers, including Holden, have warned that
running cars on more than 10 per cent ethanol can void
warranties.

The article also stated that some unknowing motorists
were running their cars on petrol that had been diluted
by up to 24 per cent ethanol at some petrol stations in
this state. The article strengthens the argument for the
introduction of a comprehensive program of fuel safety
testing for relevant engines by going on to say:
Mechanics told the Herald Sun that they often encountered
evidence of ethanol damage, including blocked injectors, poor
economy, ignition troubles, corrosion of engine parts and
rough running generally.

The current situation is obviously not good enough. It is
not good enough for Victorian motorists, and it is not
good enough for fair competition and pricing in this
state. This is such a contentious issue that the
commonwealth Minister for the Environment and
Heritage, the Honourable David Kemp, saw fit to write
to the Victorian Minister for Finance, the Honourable
John Lenders, in order to warn him of the dangers of
such extreme blends and to urge him to act urgently in
the best interests of Victorians. Dr Kemp informed the
minister that the federal government was currently
undertaking scientific testing of ethanol-petrol blends.
Dr Kemp again reiterated the important facts on the
effects ethanol blends can have on motors by stating in
his letter of 18 December 2002:
There is preliminary information from the federal
government’s scientific testing of small motors that petrol
containing ethanol at 10 per cent or above may have adverse
impacts on the operability of two-stroke engines — in
particular a marine two-stroke fuelled with 10 and 20 per cent
ethanol blends failed the ‘trolling test’, in that it repeatedly
hesitated or stalled when the throttle was opened from
sustained slow speed.

The evidentiary basis supporting the notion that ethanol
can damage certain engines is as follows: ethanol is
hydroscopic and absorbs water, therefore softening
engine seals and other internal components. This
produces leaner mixes and reduces range. This in turn
has a detrimental effect on safe operations, which is of
course critical in the operation of a marine or aero
engine and can potentially cause disastrous and costly
engine damage. Engine failure in any vehicle, boat or
aircraft could have disastrous consequences on safety
and even lead to fatalities.
If the Victorian state government fails to act on this
issue, it is being negligent in its responsibilities to
protect Victorians who operate such engines. It may
even have to deal with legal repercussions if such a
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tragedy did occur that could easily have been avoided
by giving this issue the attention and action it deserves.
Implementing a program of fuel safety testing would
need to be assisted by immediately introducing a
mandatory system of labelling at both wholesale and
retail levels. That is the reason the opposition has
included that element in this important motion. For any
fuel containing ethanol, MTBE — methyl tertiary-butyl
ether — or naphtha, this is essential.
In my opening comments to the chamber I mentioned
briefly that other state governments around Australia
have shown an interest in this issue and an interest in
acting on the issue; an interest that sadly for the people
of Victoria this state government seems to be devoid of.
All states in Australia have the power to set fuel
standards; it is a clear power that exists in every
jurisdiction, including our own. They have the power to
label fuels and their content. This authority is vested in
them under either fair trading legislation to protect their
consumers or environment protection legislation to aid
in the preservation of the atmosphere.
The New South Wales government, for example, has
utilised this power through a protection of the
environment policy under the Protection of the
Environment Operations Act 1997. Through this
legislation it has responsibly endorsed and enforced a
10 per cent cap on ethanol levels in fuel.
At this point I remind honourable members that it is the
Royal Automobile Club of Victoria (RACV)
recommended level. The act states in section 10:
Protection of the environment policies may be made for the
purpose of declaring policies to be observed with respect to
protecting the environment in New South Wales and, in
particular, for the purpose of:
(a) Furthering the objectives of the EPA as set out in
section 6 of the Protection of the Environment
Administration Act 1991; and
(b) Managing the cumulative impact on that environment of
existing and future human activities.

New South Wales has previously regulated the addition
of lead and phosphorus in petrol under the Clean Air
(Motor Vehicles and Motor Vehicle Fuels) Regulation
1997, and under the Protection of the Environment
Operations Act 1997. Obviously New South Wales has
been proactive on this issue, unlike the Victorian
government.
I turn briefly to the situation in another Labor state,
Queensland. That state has been proactive in its
involvement with this issue, heeding calls of the federal
government to act. In doing so it has granted a waiver
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for the vapour pressure of ethanol blends which is
effective from 15 November this year, and which
applies only to ethanol blends containing between 9 and
10 per cent. In reference to the vapour pressure limits,
these are only applicable seasonally and to south-east
Queensland to govern its particular circumstances of
traffic concentration. Again, however, the figure of
10 per cent is consistent with recommended levels from
reputable experts in the industry such as the RACV, the
Royal Automobile Club of Queensland, the National
Roads and Motorists Association and other motoring
bodies.
On this evidence I think honourable members can agree
that the Courier-Mail in Queensland would not be
reporting stories such as the Herald Sun did on Friday,
31 January, where a Blackburn South petrol station was
selling petrol containing up to 24 per cent ethanol
blends.
Briefly I turn to the situation in South Australia, another
Labor state. That state has been very progressive in its
dealings on the ethanol issue. Section 9 of the South
Australian Environment Protection Motor Vehicle Fuel
Quality Policy 2002, which is under the Environment
Protection Act 1993, states:
Fuel supplier may add certain octane extenders
1.

A fuel supplier must not add an octane extender —

of course of the nature of ethanol, MTBE or naphtha —
to petrol or petrol in the process of production that is to
be supplied by the fuel supplier unless the octane
extender is listed in schedule 3. Mandatory provision:
category A offence.
2.

A fuel supplier must not supply petrol to which an
octane extender not listed in schedule 3 has been added.
Mandatory provision: category A offence.

It is important in considering this issue and the situation
in South Australia for honourable members to note that
ethanol is obviously not listed in schedule 3 and is
therefore not permitted at all in South Australia. Again
it is disappointing to note that Victoria is not amongst
the listed number of states that have been proactive in
dealing with this issue and actively protecting their
consumer bases.
Therefore it saddens me that my fellow Victorians are
subject to a government that refuses to act on the matter
in an appropriate manner. In fact this government
refuses to act on this issue at all. Currently there is no
accountability and only self-regulation in Victoria when
it comes to the levels allowed in petrol blends.
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Also supporting the move to make such mandatory
introductions to fuel labelling is the corporate and
government affairs manager of the RACV, David
Cumming. To quote again from the Herald Sun article
published on 31 January, I draw the attention of the
house to the following:
Mr Cumming said the RACV would demand immediate
legislative changes making it compulsory to display signs
showing ethanol levels at point of sale, and making the sale of
blends containing more than 10 per cent ethanol illegal.

One line that the state government has been putting
forward over the past months while it has stubbornly
persisted in brushing off such calls for the
implementation of labelling is that ethanol blending is
not widespread in Victoria. I make no apologies for
calling the government’s bluff on this point and asking
its members to study the facts carefully. They should
look at the statistics, but most importantly they should
go out and talk to the community as we in the
opposition have done and see for themselves that such
an introduction is indeed warranted.
It is infinitely necessary. If ever there were a moment
for the government to make good on its promise of
governing for all Victorians, now is that time. Under
the Fuel Quality Standards Act 2000 the
commonwealth government currently does not have the
power to require labelling of ethanol blends. However,
it should not have to reach the point where the
commonwealth government needs to step in. This state
government should already feel compelled to act
swiftly on this matter to protect Victorians, who only a
few months ago placed their faith and goodwill in the
government to set about the function of governing on
their behalf. That means protecting the safety of
Victorians and setting a culture of fair pricing and
looking out for consumers. It means looking out for all
Victorians who use motors of any type.
If this point has not resonated enough with the
government, then perhaps my summary quote from the
commonwealth Minister for Environment and Heritage
in his letter to the state finance minister will make it do
so:
Consumers need to know that the petrol they are buying is
suitable for the purpose for which it is bought, and
accordingly I call on you, as the minister responsible for
consumer protection issues in Victoria, by requiring labelling
of ethanol blends with suitable warnings to avoid
inappropriate uses.
If the states refuse to institute proper labelling the
commonwealth will legislate to give itself the power to
require labelling when Parliament resumes.
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The fact is that the Victorian government already has
the power — the power exists in all jurisdictions to test
and to label. The commonwealth government certainly
has the power to test, and is progressing with tests on
ethanol blends. Unfortunately naphtha and MTBE are
not included. Importantly the commonwealth does not
have an existing power to label — the state does, and it
exists in every jurisdiction.
It is important for the government to decide to act and
to respond very positively to this motion. The motion
has the support of a vast majority of Victorian
consumers, who see it as a very sensible move.
Consumers want to know and want to be informed —
they want to have information about what they are
using and the potential safety effects it may have.
The industry and motoring bodies want to know, and all
have called on the government to act. It seems
staggering to the opposition that the minister has
stubbornly decided not to do so and instead has used
cheap political argument to attack the federal
government for making this call in the first place. In
response to questions on notice from me the minister in
this place has used the spurious argument that this call
by the federal government to act on behalf of Victorian
consumers has something to do with the looming state
election in New South Wales, which seems to us to be
an absolute abrogation of his responsibility as a
minister of the Crown in this state to act on behalf of
Victorian consumers and to protect them.
The minister has often stated that his view about the
core issues in his portfolio is that he is there, along with
Consumer Affairs Victoria, to empower and protect
consumers. The opposition’s view is that labelling of
ethanol and testing of other additives is exactly the sort
of empowerment that consumers want — they want to
understand what they are using in their motors and the
potential damage and effects on safety it may have.
If the government is not prepared to protect or empower
consumers in this way, then they have absolutely no
right to claim that Consumer Affairs Victoria and the
Bracks government are pro-consumer. What they will
have to do is admit that they are more interested in
making cheap political points against the federal
government than they are in doing their job — the job
they were elected to do in the state of Victoria.
Ms MIKAKOS (Jika Jika) — I rise to make a
contribution to this debate and to highlight the
inaccuracies in the statements made by the Honourable
Andrew Olexander. I am disappointed that the
honourable member has taken the position he has,
given that he is now the opposition spokesperson for
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consumer matters. I certainly congratulate him on his
elevation to that role, but I think it was incumbent on
him to get all the facts and to give a correct analysis of
those facts in his presentation to this house today.
The Victorian government is concerned about the
impacts on Victorian consumers of fuel additives. As a
result of the Howard government’s failure to act on this
matter, I can inform the house that the Bracks
government is currently examining regulations to
introduce labelling laws. The Victorian government is
consulting widely with a range of stakeholders in this
area — the oil majors, retailers, distributors, the peak
petroleum industry bodies, peak motoring bodies, the
biofuel industry, Marine Safety Victoria, the Civil
Aviation Safety Authority and the Australian Ultralight
Federation.
It has been abundantly clear in that consultation process
that the stakeholders in these industries are looking for
national action and a national approach to labelling
requirements, but all we have seen from the Howard
government to date is press releases seeking to dodge
the issue and pass the buck on to the states. That is quite
typical and what we have become accustomed to from
the Howard government.
The Victorian government is also consulting with
consumer agencies in other jurisdictions, because it
favours national consistency and a national approach on
this issue. To date the federal government has
introduced some environmental standards, but it is yet
to introduce any quality standards on fuel and fuel
additives.
I will quickly explain to the house the nature of these
various fuel additives and some of the research that has
been done on them to give members an informed view
on this important issue. Ethanol, MTBE — methyl
tertiary-butyl ether — and naphtha are substances that
can be added to or blended with petrol and diesel.
Ethanol, also known as ethyl alcohol, is a biofuel
produced from the fermentation of sugar from wheat or
molasses, a low-grade by-product of sugarcane
processing. Ethanol has been used as a fuel itself — for
example, in Brazil 100 per cent ethanol is used in motor
vehicles — or it can be mixed to form an ethanol-petrol
blend. The most common blends are 10 per cent
ethanol, known as E10, which is generally the limit in
the United States; a 20 per cent to 24 per cent ethanol
blend, known as E22, which is all the petrol that is sold
in Brazil and requires vehicle modification; and an
85 per cent blend, known as E85, which is used in parts
of the United States, with vehicle modification.
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International research shows that ethanol at levels
above 10 per cent can cause damage to some types of
engines. Today 10 per cent is regarded as the
international benchmark under which modification is
not required to engines. Ethanol has been promoted by
some parts of the community as an octane enhancer and
as reducing greenhouse emissions.
I note that in response to lobbying by environmental
groups and also some parts of the sugarcane industry
the federal government moved to introduce an ethanol
rebate for domestic production of ethanol.
Industry stakeholders tend to support up to 10 per cent
ethanol content in petrol; however, there are concerns
that larger concentrations may reduce driveability,
accelerate wear on engine components and fuel lines
and reduce fuel economy. This view is consistent with
preliminary comments made in the Environment
Australia task force issues paper released in early 2002
and is to some extent supported by findings of research
literature released by the commonwealth in December
2002.
The studies found that for 20 per cent ethanol blends
there was the potential for corrosion of metal
components and fuel systems leading to damage to
carburettors, fuel pumps, lines, filters and petrol tanks.
The studies also found that concentrations of ethanol
above 20 per cent caused a swelling of electrometric
and plastic surfaces, particularly with older vehicles,
and a deterioration of vehicle operability, causing
cold-start performance and warm-up problems, and
slower acceleration. Concentrations above 20 per cent
also impact on fuel durability in older vehicles in
particular. There were also some findings to suggest
that there was an increase in a range of vehicle
emissions.
In addition to that, the studies conducted by
Environment Australia found that there are issues to do
with fuel economy, as ethanol has around 60 per cent of
the energy content of petrol. Therefore, at 20 per cent
ethanol, kilometre performance falls by about 8 per
cent. Concerns have also been expressed by some
motor vehicle engine manufacturers, in particular,
warning that warranties may be voided by the use of
non-standard lubricants and fuel, in particular ethanol,
which could cause damage to vehicles, which
obviously would have serious detrimental effects for
consumers.
We know that at the present time there is only a small
volume of ethanol-blended petrol available for sale in
Victoria, and sales have been limited to independent
service stations. The oil majors, companies such as BP,
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Caltex, Mobil and Shell, have confirmed that they are
not supplying ethanol blends to their branded sites in
Victoria, and as a result of the rebate for domestic
ethanol production introduced by the federal
government there is now no longer an importation of
ethanol into Australia.
I also want to give the house the benefit of some
information in relation to MTBE — its scientific name
is methyl tertiary-butyl ether — and it is a chemical
compound that is manufactured by the chemical
reaction of methanol and isobutylene. Unlike the case
with ethanol, there is currently no evidence that MTBE
can damage engines. While MTBE is used in petrol to
improve octane levels as a replacement for lead, it has
been responsible for widespread ground water
contamination overseas and is currently being phased
out of use in many countries.
The risk of leaking fuel storage facilities and spillage is
of concern, particularly where, given that MTBE is
highly soluble in water, it can get into groundwater
reserves. Although there is currently no indication of
any health hazard in ingesting water contaminated with
MTBE, some independent health organisations have
expressed some concerns about MTBE being a possible
cancer-causing agent in humans.
There is a bit of debate going on about MTBE
internationally. As a result of that I am pleased to say
that under the federal Fuel Standards a maximum of
1 per cent MTBE will be introduced from 1 January
2004, but it is a shame that the federal government has
not thought it appropriate to bring forward the starting
date for that limitation under the Fuel Standards.
I turn to briefly discuss naphtha, a fossil fuel derived
from shale oil. Currently any adverse consequences for
engine safety of using naphtha are not known, although
the Royal Automobile Club of Victoria has claimed that
it may affect octane levels, and therefore engine
performance.
Fuel supply in Australia operates primarily in a national
market, and national standards and compliance are
essential. As I indicated, Environment Australia has
done some scientific research, particularly into the
environmental effects of fuel additives. However, the
federal government has now been doing this type of
research for quite some time, since it announced back
in May 2001 that it would introduce national fuel
standards.
The federal government announcement about national
fuel standards saw a deferral of any introduction of a
cap and Environment Australia has established an
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ethanol task force to assist in assessing ethanol blends
of between 10 per cent and 20 per cent. A discussion
paper was released in early 2002. However, the report
that was expected in May 2002 has been deferred. We
question why that report has been deferred; we believe
the federal government should — —
Hon. A. P. Olexander interjected.
Ms MIKAKOS — It has been testing for an awfully
long time, Mr Olexander. We have been waiting for the
findings of this research to be concluded and for the
federal government to act in this area.
The Bracks government takes the view that separate
testing by Victoria in response to fuel alteration would
duplicate the program currently being undertaken by
the federal government. Victoria liaises with the
commonwealth government about the results of fuel
testing and also tests fuel when investigating alleged
breaches of the false and misleading provisions of the
Fair Trading Act 1999.
The Bracks government takes the view that the motion
moved by the Honourable Andrew Olexander is a
cheap political stunt designed to deflect attention from
the federal government’s primary responsibility for fuel
testing and national fuel standards.
Hon. A. P. Olexander — What about labelling?
Ms MIKAKOS — The federal government has
responsibility for fuel testing, as I have already
indicated. It also has the ability to introduce labelling
laws given the powers it has under the Trade Practices
Act. The Minister for Consumer Affairs has written to
the federal Minister for the Environment and Heritage,
Dr David Kemp, in respect of this issue and called on
the federal government to take some action in this area.
I want to read some extracts from the letter from the
minister to Dr David Kemp dated 31 January 2003. The
letter says:
In the absence of a cap on the ethanol content in petrol, I
support the need for laws requiring the disclosure of ethanol
as this would ensure that consumers are better equipped to
make informed purchasing decisions.
However, I consider that consumer protection with regard to
ethanol-blended petrol is best achieved by the commonwealth
government legislating to cap the ethanol content in petrol at
10 per cent. I understand that this view was conveyed to
commonwealth representatives by officials from my
department, Consumer Affairs Victoria, at the December
meeting of the Standing Committee of Consumer Affairs
Officials.
While I appreciate that you may be awaiting the outcome of a
study investigating the impact on vehicles of 20 per cent
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ethanol in petrol, I consider that immediate action is necessary
on this issue.
The community is concerned about this issue. In recent times
there has been much media commentary and claims by
industry regarding the damaging effects of higher
concentrations of ethanol in petrol. Victorian consumers have
been warned that vehicle manufacturers warranties may be
voided. National action is necessary before this issue becomes
more significant in states such as Victoria. In these
circumstances I consider it appropriate that the
commonwealth act to protect consumers by amending the
Fuel Standard (Petrol) Determination 2001 to set the limit of
ethanol in petrol to 10 per cent.
In the absence of such action, I strongly encourage the
commonwealth to take the lead to ensure that nationally
consistent labelling requirements are introduced. The
commonwealth currently has powers under the Trade
Practices Act 1974 to introduce labelling requirements for
corporations. Such legislation, accompanied by
complementary standards under states’ fair trading legislation
is more likely to achieve national and uniform labelling
standards than separate action by jurisdictions.
Separate action by Victoria, and other states, will not achieve
the best outcome for consumers. Any interstate
inconsistencies will have detrimental consequences for both
industry and consumers.

Hon. A. P. Olexander interjected.
Ms MIKAKOS — I think you should listen to this,
Mr Olexander.
Given the national nature of fuel markets interstate petrol
supplies would be disrupted and, along with substantial
compliance costs, would result in increased prices for
consumers.
I also consider that effective labelling standards are best
achieved by an accompanying cap on ethanol content in
petrol.
I urge you to reconsider your position regarding ethanol and
to immediately set a limit on the ethanol content in petrol and
take the lead to introduce national labelling standards.

From that letter it is apparent what the approach of the
Victorian government has been. The Victorian
government believes that the Howard government has
failed to act, that it needs to introduce a cap on the level
of ethanol permissible in ethanol-petrol blends. While
studies might be going on looking at the impact of
20 per cent ethanol blends, as I indicated earlier, at
present international research and the international
benchmark indicate that ethanol blends of up to 10 per
cent do not require engine modification. For that reason
the federal government is able to set a 10 per cent cap
now and to continue to undertake its studies in relation
to ethanol blends between 10 per cent and 20 per cent
and even higher than 20 per cent.
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We believe it is vital that the federal government act on
this issue because, as I said earlier, the petrol market is
a national market. We get petrol from interstate and we
need to ensure that there is consistency in approach
across all jurisdictions. For that reason it is imperative
that national labelling standards be set.
Hon. A. P. Olexander interjected.
Ms MIKAKOS — It is a very long chain of supply
from the manufacturer to the distributor to the retailer,
Mr Olexander, and we need to ensure that where
supplies are coming from interstate and being mixed
into that supply chain there is proper accountability and
reporting requirements all the way along the chain to
avoid placing undue compliance on our petrol retailers.
If we were to do what Mr Olexander is suggesting in
his motion today, it would lead to huge additional costs
for petrol retailers and Victorian petrol consumers.
For all of those reasons the government regards the
motion moved by the opposition to be factually
incorrect and based on a misunderstanding of the
national fuel market. The motion completely ignores
the responsibilities the federal government has in this
area and the fact that there is legislation the federal
government could easily amend — for example, the
Fuel Standards Quality Act 2000 — to introduce the
sorts of measures I have already discussed, such as a
10 per cent cap on ethanol-petrol blends. The federal
government can move today to introduce national
labelling standards. For all those reasons I wish to
formally move an amendment to the motion moved by
the Honourable Andrew Olexander. I move:
That all words and expressions after ‘calls on the’ be omitted
with a view of inserting in place thereof ‘commonwealth
government to work with the state to —
(a) continue the program of fuel safety testing for motor
vehicles, marine outboards, light aircraft and two-stroke
engines with regard to fuel additives MTBE and
naphtha; and
(b) for the commonwealth to immediately regulate for the
banning of fuel containing ethanol over 10 per cent until
conclusive evidence is provided regarding its safety.’

I want to briefly speak to the amendment. The reason
the government is moving this amendment is apparent
from paragraph (a). Fuel safety testing is being done at
the present time by Environment Australia. We in the
government are happy for Environment Australia to
continue with that research. We think it needs to get a
bit of a move along, given that it has been undertaking
this research now for a couple of years since its
announcement back in May 2001, and we think it
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would be a duplication for the Victorian government to
undertake separate fuel safety testing.
I should also point out that the motion put up by the
opposition calls for the state government to undertake
fuel safety testing for light aircraft. I am a bit puzzled
about why that was included in the opposition’s
motion, given that aviation gas is generally the
responsibility of the Civil Aviation Safety Authority,
which comes under the responsibility of the federal
government. It is indicative of the fact that the
opposition is prepared to lump everything in together
and try to pass the buck on to the states for the federal
government’s failure to act in relation to aviation safety,
which is a highly important area of safety and a very
important issue on which the federal government
should move as quickly as possible to ensure passenger
safety on light aircraft.
My amendment also provides in paragraph (b) for the
commonwealth ‘to immediately regulate for the
banning of fuel containing ethanol over 10 per cent’,
which is in line with my comment earlier that the
commonwealth has the ability to introduce a 10 per cent
cap under the national fuel standards. It can do so very
quickly, and the Bracks government urges the
commonwealth to do so as a matter of urgency, given
the concerns that have been raised as I indicated earlier
by motor vehicle manufacturers and a range of other
bodies.
We in the Bracks government are calling on the federal
government to take responsibility for this area. It needs
to take the lead in introducing national labelling
standards. We need to ensure that Victorian consumers
are protected, and we also need to ensure that
compliance costs for industry are kept at manageable
and reasonable levels, because obviously those costs
will then be passed on to consumers. In the current
environment, particularly when we are possibly facing
significant increases in the cost of petrol due to
international events, it is important that we do not add
to that potential additional cost to Victorian petrol
consumers by going off with half-baked measures as is
being suggested by the state opposition here today.
I urge the members of the state opposition to get on the
phone and have a talk to Dr David Kemp and to
impress upon him the concerns the Victorian
government has on this issue and the fact that this
government is currently consulting with stakeholders
who have clearly indicated they are waiting for the
Howard government to act. I call upon members of the
state opposition to discuss this matter with Dr David
Kemp as a matter of urgency and to use their influence
with their federal counterparts to protect Victorian
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consumers. I therefore urge members to support the
amendment I moved earlier.
Hon. D. K. DRUM (North Western) — I was not
quite expecting the government’s amendment, but I
would like to support the original motion. The first part
of the original motion provides for the program of fuel
safety testing that we in the National Party are looking
for. The whole concept of ethanol and other fuel
additives needs to be handled in a very safety-conscious
way.
Given that ethanol needs a higher temperature than
petrol to combust and that therefore engines have to run
at a slightly higher temperature, the effect ethanol has
on everyday engines has to be monitored. We have a
real responsibility to our consumers to learn more about
the effects ethanol has at the temperature at which it
burns and the damage that temperature can sometimes
do to engines that are not specifically designed for
ethanol use.
Ethanol also attracts or absorbs water. It does this
through condensation, and that creates a whole range of
different issues. We all know that water and petrol do
not mix, but we now have a very worthwhile
additive — I will get on to that and some of its benefits
later — which has the added feature that it attracts
water for a couple of different reasons. If we have water
being involved with petrol, we will obviously see a
rusting effect and a corroding effect on many different
engines, motors and motor parts. If we have corrosion
going on in our engines, it will obviously create a real
and genuine danger, and this danger has to be further
understood if we are to allow the sale of these fuel
blends to continue in Victoria.
Not only do we have water corroding engine parts, we
also have the water in our fuel lines, which has the
ability to stall our engines. It is extremely disappointing
that consumers — the people of Victoria — are going
to have to buy these fuel blends without knowing what
they are getting. Water getting into the fuel lines of
engines also sets up a process called phase separation,
and phase separation is very, very dangerous. Imagine a
scenario where a fisherman takes his boat out 20 or
30 kilometres into the ocean to do some fishing. If the
water that gets inside the tank actually separates the
ethanol from the petrol, he will end up with three layers
inside the fuel tank. He will end up with the ethanol
being separated from the petrol by a thin layer of water.
If you are out the back of your favourite fishing spot
and you have half an hour to get home, which would
normally be adequate, and all of a sudden you turn the
motor on and there is water in the lines and you cannot
get home, you will die!
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That is the danger that exists in the marine boating
industry. If we are going to leave ethanol in the petrol
pumps unlabelled, we will be killing people. We will be
sending fishermen out there with fuel in their lines that
will not get them home at night — that is the degree of
urgency and the immediacy of this issue.
We in the National Party understand that there is a
whole range of other issues associated with ethanol
which we will get on to, but the immediacy of this
current situation is that if the status quo continues we
will end up with people going out on a normal day’s
fishing and not coming home, and that is something we
cannot allow to go on for one day longer.
The second part of Mr Olexander’s motion deals more
with the blending and labelling of fuel than with the
safety testing. We in the National Party believe it is the
state’s responsibility to protect Victorians against
uncertainty, and that includes uncertainty about ethanol,
MTBE — methyl tertiary-butyl ether — and naphtha.
At the moment we have a situation in which some
petrol outlets have taken the responsibility of putting
banners out the front of their service stations and signs
on their counters proclaiming their innocence and
disassociating them from anything to do with ethanol.
We now have a small percentage of service stations
claiming they have nothing to do with ethanol.
Effectively that creates an impression in the minds of
consumers of total guilt for the 90 per cent of petrol
outlets that fail to advertise in this way. So whether they
have ethanol in their petrol or not they are guilty
through lack of denial.
We have this situation where, whether you are innocent
or guilty, in the mind of the consumer when it comes to
this issue you are guilty unless you advertise. Suddenly
service station owners do not know whether they have
to go out and buy their own banners to prove their own
innocence or put signs on the counter, but effectively
this situation now is that unless you go out there and
prove your innocence you are guilty through lack of
denial. If nothing is done soon we can see a situation
where all service stations will have to advertise
irrespective of their guilt or innocence, and therefore
they will have to run their own tests to make sure that
the petrol they are buying from their own depots is
clear, as their advertising banners are saying.
Because the scientific testing is going on at the federal
level, we see the current situation as transitional. We do
not think it will always be uncertain. We believe down
the track we will know the true and real benefits and the
true and real problems associated with ethanol. But at
the moment we just do not know. We are in this
transitional grey area. Most of the data tells us that up to
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10 per cent is fine, but tests and scientific processes are
currently being conducted which will test ethanol levels
up to 20 per cent. Once we understand this issue better
we will be in a situation where there will be less
uncertainty about the whole idea of ethanol and ethanol
blending.
If we experiment sufficiently with these engines they
can be designed specifically for ethanol use. This has
happened overseas, where aeroplanes are running on
100 per cent ethanol. So it can be done. But we have to
give this process a fair amount of time. We have to
understand the significant benefits in pursuing the
whole experiment of ethanol as a real replacement and
a real alternative fuel source. If we do that realistically
we may have untold advantages down the track, but
until we actually give it a chance we have to make sure
in the interim period of uncertainty that we protect our
people.
The whole ethanol debate needs to be given a fair
hearing. We have the situation where the vast majority
of data on this issue shows quite clearly that it is a very
clean fuel in relation to emissions. All of us with an
environment friendly attitude would be looking forward
to having anything that could create an alternative fuel
source with clean emissions. So until we actually
continue the experiments and the testing we have to
make sure we give it due respect. We cannot make
ethanol out to be the bad guy simply because people are
taking advantage of the fact that it is cheaper to produce
and are therefore upping doses or blending percentages,
which will make this potentially dangerous.
The independent motoring body, the Royal Automobile
Club of Victoria, is calling for compulsory labelling at
the petrol pumps simply to give motorists the choice
when they are making purchasing decisions. It is
reasonably common and fair that we would support the
RACV in its stance on this matter. It has stated quite
categorically that without labelling at the petrol pump it
will not support the future sale or use of ethanol.
Independent groups such as the RACV are really
calling for this, and the National Party supports that
stance.
Hon. P. R. Hall — It is up to the state Labor
government to take some action.
Hon. D. K. DRUM — That is an interesting aspect.
One of the other aspects which has already been
mentioned by Mr Olexander is this fact that we have
the potential where vehicle manufacturers will be
voiding their warranties. It would be a horrific shame
for consumers who had just purchased a brand-new car
to find out that, unknowingly and unsuspectingly, they
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had been using ethanol loaded petrol to extreme
amounts and had their warranties suddenly voided. We
need to be able to give these people the choice of
whether they want to use ethanol blends, the
percentages of ethanol they would like to have in their
fuel tanks, or whether they would like to use totally
ethanol-free petrol. At least we need to give these
people the choice when it comes to buying petrol at the
service station. We cannot put in danger these people’s
warranties on some motor vehicles just because they
have been kept in the dark by a lack of labelling.
The other aspect we need to continually bring to the
attention of the government is the situation in rural and
regional Victoria, where transportation is a matter of
fact. It is an everyday matter of fact. It is not an
alternative. We cannot take the bus to the local hospital
from the farm. We cannot take the bus to school — we
have to drive our kids to school. We have to drive to the
local hospital. We have to drive to get the shopping
done. We have to drive, we have to drive, we have to
drive!
The purchase of fuel is also an integral part of putting
our crops in and doing our job every day. We cannot
get away from this: an integral part of the everyday
lives and livelihoods of the people I represent is the
purchase of fuel. It is not just an optional extra that they
can steer away from because of these dangers out there.
They do not have the opportunity so say, ‘I won’t touch
that for the time being because I hear some tests are
going on and there is some danger in this issue’. They
are forced to buy this product every day whether they
like it or not. We have to understand that.
We have this opportunity now for the state government
to act quickly and decisively to protect Victorians. We
hear this government is hoping the federal government
will enact legislation to give itself the power to act,
when the state government already has that power to act
immediately. There seems little or no reason why it
cannot do something. Apart from the one issue that it
would like it all to be done together with all the other
states, there seems to be no reason why the government
will not act.
When we talk about standardisation of rail lines we
understand we are asking for $100 million to be spent.
If we talk about other projects we understand that, say,
building a new police station will require money to be
spent. But with this issue, it is just action. It is just a
matter of doing it. There does not seem to be any
reason why this government will not act in this matter
to protect and represent all Victorians. It is very
difficult to understand. Whenever we raise an issue we
always get told we are simply politicising the issue, or it
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is Jeff’s fault, or something else. It is just quite
bemusing as to why we cannot get action in this area.
As we have said earlier, ethanol as a fuel burns
exceptionally clean with its emissions. Therefore we
have to give it real consideration as a fuel of the future
and we have to make sure that ethanol is given every
chance to become that alternative fuel source that its
supporters think it may become.
A couple of other statistics are worth thinking about.
The government yesterday was exceptionally proud
that Computershare has moved into the state with a
possibility of creating 1200 jobs. That is fantastic and
we support and congratulate the government. Even if it
is a private venture, we still congratulate the
government for being the government in power. It is
great; it is fantastic. I congratulate the government.
If we protect this industry we may find down the track
that in fact 10 per cent ethanol becomes scientifically
proven to be the right and perfect amount and that it
increases fuel efficiency, cuts costs and produces clean
emissions. If it were to go across the board as 10 per
cent mandatory ethanol in our fuel levels we would
have an industry expansion in ethanol production that
could lead to unbelievable economic activity in regional
areas. It has been estimated that a mandatory 10 per
cent of ethanol in petrol would transfer $3 billion of the
fuel market annually away from the fuel companies to
the ethanol producers. That in itself has the capacity to
create 90 000 new jobs; so if we can get excited about
1200 jobs, I think we can get excited about 90 000 new
jobs nationally in what would become almost a whole
new industry for Australia.
If we are fair dinkum and honest about wanting to do
the right thing for our future, for our environment, for
substantial and sustainable employment and
development, we must give ethanol a real chance to
succeed. If we could in any way, shape or form produce
90 000 jobs in a new industry, we should give it every
possible opportunity.
In summary, we need to support the whole ethanol
experiment, but we need to get further scientific testing
done, as well as performance, safety and emissions
testing. We have to encourage or force this government
to continue to work with the federal government on
these tests and see how the situation can be progressed.
We need to understand that these tests are going to take
time before we are realistically going to have any clear
and true answers. While these tests are being done, we
need to put measures in place to protect Victorians, not
wait for the federal government to do it, not burden it
with another new piece of legislation. We simply have
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to act today to protect Victorians while the uncertainty
passes. Whether that takes 3 months, 6 months or
12 months, we must protect Victorians during that
interim period.
A real urgency exists on this issue. If the state Labor
government has the ability to enact this legislation now,
then we call on the government to do it now and not to
wait for the federal government to do it when it can get
around to producing a national bill, which could take
from 6 to 12 months. We need this legislation passed
immediately, and we need to protect lives. Reiterating
that first scenario I spoke about, there are fishermen
going out every day and using fuel that may not get
them home at night. We should not be sitting in this
chamber and doing nothing about it.
Mr SMITH (Chelsea) — I rise to speak in support
of the amendment on this issue. It sounds like an
old-fashioned demarcation dispute, doesn’t it — ‘their
responsibility; our responsibility’. But we have a pretty
strong view as to whose responsibility it really is.
Why will the federal government not take responsibility
for this issue? I am at a loss to understand it, but I have
to say that it is typical of the federal government. It
abrogates its responsibilities wherever it can and tries to
fob them off on the states. For example, it will not take
full responsibility for aged care: it tried to fob it off onto
us. I suspect it has something to do with the state of the
federal economy. Its Boy Wonder, Mr Costello, has run
us into the red and continues to do so, and the federal
government has now just committed Australia to
something in the order of an extra $700 million to send
our troops — and we all know where!
The economy is clearly in a difficult situation now. The
federal government attempted to sell off Point Nepean.
It thought, ‘Well, there is a lazy billion dollars that we
could recover’. It will not get that either, I might add.
Hon. Philip Davis — On a point of order, Deputy
President, the member is not addressing the question
before the house. Discussion about matters concerning
the commonwealth jurisdiction are irrelevant to the
debate.
Mr SMITH — On the point of order, jurisdiction,
whether it be federal or state, is at the heart of this
debate. I am developing my argument around the fact
that this responsibility resides with the federal
government and it is having problems accepting that
fact.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! On the
point of order, this is a motion dealing with a matter
that relates to both state and commonwealth
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jurisdictions, and I do not uphold the point of order.
However, I ask Mr Smith to come back to the motion
before the house.
Mr SMITH — Thank you, Deputy President. I was
not aware that I had actually left it; however, I will take
your advice on that.
As I said, the federal government is under significant
pressure, and it simply does not want to address this
problem if it can get away with it, hence it is trying to
fob it off on the states. I do not understand why it
would not want to protect consumers in this country.
We have a federal minister with responsibility for
consumer affairs. I wonder what he does. The reality is
that consumers have a very serious — —
Hon. S. M. Nguyen interjected.
Mr SMITH — I take up the interjection from the
Honourable Sang Nguyen, who says they do nothing,
and I have to agree. It would seem that way,
particularly in this matter.
The federal Labor Party has taken a strong position on
this issue, and the shadow minister, Mr Bob McMullan,
has stated quite clearly and categorically that the Labor
Party wants a 10 per cent limit on ethanol, and we
support that. The reason we support it is that to date
there is evidence clearly indicating that ethanol in
excess of 10 per cent is detrimental to engines.
This is a view supported by the Royal Automobile Club
of Victoria. Those on the other side of the house may
have trouble accepting a body like the RACV having
any credibility in this debate, but the government does
not. We think it knows what it is talking about when it
comes to the particular issues. When the RACV
indicates to this government as a result of the
consultation process that it has difficulties with this
matter, the government is alert and takes note of them.
We listen, which is something those opposite have
difficulty with.
In addition, manufacturers such as the Holden Engine
Company and other engine makers in this state, and
indeed around the country, have serious concerns about
the impact of adding ethanol or excessive ethanol
additives to fuel and the effects on their products, and in
particular their warranties. We all know that in a
competitive world if your product is not reliable and if
your warrantees do not stand up it is not long before
you are out of business. The reality is that this side of
the house is concerned about this issue because of the
impact it has on working men and women in the
manufacturing industry. Here in Victoria, the hub of all
manufacturing in this country, we have significant
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numbers of workers in the manufacturing industry who
also have pride in their products. They are proud to
build the sorts of high-quality engines they build, and
anything that impacts on that has a detrimental effect on
them as well, not only in terms of their employment and
prospects, but dare I say it, on their psyches.
The union movement, and me in particular in a past
life, worked very hard to create a culture in the
workplace where workers care about the quality of their
product because of the obvious flow-on benefits. By
that I mean sales which guarantee security, higher
living standards, et cetera. Given all of that you would
think that the federal government would take note and
attempt to do something about what is clearly a national
industry and therefore a national matter.
Hon. A. P. Olexander — It has. It has written to the
minister asking him to do it because he has the power!
Mr SMITH — I notice Mr Olexander continues to
interject and indicates that it is the state’s responsibility.
Again he demonstrates that the federal Liberal
government wants to fob off its responsibility. That is
my whole point.
The petrol and oil industry is a national industry with a
national market. Why then would you not have national
compliance? It seems pretty simple to me. The Bracks
government argues, and I reiterate that argument, that
the federal government has to act in this matter and
bring it about. As I said before, standards are essential
for a whole host of reasons to add credibility to that
industry.
I will give you a little insight into the impact the
reputation of the industry can suffer from when it is a
detrimental impact. For instance, a couple of years ago
we had the light aircraft fuel problem, where avgas was
affected in such a way that the whole industry was
grounded. That impacted not just on the industry but on
the Victorian economy in terms of tourism. Our
National Party colleagues would know in particular that
this had a serious effect for a significant number of
people. The people in the oil industry and in the
refining component of that industry in particular were
very downhearted about it because it impacted on them.
People were accusing them of doing something that
was damaging their vehicles, et cetera, so it is
extremely important that we get this industry right. We
want proper standards to apply. We want people to feel
confident that ethanol additives to petrol are at such a
limit that they will not damage their cars or other
engines.
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We heard from the previous speaker the importance of
this, particularly for fishermen, and he was quite right. I
believe there is nothing more frightening than being
stranded at sea. I can speak with a bit of authority on
this, given my 15 years service in the Royal Australian
Navy and having broken down once in the middle of
the Sulu Sea. You might go to your atlases to find out
where that is! It is pretty scary, and the last thing you
would want would be to have contaminated fuel put
you at risk. That is another reason for having national
standards. We want quality control at a national level.
Just to be a little flippant in this argument I will say
this: we would not have this debate and this argument
about whose responsibility it was if there was some sort
of American connection to the industry and the petrol
we use. If there was an American connection Little
Johnny would have fixed it yesterday. There would be
no issue.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr SMITH — And you know it!
I do not want to appear to be or sound like I am
opposed to ethanol or ethanol additives in fuel. Quite
the contrary! Let me explain why. Ethanol is an
important by-product of sugar cane, and the sugarcane
industry provides many jobs in this country for working
men and women, particularly in Queensland. It just so
happens that the vast majority of those men and women
are members of my old union, the Australian Workers
Union. Government members are committed to doing
what they can to help this industry and as a
consequence union members, so we do not condemn
ethanol; in fact we support it. There are a lot of
advantages and a lot of reasons why we would, but we
also believe consumers are entitled to know what is
going into fuel. Our argument is that those responsible
reside about 8 hours drive or a 1-hour flight north of
here. It is their responsibility to do something about it.
The Australian Workers Union has lobbied both the
federal and Queensland governments very hard on this
issue, and, I might add, with some success. It did not
hurt that the sugarcane area happens to be in three very
important, dare I say it, key federal seats to the
conservative government. That was enormously
helpful, and the employer lobbyists on the sugar side
have put buckets of money into the Liberal Party’s
re-election campaign. That is a matter of public record.
You could not jump over the pile of money that they
provided to the conservatives opposite.
The Honourable Andrew Olexander has given us an
opportunity to expose the federal government for its
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shortcomings, for which we thank him. The
amendment I am speaking to indicates clearly what we
think of his motion and what should be done.
Hon. A. P. Olexander — Your slip is showing
now!
Mr SMITH — Don’t go there, comrade!
I shall now discuss what the Victorian government is
doing in terms of action on ethanol. Following
discussions with the relevant industrial personnel —
that is, manufacturers, producers, the Royal Automobile
Club of Victoria and others — we have decided that
labelling is appropriate and that the product should be
clearly labelled as to the exact amount of ethanol that is
within. The debate today goes to whose responsibility it
is to regulate, and we say that it is a national industry
and therefore the responsibility of the federal
government. We obviously disagree on this matter, and
I am sure in a short period we will decide who was
right or wrong.
The purpose of the labels will be to prescribe exactly
what the product contains. We know there are some
shonks out there who are putting excessive amounts of
ethanol into the fuel, and the obvious downside is that
consumers are being affected in a detrimental way, such
as warranties and so on. There is unanimous support in
this chamber that there is a problem, and the
government wants to ensure that it is rectified and the
correct authority is used to do that — that is, the federal
sphere. It is the federal government’s responsibility. I
know all power, no responsibility is the opposition’s
creed.
Hon. Bill Forwood interjected.
Mr SMITH — I take up the interjection by the
former deputy leader who said the AWU — —
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! The
honourable member’s time has expired.
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN (South Eastern) — I find it
interesting to listen to Mr Smith because this is the first
time that I can recall in the 11 years or so that I have
been a member of the chamber that the government has
gagged itself. This is an illustrative situation: we were
promised free and open debate, but the government
gagged itself. I was just about to rise and say how
appalling it is when we try to represent an average of
142 000 to 150 000 constituents that we are given only
15 minutes on issues as important and vital as this, but I
was amazed when the government gagged itself. I
know I will be gagged after 15 minutes because it is in
the sessional orders. That is appalling. Where is the free
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and open Parliament? The Parliament has been gagged,
and having made that point for the record I will move
on. It is a disgrace the way this government treats the
Parliament by gagging it — even gagging its own
members.

the state government — for instance, information from
Marine Safety Victoria in Victoria indicates that the
number of recreational boat licence-holders is expected
to grow from approximately 142 000 to 250 000 over
the next few years.

In previous contributions it is upon us to wonder the
direction of the debate. I cannot understand why the
government simply does not understand the benefits of
labelling because it has the power and ability but it is
not acting. This is a sovereign state and it has the power
to label — for instance, Queensland, South Australia
and New South Wales have all moved and introduced
clear legislative controls, but no, the Victorian
government is not interested. It does not care.

Some 600 000 registered recreational craft are on
Australian waters, and the source for that is the Boating
Industry Association; thousands of light aircraft are
based here in transit; and in 2002, 2 754 258 passenger
category vehicles were registered in Victoria, with
10 101 441 being registered in Australia. According to
Australian Bureau of Statistics figures a total of
3 413 708 motor vehicles were registered in Victoria in
2002, and 12 821 961 Australia-wide.

I support the motion but I condemn and do not support
the amendment. The amendment passes the buck by
talking about its having to go to the federal government
because the state will not act — let the federal
government do it. The simple thing is that the state
government should act and it has the power. Another
reason I will not support the amendment is that it is
premature. A great deal of technical testing and
evaluation is under way and is a lengthy process. There
are highly sophisticated chemical and material
questions to be resolved before a technical conclusion
can be reached on a national basis. Those tests are
continuing, and need to continue for some time yet. It is
irresponsible for the Victorian government to pass the
buck for that reason to the federal government.

This is a major item of serious concern. I do not
understand the lack of enthusiasm the government is
clearly displaying for picking up this issue, because
with millions — literally millions — of petrol-operated
machines and transportation vehicles in this state it is
just so logical, based on the evidence so far, that as a
community we cannot afford to put questionable fuel
into our fleets.

Then we come to the strangest aspect of the amendment
that leaves me lost because there is no mention in
paragraph (b) of labelling. It also calls for the federal
government to immediately regulate for banning and all
the stuff that is in the amendment, but there is no
mention of labelling. This is a cheap shot by a cheap,
unresponsive state government against the federal
government, and that is why I will not support the
amendment.
An advanced economy like Australia depends
fundamentally on automotive power in two areas:
firstly fuels, because we have a great range of petrol,
diesel and other associated engines in our economy that
work around the clock in many areas of our activities as
an economy; and secondly, another measure of an
advanced economy is the use of electric motors because
that is directly connected to activity, industrialisation
and so forth.
We are a First World and a first-rate economy by any
measure. The parliamentary library has given me
information which is illustrative of the scope and
seriousness with which we should view the inaction of

It is irresponsible, very irresponsible, of the state
government not to act on labelling, because proper
labelling at the petrol pump would warn where ethanol
blends are available. Without it there could be reduced
fuel economy and an adverse impact on vehicle
performance, and in the future there could easily be
limitations on vehicle engine warranties and
unnecessary wear and tear affecting the long-term and
even medium-term reliability of particular motors.
I suggest to honourable members that the next time they
ride in aircraft, go out in boats or are alone in their cars
at night they ought to think quietly about safety and
reliability and the importance of having predictability in
the performance of the engines we all use.
It may be worth noting that in many parts of the
community each family has several motors. It is
obvious that most Victorian families and individuals
have access to a motor car or perhaps a motor bike or
some other power-driven vehicle, but in many homes
there are also lawnmowers, chain saws, whipper
snippers and petrol-driven pumps, and in the beautiful
area I have the privilege of representing in the South
Eastern Province there are thousands of farming
enterprises where petrol-driven machinery is absolutely
vital to the production of milk and other produce,
including vegetables and so forth.
It is clear, based on very recent newspapers reports, that
in the Melbourne area there have been instances of
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unlabelled petrol containing 24 per cent ethanol being
available and sold to the public. The Royal Automobile
Club of Victoria (RACV) has been very clear in its
recommendation, which is that, based on present
technology, tests and available information, 10 per cent
appears to be the maximum responsible level of ethanol
that should be used in the fuel mix.
Years ago I was the holder of a pilots licence, and I can
tell you that when I took off in an aircraft I did not want
anything at all on my mind about the unreliability of
fuel. There was a great deal of pre-flight preparation,
and when I was alone piloting an aircraft I believed the
fuel was okay because I had checked it for water and I
had the assurance in my mind that the fuel was supplied
by a reputable major fuel supplier.
The same goes with boats. I spend some time — not
enough, but I spend some time there — out on the
water being involved in various activities. With the
high speed at which the pistons operate in outboard
motors, particularly larger outboard motors, it is
absolutely mandatory that the ethanol question be
addressed. As has been said, it is possible for layering
to take place in the fuel tank of light aircraft and, in
particular, in marine outboards. We have hundreds of
thousands of outboards in this state, and the
consequences would be severe if something went
wrong.
Layering with ethanol is serious, because ethanol
attracts water, which can lead to a separation in the fuel
tank of ethanol, water and fuel. If you are out in the
bay, as I am on occasions, and at other places, that is
extremely serious. When you turn the key on an
outboard motor — whether it is at night, early in the
morning or any time of the day, and you may have a
storm approaching — all things being equal, with a
well-maintained motor you really do not want to have
to suspect your fuel. This is a serious matter.
Tests have been to the level of E20. In the standards as
they have been developed and publicised so far, E10 is
10 per cent ethanol and E20 is 20 per cent ethanol.
There have been some indications by reliable testing
authorities — Environment Australia is one — that
even at 10 per cent ethanol has some modest impacts,
small impacts. It runs the motor at a higher temperature;
there is blistering in the carburettor; and there are slight
degradations in the rubber, the silicone hoses and the
various bits and pieces that go with the carburetion and
the fuel injection systems of these engines. It is clearly
established that there is some negative impact and some
difficulty at the 10 per cent level.
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It is interesting to note that Queensland has already
implemented the RACV suggestion of a 10 per cent
cap. I think that is responsible. It has said to the
Queensland community, ‘Okay, we have this very
desirable contribution by the sugarcane industry to the
Queensland economy, but we are not going to get
carried away and dump more than 10 per cent in the
fuel mix at this time’. As I said, I think that was quite
responsible. The RACV has advocated and is still
advocating so far as I know 10 per cent as a responsible
level.
South Australia has banned all additives. It has taken a
more cautious approach in the expectation of further
technical testing and developments. New South Wales
has a 10 per cent cap, and I understand that was put in
place in 1997. It is currently believed to be under
review. But it shows that Queensland, South Australia
and New South Wales, with their sovereign state
capability — which we have in Victoria — have moved
to protect consumers by giving them the benefits of
labelling and an understanding of the advantages of
taking a cautious approach.
I cannot understand why this state, which has the power
to label and to impose a limit, will not act. What we
have heard is, ‘Let the federal government do it’, and it
is absolutely irresponsible of this state to say that. It is
irresponsible in terms of the consumers’ interests, and it
is irresponsible because we as a community expect the
government to act in the interests of the people of
Victoria. This government has a responsibility overall
to act in the community’s interests. The states of
Queensland, South Australia and New South Wales
have accepted that responsibility, and it is clear that
Victoria has the same responsibility to protect
consumers and their equipment against the downstream
negative impacts of unrealistic and unwise use of
blends beyond the minimum proportion.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! The
honourable member’s time has expired.
Hon. R. H. Bowden — I have been gagged, so I
will have to sit down.
Mr VINEY (Chelsea) — I would have to say at the
outset that it is rather galling to hear the opposition
talking about being gagged. How quickly they forget
that bit of masking tape that was put over their mouths
during the 1999 election campaign. They are the
experts on gagging; they are the ones who know all
about the exercise of the gag. They are the ones who
used it viciously during the seven years of the Kennett
government, only to find that their own Premier then
turned the gag back on them. They are the ones who
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started the process of gagging in this place, and they are
the ones who are now squealing because they cannot
get used to the fact that the numbers in this chamber
have changed. They cannot get used to that fact.
The second point I make is: it is interesting to see
another case of the opposition playing catch-up here
today? The opposition is thinking, ‘Oh, here is a little
issue we had better jump on the bandwagon for; let’s
get onto the ethanol issue’. Opposition members are
thinking, ‘You never know, we might even claw back a
vote or two after the devastating results of the
30 November election last year. That might happen if
we can play a few little political games in here and try
to make out that the opposition parties have a real
concern about this issue’. Quite clearly it is the Liberal
and National parties in the commonwealth government
that have exhibited disastrous policy failure on this
matter.
This is a matter that is affecting the whole of Australia;
this is a national matter that requires national attention.
Despite the pleadings of the Victorian government for
the commonwealth government to take action, the
commonwealth government has continued to dither and
dally and say, ‘Let’s do a study. Let’s have an
investigation into it’ — a two-year investigation into
ethanol levels. That is two years to look at something
the international standard has already set at 10 per cent.
The commonwealth government wants to do a two-year
study to look at setting it at 20 per cent in Australia.
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It has had several opportunities — more than several
opportunities; it has had years — to deal with this
matter. It has had plenty of opportunity to act on its
own part. I suggest that the opposition here today ought
to support the amendment that has now been put to the
house and send a very clear message to its own people
in Canberra that it wants some national action.
There is no point in having a set of differing statewide
policy positions around Australia. We all understand
that the fuel market in Australia is a national market,
and in fact part of an international market, and the
international standard has clearly been set in the United
States of America and in other jurisdictions — in
France it is at 5 per cent. So clearly there is concern
about this and there is plenty of precedent around the
world for the standard to be set at 10 per cent, which
would then give certainty to consumers not only in
Victoria but across Australia on the level of ethanol in
fuel.
In fact, that is precisely what the Minister for Consumer
Affairs wrote in his correspondence to Dr Kemp, where
in part he said:
While I appreciate that you may be awaiting the outcome of a
study investigating the impact on vehicles of 20 per cent
ethanol in petrol, I consider that immediate action is necessary
on this issue.

Later, the minister said:
National action is necessary before this issue becomes more
significant in states such as Victoria. In these circumstances I
consider it appropriate that the commonwealth act to protect
consumers by amending the Fuel Standard (Petrol)
Determination 2001 —

There has been further dithering and further policy
failure from the commonwealth government on this
matter. It is hypocritical, to say the least, for the
opposition parties to try to make out today that they
somehow have some concern about this matter, because
it is their minister in Canberra, the Minister for the
Environment and Heritage, Dr Kemp, who is perfectly
able to quickly introduce some legislation to create a
national standard at 10 per cent.

act —

At the moment in Australia there is no limit to the
amount of ethanol that can be put into fuel, and we can
all agree here on the concerns about that. But
apparently Dr Kemp is not concerned about it and the
commonwealth government is not concerned about it,
because it has not acted. It has had the opportunity; it
has been urged to do so on at least several occasions by
the Victorian government — certainly at a meeting in
December of departmental officers from the Victorian
and commonwealth governments, and on a second
occasion, on 31 January this year, when the Victorian
Minister for Consumer Affairs wrote to the Honourable
David Kemp in Canberra on this matter.

The opposition can join with the government today and
adopt a bipartisan position to send the message to
Canberra: let us have national action on this and let us
make sure all consumers in Australia can be confident
when they are purchasing fuel, for whatever purpose —
for their lawnmowers, for their brush-cutters, for their
aeroplanes or for their motor vehicles — and they can
be certain about what they are getting, because there
will be a national standard.

to set the limit of ethanol in petrol at 10 per cent.

So there have been opportunities for the commonwealth
to act. It has been reminded of those obligations by the
Victorian government and it is still dithering on this
matter.

In fact, the commonwealth has had other opportunities
to deal with this matter. In March 2001 the
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commonwealth referred the matter of ethanol to the
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission,
and in December 2001 the ACCC formally advised the
commonwealth government that it had several fair
trading concerns relating to potential misleading
conduct by particular distributors and retailers. These
concerns related to the lack of disclosure to consumers,
the effect on vehicles and warranties, and the reduction
in fuel economy. But the commonwealth government
has still not taken any action — between 2001 and
where we are now in March 2003. It has still failed to
take any action other than to put it off for some
long-term study to be undertaken on whether it can
increase ethanol, not to the international standard of
10 per cent, but to 20 per cent.
In August 2002 the Australian Automobile Association,
the Federal Chamber of Automotive Industries and the
Australian Institute of Petroleum jointly called on the
federal government to institute a 10 per cent limit —
but still, no action. The federal government has
obviously had a disastrous policy failure on this matter,
and I think it is disingenuous for the opposition to move
this motion before the house. I commend the
amendment and hope and look forward to seeing the
opposition support it, and if it has a genuine concern
about this, being true to it.
In this debate there has been some suggestion from the
opposition that the Victorian government needs to take
action. In fact, it has been done. On this matter it is on
record amongst various representative bodies that the
Victorian government has been in comprehensive
discussions and consultations with people to formulate
its own policy position on this matter, in addition to its
efforts — unfortunately ignored by the commonwealth
government — to get some action. Those consultations
have been with oil companies in Victoria, with
consumers and consumer representatives. We have
consulted with petroleum distributors. The government
has consulted with all of the various peak bodies
associated with this sector. There have been detailed
discussions with the Civil Aviation Safety Authority,
with the Australian Ultralight Federation, with all of the
motoring associations and with marine safety
organisations.
The government has been going about the process of
making sure that all stakeholders with a particular
interest in this matter have an opportunity to put their
views to the government. That is something the
opposition has trouble with. It is something it failed to
do in government. It failed to go through proper
consultative processes and that is partly why we had the
result we had in 1999 which was reinforced by the
Victorian people only last year. This government has
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been taking those consultations and representing those
views to the commonwealth government to implore it
to take some action.
I commend the work the Minister for Consumer Affairs
and his department have been doing on this matter; it
has been forthright. It is correct policy to push for
national standards. The minister has already announced
that if the federal government fails to take any action
the Victorian government will act to protect consumers
in Victoria. However, it makes no sense at all that each
state jurisdiction takes a different approach to what is a
national fuel market. It will only increase costs to fuel
distributors and consumers if there is not a national
approach. It is only through a national approach that we
will have some consistency in the approach to these
things.
Opposition members purport to know all about the
operations of business, but as a member of this house
who has a business background I have to say that what
businesses look for is certainty in regulation. If you are
operating in a national market the last thing you want to
do is have to deal with different regulations in different
states. This is clearly a matter for the commonwealth
government to address. Clearly the opposition should
be supporting the amendment before the house to
ensure that maximum pressure is put on the
commonwealth government and on Dr Kemp. The
opposition should draw Dr Kemp’s attention to its
concerns if it has any genuine concerns; at the outset I
have to say I doubt that.
In listening to the debate so far, the opposition has just
been playing political catch-up on an issue that like so
many others has left it behind. The opposition has failed
to be at the forefront of so many issues and here we
have yet another example where it has decided that it
wants to try to jump into the political marketplace and
the position it has taken is simply opportunistic and
does not deal adequately with the essential policy
problem — that is, in Victoria, in New South Wales
and in every other state where we need a national
standard. In the absence of the commonwealth
government having completed its two-year study, the
national standard should comply with the international
standard of 10 per cent. I urge all members of this
house to support the amendment moved by the
government and to put pressure on the commonwealth
government, where it belongs.
Hon. D. KOCH (Western) — I rise to speak in
support of the motion and against the amendment
moved on the grounds that the state government has a
responsibility in relation to this matter, the testing at a
national level has not been completed and will not be
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completed in the foreseeable future — something in the
order of 2005 or 2006 — and there is no mention of
labelling. We on this side of the house see the
amendment as an unreasonable attempt to amend a
responsibility that lies directly at the feet of the
government of the day.
As we are aware, the motion says:
That this house notes the deep community concern related to
the use of the fuel additives ethanol, MTBE and naphtha in
Victoria, and calls on the Bracks government to —
(a) initiate a comprehensive program of fuel safety testing
for motor vehicles, marine outboards, light aircraft and
two-stroke engines with regard to fuel additives MTBE
and naphtha; and
(b) immediately regulate for the compulsory labelling at
wholesale and retail levels of all fuel containing ethanol,
MTBE or naphtha, including the blend proportions and
potential damage and safety risks to Victorian
consumers which may result from its use.

I would firstly like to thank the two colleagues who
have preceded me for their contributions to the house
on this issue of significant importance. Right now the
government is complacent in its role of protecting
Victorians. It is not protecting them and is failing to
even inquire about regulating dangerous levels of
ethanol in petrol. The government is not protecting
Victorians by refusing to provide valuable education
and information that could very well save them
thousands of dollars in easily avoidable vehicle repairs;
injury in potential accidents, especially among boat
users; and moments of panic and suffering at the
thought of the two prior potential catastrophes
becoming a reality.
In my contribution to the house I will focus primarily
on the second half of the motion, dealing with the call
for the compulsory labelling of ethanol, MTBE and
naphtha. In addition, I would like to reinforce the points
my colleagues made in their contributions.
On a point of differentiation between the three
components let me make it clear that MTBE refers to
the gasoline additive known as methyl tertiary-butyl
ether. MTBE is currently being phased out in many
countries and mostly ethanol is the only other
oxygenate component acceptable as a substitute. With
this worldwide precedent having been set, Victoria is
currently behind the benchmark when it comes to
educating its people about the components and entering
into vital research and development on this issue. The
crude oil product referred to as naphtha has been
refined into a light gasoline.
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Ethanol itself is a potentially very dangerous
component for engines. To best define this point I, like
my colleagues before me, would like to borrow from
David Cumming, government and corporate relations
manager at the state’s peak motoring body, the Royal
Automobile Club of Victoria. Mr Cumming stated in an
RACV media release dated 19 December 2002 that the
ethanol-petrol blend has the potential to cause the
following damage: reduce fuel economy; create adverse
impact on vehicle performance; void or limit motor
vehicle engine warranties; or have adverse effects, both
long term and otherwise, on engine wear.
This point of view is held by many in the motoring
industry, especially in the engine and particularly small
engine repair businesses. Country repairers are
becoming more vocal due to the lack of labelling at
most outlets. Their clients — especially the farming
community, with its many engines and high fuel
usage — are now becoming conscious of what they are
putting into their motors, but they are limited without
correct badging of fuel. The message here could not be
any clearer: ethanol-petrol blends when unregulated can
be very, very dangerous. It is the responsibility of this
Parliament and the mandate of this government to act
on this matter, and to act urgently. Consumer protection
should be paramount in relation to these by-products.
In light of the evidence from industry experts and the
calls by Victorian consumers for this government to
involve itself appropriately in the matter, I will give
examples of federal government initiatives and also of
moves made by other state governments such as
Queensland, New South Wales and South Australia.
Firstly, though, I would like to emphasise the point
made earlier by an honourable member for Silvan
Province, the Honourable Andrew Olexander, on the
findings of the fuel quality review and how those
results are indicative of the need for reform and review
of the issue of ethanol-petrol blends in the state of
Victoria.
A commissioned review into fuel quality standards and
fuel quality requirements for Australian transport had
its genesis in 1998 when Coffey Geosciences Pty Ltd
undertook the process of development that would see
the collection of valuable information and data to
enable appropriate standards for fuel qualities and
levels within Australia to be set. Worthy of mention in
this respect is that ethanol-petrol blends have been
available in Australia since 1994.
In a proactive move by the federal government that is to
be applauded, the commonwealth Department of the
Environment and Heritage conducted research and
development of its own in this area. Its conclusive
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findings in Victoria were distressing to say the least, in
that it found ethanol-petrol blends were being sold with
up to 13 per cent ethanol at some petrol stations. The
RACV recommends blends of up to only 10 per cent of
ethanol.
Further to this, on Friday, 31 January 2003, the Herald
Sun published an article stating that ethanol-petrol
blends of up to — incredibly — 24 per cent ethanol
were being sold at some petrol station outlets. I am sure
I speak for many other honourable members when I say
that these figures and the supporting evidence of their
effects and consequences are distressing. They are
distressing for me as a car driver and small-engine
owner, and they are also distressing for many Victorian
constituents who speak to opposition members about
the concerns they have on this matter.
I ask government members of this house what
happened to the election pledge to govern for all
Victorians. If they were serious about putting these
words into action and giving them a life beyond a
catchy slogan, they would heed the calls from desperate
Victorian consumers and seriously concerned experts in
the industry and do something — anything, but
hopefully a considered something — to address this
situation. But at the moment they are doing absolutely
nothing.
A government that has done something and is
continuing to do something on this issue is the federal
government. It will continue to further test, research
and develop the issues right through until 2006. As well
as doing this, the federal government met with the
states at the Environment Protection and Heritage
Council meeting held in October 2002 at which the
federal Minister for the Environment and Heritage, the
Honourable David Kemp, highlighted to the state
ministers their obligations to consumers under their fair
trading legislation. If this were not enough to spur the
then Victorian environment minister, now the Minister
for Community Services, Sherryl Garbutt, on the
matter, Dr Kemp also wrote to the Victorian finance
minister to remind him of his obligations and
responsibilities to Victorian consumers.
As I mentioned, other states also made moves towards
resolving the ethanol issue by taking steps in the
direction of labelling and regulating. Consistent with
the RACV’s conclusions on safe ethanol levels, the
Queensland and New South Wales governments have
introduced a 10 per cent cap on the ethanol levels
allowed in their fuels. The South Australian
government has even banned fuel additives altogether
across its state.
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We on this side ask: where is the Victorian government
when it comes to protecting its consumers and
introducing similar protective measures? All the points
made by my colleagues and me in our contributions,
plus the supporting evidence from relevant research and
development bodies and the practices and initiatives
adopted by other governments, make for a most
compelling case. Honourable members could conclude,
though, that if this evidence is not substantial enough to
persuade the government — a government that
champions itself as a representative and responsible
one — to act, then the very obvious plight and fright of
Victorian consumers should move it to act.
Unfortunately, so far that has not moved it either.
I hope my closing remarks to the house on this matter
bear some weight in reversing this current position.
These additives need to be limited to 10 per cent or
below, and the necessary labelling to protect consumers
should be put in place.
Hon. KAYE DARVENIZA (Melbourne West) — I
am delighted to have an opportunity to make a
contribution to this very important debate on the
opposition’s motion and to speak in favour of and
support the amendment the government has put before
the house.
This is an issue the government takes very seriously,
and I pose a question to the opposition — in particular
the previous speaker, who asked where is the state
government. The question is: where is the federal
government? What is the federal government doing?
This issue is certainly a federal government
responsibility, but where is it on this question? What
has it done, and why is it not taking the necessary
action that is required now and was in fact required
some time ago? The federal government has failed
consumers not only here in Victoria but right across this
country by failing to do what it should be doing — that
is, taking up its responsibility to ensure that we have
national fuel safety standards.
We need national standards that apply right across the
country so that we in Victoria have not only some
consistency in the level of substances that might be
added to our fuel by various proprietors but also a level
of consistency about the information consumers
receive. Something that has been raised by the
opposition and certainly by government members is the
need for consistency and the need for information about
the type of fuel consumers are putting into their various
motors, whether they be motor vehicles, whether they
be — as other opposition and government members
have mentioned — fishing boats or whether they be the
whipper snippers consumers use at the weekend to cut
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the edges of their lawns. It is very important that we
have this information.
Hon. Andrea Coote interjected.
Hon. KAYE DARVENIZA — The Deputy Leader
of the Opposition doubts that I cut my lawn. Let me tell
her that it is not done often. It is looking a bit dry and
dead at the moment, so I keep squirting a little bit of
water on it every now and then, feeling guilty and
trying to breathe a bit of life into it. I do not require a
brush-cutter, and I do not think I would know how to
use one if I had one. They look pretty nifty, but I
certainly do not have enough lawn to require one.
It is important not only for people who are using motor
vehicles but also for people who are using motor-driven
appliances or other pieces of equipment that they know
what fuel mix is being put into them. The National
Party member, the Honourable Damien Drum, talked
about the problems that could arise if you found
yourself in a boat some distance out to sea or on a lake
or a weir or whatever and your vehicle stalled. They are
the sorts of problems that can be associated with fuel
additives, and they are well known and well
documented.
They are very real risks to people’s safety and
wellbeing. I do not necessarily agree that they will all
result in people dying, but I am not ruling that out.
Certainly it can be very distressing and cause a great
deal of trauma if someone finds themselves in a
situation where they are unable to return because of
problems with their motor. It can certainly lead to a
whole range of injuries and stress; people can suffer
from exposure, dehydration and those conditions. There
can be complications because people are unable to get
access to medication that they might require. Of course
that does not even deal with the stress that the family
might be feeling at home when somebody does not
return. Mr Drum has raised these issues that deal with
concern for families and people using these vehicles as
well as the concern that their families might be
experiencing.
My question is: where is the federal government on
this? Where is it when it should be legislating and
regulating, when it is the government which has the
power and the ability to put in place nationally
consistent legislation and regulations right across the
country — not just here in Victoria, not just from one
petrol station or operator to another, but right across the
country? This government believes national standards
and consistency are required to deal with this matter
and to deal effectively with this issue. The
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responsibility for that rests firmly with the federal
government.
Of course the Bracks government takes this matter
seriously. I shall run through some of the ways in which
this government has taken up the issue and attempted to
get the federal government to take up its responsibilities
and to take the action that is required. I urge the
opposition to support the amendment the government
has put before the house today which goes to the very
heart of this issue and calls on the federal government
to put in place national standards and consistency.
The issue of ethanol-blended petrol is certainly a
national one. The responsibility firmly rests with the
federal government. As I said, it is about having some
regulations put in place nationally to provide that
consistency of standards right across the country. The
best and the only way to do that is by the federal
government taking up its responsibility and regulating
and legislating accordingly.
Previous opposition speakers have argued that this
matter has not been dealt with properly by the state
government. I firmly argue it is a federal government
responsibility. As I said, we want to have nationally
consistent standards so that when people travel from
state to state — whether it be South Australia, New
South Wales or one of the territories — they can go into
a petrol station and purchase some petrol for their
vehicle or piece of equipment and they know what they
are purchasing and understand what they are putting in
their vehicle or equipment.
Australians travel around a lot, not only nationally but
also internationally. We cross borders all the time.
Many constituents of my colleagues on the other side of
the chamber live close to state borders. No doubt they
and their constituents move across borders to do their
shopping and purchase fuel and other goods. It is very
important that we have that national consistency in
those areas. You can imagine what it is like if on one
side of the border you have one set of regulations
governing what is happening and a different set
governing what is happening on the other side of the
border, with no consistency at all. I imagine this is an
issue of great concern particularly to those honourable
members in this chamber who have constituents who
live close to state borders.
We want it to be possible to cross those state borders
and have consistent standards. We do not want different
standards and arrangements. We do not want different
information. We do not want to be looking for the
information that we require about how much additive
has been put in our petrol, but it is located in a different
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place from one state to another — maybe outside on a
sign in one state and inside on the counter in another
state. That information may not be easy to find. It might
be easy to find if you are from that state, but if you are a
visitor from another state it might be difficult to find.
We want national consistency, particularly so far as
information is concerned, not only what the information
is but where it is placed and how accessible it is.

call on opposition members to support this amendment
and send a message to their federal colleagues.

The composition of petrol and diesel is set down under
the commonwealth Fuel Standard (Petrol)
Determination 2001 and the Fuel Standard (Diesel)
Determination 2001. The fuel standards were
introduced on 1 January 2001. The purpose of these
standards is to provide some uniform fuel quality and
standards right across Australia. While the fuel
standards set a maximum concentration for a whole
range of substances that can be added to fuel, they do
not prohibit the addition of ethanol and, more
importantly, there is no requirement to set out what
quantity of that substance can be added to the fuel.
Therefore there can be different quantities added to the
fuel in different states, and that certainly occurs in
different countries — I will get to that a little bit later.

Why do we even have this issue before the house
today? What is the issue with fuel additives? Why do
we use fuel additives? There are a couple of reasons
why we see additives blended with petrol for use as
fuel. Those reasons have historically been primarily
technical. Fundamentally, fuel additives have been used
to enhance the octane rating of fuel. The octane rating
of a fuel is its capacity to limit detonation in the engine.
Detonation is a phenomena in a combustion engine
where rather than the fuel burning progressively in the
cylinder, it explodes spontaneously. Various additives
have been used in fuels over time to prevent that
spontaneous explosion of fuel in a cylinder and to
promote progressive burning of fuel in the cylinder and
a smoother running of the engine. That is primarily the
historic reason why additives have been put in fuel and
a number of types have been used for that purpose. I
will come to that shortly.

Fuel supplies in Australia are primarily operated in a
national market. Therefore we should have our federal
government, our commonwealth government,
determining and putting in place the right legislative
program and the right sorts of regulations as well as
national standards. This is simply the very best way to
manage this particular market and this matter. The
Victorian government has taken this matter up with the
federal government in a range of different ways. It has
had meetings that have been arranged between the
various departments and ministers from various states
around Australia as well as our federal counterparts.
We have put it very clearly on the agenda at those
meetings. We have made our position clear that we see
the federal government as being responsible for taking
up and dealing with this matter in a consistent way.
More than that, recently our Minister for Consumer
Affairs wrote to Dr Kemp and outlined what we believe
the federal government should be doing. So if you like
we have set it out for him, we have put it in black and
white, in easy to follow instructions, what the federal
government should be doing to fix this matter.
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. KAYE DARVENIZA — We cannot help it if
the states are electing Labor governments — we think
that is a really good thing! We want national
consistency; we believe it is a federal responsibility. I

Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Eumemmerring) —
At the outset I would like to say that the issue before
the house today is fundamentally an issue of consumer
affairs, which of course comes under state government
jurisdiction.

The other reason why we are increasingly seeing
additives in fuel is the cost differential between the
primary fuel and the additives it is blended with. That is
particularly the case with ethanol. As honourable
members will be aware, the rates of duty that apply to
ethanol can differ from that applied to petrol. Therefore
if an operator can mix ethanol with petrol, because
ethanol is cheaper they can lower the overall cost of the
fuel which they then sell to retail consumers. So there is
now a cost imperative which is contributing to the
incidence of ethanol in particular being blended with
petrol, as well as the technical reason I touched on
earlier.
There have been a range of additives used in blended
fuels. Traditionally tetra-ethyl lead (TEL) was used
prior to 1987 before unleaded petrol was introduced.
TEL was used to raise the octane rating in fuels and to
therefore prevent detonation. Since the use of TEL as
an additive in fuels was abolished for environmental
reasons in 1987, a number of other products have been
used. The motion my colleague Mr Olexander has
moved today mentions methyl tertiary-butyl ether
(MTBE). Ms Mikakos spoke about MTBE earlier and
pointed out that in some jurisdictions its use is being
discontinued, primarily on environmental grounds,
because when MTBE is blended with fuels which are
then stored in underground storage tanks in refineries
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and service stations, any leakage from those tanks can
have adverse consequences for ground water.\
MTBE is a particularly bad substance to have leaking
into ground water and therefore in some jurisdictions
such as California the use of MTBE fuels has been
abolished. That has led to the use of alternative fuel
additives. The key additive that has been discussed
today is ethanol. Ethanol is an additive that is produced
from the sugars of various crops. In Australia sugar
cane is used, but corn can also be used in the production
of ethanol, and this is the way it is produced in the
United States of America.
As an additive, ethanol has a number of properties
worth noting. One is that ethanol has a lower energy
content than regular petrol. This means that for any
given weight of fuel, for example a kilogram of ethanol
versus a kilogram of petrol, consumers will get less
energy from a kilogram of ethanol. That means they
will have to use more of it to produce the same amount
of power to get the same performance out of whatever
vehicle it is being used in. Ethanol is also more volatile
than regular petrol. That then leads to issues of how the
fuel will burn when it is used in different types of
engines.
As the Honourable Andrew Olexander pointed out,
there is the issue of water absorption in ethanol. It is not
normally a significant issue when it is used in motor
vehicles. It can, however, be an issue in other fuel uses,
and I will come to that shortly.
The fourth point I make about ethanol that is also
particularly relevant is that ethanol acts as a solvent and
it is not necessarily desirable to have a solvent in fuel
systems, for reasons I will point out shortly.
Why is it important for consumers to know what
additives are in their fuel? I go back to an example that
was raised earlier today. It occurred over Christmas
1999, and of course it relates to the avgas fuel
contamination issue. Over Christmas 1999, leading well
into 2000, we had a situation where a full third of the
fleet of general aviation aircraft in this country was
grounded due to the fuel contamination issue. That fuel
contamination issue had been quite unexpected and had
occurred quite inadvertently. It occurred because of
minor contamination which occurred in a Mobil plant
where ethylene diamine was accidentally mixed with
avgas. That was an agent used for corrosion prevention
and somehow it had ended up in fuel that had been
produced for aviation use.
The effect of that contamination in the fuel was that
once the fuel with that contaminant was used, the
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contaminant reacted with brass components in fuel
systems and led to the production of a black sludge
which consequently blocked fuel systems, such as fuel
injection systems et cetera, and caused a number of
engine failures in aircraft over that period. Fortunately
there were no casualties arising from that, but once that
situation was investigated it was found to be a
widespread problem across roughly a third of the fleet
of aircraft in this country and as a consequence they had
to be grounded.
Mr Lenders — Is that the federal government that
investigated or the state?
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS — We will get to
that, Minister; it is a very good point. That indicates the
seriousness of the issue where you have unidentified
substances blended in and contaminating fuel. It is
particularly of significance in the aviation sector.
Earlier Ms Mikakos raised the point of why the motion
moved by the Honourable Andrew Olexander has
reference to aviation, and that goes to the issue about
which the minister just interjected. The reason aviation
is mentioned in the motion is quite simply that a
number of aircraft in this country use motor fuel. The
fuel that you buy at your service station, unleaded
petrol, is used in aircraft applications. It is very
important that we bear that in mind. I am disappointed
that Ms Mikakos as lead speaker for the government
was not aware of that. This issue affects aviation and
therefore it is critical and important that there is
disclosure of what additives are blended with unleaded
petrol.
The reason motor fuel is used in some aircraft is an
historic one. It relates mainly to older aircraft, those
having lower compression engines requiring lower
octane fuel. Traditionally avgas was produced with
lower octane ratings but more recently in the last
20 years or so avgas has only been produced with a 100
or 130 octane rating which is significantly higher than
those engines have traditionally used. Unleaded petrol
has an octane rating of only 91; therefore it is more
appropriate for unleaded petrol rather than avgas to be
used in certain aviation engines. There is a significant
proportion of older aircraft in the Australian fleet which
use motor fuel, or mogas as it is termed in the aviation
industry, rather than avgas. It is for that reason and the
experience that occurred over Christmas 1999 with
contamination of aviation fuel that this is such an
important issue for the aviation industry. It is
imperative that aircraft operators who are using mogas
know what sort of additives are blended with the fuel
they are buying.
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I am struck by the hypocrisy of the government on this
issue which is, as I pointed out earlier, a fundamental
issue of consumer affairs. The previous Minister for
Consumer Affairs in this place, the Honourable Marsha
Thomson, would come into this chamber time and
again and make announcements on consumer affairs
issues. On one occasion, I think it was during question
time, she came in wearing a mask. On another occasion
she wore a Santa hat. On yet other occasions she came
in here carrying show bags. The reason she did these
things was to illustrate issues in consumer affairs. The
minister used her position in this chamber to illustrate
potential consumer traps in the retail area and to
provide warnings to consumers about things which they
may purchase and which may not live up to
expectations or things, particularly in relation to the
show bags, which may be harmful to children if their
parents were to buy them.

I shall briefly turn to the amendment proposed by
Ms Mikakos and say at the outset that the opposition
will not support it. Paragraph (a) of the amendment will
not be accepted because the state government is saying
it wants to abrogate responsibility to the commonwealth
government. The government and the Minister for
Consumer Affairs are not willing to pick up the
responsibility and want to handball responsibility, and
we do not accept that.

On simple issues we have seen the former Minister for
Consumer Affairs come in here and give warnings to
consumers on what frankly would be matters of
commonsense. If you have an item in a show bag that is
potentially harmful to a child if they swallow it or
whatever, you would expect a parent to know that. You
do not need the Minister for Consumer Affairs to come
into this place and lecture people about the content of
show bags. That is commonsense. Yet when you have
an example like the motion before the chamber today
calling on the government to mandate the labelling of
fuel so that consumers know what they are buying, we
have the minister and the government walking away.

Ms ROMANES (Melbourne) — I oppose the
motion because it seeks to immediately and urgently
shift the burden and responsibility for a comprehensive
program of fuel safety testing of fuel additives to petrol
and diesel and a program of compulsory labelling to the
Victorian government.

In her contribution Ms Darveniza seemed to be in fierce
agreement with what the opposition is saying about the
need to label fuel. Yet time will tell whether we see the
government actually supporting that. The government
in its argument seems to be supporting the case for fuel
labelling and the case for disclosure of the use of
additives in fuel so that people are protected. I go back
to the cases I have used in the aviation industry where it
is absolutely critical that we have this sort of disclosure,
yet the government members seem to be willing to push
responsibility onto the commonwealth government.
I would have thought at the end of the day that the
primary focus of the Minister for Consumer Affairs
would be on protecting consumers rather than trying to
blame another jurisdiction. He has primary
responsibility for that and, as Mr Olexander has
previously raised, he sees his role as one of
empowering consumers, yet by failing to mandate the
labelling of fuel the minister is denying consumers the
ability to be empowered in making decisions about
purchases.

The amendment wants to regulate the content of
ethanol in fuel, which we reject, because it is
irresponsible for the government to call for that before
scientific testing is completed. It is
cart-before-the-horse stuff — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired

What we need in response to widespread community
concern is nationally consistent fuel standards and
disclosure requirements, which is what the Minister for
Consumer Affairs has been working towards and the
Victorian government is pressing for. There is no point
in addressing piecemeal issues that are of widespread
concern throughout the country and missing an
opportunity to put pressure on the federal government
to deliver on those national standards and
improvements to the regulatory regime relating to fuel
additives.
I support the amendment moved by Ms Mikakos
because I believe it is consistent with the approach of
the Victorian government, which is one of trying to sort
out the difficulties that the community is currently
facing in regard to some addition of ethanol, MTBE —
methyl tertiary-butyl ether — and naphtha in fuels in
some places but is one which is consistent with the
practices that are in place to address those issues.
Paragraph (a) of the amendment calls on the
commonwealth government to work with Victoria to:
continue the program of fuel safety testing for motor vehicles,
marine outboards, light aircraft and two-stroke engines with
regard to fuel additives MTBE and naphtha.

There is already in place through the appropriate federal
department a monitoring program that is measuring
what is happening in this area. It is conducting random
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testing and handling complaints that are directed to the
commonwealth government about fuel additives.
With regard to the activities of the commonwealth
government on fuel safety testing, the Victorian
government liaises closely with counterparts in the
commonwealth government to keep abreast of what is
happening in this area, and also tests in Victoria when
there are alleged breaches of the false and misleading
provisions of the Fair Trading Act of 1999. Separate
testing of the scale and dimensions suggested by the
motion would be a duplication of activities that are
already in place and would shift the compliance burden
and cost to Victoria when, as I said before, there is the
opportunity at this time to address the situation
throughout the country and to develop a responsible
approach that is consistent and that Victorian motorists
who travel interstate could also rely on to provide the
same level of protection.
I also support the second part of the amendment in
relation to going back to the commonwealth to seek an
immediate regulation for the banning of fuel containing
over 10 per cent ethanol until conclusive evidence is
provided regarding its safety. A lot of fear has been
spread throughout the country about the effects of fuel
additives and their safety. It is therefore incumbent on
governments in the relevant jurisdictions to do
something about this issue, but it could be addressed, as
the Minister for Consumer Affairs said in his
correspondence to the Honourable David Kemp, by the
commonwealth putting a 10 per cent cap on ethanol,
which is an international standard that has been adopted
throughout the world. Until the scientific evidence and
results of studies looking at the impact of a possible
20 per cent ethanol addition to fuel are concluded this
amendment would be an appropriate and medium-term
measure to address those widespread concerns in
relation to that issue.
It is important to be clear that the commonwealth
government has responsibility for setting fuel standards
in this country under the Fuel Quality Standards Act
2000, but at this point it has failed to legislate to cap the
ethanol content in petrol or to introduce the labelling
standards of a kind that the Liberal and National
opposition have proposed today. We must go back, as
Mr Smith said earlier, to the whole issue of
demarcation between the different governments and
jurisdictions in this country to look again at how we
deal with these issues which arise on a daily basis.
There are serious and pressing issues in every sector of
our society, and fuel additives and their effect on the
performance of motor vehicles or recreation craft
reliability and safety are of concern, as they are in
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health, road safety, aged care, and natural resources,
which is happening across the board all the time. It is
important for commonwealth and state governments to
work harder at resolving these tough demarcation
issues.
I am concerned that the public is always disappointed
when it appears that a government which has, as does
the commonwealth government in this case, the
wherewithal or the legal authority to legislate to address
a problem duckshoves the issue to another government.
The people out there know that this will mean delays in
finding a solution to the problem. It means that if a
safety issue is involved there will be delays in
protecting members of the community.
The commonwealth government’s legal authority is an
important tool that the Honourable David Kemp could
use to immediately address concerns about the amount
of fuel additives across the board. In that failure to act
the federal government has demonstrated that it is not
concerned to put first the broader concerns of the
community about the potential safety and economic
issues that may arise from the impact of such fuel
additives on both vehicles and other engine-driven
equipment. It is therefore concerned again to duckshove
these issues back to the states.
What we need, and badly, is nationwide action.
Nationwide action at that commonwealth level would
be the straightforward and logical way to go. We know
that other countries have adopted the 10 per cent cap as
a de facto international standard and we know that that
could be implemented through national legislation, so it
is puzzling that the federal government is declining to
act. This morning we have a motion from the Liberal
opposition to let it off the hook. The opposition has said
this is a serious and important issue that is of
widespread concern in the community; it has put the
matter on the table but not put the pressure on a Liberal
federal government to take action to address the
problem immediately and comprehensively across the
nation. Therefore it leaves me wondering what are the
motives of those on the other side of the house and
where the real concerns of the opposition in this place
lie.
I was interested hear the comments of the Honourable
Damian Drum who outlined for us the future of fuels
such as ethanol; he suggested that ethanol is a potential
fuel for the future and therefore we need to work
closely with both the federal government and
Environment Australia. If this fuel has the potential to
reduce fuel emissions and improve air quality and the
environment for the future, we should indeed be doing
as much as possible to resolve current concerns and
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fears about the impact of fuel additives and to prepare
the way for a future where, as one of Victoria’s bus
lines has already shown, it may be that this country
moves towards a far greater use of ethanol in fuels.
This is an opportunity to get the regulatory framework
right, to encourage some confidence in ethanol, to
follow the example of the bus line in the south-east that
is running buses on ethanol and, of course, in that way
to support the sugarcane farmers in Queensland
because that is a natural product we could draw on in
the future which would add to the environmental
sustainability of our community.
I oppose the motion before the house, I support the
amendment, and I call upon the commonwealth
government to take the required action to address these
very important issues we have been talking about this
morning.
Hon. ANDREW BRIDESON (Waverley) — This
is a very important motion, and I rise to speak in
support of the Liberal Party’s motion:
That this house notes the deep community concern related to
the use of the fuel additives ethanol, MTBE and naphtha in
Victoria —

and we call on the Bracks government to —
(a) initiate a comprehensive program of fuel safety testing
for motor vehicles, marine outboards, light aircraft and
two-stroke engines with regard to fuel additives, MTBE
and naphtha —

and furthermore, we want the Bracks government to:
(b) immediately regulate for the compulsory labelling at
wholesale and retail levels of all fuel containing ethanol,
MTBE or naphtha, including the blend proportions and
potential damage and safety risks to Victorian
consumers which may result from its use.

Members of the government have put forward an
amendment which we emphatically oppose, mainly
because the federal government is still undergoing an
extremely comprehensive testing program and regime
on ethanol, and it is far too early for the federal
government to come to any conclusions on what part it
should play in this labelling process. It may mean that
after the testing is completed the federal government
will play a regulatory role, but until such time as the
scientific tests have been concluded we say that it is a
state government issue and its members should roll up
their sleeves and get on with the job of governing and
making the decisions they were elected to make.
It seems to me that this government is long on rhetoric
but very slow to implement any actions. It will try to
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get away with the excuse that it has not consulted
widely enough. It has had plenty of time to consult on
this one, a lot of evidence has been gathered and I see
no reason why it cannot make an instantaneous decision
on this issue.
I will speak initially on the first part of our motion and
why the facts regarding the ethanol-petrol blend have
recently come to light. Late last year the Royal
Automobile Club of Victoria (RACV) was very
outspoken about this. It claimed there would be reduced
fuel economy, and in this day and age motorists want to
conserve fuel — they want fuel economy not only to
save their own pockets but also in consideration of the
need to reduce emissions into the environment. They
are also very concerned about the impact on vehicle
performance. Whatever motors they are using, whether
they are motors in their mowers, or as we heard from
the honourable members opposite — and I am pleased
to hear that the Honourable Kaye Darveniza does spend
some time outdoors — —
Mr Lenders — She mows her lawn!
Hon. ANDREW BRIDESON — She does mow
her lawn.
An Honourable Member — She uses her whipper
snipper!
Hon. ANDREW BRIDESON — She uses a
whipper snipper. She did not mention a blower; I am
not sure whether she uses a blower to sweep her path or
whether she usually uses that for her hairdo! But it is an
interesting connotation, that one.
It is essential that motors that are used for whatever
purpose are run on fuel that prolongs the life of those
engines. The use of the wrong sort of fuel could also
void or limit warranties. A lot has been said in the
media recently — particularly by vehicle
manufacturers — about warranties being null and void
if ethanol fuels are used and engine damage results.
Coming back to the Royal Automobile Club of Victoria
media release, which I think was put out by the RACV
manager of government relations, David Cumming. I
must say that David has been a great advocate of what
the opposition is proposing in this motion this morning.
I will just highlight what David Cumming had to say on
Thursday, 19 December last year, just before
Christmas. He said that the RACV is advocating that
warning labels be placed on ethanol blended petrol.
They must be regulated in compliance with the Trade
Practices Act. That was done following legal advice the
RACV obtained.
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Last night on the way here I pulled into the Shell
service station on Punt Road to refuel my vehicle and,
for the first time, I noticed that on the Shell pump there
was a sign saying ‘No ethanol’. Perhaps the industry is
self-regulating, which begs the question, ‘Why are they
self-regulating when it should be the state government
that introduces the regulatory regime?’.
Coming back to the RACV, it claims that research
suggests that more than a 10 per cent blend of ethanol
will cause damage to engines and — as I think I
previously mentioned — void the manufacturers’
warranties as well as causing a reduction in
performance. That brings to mind the safety aspects, as
I think the Honourable Glenyys Romanes mentioned.
How would it be if damage were caused to, say, a
motor boat engine when you were out in the middle of
Lake Eildon, Port Phillip Bay or — —
Hon. A. P. Olexander — Bass Strait.
Hon. ANDREW BRIDESON — Bass Strait, as the
Honourable Andrew Olexander interjects. You would
be sitting out there, your engine blown up because of
faulty fuels.
Hon. A. P. Olexander — Weather change.
Hon. ANDREW BRIDESON — There are lots of
factors you have to consider. Perhaps there could be a
weather change or clouds could come rolling in,
making it difficult for searchers to find you. This could
result in litigation ultimately against the government
and the taxpayer. An appalling situation could arise if
the government fails to regulate the use of
ethanol-blend fuels.
Another thought comes to mind regarding motorbike
enthusiasts. When you have a look at the amount of
money which some motorbikers spend on their
machines, particularly Triumphs and
Harley-Davidsons, which can cost anything up to
$30 000 plus, you can understand why these enthusiasts
would like to be guaranteed that they can run their
machines with the most efficient fuel. It also beggars
belief that the bikers who have older or antique
machines may, if damage is caused to their engines, be
at risk of not being able to find parts to rebuild their
motors.
Coming back to the RACV media release, the third
point David Cumming makes is that motorists should
not be disadvantaged by purchasing ethanol-blended
petrol. The best way is to legislate a 10 per cent limit.
David Cumming also said that a leading law firm which
the RACV has consulted has warned that oil companies
would have to place warning labels on pumps
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dispensing ethanol-blended petrol. If they did not, they
would be in breach of the Trade Practices Act. Simply
saying that the petrol contained ethanol would not be
warning enough to protect the service stations from
legal action arising from damage caused by the
ethanol-petrol blend.
Furthermore, according to this same legal opinion, the
pump label would have to warn that ethanol-blended
petrol would do three things. Firstly, it would reduce
fuel economy. Secondly, it would have an adverse
impact on the vehicle’s performance, and, as previously
mentioned by the RACV — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! Pursuant to sessional
orders the time for general business has concluded.
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.
Sitting suspended 12.47 p.m. until 2.02 p.m.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Gas: Bonnie Doon supply
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) — My
question is to the Minister for Energy Industries.
During the recent election campaign the Mansfield
Courier of 25 November had a photograph of the then
member for Benalla, Denise Allen, with Mr Steve
Taylor of Bonnie Doon Auto and Marine with the
caption ‘Bringing gas to Doon’. In view of the
minister’s answer to Mr Hall yesterday, will he now
reassure the people of Bonnie Doon that the Bracks
government’s commitment to connect natural gas to
Bonnie Doon will be honoured during the life of this
Parliament?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — I thank the honourable member for his
question and for his new-found interest in taking gas to
regional Victoria, an interest which seemed not to be
present in the opposition in the past.
I genuinely welcome this new-found interest on behalf
of the opposition and I look forward to working with its
members in order to ensure that regional Victoria does
in fact get gas in the places where it is now currently
non-commercial. I welcome that cooperation, although
there are not that many of them in regional Victoria for
us to cooperate with anymore! Nevertheless, for those
who are there and those who are interested, we are
certainly happy to cooperate with them.
Prior to the election, as I have already indicated to the
house, we announced the allocation of $70 million to
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stimulate the delivery of natural gas into a range of such
areas. These funds are going to be primarily for
infrastructure contributions in order to allow for the gas
to be made available to those various locations.

that Bonnie Doon will be considered very seriously
during the course of that process.

Implementing this program is a joint responsibility of
the Minister for State and Regional Development in the
other place, the Honourable John Brumby, and me, and
I am working very closely with him to ensure that this
program is put in place. I am taking an active role in the
issue because it is central to the objectives of my
portfolio. Funding for the program is due to commence
in the 2003–04 financial year, and in the meantime an
interdepartmental working party is developing the
details of the program. The guidelines will be made
available to assist with the rollout of this program.

Hon. J. H. EREN (Geelong) — I refer my question
to the Minister for Energy Industries. Will the minister
report on the progress of Victoria’s wind energy
industry and the importance of this industry to
Victoria’s economic development?

As I have indicated, it is the government’s view that
some gas extensions would be commercially viable
under a regulatory regime that better reflects the
commercial risks associated with greenfield
development when natural gas faces competition from
existing established fuels. We will work to remove such
impediments in consultation with the Essential Services
Commission and through the forthcoming review of the
national gas access regime to ensure that government
funds are provided for gas extensions only where they
are needed and where there are net benefits in doing so.
I emphasise to the honourable member that there is
always a limited amount of funds — in this case
$70 million has been allocated. I am not in a position to
give the honourable member an indication of the exact
time for any of these projects until the process has been
completed. There have been a number of specific
programs for which an indication has been given, and
they include the Bairnsdale one, where the government
has given a commitment. However, the question of
timing is subject to this process occurring and will be
announced in due course.
Supplementary question
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) — I thank
the minister for his answer. Do I take it from his
answer, though, that the minister is confirming that
Bonnie Doon will be one, like Bairnsdale, that will be
connected?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — The commitments that were made by the
government involve Barwon Heads, Bairnsdale and
Creswick. All other areas are subject to the process I
have outlined and will be examined in the context of
ensuring that the maximum reach is made with the
available funds. I can assure the honourable member

Electricity: wind farms

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — I thank the honourable member for his
question. Victoria remains strongly committed to
growing the state’s renewable energy resource and in
particular its wind energy resource. The Bracks
government recognises that renewables can reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, and I think everyone in this
house would want that to occur, and that wind energy in
particular provides a sustainable supply of energy that
is clean.
Not only is there a capacity for a reduction in emissions
but the provision of wind energy is a whole industry on
its own. Support for a wind industry in Victoria is an
important part of what the government is attempting to
do. We are already seeing a boost in regional Victoria
with new jobs and economic development arising out
of this industry. Again it is an investment in confidence
in Victoria through the establishment of a complete
new industry. Currently there are two wind farms
operating in Victoria — one at Codrington and the
other at Toora.
Hon. Bill Forwood — Have you been down there
yet?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — No, I haven’t
visited them yet, but I certainly intend to do that. They
have a capacity of 40 megawatts. In addition, Pacific
Hydro is constructing a 75-megawatt wind energy
facility at Challicum Hills, the first stage of which is
expected to be operational in mid-2003.
Hon. J. A. Vogels — Where is Challicum Hills?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — For Mr Vogel’s
information it is at or near Ararat. There is a further
440 megawatts — —
Hon. Bill Forwood interjected.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — I want to actually
commend the local members, since you raise it with
me, because the local members, in particular the
honourable member for Ripon in the other place, Joe
Helper, and my upper house colleagues the
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Honourables Dianne Hadden and John McQuilten have
been very strong supporters of wind power and have
helped to bring some of these projects into being.
A further 440 megawatts of wind energy capacity has
been committed or is in the preplanning stages,
including the landmark 180-megawatt Portland wind
energy project. We have the potential for a very
substantial wind industry in this state. There is only one
possible obstacle in the path of this — that is, the
federal government, because if the federal government
does not — —
Hon. Bill Forwood — You are so predictable.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — You can laugh,
but I look forward to your supporting us on this.
We are not only asking for a renewal of the mandatory
renewable energy target, known as the MRET, but we
want an expansion of the target, we want it to be
increased. Let me make this absolutely clear: were it to
be increased we would have a viable industry in this
state, one capable not only of producing electricity but
potentially one that is actually producing generators and
associated windmills as well. Consequently it is very
important for this state.
We often say that Victoria is blessed with lots of wind,
but at the moment all we are getting from the
opposition and the federal government, I am afraid, is a
lot of hot air.

Public liability: ministerial agreement
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Eumemmerring) —
My question is for the Minister for Finance. I refer to
the minister’s answer yesterday in question time when
he described the New South Wales public liability
legislation as draconian. How does the minister
reconcile his comment with the ministerial joint
communiqué on public liability signed by all state and
territory governments, other than Victoria, which lauds
the very same legislation as a model to develop
nationally consistent reforms?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — I thank
Mr Rich-Phillips for his question, but I am somewhat
puzzled, as I thought Mr Strong was the spokesperson
on finance. Perhaps if the Leader of the Opposition has
reshuffled the shadow portfolios he could advise us of
that. Maybe I have missed something.
Mr Rich-Phillips raised the specific issue of what he
described as my response yesterday to the New South
Wales legislation. Again I urge Mr Rich-Phillips to
listen. I was referring to the legal system and the claims
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record in New South Wales, where on average claims
were almost double the awards made in the Victorian
judicial system. Because they operated under a different
form of law, where in Victoria for example — —
Hon. G. K. Rich-Phillips — On a point of order,
President, I believe the minister is misleading the house
in his response. Yesterday he quite clearly referred to
New South Wales having introduced some fairly
draconian pieces of legislation. He was not referring to
the claims history, he was referring to the legislation.
The PRESIDENT — Order! There is no point of
order. The point the member made is not a point of
order; it is a debating issue. I do not uphold the point of
order.
Mr LENDERS — The ministerial council on
insurance has looked at the regime in place across the
eight jurisdictions in Australia. It has tried to get raw
data from those jurisdictions to try to find out if there is
a problem in the law of negligence that affects
insurance availability in jurisdictions. To do that, the
ministerial council commissioned Trowbridge
Consulting, headed by John Trowbridge, who is now
the chief executive officer of Suncorp Metway, to
provide data to individual jurisdictions so we could
make informed decisions on where we went with our
legislation to deal with insurance.
Out of that data there was unequivocal evidence that the
state of New South Wales had a severe problem. Its
claims history was not good, and its claims
management was not good. Part of that was things that
are endemic to New South Wales where there is a
different legal culture; a different common law applies
and a whole range of things. Part of that was also that
some of the legislation is quite different. If in the state
of Victoria a person is injured on the road, it is a
no-fault system and the Transport Accident
Commission deals with it whereas in the state of New
South Wales fault still needs to be found. They are very
different jurisdictions.
The point I made in question time yesterday was when
people are looking at solutions to the issues in
insurance we need to look at the problem they are
trying to fix rather than try to find some miraculous
solution that suits all. That is what I would have hoped
Mr Rich-Phillips would have listened to.
Fundamentally, on all these issues of financial
management the Bracks Labor government in Victoria
unreservedly comes from a position where it is the
financial manager of choice in this state. We have a
AAA credit rating as a government and that has been
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reaffirmed on two separate occasions. We continue to
maintain a budget surplus as part of our process
because the issues of financial management are the
ones that this state needs to trade on if it is going to
operate as a successful state.

extremely disappointing that the commonwealth
government is currently not proposing to fulfil its end
of the bargain by meeting the additional GST-related
costs in the commonwealth-state housing agreement
proposal which is currently on the table.

This is unlike reckless members of the opposition such
as Mr Rich-Phillips. Yesterday in this house he was
urging us to abandon years of bipartisan support for the
management of superannuation funds because he
thought that people like him, working through
Commonwealth Securities and providing their own
services, could give advice to the state. That is a
concern to the state. It should be a concern to his leader
because the Labor government in Victoria believes in a
AAA credit rating. The Labor government in Victoria
believes in long-term financial management. The
opposition should listen and learn if it wishes to govern
this state again.

I also advise the house that this is no small matter for
Victoria: goods and services tax compensation is worth
some $15 million per year to the state, or some
$75 million over the life of the agreement. These are
additional funds that Victoria could be using to make
things happen, to reinvest in housing, to create
additional housing stock and to improve the lives and
living conditions of housing tenants.

Goods and services tax: social housing
Hon. H. E. BUCKINGHAM (Koonung) — I refer
my question to the Minister for Housing. Will the
minister advise the house what the Bracks government
is doing to minimise the impact of commonwealth
taxation impositions on Victoria’s comprehensive
social housing program?
Ms BROAD (Minister for Housing) — I thank the
member for the question and for her continuing interest
in Victoria’s extensive social housing program. While
the Victorian government runs an extensive social
housing program with both public and community
housing, it relies on the commonwealth’s contribution
through the commonwealth-state housing agreement.
I should say that the government acknowledges the
effort the commonwealth Minister for Family and
Community Services has made towards a new
commonwealth-state housing agreement to commence
from 1 July this year. However, it is very disappointing
to have to inform the house that one of the components
missing from the offer was continued funding to offset
the impact of the commonwealth’s goods and services
tax on the provision of social housing. The
commonwealth minister has indicated that she is not
authorised to negotiate on this matter and that the states
and territories need to pursue this matter with the
federal Treasurer.
It is important to note that as part of the taxation
arrangements imposed by the commonwealth for the
past three years the Office of Housing is required to pay
GST; however, under the very same legislation the state
is unable to claim the additional cost of the GST. It is

I might also add that this is not only a matter of concern
to Victoria. The matter is of such importance to all of
the states and territories that each Premier and first
minister has authorised the Western Australian Premier,
Geoff Gallop, to write to the Prime Minister on behalf
of all the jurisdictions seeking a resolution to this
matter. We are asking the Prime Minister to ensure that
the commonwealth Minister for Family and
Community Services has the authority that she requires
to sort out this matter and ensure that the
commonwealth’s goods and services tax does not
short-change Victoria’s public housing tenants.
Meanwhile the Bracks government will continue to
invest for the future in our social housing system to
deliver benefits to housing tenants as well as managing
our assets responsibly and maintaining our state’s AAA
credit rating.
Questions interrupted.

DISTINGUISHED VISITOR
The PRESIDENT — Order! Before I call the next
question, I wish to acknowledge the presence in the
gallery of the Honourable Don Wing, the President of
the Legislative Council in Tasmania. Welcome, Don.
QUESTIONSWITHOUTNOTICE

Questions resumed.

Mineral sands: government policy
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) — My
question is directed to the Minister for Resources. Does
the government support the development of mineral
sands industries in Victoria?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for
Resources) — I am very tempted to simply provide the
honourable member with a one-word answer: the
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answer to his question is ‘yes’, but this provides an
opportunity for me — —
Hon. Bill Forwood — Which you couldn’t pass up.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — I could not pass
up the opportunity to talk about what a fantastic
investment environment we now have in Victoria in the
whole area of mineral extraction and resources, not just
in relation to mineral sands but also in relation to a
range of other projects. The latest figures I have seen in
terms of investment in this area in Victoria show that
unlike a range of other states Victoria has seen an
increase in investment relative to the other states in
relation to minerals and exploration.
That is because there is a great deal of confidence about
Victoria in the international community. There is
confidence about Victoria and about Victoria going
forward. Part of that confidence emanates from the fact
that this government has very strong economic and
financial management credibility in the international
scene. We are known as a state which has high
economic growth, which is controlling its budget and
where you can do business and make investments. We
have become known as the AAA state, and we will
continue to be known as the AAA state, because under
this government we have seen an unprecedented level
of investment in the state and an unprecedented
capacity for this state to move forward in terms of its
growth and prosperity.
That has been done in the context of reducing
unemployment in Victoria to the lowest of any state —
that is, down to 5.2 per cent, which is an absolutely
phenomenal achievement by the Bracks government.
The answer to the honourable member’s question is
yes, and yes again.
Supplementary question
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) — I am glad
the minister made those comments, and I am also glad
the minister spoke about removing impediments. Let
me take the minister to one major impediment that is
stopping the development of the mineral sands industry
in Victoria — that is, the standardisation and upgrade of
the Mildura railway line.
Two years ago this government trumpeted the
announcement that it would put money into that project,
saying that the project would be undertaken. There has
not been a spike driven on that railway line since that
announcement, and I can assure the minister that the
people of Victoria and of north-western Victoria in
particular have had enough of the tired old excuses the
government has rolled out in this instance. We have
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heard the excuse that it is due to the bickering between
Freight Australia and the government. We have given
the minister a way out on that: have a look at the lease,
get rid of it and there will be nothing stopping the
process.
Will the minister confirm that the latest start date of
June this year for the standardisation and upgrade of the
Mildura rail line will be honoured?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for
Resources) — I am happy to refer the honourable
member’s question to the appropriate minister. I do not
know how long Mr Bishop has been in this house —
how long has it been? — but even he might well have
picked up by now that you do not ask the Minister for
Energy Industries something about transport! Just in
case he does not understand, I inform him that he
should ask the relevant minister. That is how this place
operates.
I am happy to say in relation to his mineral sands
question, which was the original question he asked me,
that the government is involved in a range of projects in
relation to mineral sands. For example, we are involved
in one in Ouyen, for the honourable member’s
information, where we are expecting 100 new jobs to
be created in just one potential mine. People are
investing in this state in mineral sands.

Information and communications technology:
broadband access
Hon. C. D. HIRSH (Silvan) — I have a question for
the Minister for Information and Communication
Technology. The minister is aware, of course, of the
importance of broadband technologies and how vital
the availability of broadband is to Australia’s future
economic growth. Will the minister please advise the
house what action the government is taking to increase
broadband take-up in Victoria?
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Information
and Communication Technology) — I thank the
honourable member for her question because I know
she has a great interest in the availability of broadband
to her own constituents and to Victorians more broadly.
The Bracks government has already committed more
than $150 million to broadband-related projects right
across Victoria. During the election the government
committed to developing a Victorian broadband
strategy or framework. Through this framework process
we will also establish a broadband access office to
encourage the increase and take-up of broadband use.
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To add to the improved broadband access that will
result from the Victorian government’s aggregation of
its telecommunications requirements, the Bracks
government has also committed $15 million to
accelerate the rollout of broadband to government
facilities such as schools and hospitals. This will help to
deliver improved broadband access to communities and
to business.

Government, and I refer the minister to media reports
regarding the City of Maribyrnong ex-councillor, Cuc
Lam. In those reports it is stated that former Cr Lam is
known to own properties in Keilor East, Kingsville and
West Brunswick, and that she has confirmed her
electoral enrolment to be 14 Palmer Street,
Footscray — a single-bedroom public housing unit for
older people.

Although the Bracks government is committed to
improving the take-up of broadband, state governments
are limited in what they can do in telecommunications.

I ask: will the minister explain to the house when she
was informed that Cr Lam and her relatives were living
at the public housing property and what action she has
taken in relation to this matter?

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. M. R. THOMSON — Yes, you’re absolutely
right! To make real progress on broadband, the Howard
government needs to act. It has a clear responsibility for
telecommunications.
Last March the federal Liberal government appointed a
broadband advisory group, commonly called BAG, to
respond to mounting criticism that it was doing nothing
to increase broadband take-up.
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. M. R. THOMSON — It is an appropriate
name. The BAG report released in late January
provided recommendations to the federal government
to improve broadband access and take-up. The
recommendations included the development of a
national broadband strategy, the need for strategic
infrastructure investment by government to increase
broadband access, and demand aggregation of
government telecommunication requirements to
stimulate broadband investment.
Victoria is developing a broadband framework, it
already has a demand aggregation strategy and the
government has already committed to a number of
strategic infrastructure programs, so clearly the BAG
report supports the direction the Bracks government has
been taking.
Unfortunately the federal government is yet to respond
to the BAG report or commit to a national broadband
strategy. The Howard government needs to start
showing the type of leadership the Bracks government
shows. It is critical that the federal government act now
or it will risk Australia’s falling further behind other
countries in broadband take-up.

Maribyrnong: Saltwater ward candidate
Hon. ANDREA COOTE (Monash) — My
question without notice is to the Minister for Local

Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) — I
can indicate to the member that I am aware of the
media reports about this matter. I am advised that the
Victorian Electoral Commission is dealing with certain
elements of those reports, and it is appropriate that it
does so; and in relation to the housing matters, they are
being dealt with by the Office of Housing following
those media reports, as that is its responsibility.

Aboriginals: family violence
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) — I refer
my question to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs. Will
the minister advise the house of the recent initiative
undertaken by the Victorian government to support
Victorian indigenous communities to deal with the
nationally recognised issue of family violence?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aboriginal
Affairs) — I thank the honourable member for the
question and for his concern that has generated the
question about the profound issue of family violence in
indigenous communities, both within our state and
across the nation.
I had the good fortune to be in the company of many
people from across the Victorian community who
provide services to indigenous communities throughout
Victoria and who are undertaking a conference on this
matter which commenced earlier this week at the
Darebin Arts and Entertainment Centre in Preston and
which will run until today.
Along with my ministerial colleagues the Minister for
Community Services in another place, Sherryl Garbutt,
and the Parliamentary Secretary for Women’s Affairs,
Mary Gillett, I spent a number of hours in the company
of these service providers who are interested in the
wellbeing of the Aboriginal community at large and the
individual members of the Aboriginal community who
unfortunately have been victims of a high incidence of
family violence.
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The subtheme of the conference is to say that family
violence is not part of our culture. A key message that
has come through the conference is that the aggressive
behaviour that is sometimes generated within domestic
circumstances is not excusable and that its significant
and profound impact upon families should never be
excused or ignored. The community as a whole is
standing up and saying, ‘We are prepared to do
something about it’.
It is not an easy thing to do because there are many
painful circumstances that have led to this event. There
have been the explicit and sometimes inadvertent
actions by government and welfare agencies that have
perpetuated the breakdown of indigenous family
structures and community structures that have led today
to the circumstances of profound impacts of substance
abuse and violent behaviour.
The communities are grappling with these issues and it
is a very difficult issue to bring out into the public
domain very often private circumstances that are being
discussed; perpetrators of these incidents are quite often
shrouded in shame and guilt and do not want their
personal circumstances discussed in the public domain.
Victims feel a similar experience. They want to heal the
hurt in the quickest way possible, and coming out and
talking in a community environment to deal with this
issue can again replicate that pain and in some
circumstances exacerbate it.
So I am profoundly grateful on behalf of the Victorian
government that the Victorian Indigenous Family
Violence Taskforce has been charged with the
responsibility of working cooperatively with Aboriginal
community organisations right across the state to turn
this situation around. How is it doing it? Last year we
employed nine regional workers who operate out of the
Department of Human Services to provide support to
communities. They are assisting in the development of
indigenous family violence action plans to redress this
problem.
As part of the conference I announced the first round of
a $7.6 million program over the next four years to
provide resources and support to Aboriginal
communities to be able to effect real change in their
communities. The first round is in the order of
$650 000 that will apply to around about
15 organisations right throughout the breadth of
Victoria to deal with this issue in a sensitive fashion. It
will deal with men who are perpetrators and with
women and children who are most often victims.
Wherever we possibly can we will engage the whole
family and the whole community in addressing this
important problem together.
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Delatite: financial management
Hon. J. A. VOGELS (Western) — I address my
question to the Minister for Local Government, and I
ask: has the minister investigated the claim in the
Auditor-General’s report concerning the now-defunct
Delatite Shire Council which shows that the $1 million
that the Bracks government contributed towards
Benalla’s Performing Arts Centre just before the
election — no doubt to help prop up the election
chances of Denise Allen — had been spent to meet
cash flow needs to keep the shire solvent before
de-amalgamation occurred?
Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) — I
can advise the member that in relation to this matter I
understand it has a very long history, which traverses
not only the current government but the previous
government. The matters which have been noted in the
Auditor-General’s report are being addressed and there
is a commitment on the part of the council to take those
matters on board and take them into account in
endeavouring to bring this very long-running project,
which I think started back in 1998, to a successful
conclusion.
Supplementary question
Hon. J. A. VOGELS (Western) — Will the
minister now make available another $1 million to
ensure that the partnership between the new Benalla
Rural Council, which has just been elected, the
Goulburn Ovens Institute of TAFE and the state
government is not jeopardised? This $3.8 million
project is very important to the region.
Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) — I
am intrigued that this early in the life of the government
members opposite are calling on the government to
make a whole range of commitments which clearly
constitute budget commitments. This does not herald
well in terms of the opposition’s approach to
responsible financial management — something that
this government takes very seriously indeed, unlike the
opposition.
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms BROAD — As the Leader of the Government
on this side has indicated, the government is very
serious about maintaining this state’s AAA credit
rating, and we intend to manage the state’s finances in a
responsible way to ensure that rating is maintained. We
have seen almost every day in this place in opposition
questions calls for further commitments on the part of
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the government. As I have indicated, the government
will take a responsible approach to this.

Commonwealth Games: promotion
Mrs CARBINES (Geelong) — I refer my question
to the Minister for Commonwealth Games, and I ask: in
light of the minister’s commitment to make the 2006
Commonwealth Games an event for all Victorians,
what steps has the minister taken to ensure this?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for
Commonwealth Games) — I thank the member for her
question and her continued support and endorsement of
the Commonwealth Games. As some of the members
of the chamber may well know, last Saturday was the
three-years-to-go date for the start of the Melbourne
2006 Commonwealth Games. As part of the process of
bringing the games together I was very pleased to join
with the board of Melbourne 2006 at the launch of the
new identity, or for those in the house who might
appreciate the technical jargon, the logo for the games.
This logo represents the aspirations of Victorians in
terms of what the games can and will mean for us. It is
a logo that emphasises sport — and clearly that is a
significant and critical element of the games — but also
it represents culture. The creative idea behind the
identity is one of winning together, and hence there are
two figures that I might describe as organic and abstract
figures that form part of the look, or the logo, or the
identity. One of those figures represents the athleticism
of the games, and the other, representing the cultural
aspect, could well be a ballerina.
I would ask that this logo be incorporated into Hansard
for the benefit of honourable members, but can I just
say it reinforces that the games will be about winning
together. It will be a significant community celebration.
It will be more than just sport. I will be updating and
advising the house regularly on the progress being
made in this area as well as other elements of the
games.
I also appreciate that in attendance at last Saturday’s
event was the Honourable Gordon Rich-Phillips, the
opposition spokesperson for the games. I am sure he
will testify to the exciting events I am advising the
house of. Also participating in the launch of that
identity was Senator Rod Kemp, the federal Minister
for the Arts and Sport, who made very significant
comments in terms of the federal government’s support
for the games. I am pleased to advise the house that
negotiations with the federal government are
proceeding in an amicable and fruitful manner. No
doubt there will be some significant arm wrestling but I
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look forward to advising the house of the coming
together of those negotiations — and any support that
the opposition might lend to those negotiations would
be fully endorsed by this government.
In conclusion along with unveiling of the identity we
were also able to announce the face of the games,
which will be presented certainly internationally but
nationally as well. I am pleased to advise the house, as
some members will be aware, that Cathy Freeman has
agreed to act as the face of the Melbourne 2006
Commonwealth Games. Her capacity to represent the
games is unquestioned, as is her capacity to promote
goodwill and a sense of community, which is most
significant about her presence in endorsing the games.
There is no better way for her to act than as an
ambassador for these games. Cathy has also agreed this
may well be the last event she competes in prior to her
retirement from competitive sport. We hope her
preparation allows her to compete and, hopefully, win a
medal at those games.
I thank members for their support. I look forward to the
support of the opposition, particularly in terms of
negotiations with the federal government, and I
continue to look forward to informing the house in the
lead-up to the games in 2006.

GOVERNOR’S SPEECH
Address-in-reply
Debate resumed from 27 February; motion of
Mr SOMYUREK (Eumemmerring) for adoption of
address-in-reply.

Mr PULLEN (Higinbotham) — President, I am
indeed humbled and proud to stand here as the
first-ever Labor representative for Higinbotham
Province and for the Brighton part of the electorate; the
first-ever Labor member to represent it since the
Legislative Council was formed some 153 years ago. I
hasten to add that if George Higinbotham, after whom
the seat is named and who was a lower house member
in the Brighton area 140 years ago, was alive today he
would probably be a Labor man. I will elaborate on
George later in my speech.
I would also like to acknowledge the traditional owners
of the land on which we are today, the Kulin nation,
and pay my respects to their elders.
President, I congratulate you on your election as the
first woman to hold such a prestigious position in this
chamber. Your guidance, together with the help of the
parliamentary staff, has been of great benefit to me, as I
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know it has been to other new members. It is sincerely
appreciated.
Today is a very significant day for me, as it is the sixth
anniversary of the passing of my late mother, Rene.
Mum’s devotion to me is the principal reason I am here
today. Keep smiling from above, beautiful lady.
I would also like to acknowledge my predecessor,
Dr John Ross, and I am pleased to advise the house that
John’s health is stable and he reckons he has plenty of
good years left in him.
I now want to let the house know a bit of my
background and how I became a Labor man. I was born
in Essendon — carn the Dons! — and moved to the
Higinbotham electorate some 50 years ago. My first
recollection of politics came with the defeat of the state
Labor government in the mid-1950s when as a little
boy I well remember my mum and dad were most
distressed. I thought the hobyards — the evil people in
a book I was reading at the time — had taken over. I
could not sleep that night. My good friend Lin from my
local milk bar still refers to the conservatives as the evil
party today.
By the time I was 16 my great mate, Terry Grange, and
I began to take a keen interest in politics. Although the
Vietnam war was being used as a political tool by the
conservatives at that time, it was not the primary issue
that drove us towards the Labor Party. It was
principally because of the party’s outstanding history of
achievements and humanitarian policies.
Prime Minister Ben Chifley’s words about the Labor
movement in 1949 are still a driving force behind me.
Ben said:
I try to think of the Labor movement not as putting sixpence
into somebody’s pocket or making somebody Prime Minister
or Premier, but as a movement bringing something better to
the people; better standards of living, greater happiness to the
mass of people. We have a great objective — the light on the
hill — which we aim to reach by working for the betterment
of mankind, not only here but everywhere we may give a
helping hand.

I proudly wear the Light on the Hill badge today.
I had particular difficulty being a Catholic and not
supporting the Democratic Labor Party. Terry and I had
more blues with the DLP than anyone else at that time.
We would never miss a Sunday afternoon at the Yarra
bank arguing with people of all political persuasions. It
was a great training ground. I believe our great love for
the party is the principal reason we are still mates today,
and it is a pleasure that the first time we both stood for
public office was at the last election, with Terry putting
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up a magnificent fight in Gippsland East. Although he
did not win, at least the seat stayed with Craig Ingram
and did not fall to the conservatives.
At the age of 18 I was transferred to the bush in my job,
and I did not know anyone. I joined the local Young
Christian Workers movement, and this organisation,
which is not, never has been and I trust never will be, a
training ground for any political organisation, was a real
inspiration to me. The work involved helping young
people in various ways, and I became secretary and
later president of this organisation, but I felt that more
could be achieved by joining the Labor Party.
On my return to Melbourne at the age of 21 I joined the
party’s Brighton branch and the branch secretary, the
late Bart McIlroy, was a guiding light to me. I read
countless numbers of his books, which were a
magnificent political education. I have worked on every
state and federal election campaign since then and was
responsible for initiating the party’s liquor law reform
policies which were introduced by the Cain Labor
government in the 1980s and are now the law of the
state.
I decided to stand for preselection for Higinbotham
mainly because the party did not field a candidate in the
1999 election, but also out of a personal desire to
continue the outstanding achievements of the Bracks
government and to offer my services to the wonderful
people of the area.
Another equally important influence, although he did
not know it, was my parish priest, Fr Frank Martin of
Cheltenham. Fr Frank was a member of Gough
Whitlam’s Schools Commission, together with another
of my heroes, Joan Kirner. His highly
thought-provoking, sincere and genuine Sunday
sermons are my weekly tonic and inspiration.
I sincerely thank the Labor Party for endorsing me as its
candidate for Higinbotham. On 30 November 2002 the
electors of Victoria overwhelmingly returned the
Bracks Labor government to office. This was because
the Bracks government had honoured all its election
commitments of 1999 and outlined positive policies for
its second term. By contrast, our opponents stood for
nothing. They just regurgitated the usual conservative
arguments: ‘Would the last business leaving turn out
the lights’ and ‘Labor is run by its union mates’. The
Labor Party’s record of support for business is second
to none, and I am proud to stand here as a mate of the
union movement.
I have had personal experiences of the magnificent
work carried out by them, not only for their members
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but also for other people. A mate of mine, Tony Grant,
is a senior shop steward for the Construction, Forestry,
Mining and Energy Union and he clearly understands
both sides on a building site which works for the
betterment of workers and employers alike. I make
special mention of the four lower house candidates and
their campaign committees that constitute the seat of
Higinbotham Province because without them I would
not have won.
Before the party endorsed me I joined the campaign
committee of Janice Munt in Mordialloc. I was
absolutely amazed at the effort Janice made in taking
on one of the toughest conservative opponents and she
came through with flying colours. Similarly Rob
Hudson had to put up with a shocking smear campaign,
but the good people of Bentleigh would not have a bar
of it and he ended up by winning every booth in the
seat. The most remarkable feats were achieved by
Rachelle Sapir in Brighton where the swing to Labor
was 7.4 per cent, and in Sandringham a swing of
9.1 per cent was achieved by Justin Caruana, to turn
that seat into the most marginal lower house seat in
Higinbotham Province.
I place on record my appreciation to the other two
members of my campaign committee: my best mate
Kevin McNally, who is in the public gallery today and
is now my electorate officer and was an outstanding
campaign manager; and a man who is the real salt of
the earth, David Wingfield. Kevin’s wife, Sue, father,
Jim, and mother, Nora, have been unfailing in their
support of any of our endeavours over many years and
that support was once again in evidence during this
campaign. I also thank the donors to my campaign in
former federal Attorney-General, Michael Duffy, and
his wife, Caroline, my sister, Barbara, who is also in the
public gallery with her husband, Tony, the Brighton
branch of the Labor Party and the Sapir family.
I also acknowledge the magnificent support I received
from Labor Party members and friends and members of
the Brighton Union Cricket Club. I sincerely thank
those people who voted for me after voting some other
way in the lower house. If I had received only the lower
house Labor vote I would have lost by 457 votes. As it
was, I won by 994 votes. I put this down to my local
community involvement in sport and the Red Cross.
The electorate of Higinbotham is named after George
Higinbotham, as I alluded to earlier. I believe he was a
Labor man ahead of his time. George was born in
Dublin in 1826 and went from the Royal School of
Dungannon with a scholarship to Trinity College, the
nursery of Protestant ascendancy. He excelled but had
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to settle for an early degree off the class list when his
father’s business suffered from the effects of famine.
In 1847, following the complete failure of the potato
crop and a harsh winter, George left Ireland for London
and entered himself as a student at law at Lincolns Inn.
While reading for the bar he supported himself as a
journalist on the staff of the Morning Chronicle. Within
six months of being called to the bar he sailed for
Australia and arrived in the autumn of 1854 just short
of his 28th birthday. Shortly after he was admitted to
practice at the bar but struggled to get briefs and again
supported himself as a freelance journalist. In
September 1854 he married Bendigo parlourmaid
Margaret Foreman and they set up house at Emerald
Hill. He again supplemented his income as editor of the
Argus from 1856 to 1859. In 1860 he moved to
Brighton and in 1861 was elected unopposed as an
Independent member. He held the seat until 1871,
which included five years as Attorney-General. From
1873 to 1876 he held the seat of East Bourke.
Following his resignation as Attorney-General he
refused to use the title ‘the Honourable’. He had a
considerable platform. It contained the suggestion so
dear to him that the office of state Governor should be
abolished, and that the Prime Minister of the colony
should communicate directly with the Prime Minister
or Colonial Secretary in England. He wanted a single
house of Parliament and did not believe the Legislative
Council should have the power to block supply.
Most irksome for Higinbotham perhaps was the fact
that a later opponent, Thomas Bent, the Brighton rate
collector, was a blatant Loyalist who had no wish to
meet him in debate on any elevated plane. In 1880 he
was made a Supreme Court judge and Chief Justice in
1886. He was calling for independence from England
as early as the 1860s and later declined a knighthood. In
1890 he caused a sensation by sending £50 to the
striking maritime workers and a promise of a further
£10 a week until their reasonable request for a
conference with the employers was granted. George
died on 31 December 1892.
My knowledge regarding Higinbotham was gathered
from two books: A Colonial Liberalism by Stuart
Macintyre, loaned to me by the president of the
Brighton branch of the ALP, Frances Scholtz; and A
History of Brighton by Weston Bate, published some
41 years ago. Since my election I have had the pleasure
of meeting Weston. One of my constituents, local
historian and former mayor of Sandringham, Lesley
Falloon, has suggested the name of Higinbotham
should be retained when the Legislative Council
boundaries are redrawn. I strongly support that view.
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The electorate of Higinbotham embodies everything
that is great about Victoria, and I know it has been said
by previous speakers, but I consider it to be Victoria’s
best region. It covers 108 square kilometres in the
southern suburbs of Melbourne and, as mentioned
earlier, includes the lower house seats of Bentleigh,
Brighton, Mordialloc and Sandringham. It contains part
or all of five municipalities: Bayside, Glen Eira, Greater
Dandenong, Kingston and Port Phillip. The logo of the
Kingston City Council probably best sums up the
character of Higinbotham Province.
Its colours start with the blue of Port Phillip Bay and its
magnificent foreshore areas. Next is the green of its
homes, gardens and green wedge area, including its
agricultural businesses. Finally, there is the orange,
which represents its manufacturing and industrial sector
which is so vital to Victoria, Australia and our export
industries. It includes Braeside Park, magnificent
sporting fields, a marine park, and some of Victoria’s
finest restaurants and shopping areas.
The electorate is also home to the Brighton Union
Cricket Club, the club I joined the same day I joined the
Labor Party. During my time the club has produced
two test, three state and countless district cricketers, but
so many more have stayed with the club when they
could easily have performed at a more senior level.
Without doubt the club’s greatest player is Con
Gorozidis. The Champ could have played at the highest
level, but his loyalty to the club has been his finest trait.
The club’s support during and since the election
campaign has been magnificent. The same could be
said of a number of other rival clubs, administrators and
umpires with whom I have come into contact over the
years. I trust I can repay the confidence these
organisations and individuals have shown in me.
The areas on which I will concentrate during my term
will include the core policies of the government in
health, education, community safety and the
environment, together with my personal interest in
disability and aged services, sport, economic
development, electoral reform, Melbourne 2030 and
Port Phillip Bay.
I have been personally touched by the tragedy of
disability experienced by special friends of mine. I
consider that the state disability plan goes a long way
towards upgrading the services available to help
improve the lives of participants as well as carers. I
intend to make this the principal focus of my term.
Similarly, we must ensure that our aged services keep
pace with our ageing population, as Higinbotham has
the highest average age of all provinces in the state.
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Sport is not only a magnificent way to reduce the cost
of our health services but is also a great social hub for
people of all ages. I am keen to become a focal point
for all sports in the Higinbotham electorate.
The Bracks government’s plan for economic
development will build on the outstanding record of the
previous three years. We are already seeing the fruits of
its economic initiatives with new industries setting up
business in Victoria and the state leading the way with
Australia’s lowest unemployment rate. As part of this I
will ensure that small business is an equal partner, and
in line with government policy I will strive for a code of
practice in such industries as the smash repair business
as a matter of urgency.
One of the major reasons the Bracks government won
so many seats in this chamber was our policy to reform
the Legislative Council. I look forward to the
government implementing Labor’s policy early in our
term.
Melbourne 2030 is a grand plan for the future of our
great city, which I fully support, but we must ensure the
special character of inner suburbs is not destroyed by
the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal
overturning sensible planning decisions by councils.
Port Phillip Bay is one of if not the greatest of
Victoria’s assets, but it is subject to many competing
interests — from the conservation movement to active
participants.
The Bracks government’s declaration of the marine
sanctuary at Ricketts Point is one of the best
environmental decisions ever made in the area. Local
environmentalist Bob Whiteway must be given credit
for his untiring efforts here. It is essential that the whole
area of Port Phillip Bay is protected from
overdevelopment. I see it as my role to bring the
relevant parties together to ensure all stakeholders’
interests receive appropriate consideration.
I am a country music fan, and it is disappointing that no
such festival is held in Melbourne. I have had
preliminary discussions on the prospects of staging a
country music festival with a number of people in my
electorate, and I hope to facilitate one in the future.
On 30 November 2002, 66 711 people voted either
directly or indirectly for me and the Labor Party —
65 717 did not. I will serve all people of the electorate,
whether or not they voted for me and whether or not
they have a vote. I will not let them down.
Finally, I wish to acknowledge the magnificent support
of my family — namely, brother Ken and his wife
Wilma, sister Barbara and her husband Tony, niece
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Vicki and her husband Malcolm, niece Sandra and her
husband Marco, and nieces Donna and Julie. Without
their support and encouragement I do not know if I
would have made it here.
My only disappointment is that mum and dad are no
longer with us, because I know how proud they would
be.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — It gives me
great pleasure today to respond to the Governor’s
address, to welcome a number of new members to the
chamber and to extend congratulations to those people
who have assumed office in this chamber subsequent to
the election on 30 November.
I extend my personal congratulations to each of the
ministers who have been elected. I note the return to the
frontbench of a very experienced Labor member in the
Honourable Theo Theophanous, and look forward to
the role he might play in his new position. I suspect he
is on probation because he has been remarkably quiet
since he has assumed ministerial office. I do not know
whether that was because he needed to impress
somebody to get the frontbench or whether, having got
there, he is on probation.
But I also congratulate those honourable members who
have been made parliamentary secretaries. I certainly
cannot argue that Labor is not committed to jobs
growth when it comes to its own MPs, because the
expanding number of parliamentary secretary and
committee positions is quite considerable in this term of
the Labor government. A number of people will have a
chance to establish that they have particular abilities to
contribute to the areas in which they are responsible,
and I would hope they take the opportunities the
government has provided to them. There are, as I said,
quite a number now involved in parliamentary secretary
and committee positions, and I wish them well.
I also have great pleasure in congratulating and
welcoming new MPs. They have joined the Council at
an interesting time in both the history of the Parliament
and the history of this chamber. I have no doubt they
will enjoy their time here. This is a house that works
quite differently from the lower house, notwithstanding
the changes to sessional orders, which are an
unfortunate retrograde step in terms of the role this
house has played for many years. I do not go back to
the days of the squatters, but certainly since the reforms
of the 1980s this house played a very constructive role
without abandoning the opportunities of members to
make an unfettered contribution.
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The house has provided some tremendous opportunities
to undertake a review of legislation and, even more
importantly, to contribute to debate on a wide range of
public issues and legislation. Members of this house
have made a significant contribution which in this case
is quite different to that provided by members of the
lower house. I think members of this house will enjoy
their time here. I am sure that they recognise, as
certainly I have from the time I joined this place in
1992, that it is a rare privilege to have the opportunity
to represent people in this house. It carries with it an
enormous amount of responsibility and it would be a
very great fool who would underestimate the
importance of that responsibility or indeed who would
believe it was something to do with their own particular
talents that put them above the people they represent.
From my perspective we are very much first among
equals when it comes to the representation we provide
on behalf of our electorates.
I acknowledge in this place that the Labor Party had a
very famous victory on 30 November. By any
measurement it was a significant result for the Labor
Party, and it has certainly provided the Liberal Party
and no doubt other candidates at that election with
many things to think about and to address in terms of
the responsibilities of their parties and enunciating new
policy positions to take forward on behalf of the people
of Victoria at some future opportunity and to advocate,
as it were, while in opposition.
The Labor Party’s victory was substantial and it carries
with it a considerable responsibility, particularly a
responsibility to govern according to the conventions of
the Parliament and of the Westminster system of
government and to have respect for the important role
of this Parliament and its committees. I regret that to
this point that has not been evident in some of the
decisions that the government has taken and in the
sessional orders that were put in place in this house.
Nonetheless I hope the Labor Party in government will
perhaps reflect on some of those early experiences of
this session of Parliament and will look to comply
much more in the future with the conventions that have
been established in this house over many years and
have worked so well, not just in the interests of
members but more importantly in the interests of
Victorians.
It gives me great pleasure to acknowledge the election
of Richard Dalla-Riva, Wendy Lovell, John Vogels and
David Koch as new Liberals in the opposition ranks,
and I know that each of those members will make a
significant contribution to this place. I have been
impressed with the speeches they have made.
Obviously the speeches in this debate tend to be a
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marking of territory — people bringing to this place
some of their experience, knowledge and talents as well
as their aspirations for the future. I was particularly
impressed with the contributions of members of both
sides of the house. There have been some people who
have indicated a tremendous ability to contribute to this
place in the interest of the advancement of Victorians. I
certainly acknowledge that in the case of the four
people I know best in this place, and I look forward to
the contribution they will make to the Liberal Party’s
ranks, to their constituents, to the people in Victoria
more broadly and indeed to the Parliament itself.
I am delighted to welcome the new members of the
government who were elected on 30 November. I
particularly extend a welcome to the Honourable Helen
Buckingham, who is now my alternate in the electorate
of Koonung Province. She has the distinction of being
the member who will close the province down because
she will be the last member for Koonung Province.
An Honourable Member — I thought you were!
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON — I was the first! It is
debatable as to which one of us is the last member for
Koonung Province, but in any case I welcome the
honourable member to her somewhat foreshortened
political career at this time, notwithstanding that she
might well look forward to a position in the revised
structure proposed by the government, should the
government persist with that revised structure. It is
interesting, because I have represented the electorate of
Koonung Province with Gerald Ashman now for quite
some years, and I have to tell you that I have never
kissed him on the cheek at any time, either in this house
or in any other place, but I did kiss — —
Hon. A. P. Olexander — You don’t know what you
are missing!
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON — It is possible I do not
know what I missed, Mr Olexander, but nonetheless I
did take the opportunity to steal a furtive kiss from the
new member for Koonung Province after she
completed her speech the other day in this place. Her
speech indicated that she certainly has the interests of
Koonung Province at heart. I have had a longstanding
relationship with the Honourable Helen Buckingham in
the context of her being a councillor of the City of
Whitehorse, and a very good one. Although we have
represented different sides of the political spectrum we
have both found an opportunity to constructively
represent the constituency that was shared between the
City of Whitehorse and Koonung Province in the past,
and I am sure that both of us will make a constructive
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contribution on behalf of the electors of Koonung
Province into the future.
It would be remiss of me if I did not also note the loss
of several colleagues from this place, particularly
Gerald Ashman, Wendy Smith, Carlo Furletti, Peter
Katsambanis, and Cameron Boardman and Maree
Luckins who, because of redistribution, sought to stand
in other seats but were unsuccessful in being re-elected.
Of all the members of Parliament who left this place,
including John Ross who had to stand down because of
illness, and Bruce Chamberlain who retired, as did
several others, I want particularly to focus on those
ones who were defeated at that election — Neil Lucas
is another one. Parliament is the poorer for the loss of
their contribution.
Notwithstanding that, the people who have replaced
them in Parliament might well make a significant
contribution in their own right. Each of us could at
different times recall different perspectives that those
who have left this place brought to the debates, which
enriched the decisions of this place and informed the
community.
I note also the number of members on my side who lost
their seats in the other place who made significant
contributions to Parliament and to the community. I do
not want to name everybody, but I particularly indicate
that I am disappointed at the loss of Hurtle Lupton, with
whom I had a very close working relationships, Gordon
Ashley, Ron Wilson, Inga Peulich, Christine Fyffe,
Lorraine Elliott and Leonie Burke. Many of those were
in the eastern suburbs and were members with whom I
worked particularly closely. Again in each case they
have made a contribution to this place and also to the
communities that they represented and have left some
very big shoes for the new members of those seats to
fill.
Before I quickly touch on things to do with my
electorate I will pick up on a theme that started the
Governor’s address — the Governor’s expression of
admiration of and gratitude to those Victorians who had
worked in the Bali bombings tragedy to give support to
people who had been hurt, and also to those who
worked in the bushfires that ravaged Victoria earlier
this year. I am sure all members of this house join with
those sentiments. We owe a great debt of gratitude and
indeed strongly admire all those people who volunteer
their time and energy and expertise in the defence of
our community against such things as bushfires and
other tragedies or who step into the breach when we
have the sort of tragic incident that occurred in Bali.
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In the short time that is remaining to me I will raise
some of the key issues I intend to pursue on behalf of
the electors of Koonung Province in this term of the
Parliament. They include the Knox hospital, to which at
this stage the government continues not to have a
commitment. It would seem that the government has an
alternate plan for health services in the eastern suburbs,
which I do not believe is effective for our area, and I
maintain support for the Knox hospital. Clearly the
government has now repackaged the Scoresby freeway
project and the Eastern Freeway extension as the
Mitcham–Frankston freeway. We look forward to a
genuine commitment and to work commencing on that
project.
Before the election the government promised it would
underground the railway line at Middleborough Road at
Box Hill. I look forward to that project. I hope the
government might also look at further works of that
nature along that railway line to both improve the
efficiency of the public transport service and also to
address some traffic issues in that area. I refer
particularly to the Springvale Road intersection with the
railway line and Maroondah Highway; that needs to be
addressed by the government and is something I will
pursue.
I look forward to works at both the Antonio Park
Primary School and Vermont High School. I have had
longstanding discussions with and have actively
supported projects at those schools, both of which the
government has picked up in its election campaign. I
look forward to the completion of both those projects.
I also believe two of the issues that will be quite
important to the electorate of Koonung Province into
the future are urban renewal issues, particularly under
the 2030 planning regime the government has
established, and public transport services.
I look forward to serving this Parliament in the four
years ahead as a member for Koonung Province and to
discharge the responsibilities I have been given as the
small business spokesperson for the Liberal Party.
Debate adjourned on motion of Ms HADDEN (Ballarat).
Debate adjourned until next day.
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND
TRAINING (TAFE QUALIFICATIONS)
BILL
Introduction and first reading
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) introduced a bill to amend the Vocational
Education and Training Act 1990 and the Victorian
Qualifications Authority Act 2000 and for other purposes.
Read first time.

PUBLIC HOLIDAYS AND SHOP TRADING
REFORM ACTS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 18 March; motion of
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small Business).

Mr SCHEFFER (Monash) — It gives me pleasure
to be able to make a contribution to the Public Holidays
and Shop Trading Reform Acts (Amendment) Bill. The
Victorian government has a commitment, in the
interests of the Victorian community, to better balance
work and family responsibilities. There can be no
argument with this. The Victorian government is also
committed to building a sound environment for small
business, as my colleague the Minister for Small
Business has argued in her second-reading speech.
The Public Holidays and Shop Trading Reform Acts
(Amendment) Bill, in its own way, tackles the many
pressures faced by Victorian families, where in most
cases both parents work and where they also have a
range of time-consuming and important responsibilities
that involve support to members of their extended
families. This bill gives another opportunity for
Victorian families to better balance the competing
claims on their time to enjoy leave on Easter Sunday.
One objective of the bill is to provide fairer working
conditions and greater business certainty that will
contribute to achieving a better balance between
economic and social outcomes. Contrary to the claims
made by opponents of the bill, business will not be
adversely affected. Indeed, Easter Sunday is a
non-shop-trading day in every other mainland state. We
have not heard that business, including tourism, in these
states has been adversely affected.
The bill seeks to address this irregularity by bringing
practice in Victoria into line with that in the other
mainland states. Victoria still has the most liberal shop
trading arrangements in Australia and there is no
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suggestion from any quarter that shop trading times are
about to be re-regulated.
The commitment to synchronise Victoria’s public
holidays was clearly announced during the election
campaign and has been supported by small business.
The evidence is there in Monash province.
I refer to an article in the Caulfield Glen Eira Leader of
3 March headed ‘Traders give nod to new Easter laws’.
I will not bore you with the entire article but will refer
only to the most salient parts. The article states:
Most Port Phillip traders appear to support the state
government’s decision to alter Easter trading.
…
Carlisle Street Business Association spokeswoman Sue Kiss
von Soly welcomed the change.
‘Most businesses are working seven days a week, 24 hours a
day’, she said.
‘Even though you do not have to open on Sunday, it is almost
forced on you.
What the public doesn’t realise is that shopkeepers don’t have
any time off.
I think it is a really good opportunity to have the odd Sunday
off without feeling the pressure to open.’
Ms Kiss von Soly said about 10 per cent of Carlisle Street
businesses usually opened on Sunday.
Middle Park Traders Association vice-president Jack Revens
said he had not heard about any retailers who were upset
about the trading ban.
Mr Revens estimated about 30 per cent of traders currently
opened on Sunday.
South Melbourne Business Association president Michael
Walstab said he believed traders would be more concerned
about Easter Saturday being declared a public holiday.
‘Usually you have to pay staff double time on public
holidays’, he said.

These three traders from Carlisle Street, Middle Park
and South Melbourne were asked by the Caulfield Glen
Eira Leader, and they all applaud the provisions of the
bill. There is not a suggestion here that they were not
consulted and there is no confusion over exemptions,
just simple, unqualified support.
However, local identity Frank Penhalluriack, whose
peculiarities have already been championed by the
opposition, of course takes his usual counterintuitive
approach. I again refer to the Caulfield Glen Eira
Leader, which reports:
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While most Glen Eira traders are looking forward to a day
off, Caulfield hardware retailer Frank Penhalluriack will risk
fines of up to $10 000 for his right to trade on Easter Sunday.
While small shopping strips claim changes to the trading laws
will have little effect on business, Mr Penhalluriack has
rebelled against the decision.

The article concludes by saying:
But the Easter Sunday trading ban has been applauded by
some Glen Eira shopping strip traders who said they were
looking forward to a break.

Finally — —
An Honourable Member — The lights have gone
out!
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! The sitting
will be suspended until the ringing of the bells.
Sitting suspended 3.35 p.m. until 7.07 p.m.

Mr SCHEFFER — Before the interruption I was at
the point in my contribution where I was about to
conclude quoting an article in the Caulfield Glen Eira
Leader concerning, in the first instance, the response of
retailer Frank Penhalluriack to the legislation:
… the Easter Sunday trading ban has been applauded by
some Glen Eira shopping strip traders who said they were
looking forward to a break.
Carnegie traders association president Gerald Galatis said the
only traders who could be affected by the closures might be
one or two gift shops.

The conclusion is that we have four trading groups
within the Monash Province area, all of which have
found the bill now being debated to be perfectly
satisfactory and not at all damaging to their interests.
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — I intend to
make a brief contribution to the debate this evening. I
would also like to focus my comments largely on the
position of Victorian customers and consumers as a
result of this legislation. Having listened to government
contributions today and yesterday, it is quite obvious
that the government has concentrated on the effect on
traders, which is of course an important aspect of the
bill but certainly not by any means its only aspect. The
position of customers and consumers in this situation
also has to be considered by Parliament and should be
taken into account in any legislation of this type.
Before I turn to that, President, I would like to briefly
reiterate some of the points opposition members have
made on this bill over the two days it has been debated
here. I would like to briefly recap on some of the key
points we have made.
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Firstly, there is a distinct lack of supporting evidence in
the government’s argument that this change is
absolutely required. The government has consistently
failed in all its presentations to present this evidence,
and to date in this debate the evidence has still not been
presented to this place. There is also a reluctance on the
part of the government to provide any economic
assessment of the effects of the trading ban on Easter
Sunday. Many economic effects should be taken into
account.
It is not only the effects on traders themselves but also
the effects on retail trade figures generally. The effect
on the tourism sector and the like should be taken into
account. None of this economic analysis has been done.
The opposition questions whether that work has
actually been done at all. We are surmising that as a
result of the fact that the bill’s introduction has been
hasty the government has not looked at those economic
impact effects.
The opposition has also outlined concerns about the
haste with which the bill was introduced and about its
presentation, which in this context has led to a distinct
lack of consultation not only with traders but also with
consumers in various regions of the state, with the
tourism sector and customers generally. Unfortunately,
because of the hasty introduction of the bill the
government has not been able to conduct adequate
consultation, and for a government that has lauded itself
in its first term, and now in its second, on its ability and
priority to consult it is now paying lip service to
consultation. That seems to be a major flaw with the
introduction of this piece of legislation.
I would also like to briefly recap on the selective nature
of the exemptions that are being made to those who can
and cannot trade on Easter Sunday. The opposition has
pointed out in the debate that the selective nature of
those exemptions for people who can and cannot trade
on Easter Sunday is a direct result of the lack of
consultation, because every new group that comes to
the government with a problem is usually afforded
another exemption status. That is certainly no way to
run good legislation. All of that work should have been
done in a comprehensive consultation process before
the bill was introduced. Unfortunately it was not, and
the growing list of exemptions is testimony to that.
Generally speaking the opposition has pointed out that
there has been poor planning behind this bill, a lack of
consultation, a reluctance on the part of the government
to provide any real economic evidence of the benefits
of this move and a spurious argument that this is
somehow designed to benefit families in small business
who will not be able to trade on Easter Sunday and that
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that is a good thing because they will not have to
compete with anybody, large or small, on that day. The
opposition says that that is a spurious argument because
at the moment there is no compulsion for any business
of any size to open at any time; businesses can make
their own decisions about that, as they have in the past.
If this law were not being put before us, they would
make those decisions and choose accordingly in the
future.
My major comments on the bill will address the effect
on customers. For at least the last seven years Victorian
consumers have benefited from a choice and a freedom
that they did not have prior to that time. Seven years
ago new shop trading legislation was introduced to free
up and liberalise the rules governing shop trading in
this state. Private sector traders and customers took to
these new laws and regulations extremely positively.
It has to be understood by this chamber that the
declaration in this bill of no trading on Easter Sunday
has no real meaning to many in the community because
we live in a largely secular society in Victoria today.
That society caters for all people, whether they hold a
Christian faith, some other faith or no faith at all. To
many people Easter Sunday does not represent a
specific day that should be quarantined in any way,
shape or form, but there is no compulsion for those who
have a special connection with this day to undertake
any form of economic activity.
Hon. Bill Forwood — That is the point.
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER — As my honourable
friend Mr Forwood says, that is the point. The
introduction of this ban on Easter Sunday trading brings
forward a prohibition that is not necessary for that
purpose. We live in a secular society, but that does not
seem to have been taken into account by the Bracks
government.
I also want to point out the negative and deleterious
effects of this on the tourism sector in this state and on
tourists in general. Many tourists would take the
opportunity to use that weekend to travel, and whether
they be domestic internal tourists or overseas tourists
they would take the opportunity to shop on that day.
Indeed many families use that weekend in exactly that
way — it is their choice. They have had the choice and
freedom to do that, but it is now being taken away.
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! There is too much
audible conversation in the chamber. Members should
lower the level of conversation or move outside.
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Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER — That needs to be
noted. We need to pay attention to the fact that the
Easter weekend is the biggest retail period of the year in
some regions of Victoria. It actually outstrips Christmas
in a retail sense in many parts of the state. Obviously
that has economic benefits for many regions, but it also
caters to a very large demand on the part of the
customer. Unfortunately the government has not looked
at that either. It has done absolutely no assessment of
the impact on retail spending in regions and what this
will translate to as far as jobs and the economic
viability of smaller communities which rely on the
tourist trade are concerned.

Smith, who in his presentation — which I believe was
the most honest presentation from the government
side — actually admitted that there was a union agenda
and that the unions had been trying to achieve a
reduction in trading on these sorts of days for many,
many years. He admitted that the government was
responding to a union agenda.

Community support for the choice and freedom to shop
is clearly evident, because people vote with their feet
and their dollar. As I have said, the Easter weekend is
generally a huge shopping turnover weekend. This law
abruptly disrupts the consumer pattern and habit that
has been established over the years, a pattern and habit
that people support and want. People have come to
accept and expect a degree of shopping freedom. This
bill further curtails that choice and that freedom.

The effect of this legislation is to deny access, to take
something away and to disrupt the trading patterns that
consumers have established. What is the benefit of this
legislation? No obvious benefit has been pointed out —
except, of course, the benefit that might accrue to some
workers in limited sectors who are linked in and
unionised. That is the only benefit that has been pointed
out in this legislation.

The government’s argument around inconsistency with
interstate laws is ridiculous. Is the government’s
argument that because people do not have the freedom
to shop in some other states we should take that
freedom away on this same day in our state? If that is
the government’s argument, it is a flimsy one, it is a
weak one and it will not wash with the vast majority of
consumers. Just because other people do not have the
ability, the choice or the freedom to do something does
not mean that we should curtail that freedom.
I believe the changes proposed in this legislation are an
affront to the benefits Victorians have enjoyed for
nearly seven years. There is no logical argument
supporting them and no supporting evidence for them,
and the government has demonstrated no sustainable
benefit that would result from these changes. Rather,
there is a very clear union-Labor agenda, and it is an
agenda that the government has not been prepared to
talk about. It has used every other argument under the
sun to justify introducing this legislation, but what it
will not do — with the possible exception of my
honourable friend Bob Smith — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The house will reduce
the noise in the chamber so the honourable member can
be heard. It will also assist Hansard in taking down his
speech.
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER — Thank you,
Honourable President, I appreciate that. I was just
paying a compliment to my honourable friend Bob

Unfortunately the minister is not prepared to make the
same admission, and nor is the government. It is very
interesting that that is the case. The government should
just come clean about it, because everyone understands
it.

Labor claims to have listened, consulted and formed a
needed policy. The truth and the actuality is that it is a
rushed attempt to pass an unpopular and costly measure
for no other reason than to appease mates and factional
interests. If the government had been prepared to admit
this, we would have come a lot further in this debate
than we currently have. Dressing these measures up as
something else is a cynical and transparent exercise that
should be discouraged.
We in the Liberal Party do not support this bill, and we
do not support it because of the dramatic changes to
consumer habits and expectations that would result
from it. We do not support the denial of choice; we do
not support the dominance of one sectional interest over
the majority; and we do not support the community’s
having to carry the cost for the social and industrial
agenda of the few.
The Liberal Party does not support Labor bullying to
impose its will upon us all without having a chance to
fully argue and scrutinise the case, and it cannot support
less choice, higher costs and denial of a basic freedom.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) — I also
rise to speak on the Public Holiday and Shop Trading
Reform Acts (Amendment) Bill for this year. As my
colleagues have so eloquently explained over the last
day and a half, the Liberal Party opposes this bill. There
are, of course, many tests of what is good legislation
and what is bad legislation, and people choose their
own methods for deciding whether or not legislation
advances the course of society.
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Often the test used is to ask the question: who benefits
from a particular piece of legislation? Who actually
benefits from the piece of legislation that is being
passed here today? Will the majority of Victorians be
better off when the Labor Party crunches this bill
through as it will in the next day or so? Will the
majority of Victorians who are used to shopping when
they wish to shop and exercising their democratic right
to go down to the high street with their wife and
children on a Sunday or go to the city or any of the rural
tourist areas throughout Victoria to do some shopping
be better off as a result of this legislation?
All the people going away for Easter who had an
expectation that on the Sunday they could go here,
there or anywhere to shop if they so wished will now
find themselves — with absolutely no prior
knowledge — in a position where these things have
been denied to them.
Let us not fall for the Labor Party’s line that this was a
major plank in its election manifesto. Nonsense! It was
a minor paragraph included in the industrial relations
policy. It got no publicity at the time, and it is now
being jammed through. This is the government that
prided itself on its capacity to negotiate, have reviews,
consult and all the rest; given the timing, one would
have thought it could have consulted until next year if it
regarded this issue as being so important.
On the first test of who this legislation benefits, it is
clear that it does not benefit the people of Victoria. The
piece of legislation before us has two clauses of real
moment. The first is a clause to add Easter Sunday as a
day on which shops will be closed, and we can deal
with that separately; the second clause relates to holiday
entitlements provided for in section 10(1)(b)(iii) of the
Public Holidays Act. The bill states baldly in clause 4
that that section is repealed.
Do not fall for the trap of thinking that what happens on
the Sunday and what happens on the Saturday are in
any way connected, because they are not. The issue on
the Sunday is that you cannot open your shop; the issue
on the Saturday is that people will get paid more. The
section of the act I just mentioned refers to ‘the day
after Good Friday’, which is of course the Saturday,
and by repealing that section the bill will mean that
instead of people being paid their normal day’s rates for
that day in the normal course of events, all of a sudden
they will move into a penalty-time regime.
Let us not fall for the furphy that the two main clauses
in this bill are doing the same thing. One of them is
stopping people from shopping when they want to
shop; the other is just handing money from an employer
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to an employee for doing exactly the same work they
have done every other Saturday. That is all it is! Let us
not hide behind this. I am getting a nod from one of my
honourable friends opposite.
Hon. J. H. Eren — It’s still a Saturday, Bill.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — It is still a Saturday,
and in these circumstances all we are doing is
transferring some funds from an employer to an
employee.
I am sure the employees will like that. It is very easy to
come in here and change a piece of legislation with the
stroke of a pen, delete one section in an existing act,
take out the words ‘the day after Good Friday’ and add
a windfall gain to workers throughout Victoria. Good
luck to them — but let’s be honest about it! Let’s come
in and say, ‘This is not about being family friendly, this
is not about anything other than ensuring that there will
be a transfer of profits on the Saturday from an
employer to an employee’.
Not one person in the government has come out and
said that, and now they have stopped speaking. The
members opposite have given up the debate. We know
they will use their numbers to crunch this bill through,
but none of them is going to get up after me to rebut my
arguments in relation to this bill.
Hon. A. P. Olexander — They might come over.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — That would be good.
Bob Smith admitted that this bill was a payback to the
union movement, and at least he was honest about it. I
do not object to him saying that, and I do not object to
the government doing it, as long as people are honest
about it. But the mealy-mouthed words we see when
we read the second-reading speech are just a nonsense.
It is embarrassing to read this stuff, particularly when
you read the paragraph on the front which says that this
means it will be business as usual for small retailers,
including the pubs, when everyone who was at the
Australian Hotels Association function last night knows
that it does not apply to the big pubs but only to the
little pubs. Now the minister has to find a way around
that because she made a mistake.
The people of Victoria have the habit of shopping when
they want to shop. I was in this Parliament when we
changed the shop trading hours. Yes, there was pain
caused to some small businesses, but as my colleague
Mr Atkinson said, the people of Victoria have voted
with their feet: they like shopping when they want to
shop. In his contribution earlier today Mr Scheffer read
a newspaper article which detailed some of the amounts
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of shops that were open in particular districts. I think he
mentioned figures of 10 per cent and 30 per cent.

shops on the days they wish to open them. It is as
simple as that.

Obviously people choose to open on a Sunday if they
wish, or choose not to. That is their choice. People
choose to shop in the shops that are open if they so
wish. So they do not need the bill. If people want to
close on Easter Sunday they can close on Easter
Sunday. They can do that anyway. According to an
honourable member for Monash Province in his
contribution, many in his electorate do. So why do we
need this piece of legislation? We have come full circle.
We need this piece of legislation because the
government is paying back its mates in the Shop,
Distributive and Allied Employees Association (SDA).

There is no good policy reason for this bill, and not one
member of the government has made an effort to
articulate a policy reason, apart from our friend
Bob Smith, who stood up and said, ‘The union wants it,
and what the union wants the union gets’. Honest Bob!
This is very sad. I am reminded of a quote from that
well-known convener of Labor Unity, Billy Shorten,
who said at a public rally not long after the election of
the first Bracks government — and the words will stick
in my memory forever — ‘We put them there; they
owe us’. Now is the time. Honest Bob is back in the
chamber! It is good that he is back because he is a fine,
upstanding former official of the Australian Workers
Union, closely allied to Bill Shorten.

Hon. J. H. Eren — It was an election commitment.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — I thank Mr Eren for his
contribution. Was it an election commitment to connect
natural gas to Bonnie Doon?
Hon. J. H. Eren — That is a question you need to
ask the minister.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — Mr Eren says I should
ask the minister. I did ask the minister. And guess what
he said? He said ‘No’. He said, ‘They will have to take
the choice along with other people’.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Forwood, on the
bill, and through the Chair.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — I am on the bill,
President. I am being seriously provoked by
government members. This is at the core of these
issues. Mr Eren says this is a policy commitment in the
manifesto. Sure it is, but why is it there? I can tell the
house why it is there. You write the cheque out and you
get it in the manifesto. I do not have the statistics here
with me but I can get them — I have got them in a file
upstairs. I know how much money the SDA has been
giving the Labor Party over the years. Do not come in
here with mealy-mouthed words and say to us that this
bill is about being family friendly or that this is about
Easter Sunday. What this bill is about is paying back
your mates in the union movement and taking us
backwards.
Victoria has been a progressive place and people do
actually want to shop when they want to shop. As I
said, and as Mr Atkinson said, they vote with their feet:
when they want to go to shops they go to shops. They
actually have fun shopping. If you look at the retail
statistics in Victoria, you find that one of the reasons
they have been vibrant is that people elect to open their

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — I said he is a former
official — and a good man; he is a close ally and
factional warrior of Labor Unity. Of course he is now
on the outer because of the Socialist Left-National
Union of Workers Sword-Carr factional agreement.
However, do not let me get sidetracked. At a public
rally Mr Shorten said, ‘We put them there, they owe
us’. And guess what this bill is? This bill is payback big
time.
Hon. J. H. Eren interjected.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — I hear again the words
from Mr Eren, ‘It’s a commitment’. Yes, it is a
commitment, behind closed doors, in the smoke-filled
rooms of Trades Hall down there — the faceless men.
They are all back again — the faceless men of the ALP.
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I ask the house to
come to order. I ask the honourable member to address
his remarks through the Chair and to conclude in the
next 3 minutes and 25 seconds.
Mr Smith — I never said it was payback. Get it
straight.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — President, I do not
wish to be provoked by members on the other side of
the house, but Mr Smith said he did not say ‘payback’. I
am quite happy to say that my interpretation of this is
payback. I do not in any sense, and I would never, put
words in Mr Smith’s mouth, because he is quite capable
of speaking for himself. But let me say that Mr Shorten
was the person who is on the record as saying, ‘We put
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them there; they owe us’. And I am saying this is
payback.
Let me complete my brief contribution to the debate on
this piece of legislation by saying the government has
not given one sound public policy reason why this
legislation should go through. There are two aspects of
this bill. One is to close down people who wish to trade
on a Sunday, and the other is to put dollars into
people’s pockets just because the government can.
Hon. ANDREA COOTE (Monash) — I will build
on the eloquent contributions made by Mr Atkinson
and those in the Liberal Party who followed. I have to
say that one word hit me when I read the
second-reading speech — it is really patronising. The
speech states the government is going to promote:
… a more balanced approach between work and family
life …

I think that is totally patronising. People want choice.
They do not want to be imposed upon. Just as my
colleague the Honourable Bill Forwood said, people
want choice; they want to be able to shop when they
can. It smacks of the old system. Let me go back and
remind people in this chamber what it used to be like.
We had 6 o’clock closing, no butchers open on
Saturdays after 12 o’clock, and no Sunday trading at
all. Is this where we are going? Is this what the
government is going to send us back to?
Mr Smith — Who told you that?
Hon. ANDREA COOTE — You did.
This legislation is a backward step. It is a terribly
regressive step. It is leading in a bad direction and it is
patronising. The government has taken the attitude of
knowing what is going to be best for families. It is up to
families to choose what they want to do. They want
choices and will make them. In my electorate resides
Frank Penhalluriack, whom we have discussed at
length today. Frank Penhalluriack is on the record as
being a strong proponent of open trading hours.
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! There is too much
audible conversation. I ask honourable members to
allow Hansard to take down the honourable member’s
contribution.
Hon. ANDREA COOTE — The Chadstone
shopping centre is in my electorate. It is an enormous
area and is extremely popular with people. They spend
a lot of time there. It is a very good shopping centre, as
Ms Darveniza says by interjection, and people go there
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on a Sunday and look forward to going there on Easter
Sunday. In the Stonnington Leader of 24 February, an
article by Alison McClelland states:
Stonnington retailers have reacted angrily to the state
government’s decision to ban Easter Sunday trading.
Chadstone Shopping Centre retail manager Catherine Daw …
said retailers had not been adequately consulted …

We heard the minister saying how widely she has
consulted. Here is the retail manager of Chadstone, one
of the largest establishments, saying its traders have not
been adequately consulted. Ms Daw says the Chadstone
traders would have to revise their store budgets
downwards. She goes on to say:
It’s a very busy day for us … our Easter Saturday and Sunday
trade is 7 to 10 per cent on a normal weekend.

I think that encapsulates it. The government is deciding
what families are going to do. Families choose to go to
Chadstone, particularly at Easter, and spend a happy
day in that complex.
We also looked at the Jewish businesses in my
electorate, in Glen Eira Road, and also in Elwood.
Mr Atkinson adequately covered their particular
concerns and I reiterate those. One of the prime
Victorian shopping centres is Chapel Street and Toorak
Road, South Yarra, which attracts many international
visitors. Once again they are going to be — —
Mr Gavin Jennings interjected.
Hon. ANDREA COOTE — The minister says it is
very good when he visits. But aside from my own
electorate I am mostly concerned about the tourism
areas which come under my shadow portfolio of
tourism. It is of particular concern to people in areas
affected by bushfires and drought. Easter is one of the
busiest times for rural and regional Victoria and it is
particularly sad to see this bill being debated because
many small business are going to be badly affected.
Jeremy Calvert, business affairs reporter for the Herald
Sun, in an article on Thursday, 13 February, says:
Retailers in popular tourist destinations have attacked the
government bans on Easter Sunday trading, saying it could
break their businesses.

I think it will do more than break their businesses.
Many of these people are bleeding because of the
drought and the bushfires. You need look no further
than areas such as Sorrento on the Mornington
Peninsula. The government put in $100 000 recently to
promote the bays and peninsulas, but stores such as
Debs, the clothing boutique, are going to suffer over the
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Easter weekend when many people visiting Sorrento
want to shop, stroll and browse, but will not be able to
do that.

Victoria to get people to go into our northern areas and
spend money in towns that rely on the tourism industry
to keep their economies going.

Many other tourism destinations will also be
affected — for example, Puffing Billy, a huge tourism
destination for people wanting to go out with their
family. They spend the whole day there. They go on
Puffing Billy, they go to Belgrave, they park in
Belgrave and shop in the local retail stores. They are
there with the family for a family day. No, they will not
be going shopping in Belgrave. It will be closed. They
will not be able to do it. It will be a distressing day.
They will not be able to spend money in the Belgrave
shops.

The government went to Beechworth on several
occasions. We have heard all the stories, seen the spin,
heard about the love-in, heard about the visits, heard
about the whole rigmarole. But what are they doing for
Beechworth — —

It is interesting to look at the Great Ocean Road and see
that the Twelve Apostles is a huge visitation area for
intrastate, interstate and international visitors. They are
going to find that when they get to Port Campbell those
small shops and boutiques that make a killing at Easter
time are not going to be open. What a pity for tourism
in that area. People come from Melbourne to this area
and it is highly publicised in tourism brochures. People
come to Australia and when they come to Victoria they
see the Twelve Apostles as one of the tourism icons in
this state. But they will not be able to do that any more.
They will go through Apollo Bay. The small shops, the
surf shops, and some of the little boutiques that rely on
Easter trading are not going to be able to do it. These
businesses rely on people coming back to the area at
Easter time, strolling around and spending a
considerable amount of money.

Hon. ANDREA COOTE — They did not invite me
to your love-in.

Tourism in this state has already been under a huge
amount of pressure. You would have thought that the
rural towns of Beechworth, Bright and Myrtleford, all
of those areas that have suffered significantly because
of the bushfires, would have been supported by the
government at this time, instead of which it is hindering
them and making things more difficult.
The government recently put tickets on itself and said
how clever it was to come up with an advertising
campaign which involved huge full-page
advertisements at a cost of $25 000. Many people
would skip over the advertisements in the Herald Sun
and not even bother to see them. They are dreary, you
have to read the small print, they are certainly not
inviting and it is a waste of the government’s $25 000. I
refer the house to what happened in areas of New South
Wales that were affected by bushfires, such as
Jindabyne and Thredbo. The New South Wales
government ran a $370 000 advertising campaign on
television. Interestingly it advertised in northern
Victoria. We should be out there advertising in southern

An honourable member interjected.
Hon. ANDREA COOTE — I have been to
Beechworth on several occasions.
An honourable member interjected.

An honourable member interjected.
Hon. ANDREA COOTE — It is a pity that you are
not going back on Easter Sunday, isn’t it, because on
Easter Sunday they are going to be closed!
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. ANDREA COOTE — Is that all you do? You
are only in the pubs! I have to say there are a number of
other businesses in Beechworth, including Home
Hardware and a whole range of other places as well.
So we have this $25 000 campaign with a huge input,
according to the government, telling people they can go
back into rural areas; go back to the tourist areas, they
are open for business. But what is going to happen
when they get there on Easter Sunday? The shops are
going to be closed. I suggest the government puts out
another $25 000 advertisement and explains what it is
that this government has — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. ANDREA COOTE — These people need the
economy to get back on its feet and this government is
making it exceedingly difficult for them. It has wasted
its $25 000 and it is doing the people of Victoria a
disservice.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I cannot say
it is a pleasure to join the debate on this bill because
frankly it is a great shame that the bill has been
introduced. Clearly the opposition has articulated its
position which is that it is opposed to the bill and I do
not intend to canvass all the issues which my colleagues
have already covered. Suffice it to say that the
proposals to declare Easter Saturday as a public holiday
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and require shops to close on Easter Sunday are clearly
an anathema to the process of deregulating trading
hours which we went through progressively during the
1980s and 1990s. The reality is that these moves impact
significantly on the operating costs of businesses.
Importantly, in relation to consumers — and this is
really the clear issue — they create a prospective lack
of choice. The facts are that businesses should be able
to decide whether to open or not open according to the
indications they receive from their customers.
What is most disturbing for me about this first bill,
which earlier this week the Leader of the Government
indicated he believed was the most significant
legislation before the house for this week, is that the
priority given to this legislation by the Leader of the
Government and the government as a whole would
indicate that it is in fact out of touch with what ordinary
citizens and business seek to have as appropriate
opportunities for choice.
Further I am concerned that the government has now
transferred so much of the authority of the Parliament
to the executive that it regards Parliament as nothing
more than a rubber stamp. Irrespective of the views
expressed in this house on this bill today, or indeed on
the earlier occasions that it has been debated, they are
irrelevant because the government made a pre-emptive
announcement before the bill was introduced into
Parliament about the effect and implementation of these
regulations from this Easter, which would inevitably
mean that there were regulatory mechanisms in place
for the prescribed exemptions which clearly presumed
that no amount of consultation with the people directly
affected by the bill would have any effect on the
government’s policy position. In other words the
government has seen fit to bring legislation to the
Parliament without regard for a proper consultative
process.
This puts the lie to everything that Mr Viney said on
this bill about the outrageous moves of the government
to disallow an opposition spokesman from taking the
call on the bill last week and inserting Mr Viney as the
speaker to take the call for the government. It was
unprecedented in this chamber in 146 years. It was a
disgrace. What Mr Viney had to say was a complete
misrepresentation. Mr Viney claimed that the reason he
took the call was to adjourn the bill for the express
purpose of consultation. What consultation could be
had when the government by press release has
announced its executive policy on this matter without
reference to the Parliament?
So far as I am concerned the way the government has
started will be the way it finishes. It is holding the
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Parliament in contempt and as a result the community
will hold the government in contempt. I am opposed to
this bill. I am opposed for a number of reasons, not
least of all is because of the contempt for the Parliament
of Victoria which the government has displayed by its
introduction.
Hon. R. DALLA-RIVA (East Yarra) — I support
the remarks just made by my leader. In doing so I also
oppose the bill. There are a number of issues that I wish
to touch on. One concerns consultation, which has been
spoken about widely on our side of the chamber, but
not so much on the other side. The other is
enforcement. The minister says in the second-reading
speech:
In response to changing community attitudes and consumer
trends …

My recollection of the speech made by the Honourable
Bruce Atkinson is that he talked about consulting
widely among the peak bodies and peak groups. They
all indicated they opposed this change to the act. So I
am thinking about what sort of consultation the Labor
Party has undertaken in terms of putting forward this
bill. The only thing I can conclude is that there has been
significant consultation by the Labor Party, and that
significant consultation has been with the Shop,
Distributive and Allied Employees Association, known
as SDA. There is no doubt that SDA has clearly
indicated the direction in which it wants this bill to go.
The Honourable Bill Forwood has indicated that this is
the payback time for the union, and it certainly is.
It is important to understand why this bill is before the
house and why it has been presented even before the
terrorism bill. The consultation the government talks
about is an absolute sham and the Labor Party ought to
be held responsible for it. If government members had
undertaken appropriate and responsible consultation
they would have understood that the retailers are
actually opposed to it.
I went back and looked at some history in terms of the
changes to the shop trading hours, and there was a
newspaper report written by Dr Ed Shann, which
appeared in the Herald Sun on 13 December 1996.
Dr Shann was a director of Access Economics. He
referred to a study titled Open All Hours on the possible
gains from deregulation written by researchers Rob
Brooker and Gayle King. This might hurt the Labor
Party because it is about creating jobs. Dr Shann said
the study estimated there would be an increase in retail
employment of around 6000 jobs. So when the act was
originally brought in under the Kennett government an
independent study indicated there would be an increase
of 6000 jobs. I wonder how many jobs will be lost with
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the passage of this bill. Dr Shann indicated in his last
sentence:
However, it is clear that Victorian consumers and the
economy benefit from deregulation.

Yet here we are heading down the path of regulation of
the worst kind.
The second part I wish to touch on relates to
enforcement provisions. We have a bill before the
house that talks about ensuring that those who open on
Sunday are going to be subject to a hundred penalty
units — $10 000!
Mr Smith — Were you a member of the union
when you were in the force?
Hon. R. DALLA-RIVA — The association.
Mr Smith interjected.
Hon. R. DALLA-RIVA — It was not unionised
back then. You guys have taken it over since then.
In relation to history, let’s again look at a gentlemen
whose name we all know well — Mr Penhalluriack. He
was fined for trading on Sundays. A report from the
Herald Sun of Monday, 2 December 1996, is headed
‘Shoppers vote yes’. Mr Penhalluriack was fined more
than $500 000 and the contents of his store were seized
twice in place of fines. This is what we are going to go
back to. We are going back to the days where on a busy
Sunday Victorian police will be heading off to a major
crime and all of a sudden D24 rings up and says,
‘Quick! A store is open! Divert from your emergency
and head down to the store because it is open!’.
I will not mention the hammer. As the Honourable John
McQuilten said, let us call it a can opener. It might be
the purchase of a can opener — indeed, in one of the
debates the Minister for Energy Industries suggested
false teeth. Why you would need false teeth on a
Sunday I do not know, but it might be from eating too
many Easter eggs.
The realities are that people should have choice and
freedom to purchase what they want when they want.
Mr Penhalluriack also said on 2 December 1996:
I am absolutely elated … while sending a message to future
governments.

This is very important for the Labor Party, because if its
members had consulted and listened to the community
they would have understood that everyone is opposed
to it. Mr Penhalluriack continued:
They —
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being the government —
… should get the hell out of our normal lives. I don’t need the
government to tell me when my customers want to be served.
My customers tell me, and if I make a business mistake and I
go broke, it’s nothing to do with the government.

Clearly we will go back to the days, as has been said,
where books will be sold and as a result of buying a
book you will be given a free billiard table. That is
coming down the path. The responsibilities of the
police according to the web site are to ensure a safe and
secure society. I cannot recall having to be called away
when I was in the police force to arrest a shop trader for
opening on a Sunday, but this is what the government is
encouraging the police to do.
The bill has not been thought through or consulted on
widely, and on that basis I strongly oppose it.
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (North Eastern) — As a
small business person until just recently, and also a
member of a family business and a business that
operates 365 days a year, I feel that I have some
authority to speak on the Public Holidays and Shop
Trading Reform Acts (Amendment) Bill.
As the Honourable Bruce Atkinson outlined in his
contribution, the minister failed to consult widely with
retail groups, and the opposition was dismayed at that
lack of consultation by the government. I believe it
displays extreme arrogance on the part of the minister,
who obviously thinks she knows what is best for the
retail industry and does not need to consult with
retailers or their associations. I concluded that the
minister must have had a background in small business
or at least in some business and that she had had so
much experience that she knew what was good for
retailers better than they did themselves. I looked at the
minister’s curriculum vitae in the parliamentary
handbook and did not see a reference to any small
business in her background, yet she thinks she knows
better than the retailers and their associations.
This bill has already caused and will continue to cause
great confusion. It will cause confusion among
consumers, who have come to expect retailers to be
open on public holidays, and it will cause confusion
among retailers because of the lack of consultation and
the lack of communication by the government.
I shall give some examples of the confusion that has
already been expressed in my community, such as
quotes from letters to editors and articles in local
newspapers. They state:
Easter trading brings big bucks to the Murray River towns,
something that is needed this year more than ever as the
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effects of the drought continue to hit us hard. Working on
Easter Sunday and earning generous penalty rates is more
than a bonus for individual staff struggling to live on a limited
family budget. It is something they may have been relying on.
The state government is doing communities such as Echuca a
disfavour by declaring Easter Sunday a non-trading day.
For many border towns the Easter weekend is the last
opportunity for the year for businesses to benefit from visiting
campers.
Trade from tourism and local customers fluctuates during the
year, and these holiday periods are a time for large and small
businesses to balance the books against quieter times.
Our image as a tourist destination is measured against the
experiences and expectations of the tourist. If our retail shops
are closed when tourists have money to spend, then these
expectations will not be met and they may seek other
destinations in the future.

The next one is a beauty, one the minister should take
notice of. I am sorry that she is not in the chamber to
hear it, but it states:
The state government should not be able to make such
significant changes without consulting the people and towns
most affected. This is a major change in retail policy and
deserves more consultation.

Not only will the bill cause confusion among
consumers and retailers, but as the Honourable Richard
Dalla-Riva pointed out, it will also cause confusion
among police. Easter Sunday may become a haven for
shoplifters because retailers who are not sure whether
they should be open may not want to call the police,
and the police, if they are called to a retail location, may
be confused about whether to arrest the shoplifter or the
retailer. It is ridiculous.
The timing of the introduction of the bill, four weeks
before the Easter period, shows how little the minister
and the Bracks government understand or care about
business. Many businesses in the tourism and the
hospitality industries would have had to commit to
prices nearly 12 month ago, long before the bill was
ever dreamed of.
The minister says the legislation will give the mums
and dads more time with their families. It will, but they
will be at home, they will not be away on an Easter
holiday. I know where my family will be and the
families of many other small business operators, they
will be together but working hard, not having four days
off.
Hon. ANDREW BRIDESON (Waverley) — There
is not much left for me to say on the Public Holidays
and Shop Trading Reform Acts (Amendment) Bill, but
I certainly endorse the cogent and purposeful arguments
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that have been put forward by my colleagues. It is clear
to anybody who has been listening to the debate that we
have won it on this side, and it is unfortunate that we do
not have the numbers to carry the day.
I shall make a couple of points about the bill and how it
affects the retailers and shoppers in my province.
Waverley Province is blessed with some fantastic
shopping centres. I must have an argument with my
deputy leader on whether Chadstone is in her electorate
or mine, but it is certainly on the border of both
electorates. It might be within the new boundaries or
the old boundaries, but certainly Chadstone is in part of
my electorate.
Hon. Andrea Coote — We share.
Hon. ANDREW BRIDESON — We have come to
a conclusion on that. We have The Glen in Glen
Waverley; Brandon Park and Waverley Gardens; and 5
or 10 minutes from my electorate there are such large
shopping centres as Knox City; Southland to the south;
Forest Hill to the north; a good shopping centre in
Scoresby; and Wheelers Hill. We have some very
vibrant and thriving strip shopping centres in Oakleigh,
Clayton, Mount Waverley and other areas of the
electorate.
Having spoken with a lot of the retailers throughout the
area, I know they are cheesed off, to say the least,
because they will lose income by not being able to open
on Easter Sunday. In fact Catherine Daw, the
Chadstone Shopping Centre manager, told my office
that Easter Saturday and Sunday trading is up by 7 to
10 per cent over the Easter weekend compared with a
normal weekend. Similar figures were given to me by
the shopping centre manager at The Glen, who said that
those Easter trading days are traditionally good retailing
days, and the majority of retailers are planning on
opening and bearing the running costs, rent and other
outgoings. She also said that Easter Sunday is the third
busiest trading day in the retail year.
Many of the retailers have purchased stock in advance
based on figures from previous Easters. This legislation
will cause great inconvenience to them. Shoppers are
being denied the right to shop on a day they want to
choose to shop. Since the deregulation of shop trading
hours it has become a modern phenomenon that
families go out as families, whereas perhaps in the past
they did not, to shop, to eat and to enjoy each other’s
company in the shopping centres, to make purchases, to
window shop and to do whatever.
I guarantee that Mr Somyurek has been out with his
family on previous Easter Sundays, and I bet he has had
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great times in some of the shopping centres around his
area. I have even seen Mr Jennings and his son down in
Malvern Central on a Sunday, and I can guarantee that
on previous Easter Sundays not only Mr Jennings but
other members with young families have spent Easter
Sunday together having an enjoyable day out shopping.
Well, not this year and not in the foreseeable future will
they be able to repeat that. It is a crying shame that
families can no longer continue in this pleasurable
activity.
I oppose the bill for the reasons that have already been
espoused by my colleagues. It impinges upon the
freedom of Victorian citizens to choose whether they
can shop on an Easter Sunday. It also takes away the
right of certain retailers to operate their businesses on
Easter Sunday. Had the parliamentary committees been
established prior to this legislation being introduced it
would have been interesting to see what sort of decision
the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee would
have made on this bill, particularly the way it infringes
upon the rights of people. I oppose this draconian piece
of legislation.
Hon. D. KOCH (Western) — I rise to speak against
this ill-conceived bill that will have terrible
ramifications beyond the union deal that has been done,
without much acknowledgment and without apology,
by the government. The consequences in regional
Victoria of this sort of nonsense will be quickly
measured. Plainly it is not in favour of small business.
There will be a public holiday on Easter Saturday and
the closing of business on Easter Sunday. The proposed
exemption, like the bill, has had little or no business
consultation, as evidenced not only last night at the
Australian Hotels Association function but also by the
minister who has already granted extensions to the
initial cut-off of 28 February 2003. It will cause great
concern to most business houses.
This nonsense that the bill is family friendly could not
be further from the truth. The dearth of commercial
business knowledge and experience on the other side of
this house clearly demonstrates that the government
will not be offering further rewards to small business.
In fact, it will disadvantage small business with greater
workloads and staff penalty rates. As my Western
Province colleague, the Honourable John Vogels,
clearly indicated yesterday in this house, we have small
business houses, specially those catering for the tourist
industry and the travelling public, that are considering
closing their doors over Easter. What a disgrace to put
these business people in this position! Imagine what
this signals to the people of Stawell during their
high-trading annual Stawell Gift event and the towns
along the South Australian border, not to mention the
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financial disaster that will occur along the Murray
River, as was alluded to yesterday by an honourable
member for North Western Province.
The bill is ill conceived and ill considered and can only
hurt those involved in small business. Industry is not
seeking further regulation. Small business should be
freed up to do what it does best — that is, create jobs,
provide goods and services and grow local economies
that then have a flow-on effect to reward all Victorians.
Regional Victoria does not support this bill.
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small
Business) — Some issues have been raised that I think I
should cover and clarify. Firstly, an awful lot of small
businesses out there do not have a voice. They are small
businesses that over the many years of my travelling
around Victoria have said to me, ‘We have to open if
our competitors are open. If the majors are open, we
must open’. They would probably prefer to see more
Sundays closed, not open. But this government has
accepted the deregulation of shop trading. We are not
going back there, but we will give them one extra day
when they can make a real choice as to whether they
open or they spend time with their families and friends
and enjoy some social pursuits. We will give them that
opportunity.
We are also aware that the vast majority of employers
are already paying federal awards in one way or
another, so when we talk of financial impact, it is
minimal impact. Far and away the vast majority of
employees now in the retail sector are already covered
by a federal award.
I will clarify a couple of other issues. The Honourable
Bruce Atkinson referred to the fact that the pubs will be
able to continue to open on Easter Sunday. That is in
fact the tradition they already have in relation to
Christmas Day and other holidays, and that will
continue. In relation to the markets, those that are
Sunday markets will of course be allowed to operate on
Easter Sunday, so those who have stalls at Sunday
markets will be able to open. The practice for hotels has
been to open on Christmas Day and to function and
deliver services to Victorians, and they will be able to
maintain that practice on Easter Sunday.
The Honourable Bruce Atkinson raised the matter of
police and their arrangements for monitoring the act as
it will be. The police have that responsibility now, so it
will be no different. The responsibilities that they have
for Christmas Day, Boxing Day and Anzac Day
morning will be the same for Easter Sunday. There is
no change.
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House divided on motion:

Ayes, 23
Argondizzo, Ms
Broad, Ms
Buckingham, Ms (Teller)
Carbines, Mrs
Darveniza, Ms (Teller)
Eren, Mr
Hadden, Ms
Hilton, Mr
Hirsh, Ms
Jennings, Mr
Lenders, Mr
McQuilten, Mr

Madden, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
Mitchell, Mr
Pullen, Mr
Romanes, Ms
Scheffer, Mr
Smith, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Theophanous, Mr
Thomson, Ms
Viney, Mr

Noes, 19
Atkinson, Mr
Baxter, Mr
Bishop, Mr
Bowden, Mr (Teller)
Brideson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D. McL.
Davis, Mr P. R.
Drum, Mr (Teller)

Forwood, Mr
Hall, Mr
Koch, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Olexander, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Stoney, Mr
Strong, Mr
Vogels, Mr

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Third reading
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small
Business) — By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

I give an undertaking to provide the opposition with a
copy of the letter that has been forwarded to the
Australian Hotels Association about the opening of
pubs on Easter Sunday.
Hon. Bill Forwood — Thank you.
Hon. M. R. THOMSON — I also thank honourable
members who have participated in the debate.
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.
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CRIMES (PROPERTY DAMAGE AND
COMPUTER OFFENCES) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 27 February; motion of
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation).

Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) — I rise to
speak on the Crimes (Property Damage and Computer
Offences) Bill. This bill amends the Crimes Act 1958 in
three specific areas. It creates a new bushfire offence, it
introduces new computer offences and it introduces
new offences of sabotage. The opposition supports this
bill with one amendment, which I will foreshadow as I
go through my speech.
I turn to the details of the bill. The bill introduces three
new crimes, but it is important to note that these are
areas that have been developed through a bipartisan
arrangement by officers across Australia. The offences
are based on the model criminal code report on these
crimes produced by these officers called Damage and
Computer Offences of January 2001.
Similar legislation is currently being or has been
enacted in all Australian jurisdictions. So although this
is not template or model legislation, because its
provisions are based on the model criminal code
Damage and Computer Offences report, similar
provisions are being introduced across the nation.
I turn to the details of the new offences I have outlined.
The first deals with offences relating to bushfires. A
new offence to be introduced into the criminal code is
concerned with intentionally and recklessly causing
bushfires. This is a very serious offence. When we look
at what has happened with bushfires across Australia in
the last month or so we understand the importance of
having very significant penalties in place to deal with
people who intentionally or recklessly cause fires.
The provisions carry a level 4 offence with
imprisonment of up to 15 years. I foreshadow that we
intend to move an amendment that this offence become
a level 3 offence which carries imprisonment of up to
20 years. In the context of what has happened in the last
few months, members will understand the seriousness
of this offence.
The legislation contains the two provisions that a fire is
‘intentionally caused’ and is ‘intentionally allowed to
spread’. Everybody would understand there are many
cases in which fires are deliberately lit for reasons other
than those associated with arson — it could be for fuel
reduction or back-burning, which are important issues.
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The offence contains many important provisions that
cover a situation where a person has lit a fire which has
got out of control but which is part of a fire prevention
program. If a person causes a fire to continue to burn
only in the course of carrying out fire prevention, fire
suppression or other fire management activities that
offence will not apply. It applies specifically to
somebody who intentionally or recklessly causes a fire
and recklessly allows it to spread to property and
vegetation belonging to another.

have data programs, various hacking programs or
programs that allow one to do Internet floodings or to
spread viruses or the like, the possession of those is
considered to be an offence, and somebody who
actually produces and supplies such equipment would
also be committing an offence. In other words it is an
offence for somebody to actually develop a virus.

The next set of offences deals with computers, and a
whole series of computer offences is inserted into the
legislation. Honourable members may be aware that
computer offences have not previously been included
under the Crimes Act. Low-level computer offences
have been covered in the Summary Offences Act, but
they frankly are not sufficient to deal with the major
problem of computer hacking, flooding, the
introduction of viruses and all the computer offences
that are now taking place. The bill makes those
Summary Offences Act provisions redundant, and they
will be replaced by the computer offences in this bill.

Hon. C. A. STRONG — If the minister were as
smart as he thinks he is, he could probably work that
out. As well as it being an offence to use the virus it is
an offence to produce a virus and to supply data for that
purpose. It is also an offence to have access to restricted
data without authorisation, or to impair such data or
data held in computer disks, credit card devices et
cetera. One can see that the extent of the provisions that
deal with computer crimes is very significant. They
deal with the whole issue of access, producing and
using various viruses, and trying to disrupt
communications by the use of the various flooding
techniques that have been used on the Internet.

The bill sets out in some detail an interpretation of the
terms required to define ‘a computer offence’. It deals
with terms such as access, data, data held in a
computer, data storage, electronic communications
et cetera. Certainly quite a few provisions define clearly
the various terms that apply to data and data processing.
It then sets up the actual offence, which is unauthorised
access, modification or impairment with intent to
commit a serious offence. It contains two provisions.
One is to have unauthorised access with intent to
commit a serious offence, and ‘serious offence’ is set
out in the definitions. It is not necessary to actually
have committed that offence; it is sufficient that you are
entering a computer system with the intent of
committing a serious offence. The penalty that applies
to entering with that intent is the same as the penalty
that would apply had one carried out the actual
interference with the data.

Honourable members will understand that the whole
question of computer communications is international
in its nature. Computers can be anywhere and their
databases can be held anywhere. Those who seek to
interfere with communications or misuse the data can
also be located anywhere. The bill contains an
extraterritorial clause which says these are offences if
they are carried out on any data that is stored on any
computer in Victoria or if the conduct is carried out in
Victoria even if that conduct were to be exhibited
against some databases that were not in Victoria or
Australia. They are very significant provisions. As I
said, the provisions in the Summary Offences Act are
very insignificant in comparison. I think these offences
go a long way towards meeting what is a very real
problem.

A new offence of unauthorised modification of data to
cause impairment is prescribed, and the further offence
is unauthorised impairment of an electronic
communication. Therefore in the bill we have an
offence dealing with an intention to commit a serious
offence; we have the modification of data offence; we
have an offence concerning the impairment of
electronic communications; and here we have things
like interference with email, flooding of emails and so
on with a view to impairing electronic communications.
The offences include the possession of data with the
intention to commit serious offences. If one is found to

Hon. T. C. Theophanous — What page are you
on?

The next new offence set out in the bill is sabotage. I
think we all realise that this is a fairly important issue
for us today. The sabotage offence is introduced, along
with some definitions. As before, the object of the
sabotage is defined, and there is a description of public
facilities. Like the computer offence, the sabotage
offence has two legs. The offence of intent to carry out
sabotage attracts the same penalty as actually causing
sabotage. The carrying out of sabotage is an offence, as
is the intent to cause sabotage and the threat to cause
sabotage. I think we all know that the threat to cause
sabotage is highly significant. Those offences carry
significant penalties; the threat to cause sabotage is a
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level 4 offence attracting a maximum of 15 years
imprisonment.
The whole issue of sabotage of public utilities like
electricity, gas, water, rail, fuel supplies et cetera, is
incredibly important, and although the government has
set out the offences in the bill, a lot needs to be done to
ensure protection against such sabotage. Only this
evening I attended a conference on infrastructure
security which highlighted the very great risks that exist
in securing our infrastructure from sabotage, terrorists
and the like.
The conference made what I think is a very valid
point — that is, although the bill puts in place
provisions for the offences, not a lot has been done as
yet to afford protection to these important bits of
infrastructure. The conference highlighted how far
behind the United States and Europe we are in getting
proper provisions for the security of key infrastructure.
The nature of Australia over many years as a relatively
safe jurisdiction means much of the infrastructure is
highly visible and not well protected, making sabotage
very easy. A lot needs to be done at the state level to
protect infrastructure.
The Minister for Energy Industries might be interested
to know that one of the areas of key concern at the
infrastructure security conference was the security of
our electricity and gas facilities and how we are a very
long way from having that under control and having
effective procedures and protocols in place to deal with
infrastructure security.
It needs to be said that most of the infrastructure is state
based. While telecommunications is a federal
jurisdiction, as are some of the rail and road systems,
most of the key infrastructure such as electricity, gas
and water comes under the state jurisdiction. This
conference of experts highlighted how much needs to
be done. It is worth drawing that to the attention of the
government as we go through this bill. It is one thing to
establish the offences, but it is a different thing to
ensure that these key assets in our state are effectively
secured, and it appears that a lot more needs to be done
in that direction.
The bill contains some transitional and other
arrangements, particularly dealing with the serious
issues of bushfire offences, where there is now a
presumption against bail for arson causing death. The
bill tightens up that area significantly. They are the
main provisions of the bill.
As I said, the opposition supports the bill, with the
amendment I have foreshadowed. However, I reiterate
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the point that although the bill puts in place the
provisions, which is all very well, a lot needs to be done
to ensure that the community is protected against these
crimes. As I have highlighted, the government needs to
do a lot in the area of infrastructure protection. Looking
at the bushfire area we see that the government needs to
do an enormous amount on the issue of protecting the
community from bushfires.
Although penalties for bushfires need to be enacted,
what also needs to be done and what the government
has unfortunately failed to do is effectively move
through proper inquiries and so on to get the whole
bushfire situation under control. Although the bill deals
with the issue of the offences, much more needs to be
done to ensure that the community is protected against
people who seek to commit these offences.
With that brief introduction to the bill, I commend it to
the house, foreshadowing that the opposition will move
an amendment increasing the penalties for bushfire
offences.
Ms MIKAKOS (Jika Jika) — It gives me great
pleasure to rise to speak in support of the Crimes
(Property Damage and Computer Offences) Bill 2003.
The Bracks government is committed to ensuring that
Victoria’s criminal justice system responds to changes
in technology, to changes in the security position of
Victoria and to the increasing prevalence of bushfires in
our state.
The Crimes (Property Damage and Computer
Offences) Bill seeks to introduce a number of new
offences into the Crimes Act 1958. It seeks to introduce
a new bushfire offence, a series of new computer
offences and new offences relating to sabotage and
threatening sabotage.
The new offences are based on the model offences
contained in the Model Criminal Code Officers
Committee chapter 4 report Damage and Computer
Offences published in January 2001. The Model
Criminal Code Officers Committee was established by
the Standing Committee of Attorneys-General in 1991
to create a set of model criminal laws for Australia.
Members may recall that this bill was introduced in the
last Parliament and was unfortunately unable to be
passed by the Legislative Council because of the
Parliament’s being dissolved due to the forthcoming
election. However, I find it quite extraordinary that the
Liberal Party is foreshadowing an amendment to a bill
that it had actually introduced in the last Parliament. It
is quite clear that the overwhelming victory of the
Bracks government at the last election has just not sunk
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in with the Liberal Party and that it is still ignoring the
mandate of this government and still ignoring the
election policies that the Labor Party went to the last
election with. Nevertheless I will seek to respond to the
amendment that has been foreshadowed tonight.
I wish to now turn to the provisions in the bill that relate
to the new bushfire offences proposed by clause 4 of
the bill. Every year Victoria faces the danger and
devastation that fires can cause to the community. We
have seen the devastation of bushfires during this past
summer and the heroic efforts of our emergency
services personnel from across 25 agencies, both career
firefighters and volunteers, to protect our community.
Acting President, before I continue I seek clarification
about the clock, which seems to be incorrect. I believe I
have 60 minutes as the lead speaker?
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Ms Hadden) —
Order! The honourable member has 15 minutes.
Ms MIKAKOS — Okay. I will keep going.
Hon. Bill Forwood interjected.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Ms Hadden) —
Order! Mr Forwood will resume his place.
Ms MIKAKOS — I wish to commend the efforts of
our emergency services personnel — both our career
firefighters and volunteers — from across 25 agencies
to protect our community. I take this opportunity to
place on the record my sincere gratitude and admiration
and the gratitude of all Victorians to those thousands of
brave individuals who risked their lives to save the lives
and livelihoods of others.
I also take this opportunity to congratulate the
emergency services minister in the other place, the
Honourable André Haermeyer, for having the foresight
to properly resource our emergency services — for
example, the engagement of extra firefighters by the
Department of Sustainability and Environment (DSE)
and Parks Victoria, the provision of $120 million to
train 2000 wildlife-accredited Country Fire Authority
volunteers and fund the new equipment for the CFA,
and the additional funds put into the State Emergency
Service and other agencies.
I find it extremely disturbing that people deliberately
light fires for the purpose of causing damage to
vegetation and our beautiful landscape and forests and
endangering people and property. Victoria currently has
a range of offences such as arson and other offences
covering destroying property by causing and lighting
fires. However, these offences do not deal with
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situations where a person recklessly creates the risk of
spread of fire to vegetation.
All jurisdictions including Victoria agreed to
implement the model bushfire offence at the meeting of
the Standing Committee of Attorneys-General in March
2002. New South Wales and the Australian Capital
Territory have already introduced legislation
implementing the model bushfire offences. This bill
will introduce into the Crimes Act a new offence
directed at a person who intentionally or recklessly
causes a fire and is reckless as to the spread of the fire
to vegetation on property belonging to another. The
offence is punishable by a maximum penalty of
15 years imprisonment — a penalty that is consistent
with existing penalties for other Victorian criminal
offences with similar levels of culpability such as
recklessly causing serious injury.
It is for this reason that the government regards the
amendment that has been foreshadowed by the
opposition to be unnecessary. While I have not actually
seen the foreshadowed amendment I anticipate that it is
in the same form as the amendment that was moved by
the opposition in the Assembly last year.
Causing a fire will be defined to include lighting,
maintaining or failing to contain a fire. The term
‘spread of fire’ will be defined to mean the spread of
fire beyond the capacity of the person who caused the
fire to extinguish it.
The bill also identifies circumstances in which a person
will not be considered to be reckless as to the spread of
fire. A person will not be considered reckless as to the
spread of fire where that person carries out fire
prevention, fire suppression or other land-management
activity and does so in accordance with the legislative
provisions or in accordance with the code of practice
approved under an act and where the person honestly
believes their conduct in carrying out that activity is
justified having regard to all the circumstances.
An example of a fire prevention activity is fuel
reduction burning. A fire suppression activity includes
activities such as burning out of fuel between a control
line and a fire front. Other land management activities
include biodiversity management and pest plant and
pest animal management.
The exemption specifically prevents people who satisfy
each of the three criteria in the relevant section from
being charged. Activities that could be covered by the
exemption would include activities where such people
believe their conduct is justified; fire suppression
activities engaged in by CFA or DSE officers on private
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or public land in accordance with an act or code; fuel
reduction burning engaged in by DSE officers in
accordance with the code of practice for fire
management on public land; and the burning of
vegetation or other matter by farmers in accordance
with a permit issued under the Country Fire Authority
regulations of 1992.
However, the bill makes it clear that there may be other
circumstances in which a person will be taken not to
have been reckless as to the spread of the fire. This will
be up to the courts to determine on a case-by-case basis,
depending on the circumstances of any particular case.
The common-law standards for recklessness will
continue to apply in these situations.
The bill also seeks to introduce a range of new
computer offences in clause 5, and I turn to those
clauses briefly. I note that more than
3 million Australian households and over
1 billion people worldwide are connected to the
Internet. The Internet offers the community —
particularly people in rural and regional Victoria and
people who are housebound — enormous access to
information and services that previously were far more
difficult for them to access. More and more of us are
utilising the enormous potential of the Internet every
day.
The increasing use of e-commerce, for example, is
another benefit that is increasingly being taken up by
the community. However, this means that unscrupulous
individuals who seek to profit from stealing intellectual
property or other information stored on computers are
attracted to this technology.
In the leaders summit agreement on terrorism and
multijurisdictional crimes of April 2002 all
jurisdictions, including Victoria, agreed to introduce the
model computer offences. The commonwealth and
New South Wales governments have already enacted
similar offences. Clause 5 of the bill seeks to introduce
those model offences into the Crimes Act and seeks to
cover a range of circumstances ranging from tampering
with data and computer hacking to unauthorised
impairment of electronic communication such as
denial-of-service attacks, where a web site is inundated
with a large volume of unwanted messages thus
crashing the computer server. I note in this respect that
Parlynet users may be particularly interested in the
introduction of this new offence into the Crimes Act.
The computer offences are very straightforward, and I
will not go over them in any detail. But I want to note
that the bill does not seek to define the term ‘computer’.
This is because previous attempts to define the term
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have not stood the test of time. This approach allows a
definition to evolve and encompass new developments
in technology.
I now turn to the sabotage offences contained in
clause 6. I note that Victoria faces new challenges in
combating terrorism. A key element of this challenge is
to ensure that Victoria’s criminal law is properly
equipped to respond to all forms of terrorist conduct.
This Parliament will be debating a series of other bills
that are designed to protect the Victorian community
from terrorism, but clause 6 of this bill is part of that
antiterrorism package and seeks to introduce offences
that deal with conduct which is directed at the
government or the community at large rather than at
particular individuals and which has the potential to
cause massive damage and disruption to public services
and facilities.
I note that the bill will introduce into the Crimes Act a
new sabotage offence, which is directed at individuals
who damage a public facility by committing a property
offence such as destroying or damaging property or by
causing an unauthorised computer function, with the
intention of causing major disruption to government
functions, major disruption to the use of services by the
public or major economic loss. The offence will be
punishable by a maximum penalty of 25 years
imprisonment.
The bill also introduces a new offence for threatening to
commit a sabotage offence. That is directed at
individuals who threaten to damage a public facility in
a similar manner, and it is punishable by a maximum
penalty of 15 years imprisonment. There is a fairly
lengthy definition of the term ‘public facility’ in the
bill, covering both public and privately owned essential
services.
Part 3 of the bill makes a number of changes to the Bail
Act that require the court to refuse bail where an
accused person is charged with arson causing death,
unless the accused person shows why detention in
custody is not justified.
In conclusion, this bill implements Victoria’s
commitment to introducing greater consistency in
criminal responses across Australia. The offences
provide a modern and effective criminal justice system
and are part of the government’s commitment to
provide safe streets, homes and workplaces for the
Victorian community. I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Hon. W. R. BAXTER
(North Eastern).
Debate adjourned until later this day.
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ADJOURNMENT
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Country Fire Authority: information access
Hon. D. KOCH (Western) — I direct my question
to the Minister for Police and Emergency Services in
another place. My question relates to Country Fire
Authority mapping, and key CFA personnel and
privacy issues. The review and upgrade of the only
accurate and factual map of regional Victoria has been
completed, but there is major concern that this vital
instrument used for our emergency services and the
community volunteers alike for more than three
decades right across regional Victoria is now not
allowed to be distributed amongst members of our
community who over many years, as has been
demonstrated, have assisted in the recovery and saving
of both lives and assets with incredible accuracy.
Regrettably, these upgraded maps are not available to
the community on the ground that property owners are
not to be identified. This is similar to the non-printing
of information on CFA leaders region by region, group
by group and brigade by brigade. Communities are at a
loss as to who to call for assistance in emergency
situations and are not comfortable with the
push-button-and-hope mentality which has been
employed in metropolitan areas, because many times
the calls have been received by people who have little
appreciation of the caller’s needs or plight.
All players, property owners and service providers
appreciate that there is no compulsion to supply this
information, and their information is omitted on
request.
Accurate mapping is the major ingredient of Victoria’s
rescue success over many years. Along with western
Victorian constituents and indeed regional Victorians, I
request the minister to intervene in the current mapping
impasse and complete the distribution of information to
volunteers and publicise all community CFA leaders on
an annual basis, as in the past.

Planning: Bulleen drive-in site
Ms ARGONDIZZO (Templestowe) — I raise a
matter for the Minister for Planning in the other place.
The Minister for Planning has announced a process in
relation to the future development of the Bulleen
drive-in site in the City of Manningham and the
electorate of Templestowe Province. This is an issue
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that has been ongoing for some time now. The minister
has made a positive and democratic decision in relation
to this land, a decision that has been welcomed by both
the community and the applicants. People who have
dealt with planning issues would know this is not
always possible.
The process has been handed back to the local authority
in order to give the community and the local authority
the opportunity to determine their attitude in relation to
the future of the site and to determine via a clear and
transparent process what would be the most appropriate
development to take place on that site. The encouraged
outcome would be that any development on that site be
as acceptable as possible to all parties as well as
maintaining and enhancing the amenity of the local area
and protecting our waterways.
I welcome the minister’s decision to hand this matter
back to the local community for further consultation. I
ask her to ensure that the preliminary work and
assessments undertaken by the panel she previously
appointed to identify potential users and development
proposals are rigorously examined by the local
authority and the local community in the current
consultative process to provide confidence in the
community that democratic and open scrutiny is
available to constituents in my electorate.

Children’s Farm Safe Expo: government
sponsorship
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) — My
adjournment issue this evening is directed to the
Honourable Rob Hulls, the Minister for Workcover in
another place. The Children’s Farm Safe Expo
Committee of Ouyen is a volunteer group dedicated to
reducing on-farm accidents and deaths in the Mallee. It
has been widely reported in the print media that the
percentage of accidents on farming properties is the
highest under Workcover in the state.
In September 2002 over 450 year 3 and year 8 students
from schools within a 100-kilometre radius of Ouyen
attended the expo. They experienced a wide variety of
activities designed to educate them about living safely
on working farms, including understanding the
importance of firearm safety and motorcycle and trail
bike safety.
Representatives from the Country Fire Authority
provided sessions to increase children’s awareness of
home fire hazards and help them to develop strategies
to prevent and deal with house fires. Handling sheep
and general safety around farm animals was also
covered, as well as off-road driving, while in the
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evening over 150 farming men and women attended an
evening forum on farm safety.
The expo was widely acknowledged as being a huge
success in raising safety awareness on and around the
farm and farming equipment for people of all ages.
Would the government show its support for this type of
exposition by providing sponsorship to the farm safety
expo committee to enable a similar event, which is
already being planned, to take place during 2003?

Albert Park College: community links
Mr SCHEFFER (Monash) — I raise a matter for
the attention of the Minister for Education and Training
in the other place. In its first term the Bracks
government made investment in education a key
priority. That commitment has been reinforced for this
second term and has been widely supported. Schools
are an important part of our social infrastructure. Their
participation in community activities is an essential
element in building strong neighbourhoods.
Schools provide a social focus and can also provide
facilities for community use. Linking schools with their
communities can also benefit students by widening
their real-life experience. Students brought into direct
and working contact with local businesses, community
organisations, charities, unions and local government,
for example, greatly increase their knowledge and skill,
as well as enhancing their employment prospects.
School community involvement is also efficient
because it maximises the use of available resources and
improves the community’s understanding of what the
local school does. Everyone benefits and there are no
losers.
Albert Park College in my electorate is working hard on
improving student wellbeing through this kind of
community school engagement. When I recently visited
Albert Park College I learnt that the school received
$1000 from the government as an incentive to support
staff to attend an overseas conference that would help
them develop their model for community in schools —
a model they believe can be used by many schools and
their communities across Victoria.
I understand Albert Park College has worked with the
minister’s department in developing the ‘Student
wellbeing and community framework’. Staff are keen
to present this to a statewide conference so that all
schools and their communities can, if they wish, share
in the benefits of what Albert Park College has found.
Will the minister provide advice on when Albert Park
College will have an opportunity to make its
presentation?
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Water: Goulburn irrigators
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (North Eastern) — I address
my issue to the Minister for Aged Care for the attention
of the Minister for Water in the other place. In my
inaugural speech on 27 February 2003 I outlined to this
chamber the importance of the irrigation district of
Victoria, not only as the food bowl of Australia but also
because of the contribution our region makes to the
Victorian economy.
This year is an extraordinary year. We are facing our
worst drought for the past 100 years and our farming
and business communities are feeling the strain.
Irrigators on the Goulburn system have received only
57 per cent of their water rights this year, and yet
despite the fact that most will be facing their worst
financial year for the past 100 years, they are still
expected to pay for 100 per cent of their water rights.
During his visit to Shepparton last week, the minister
told us that we are better off paying for 100 per cent of
the water allocation, despite only receiving 55 per cent
as it was then, because the payments cover not only the
cost of the water but also support the maintenance of
infrastructure.
We understand Goulburn-Murray Water needs to
maintain its infrastructure no matter how dry conditions
are and that our future water supply depends on that
infrastructure. However, this is the first year in history
that irrigators have not received 100 per cent of their
water rights and therefore the first time in history that
they will be charged for water that has not been
delivered.
The Liberal Party recognised the strain that paying for
undelivered water placed on irrigators and as an
election policy it promised that irrigators would only
pay for water delivered and promised that a Liberal
government would compensate Goulburn-Murray
Water for the unallocated water portion.
The cost of the unallocated water payments is less than
$14 million. This is money irrigators either do not have
or would otherwise have spent in our local business
community which is also suffering from the drought.
When I raised this matter with the minister in January I
was told that the government had made available a
grant of up to $20 000 to assist drought-affected
farmers and that this grant should be used to pay the
undelivered water costs.
Firstly, I point out that not all farmers received the grant
and some only received a portion of the $20 000.
Secondly, the government closed applications for the
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grant without any notice, prior to many farmers having
the financial information needed to complete the form.
In a state where the government can afford to knock
back $90 million in federal funding to appease their
union mates, or throw an extra $350 million at the
Commonwealth Games without batting an eyelid,
surely it can find less than $14 million to support our
primary producers and regional economy. Will the
minister reassess the government’s position and assist
irrigators on the Goulburn system by compensating
them for the cost of water allocations not received?

Bushfires: fences
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — Tonight I wish to
raise a matter for the attention of the Minister for
Agriculture in his capacity as a member of the
ministerial bushfire task force that was established by
the government. It concerns fencing grants offered to
farmers and particularly the conditions attached to those
grants.
I make no apology for once again raising an issue
related to bushfires in this Parliament. I am going to
keep hammering this issue because many of my
constituents are still constrained and frustrated with the
lack of assistance provided to help them through the
worst disaster many have experienced in their lifetime.
Today I received correspondence from Mr Norm
Woodhouse of Gelantipy. I spoke to Mr Woodhouse
shortly after the fires, and he had some frustrations at
that time. His frustrations are continuing. Yesterday he
had Department of Primary Industries inspectors at his
property. They mentioned verbally that the cost of
constructing electric dog-proof fencing on his boundary
lines was $6.75 per metre, to which the government
would contribute $2.25 per metre.
Mr Woodhouse has to reconstruct something like
4 kilometres of fencing. The total cost would therefore
be in the order of $27 000, and he would only receive
about a $9000 grant from the government — a very
minimal contribution. Further, the fence has to be
completed and paid for in full before the farmer
receives that grant.
In relation to the clearing of those fences, the only
allowable clearance on the park side of the fence is
3 metres. As Mr Woodhouse says in his letter:
Clearing is only 3 metres into the park which is useless. It will
not prevent timber falling over the fence and is not wide
enough to get vehicles along to control regrowth.

He also says that the minimum height of the bottom of
the wire is 4 inches above the ground and the maximum
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is 5 inches. Yet in rocky terrain and on steep ground it
is impossible to maintain those uniform standards of
between 4 and 5 inches.
The point that Mr Woodhouse makes is that the
conditions being imposed by the government are far too
stringent. Many of these farmers will fail to meet the
conditions of the grants being made available because
of the rigidity of these conditions.
I ask the Minister for Agriculture to look at this
situation again, to rethink it and show a bit of sympathy
and understanding to the farmers who need to get
fencing erected as soon as possible on fire-affected
farms.

Point Nepean: army land
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN (South Eastern) — I seek
the assistance of the Minister for Finance because I
believe he will have the ability to meet my request. In
my electorate on the Mornington Peninsula there is
great community concern that the total area regularly
referred to as the Point Nepean army land remains in
public ownership and is not used for public housing.
There is growing concern in the community that the
state government is not acting promptly and
responsibly. The community clearly requires that all the
land, which comprises approximately 311 hectares,
remains in public ownership.
Last week the Minister for Environment was reported
as stating that the Bracks government would not accept
commonwealth land arrangements currently on offer
for this irreplaceable area. During the leaders debate on
2 November last year on ABC TV, leading up to the
election, I understand that a comment was made by the
Premier that the state government would purchase
defence land. I believe local Labor candidates on the
peninsula gave the community the impression that they
supported the key issue that all the land would remain
in public ownership.
The government’s record on selling land to councils
seems hypocritical when reference is made to the
commonwealth offer at Point Nepean. Perhaps the
member for Western Port Province could stand up to
his party in the interest of his constituency and
community and join the honourable member for
Nepean, the federal member, Greg Hunt, and me in
meeting community requirements on this issue. I
request the minister to press his colleagues in the
government for early acceptance of the current
commonwealth offer, an offer that has local community
support.
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Rail: station safety
Hon. ANDREW BRIDESON (Waverley) — I
raise an issue for the attention of the Minister for
Transport in another place on behalf of the City of
Greater Dandenong, Melbourne’s second city. The
Greater Dandenong council is demanding that railway
stations be safer. The council has backed calls from
both the Victorian rail union and the Police Association
for increased staffing and police presence on all
Melbourne railway stations.
Over the last five years public transport crimes have
risen by almost 50 per cent. The number of total
offences on public transport, which exclude offences
committed in taxis, was 5070 in 1999; it jumped to
6049 in 2000; and it rose to 6711 in 2001. I am advised
that Crime Stoppers is going to run a public transport
program which will see posters in premium stations
inviting travellers to report suspicious behaviour or
information on crimes to police. This is clearly not the
solution. Senior Sergeant Paul Mullet from the Police
Association said that preventing crime required more
than just posters. He said that a high police presence is
needed and urged a significant number of the additional
600 police the government promised before last year’s
election be directed into the police transit safety
division.
In the City of Greater Dandenong a recent drugs and
community safety survey found that more than
two-thirds of respondents from the local constituency
felt that only an increase of station staff, police patrols,
cameras and lighting would have a significant impact
on the safety of public transport. The chief executive
officer of the City of Greater Dandenong, Warwick
Heine, said that the rail union was definitely on the
right track and that increased staffing and police
presence was needed at railway stations within the City
of Greater Dandenong. Mr Heine has stated that simply
putting up more noticeboards is not the answer to the
solution. In the media release that Mr Heine sent me he
said that the state government needs to ensure the safety
of passengers on its public transport system and that
means more staffed stations and more on-board
personnel. I request that the Minister for Transport take
urgent steps to ensure more staff are available for train
stations and that visible police presence on the transport
system be increased without delay.

Prisons: management
Hon. R. DALLA-RIVA (East Yarra) — I direct my
question to the Minister for Aged Care to refer to the
Minister for Corrections in the other place. I refer the
minister to the increase in the cost of prisoners as
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reported in the commonwealth Productivity
Commission corrective services report of February
2003. Over the past financial year the cost of keeping
prisoners in Victorian jails has grown by over 13.1 per
cent. What this means for the Victorian taxpayer is that
the cost per year of keeping each prisoner rose by
$6250. At the same period the inflation rate, or the
consumer price index, was 2.8 per cent.
The national average recurrent cost per prisoner, taking
into account all prisoners across Australia, increased by
6.6 per cent. The state government needs to explain to
the Victorian community why the cost for each prisoner
has risen in the past year alone from $47 647 to
$53 901. Whilst there has been a modest increase in the
average daily prison number by 170 prisoners, the total
expenditure rose by over $29 million. So in just one
year — one financial year! — this state government has
seen a blow-out of over 19 per cent in its management
of the prison system. It is no wonder the prison system
is in crisis. I ask the minister why the cost of
accommodating prisoners in Victorian jails has more
than doubled against the increase in the number of
prisoners and more than doubled the national average
over just one year?

Bulleen: flood plain
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) — On
20 February along with other MPs, including my
colleague Ms Argondizzo, I attended a public meeting
where an issue came up which I wish to raise with the
Minister for Water in the other place. This meeting was
also held, would you believe, at the Veneto Club. And
it was also concerned with the Bulleen drive-in site,
which my colleague has already mentioned tonight.
At that meeting a considerable discussion was held
about the 1-in-100-year flood in the Yarra River and its
effect on houses in the vicinity of Bulleen Road,
particularly now that the water flows in a different
direction, and also because there has been some illegal
dumping of soil on that site which has also altered the
flood pattern there.
I received a letter from Mr Bryan of Buckingham Drive
who says:
However, my concern at present is with the old drive-in
theatre land, in particular the related flood basin. It seems to
me that the requirement for the 100-year flood basin should
be the paramount concern, in the interests of all those
Melburnian residents, visitors and other users of Yarra Valley
land who would be affected should a 100-year flood occur.
A doubt has occurred in my mind that the Melbourne Water
plan for flood basins may require re-evaluation in the light of
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dam constraints on the Yarra River and its tributaries and
alterations to the existing basins which may have occurred —

such as the one Ms Argondizzo and I heard about the
other day. He continues:
Such alterations may have been due to piecemeal alienation
over time … reductions in capacity due to dumping of fill or
rubbish et cetera … Has such overall re-evaluation occurred
in recent years? If the data is inaccurate —

then the state may have some issues about this. He asks
that I put this question to the government. It is
important that he and other residents are assured that
work is done on the flood patterns in the Yarra,
particularly as they relate to Bulleen Road where the
water can come in and go over the playing fields of
Trinity Grammar and Carey Grammar and across the
playing fields of the Veneto Club. Honourable
members would be aware that the Veneto Club
basketball court was built in a way that water can just
go through when the floods occur.
I am aware that the 1-in-100-year floods do come. My
recollection when I was in the Northern Territory is that
the 1-in-100-year flood came two years in a row! We
would not want that to happen in the Yarra Valley.

Responses
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — The Honourable David Koch referred a matter
to the Minister for Police and Emergency Services in
another place. It relates to Country Fire Authority
information that is currently being withheld from
members of the community on the basis of privacy
concerns. He asked the minister to review whether that
is appropriate practice, given that in certain emergency
circumstances that information may be useful to
members of the community. I will make sure that
matter is referred to the minister.
Ms Argondizzo raised a matter for the attention of the
Minister for Planning. She wanted to ensure that the
minister provided within the planning regime the
consultations that are taking place within the City of
Manningham relating to a planning matter and that the
work that was undertaken by a planning panel that she
previously appointed be incorporated into the
consideration of the current process being undertaken
by the local council in consultation with the
community. I will pass that matter on to the minister.
The Honourable Barry Bishop raised a matter for the
attention of the Minister for Workcover, hoping that the
minister is enthusiastic about the good work that has
been undertaken by the safety-on-farm group in Ouyen
and the expo that has been undertaken there with much
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support from the local community, particularly
schoolkids, in becoming familiar with safety practices
on farms. He encouraged the minister to seize the
opportunity to take that expo opportunity far broader
than the ones that are currently benefiting the
constituents in Ouyen. I will pass that matter on to the
minister.
Mr Scheffer raised a matter for the attention of the
Minister for Education and Training. It concerned a
fantastic program the Albert Park College has
embarked upon to enhance student wellbeing and
community participation in the activities of the school.
The honourable member believes this is a model
worthy of recognition and transference throughout the
rest of the school system. He asked the minister to
provide opportunities for the school to make sure that
its insights and valuable contribution to the community
and school activity are enhanced throughout Victoria.
The Honourable Wendy Lovell raised a matter for the
attention of the Minister for Water on the question of
whether it is appropriate that water users across
Victoria, particularly in a time of drought, should
continue to be charged for water on the basis of a
payment for use plus charges for infrastructure. The
honourable member suggested that it would be more
appropriate for a charging regime to be based on water
delivered as distinct from the additional payment for
water infrastructure investment. I will pass that matter
on to the minister.
The Honourable Peter Hall raised a matter for the
attention of the Minister for Agriculture — again not
for the first time in the house — on behalf of one of his
constituents, Mr Norm Woodhouse, who currently has
to replace fences after the unfortunate bushfires that
went through his property. Mr Hall said this is a
prohibitive cost, notwithstanding the $9000 the
government is currently providing for fence restoration.
He reminds the government that from Mr Woodhouse’s
perspective a 3-metre clearance is not appropriate for
the fence line. I will pass that matter on to the Minister
for Agriculture as a member of the bushfires task force.
The Honourable Ron Bowden raised a matter for the
attention of the Minister for Finance. He may well have
perhaps asked it of the Minister for Environment as
well. I will pass on to the Minister for Finance his
desire that the minister speak to other members of the
government who have absolute responsibility for this
matter to ensure that the discussions about the
311 hectares at Point Nepean that are currently the
subject of public concern in terms of ongoing public
ownership are satisfactorily negotiated and settlement
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concluded between the state of Victoria and the
commonwealth.
The Honourable Andrew Brideson raised a matter for
the attention of the Minister for Transport on behalf of
his union mates and the City of Greater Dandenong to
reiterate the fact that — —
Hon. Andrew Brideson — I don’t know whether I
am a member of that faction!
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS — You should be proud
to consort with the union mates who are very concerned
about the wellbeing of the travelling public on public
transport! He is very supportive of the City of Greater
Dandenong and the increased presence of station staff
and police association members on stations. He asked
the Minister for Transport to urgently review the
capacity of the system to have additional staff.
The Honourable Richard Dalla-Riva raised a matter for
the attention of the Minister for Corrections. He
referred to statistical information derived from the
Productivity Commission’s review of the cost of
providing for prisoners across Victoria and other
jurisdictions. He asked the minister to respond to the
proposition that the improvements in the penal and
corrections system in Victoria have led to an escalation
in costs beyond the national average. He asked the
minister to review that cost structure and to provide for
the Victorian community an explanation of how those
enhanced provisions in the corrections system are good
value for money.
The Honourable Bill Forwood raised a matter for the
attention of the Minister for Water. It related to a matter
that specifically was raised with him by Mr Bryan of
Buckingham Drive, Bulleen, and his concern about the
1-in-100-year flood plain. Mr Bryan is of the belief that
this warrants sufficient attention for the minister to
review the Melbourne Water containment plan and he
asked whether that is under active consideration by the
Minister for Water.
Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 9.29 p.m.
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Thursday, 20 March 2003
The PRESIDENT (Hon. M. M. Gould) took the chair at
9.33 a.m. and read the prayer.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Parliamentary Committees Act 1968 — Premier’s response to
recommendations in the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee’s report on the Subordinate Legislation Act 1994.
Parliamentary Contributory Superannuation Fund —
Actuarial Investigation, as at 30 June 2002.
Wildlife Act 1975 — Notice of control of hunting,
No. 1/2003, 4 March 2003.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Local government: suburban/rural interface
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Eumemmerring) —
I rise to speak on a matter of great importance to
Eumemmerring Province. It relates to the very pressing
need for both state and commonwealth governments to
develop a coherent policy on interface councils. Within
Eumemmerring Province there are two interface
councils — the Yarra Ranges shire and the Cardinia
shire. Both of these municipalities are now on the edge
of the urban growth belt. In Cardinia shire
approximately 3 per cent to 4 per cent of the landmass
is now considered metropolitan with the balance
considered rural. That gives rise to a whole raft of
issues concerning the interface of urban metropolitan
and rural areas.
In recent times we have seen issues at both state and
commonwealth level about the availability of funding
under various programs. The state instance is the Rural
Infrastructure Development Fund. The Shire of
Cardinia has been denied access to that fund because it
has been deemed to be metropolitan. However, when it
comes to obtaining funding under other programs for
metropolitan areas it has been denied funding on the
basis it is considered rural.
It is imperative that this issue is resolved quickly at both
commonwealth and state levels so that both the Yarra
Ranges and Cardinia shires have certainty about the
funding to which they are entitled and so that the
rapidly changing nature of those areas is reflected in
government policy.
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Cuc Lam
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) — I
would like to take the opportunity to acknowledge the
work of former councillor, Cuc Lam, in the City of
Maribyrnong. Cuc Lam was elected in Saltwater ward
in 2000. She has been an active and hardworking
councillor, and has been a member of many community
organisation boards in her ward.
Former councillor Cuc Lam works very hard and gets
on well with many communities including those of
Anglo-Celtic and other ethnic backgrounds. She is
always happy to attend functions and meetings when
invited. She tried to look after her ill mother when she
lived with her. She is a person of good record in the
community and she worked with her community for
many years before she became a councillor. She has
been very strongly supported by many people in
Footscray.

Iraq: conflict
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) —
Nobody likes war; nobody wants war; sometimes war
is necessary. Last night on television I saw the British
Prime Minister, Tony Blair, speaking in the House of
Commons. This morning I went to the web site and
read his speech. I was taken with his words when he
said:
This is not the time to falter. This is the time not just for this
government — or, indeed, for this Prime Minister — but for
this house to give a lead: to show that we will stand up for
what we know to be right; to show that we will confront the
tyrannies and dictatorships and terrorists who put our way of
life at risk; to show, at the moment of decision, that we have
the courage to do the right thing.

I congratulate the British Prime Minister on his stance. I
am no fan of the Labour Party, but I congratulate the
British Prime Minister on his stance. I am glad that
there are still some leaders in the labour movement who
have a sense of issue and of substance.

Planning: Bulleen drive-in site
Ms ARGONDIZZO (Templestowe) — I again rise
to speak about the Bulleen drive-in site in the City of
Manningham. From comments made in the other place
by the member for Bulleen it is clear that that member
would not recognise a democratic process, given his
track record of working under the lead of the previous
Premier.
He has made negative comments both in public and in
the other chamber about a process that is consultative
and democratic, a process that allows all parties — —
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Hon. Bill Forwood — On a point of order,
President, the practice of this house is that if you want
to criticise a member in another place you do it by
substantive motion. I do not think the member has a
right to come in here and take words said in another
place and then use — —
Ms ARGONDIZZO — He — —
Hon. Bill Forwood — I beg your pardon?
Ms ARGONDIZZO — He criticised me in the
other place yesterday.
Hon. Bill Forwood — So let the Hansard
record — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. Bill Forwood — I put it to you, President, that
if the honourable member has a problem with
statements made elsewhere, she has other recourses
under the forms and practices of this house.
The PRESIDENT — Order! There are rulings on
making allegations. The honourable member has a
concern, but it is not an allegation. Sessional order 9,
statements by members, says:
… members may speak and make statements on any topic of
concern and any member may be called by the Chair to make
such statement for a period not exceeding 90 seconds.

Members are entitled to make only one statement a
week, and the member is entitled to do that. She was
not making an allegation, so I do not uphold the point
of order.
Ms ARGONDIZZO — The member for Bulleen
has made negative comments both in public and in the
other chamber about a process that is consultative and
democratic, a process that allows all parties to have an
input on the future development of this site.
The announcement by the Minister for Planning of the
commencement of a public democratic process has
been welcomed by the community in general. The
process puts in place a way forward to resolve the
complex issues surrounding the future development of
the site. The process has been welcomed by the Greek
Orthodox community of Victoria, which is the owner of
the site. This provides the community, for the first time,
with a clear process to determine the future
development of that site. That is despite numerous
attempts with the previous Liberal government, whose
inaction in resolving any issues on this site has
frustrated both the Greek community and the public in
the local area.
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The member for Bulleen should be assisting in the
facilitation of this process rather than continuing to
frustrate all concerned. He not only hindered the
process in the past but continues to obstruct the process
in the present.

Tom Laidlaw
Hon. J. A. VOGELS (Western) — I raise an issue
on behalf of Mr Tom Laidlaw, who has been badly let
down by SEA Gas and the Bracks government in the
compulsory acquisition of his land to lay a gas pipeline
near Macarthur in south-west Victoria.
It appears SEA Gas has written to Mr Laidlaw’s
solicitor requesting the acquisition of another 5 metres
of land outside the alignment that was originally
mapped for the laying of this pipeline.
Mr Laidlaw already has an easement through his
property controlled by Gasnet, and he believes this
easement could have been shared by SEA Gas. SEA
Gas obviously did not believe that easement was
suitable and managed to get the minister of the day, the
former Minister for Energy and Resources, now the
Minister for Local Government, to sign a compulsory
acquisition order.
It now appears the company requires another 5 metres
of Mr Laidlaw’s farmland, and he is concerned that
once again the Bracks government will cave in and
allow more of his farmland to be compulsorily
acquired — or will it stand on this occasion with the
individual?

Moorpanyal Park 1000
Hon. J. H. EREN (Geelong) — Recently I had the
pleasure of attending the Moorpanyal Park 1000
swimming event held in North Shore, which is in the
northern suburbs of my electorate. The Moorpanyal
Park 1000 is an annual event organised by the North
Shore Residents Group to showcase Geelong’s
wonderful northern bay front and its mix of residential
and industrial neighbours.
As an open-water swim it illustrates the great progress
that has been made in cleaning up Corio Bay, and for a
local community it directs attention to the potential of a
small bayside park serving the suburbs in the northern
area of Geelong.
I congratulate all those who participated in the event. I
would especially like to mention Ben Henley of Lara
and Susan Dabkowski of Drumcondra, who were the
first male and female competitors to finish the course.
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This is the fourth Moorpanyal Park 1000, and I have
been fortunate enough to attend two of them. This year,
to the credit of the committee, spearheaded by North
Shore stalwarts Jim Anderson and Dale Jennings, both
the number of competitors and the number of spectators
have grown. They should all be very proud of
themselves. I look forward to attending next year’s
Moorpanyal Park 1000 swim event.

Maroondah Hospital: bed closures
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — I wish to
state my concern at recent developments at Maroondah
Hospital in my electorate of Silvan Province. With the
chronic shortage of hospital beds currently being
experienced in all hospitals throughout the metropolitan
area and across Victoria the loss of 30 beds at this
hospital from now until June and some until November
will have a severe impact on all medical services in the
eastern suburbs. The hospital manager says patients are
going to have to be relocated to other facilities such as
the Angliss and Box Hill hospitals over the period,
which will obviously have a major impact on the
waiting times at those hospitals as well.
In a newspaper article the manager also indicated that
the emergency department at the hospital would be
severely affected. Whilst I appreciate that the
redevelopment is well overdue, I cannot help but be
concerned about the disruption and shortage of beds for
up to nine months at Maroondah Hospital. It highlights
a failure on the part of the Bracks government to build
the Knox hospital and add an extra 300 beds to health
services in the eastern suburbs. For this the Bracks
government deserves to be condemned.

Iraq: conflict
Mr SOMYUREK (Eumemmerring) — As a
member of the Victorian Parliament who is of Muslim
background I call on the Muslim communities of
Victoria to support our troops unconditionally against
the bloodthirsty, evil tyrant who is Saddam Hussein.
Let us not forget that Saddam Hussein’s actions are not
and never have been motivated by Islam or Muslim
values. In fact almost all of his victims have been
Muslim peoples such as Kurds, Shiite Arabs and
Turkomans. Some of the most powerful men in his
regime, such as Tarik Aziz, are Christian.
Like most people I am deeply concerned that our troops
will engage in military conflict against Iraq without a
United Nations mandate. However, this is a wider issue
which the entire global community must resolve in
order to maintain the integrity of the United Nations in
the future. Therefore I also call on the Muslim
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communities of Victoria to keep a low profile with
respect to anti-war protests that may be held around the
state during this campaign. I put on the record my
opinion that this war will be over within a month, with
the United States of America achieving its objective of
regime change. However, what worries me is that
Howard will not discuss our commitments with respect
to providing troops for peacekeeping activities after the
war.
Having invaded Iraq without a United Nations
mandate, Australia, along with the USA and Britain,
has a moral obligation to retain military personnel for
the purpose of peacekeeping operations because Iraq
will spiral into civil war as the disparate tribes, ethnic
groups and religious groupings compete for power. I
wish our troops — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.
Hon. Bill Forwood — On a point of order,
President, I applaud Mr Somyurek for his comments,
but the practice in this house is to refer to members of
other chambers as ‘Prime Minister’ or ‘Premier’, not
‘Howard’.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I note the point of
order. The honourable member’s attention is drawn to
the fact that he should use the appropriate titles for
members in this place or other places.

Mavis Taylor
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (North Eastern) — I rise this
morning to acknowledge a constituent of mine, Mavis
Taylor. On 7 March, along with many of the other
women in this place, I attended a luncheon to honour
20 remarkable women who were inducted onto the
Victorian women’s honour roll. One of those women
was Mavis Taylor, a constituent from Yarrawonga.
Mavis was honoured for her achievements in setting up
sewing centres for the women in East Timor. At the age
of 86, Mavis, along with her daughter, set off for East
Timor to assist the women in that country.
Mavis’s achievements have been turned into a play
called Mavis Goes to Timor, and I recommend that play
to honourable members as a very enjoyable night out.
On Sunday I had the pleasure of attending a
performance of Mavis Goes to Timor in Shepparton at
which Mavis was actually present. She was honoured
by everybody in the place. It was a remarkable
performance.
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Newlands project: funding
Mr PULLEN (Higinbotham) — A former member
for Higinbotham Province, Dr John Ross, asked me to
deliver the following 90-second statement as he is
unable to do so. John must have been a very fast reader:
unfortunately I have had to edit the statement to fit it
into 90 seconds.
The Newlands Community Education and Multimedia
Centre, commonly known as the Newlands project, was
officially opened in August 1999 after commencing
operations in February of the same year. It is a
community activity of the Anglican parish of
St Christopher’s, East Bentleigh. The parish straddles
three municipalities: Glen Eira, Kingston and Monash.
The immediate need was for computer access and
training for older persons disadvantaged by learning
inadequacies. The majority of the clientele are over
60 years of age, with some in their 90s. Over the past
three years more than 300 people have attended the
centre for short or long periods and many continue to
use the facilities as needed. Other public access points
do not provide staff who can assist older persons
unfamiliar with computer behaviour. Newlands seeks to
help clients understand computer behaviour and
provides assistance free or for low cost in homes.
Newlands is in partnership with the Melbourne
Anglican Benevolent Society and has received minimal
funding from that organisation. For every government
dollar received it has raised $3 through donations and
fees. The greatest need is for sufficient funding to
employ a part-time or full-time manager; until now the
project has been managed by volunteers.

Iraq: conflict
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — I want to
echo in a short statement the sentiments my colleague
the Honourable Bill Forwood expressed and his strong
support for Tony Blair and the statements he has made
recently. I too saw the debate in the British
Parliament — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The honourable
member will refer to the Prime Minister of the United
Kingdom as the Honourable Tony Blair.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS — I want to make the point
that these times are very difficult. It is always a difficult
decision to take a military step, and it is something that
nobody wants to do. Nobody on this side of the house
wants to take that sort of step, and nobody wants to see
the difficulties that war causes. However, Mr Forwood
was quite right to point out that there are occasions
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when difficult decisions have to be made, and difficult
decisions have been made by a number of world
leaders.
I want to congratulate my colleague on the other side
Mr Somyurek on his statement of a moment ago and
say that these are difficult issues for Australia. They are
issues we have to face as a community. That means
respecting the views of others and accepting that people
have legitimate positions but at the same time
committing ourselves to supporting our troops and our
service personnel in their work.

Cultural Diversity Week
Ms MIKAKOS (Jika Jika) — Given the current
global climate it is timely that this week we celebrate
Victoria’s Cultural Diversity Week. This week seeks to
promote respect rather than mere tolerance of Victoria’s
culturally and linguistically diverse society. Over 40 per
cent of Victorians were born overseas or have a parent
who was born overseas. Our population is made up of
people from more than 208 countries who speak more
than 150 different languages and celebrate more than
100 faiths. Our diversity has enriched our society in
many ways.
I call on all Victorians to continue our longstanding
tradition of respecting all members of our community,
irrespective of their background or faith. It is
particularly important that members of the Victorian
Muslim community are not scapegoated for events with
which they have no involvement and do not support.
Hon. P. R. Hall — On a point of order, President, I
wish to bring to the attention of the house the fact that
no member of the National Party has been called to
make a members statement today. On the advice given
to you, President, I understand we were not called today
because members of the National Party have made four
members statements during the course of the week and
that is deemed by the sessional orders to be our quota. I
also put to the house the fact that today we have had
only 12 members statements. Indeed, throughout the
course of the week we have failed as a chamber to fill
the quota of 15 members making members statements
and raising adjournment matters. The sessional orders
allow 15 members to speak in members statements and
on the adjournment, and I would have thought that the
spirit of those sessional orders was to allow as many
members as possible to get up and speak.
We all need to take our turn and we need to allocate
those times so that we all have those opportunities. The
National Party is not seeking to deny anybody else in
this chamber the opportunity to speak, but given the
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fact that there are no other members in the chamber
who wish to take up those opportunities it is a denial of
justice that we have been refused the right to raise
issues in this Parliament when we would not be unfairly
taking up time required by others.

Hon. T. C. Theophanous — You either have some
respect for the house and for its sessional orders or you
do not.

I therefore seek leave from both the government and the
Liberal opposition for National Party members to be
called to make members statements this morning.

Hon. T. C. Theophanous — Have you had
enough? The sessional orders do not actually say
‘15 members’; what the sessional orders say is that ‘up
to 15 members may speak and make statements’. There
is no directive in the sessional orders that it has to be
15 members. It is very clear.

Hon. Philip Davis — On the point of order,
President, it is evident to me that the Liberal Party has
reached its quota allocation for the week, so from the
point of view of having further opportunities to speak
both the Liberal and National parties are in a similar
position — that is, if further opportunities were made
available, perhaps they could be taken up. I am not
clear about what the government’s position is, but
presumably because the government’s quota has not
been reached there are members of the government
who are forgoing that opportunity.
In relation to Mr Hall’s point of order, it seems there is
an opportunity for the house to give members the
chance to fill those spots that have not otherwise been
taken by government members because of their
disinclination to raise matters. Therefore I am quite
happy to afford leave to Mr Hall and the National Party
if that is the view of the house.
Mr Lenders — On the point of order, President,
some weeks ago following debate and discussion on
them the house adopted sessional orders which entitled
every member of this chamber to raise one adjournment
matter and make one 90-second statement a week. That
was part of the principles behind the sessional orders.
Those discussions also covered the request of the
Liberal and National parties that the sessional orders
enable flexibility so that if the government was going to
go down that path at least there would be a capacity to
assign that time across to others.
Clearly the sessional orders have allowed a degree of
flexibility, but if members choose not to exercise their
right in order to save time and allow more discussion
on bills or for other reasons, it is up to them to choose
to assign or not. Presumably that is done periodically
between parties.
On the particular issue of seeking leave to vary the
sessional orders for that to happen, leave is not given.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — On the point of order,
President, the sessional orders are very clear about this.
Hon. P. R. Hall — It is very clear you want to gag
us!

Honourable members interjecting.

Hon. D. McL. Davis — It is ‘up to 15 members’.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — Yes, that is right, it is
‘up to 15 members’, and in anybody’s language that
means it can be 15 but it could be 14, it could be 13, it
could be 12 or it could be less. Furthermore, the
sessional orders clearly state that each member is
entitled to make one such statement in each sitting
week; that a member may assign his or her
entitlement — that is entirely up to the member — and
that members from a party will no longer be called if in
so doing a single party would be making in excess of
50 per cent of the statements. The rules are very clear,
and there is absolutely no point of order.
The PRESIDENT — Order! As indicated by
members, sessional order 9, which provides for
statements by members, makes it clear that there is an
opportunity for up to 15 members to make a statement
on a topic of concern. It provides the opportunity for
members to allocate their spot to others, and this has
been done by all parties during the course of this week.
The allocation of the National Party has been exhausted
today. The sessional orders are clear. Leave is not
granted, and do I not uphold the point of order.

AUDITOR-GENERAL
Public sector agencies: audits
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) — I
move:
That the Council take note of the report of the
Auditor-General on public sector agencies, February 2003.

At the outset I am pleased to see that with the change of
sessional orders we still have the capacity to debate
important reports like the Auditor-General’s report,
although I am greatly disappointed that the time to do
so has been cut in half, so I now have only 5 minutes to
cover this substantive document. The issue I wish to
cover is on pages 89 through to 110 of the report, which
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deals with the Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre,
situated in the electorate which Ms Argondizzo and I
have the honour to represent.
We support the redevelopment of the Austin and
Repatriation Medical Centre, but are greatly concerned,
as is the Auditor-General, with what is happening there,
and I encourage honourable members to read the
20 pages on the centre, as covered in the report. If they
do so, they will find that there have been problems with
the tender process, problems with probity and
significant problems in time blow-outs, but, most
importantly, there has been an extraordinary blow-out
in the cost of this project. It demonstrates absolutely the
difficulty this government has in delivering major
projects across the state. The project is well overdue.
Paragraph 5.257 on page 105 of the report states:
Reasons for the delays to date in the construction timetable
include:
industrial relation concerns over the preferred
demolition contractor, resulting in a delay in the
awarding of the contract …

And that is not surprising. We know that the
government has significant problems with industrial
relations.
During the 1999 election campaign the Labor Party
promised that it would spend $155 million on the
upgrading of the Austin and Repatriation Medical
Centre. By July 2000 that price had blown out to
$315 million; by February 2001 it had blown out to
$325.7 million; and in March 2002 it had blown out to
$376.3 million, although as the Auditor-General states
in his report:
… this does not include the deferred refurbishment works —

which have been locked off —
… of $21.4 million.

So according to the audit report the total cost has now
blown out to $397.7 million — a significant increase.
But turning to pages 108 and 109 of the report one sees
comments provided by the chief executive officer of the
Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, where she
says:
While it is planned for some ‘ambulatory’ services … to be
transferred to the repatriation site, we are still awaiting
funding to enable this relocation to take place.

The next paragraph of her response states:
The second dot point relates to the reduction of the building
upgrade budget from $13 million to $5 million. Previous
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analysis of the existing building infrastructure has indicated
that upward of $30 million is required …

So the government has allocated $5 million, but the
project needs $30 million. So let us add another
$25 million!
The next paragraph of the report talks about the cost
design blow-out of $21.4 million. She says in her
response:
The preferred option in the most recent investment evaluation
has been costed at $58.7 million. The report is currently with
the DHS for consideration.

In other words, there is another $35 million on top. In
response to paragraph 5.247 she states:
Given that some of the refurbishment cost estimates are based
on general allowances, and not interventional studies, it may
be that the current cost estimate of $21 million is understated.

Here we have the Auditor-General’s report, a report by
a senior officer of the Parliament looking into the way
this government does business, particularly major
projects, particularly a health project in this state, and
what have we got? Time delays, cost blow-outs, probity
concerns, and tender concerns. This government lacks
the capacity to deliver on its major projects. This is a
damning indictment of the operations of this
government.
We applaud the reconstruction of the Austin and
Repatriation Medical Centre — Victoria needs it as a
fine tertiary hospital; but for heavens sake, do the job
properly!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — I decided to speak in this debate on the
Auditor-General’s report, given my history of
involvement in the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee and the fact that I have also been a strong
supporter of the Auditor-General over the years,
something which I cannot say is the case with the
opposition. At the first opportunity after coming into
government it wanted to nobble the Auditor-General. It
is a bit hypocritical for the opposition — especially
Mr Forwood, who was directly involved as chairman of
the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee at the
time in assisting Jeff Kennett to nobble the
Auditor-General — to now move this motion. That was
the time to stand up and talk about the Auditor-General
and say that what was happening was inappropriate.
I am very pleased to see the Auditor-General’s report; it
makes interesting reading. I suggest that members read
it and look at all the issues raised by the
Auditor-General and see the way he presents the overall
picture, rather than trying as the Honourable Bill
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Forwood has today to identify a particular issue and
criticise this government on it.
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worked and about the past of this government and the
past of people who used to be advisers to this current
government and what they used to be involved in. I will
mention a few of these recollections of the financial
success the government has delivered to this state.

I make one point, however, in relation to the policy of
the previous government and the current opposition in
relation the Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre.
What was its policy? It was to privatise it! This
government came into power and made a commitment
to rebuild and reinvigorate the Austin and Repatriation
Medical Centre and make it into one of the great public
hospitals in this state. Instead of congratulating the
government on its initiative in developing a very
important piece of infrastructure for the state, this
member, having tried to nobble the Auditor-General in
the past, comes in here and tries to use the report of the
Auditor-General to make a political point on this issue.

Let us look at the past, because that is what the
discussion was about. Let us talk about the former State
Bank. Let us talk about Tricontinental. Let us talk about
the former Victorian Economic Development
Corporation and let us talk about overall financial
capacity and issues of the past. The minister spoke
about the past, and I am pleased to talk about it. The
past reflects the fact that this government has a history
of driving down the economy of this state, and we are
heading down the same path.

This is an important issue. The Auditor-General
recognises that it is important, but he has also made a
range of other comments in this report. In the section
headed ‘General government’, which is about the
overall financial management of the government, on
page 22 he says:

I refer to page 111 of the Auditor-General’s report, and
in particular to the last financial year. The last
12 months has seen metropolitan hospitals and
networks have their debt increased by $40 million. That
is in 12 months! At paragraph 5.267 the
Auditor-General says:

The financial audits for 2001–02 found that the departments
and agencies have generally complied with relevant
accounting standards and legislative requirements. The
majority of these departments and agencies have also
maintained relatively effective internal controls over financial
and information technology systems necessary for the correct
preparation of their annual financial reports.

What the Auditor-General has said in a general sense
when talking about all departments and agencies of this
government is that they have complied with the
appropriate accounting standards and maintained
effective internal controls over financial and
information technology systems. This is hardly the sort
of critical attack by the Auditor-General on the previous
government that we saw during the time he was
allowed to function shortly before he was totally
nobbled and all his resources were taken away. It took a
change of government to rectify that situation. We look
forward to the reports of the Auditor-General; we take
them as constructive criticism, and we look at them in
the general sense.
This report by the Auditor-General has made comment
which is not negative in relation to certain aspects of
government, and we will take the other criticisms on
board.
Hon. R. DALLA-RIVA (East Yarra) — I will talk
about the financial viability of hospitals, and I will refer
to the Auditor-General’s report, but before I move to
that discussion I am very pleased that the minister
spoke about the past and how great the Labor Party has
been. I have recollections of a certain place in which I

Our review disclosed that nine public hospitals are now
showing signs of financial difficulty across all four financial
indicators.

What are they? The hospital system is in deep crisis.
We know that.
Let us look at Western Health. In 2000–01 it had a net
result of $22.2 million. In 2001–02 it was negative
$7.7 million. Eastern Health had a net result in 2000–01
of $907 000, but last financial year it had a debt of
$5.2 million. Melbourne Health had a surplus of
$13 million in 2000–01 and a debt last year of
$6 million. The result for the Royal Victorian Eye and
Ear Hospital in 2000–01 was $2 million, and last
financial year it had a debt of $1 million. The realities
are that over the past 12 months we have seen over
$40 million in debt increases throughout the
metropolitan health system.
However, it is not just the metropolitan system that has
been affected. I draw the house’s attention to a figure
on page 112 of the report. It indicates that in 2001–02
Dunmunkle Health Services produced a deficit of
$227 000. Omeo District Hospital had a deficit of
$215 000. This is a disaster that is building and
building, but what is this government doing? It is sitting
on its hands and blaming everyone but itself. I have to
note that when things are going well government
members will sit there and crow about how great the
government is. When things are going bad and they
cannot make a decision, it is everyone else’s fault but
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theirs. This is just another example of them blaming
everyone else but themselves.
On page 114, paragraph 5.277, the Auditor-General
recommends:
… a review of the number of additional nurse positions
funded in comparison to the number actually employed as a
result of the agreement, to determine whether any unfunded
salary increases were incurred by these hospitals as a result of
implementing the agreement …

This again demonstrates a government that has no idea
about organisation and about control. It just sits there
and says, ‘We need extra nurses, and we will do it
without any consideration for the long-term effects of
the health system’. Indications are that the health
system is groaning under a $40 million debt increase in
just the last 12 months.
But let us look at the outcomes of this government and
what it has achieved as a result of the increase in the
debt. Let us look at the Metropolitan Melbourne
Hospital Services report of September 2002.
Remember, there has been an increase in just over
$40 million in debt in the metropolitan hospital service
system, but what has the government delivered?
Ambulance bypasses have grown from 367 in
September 1999 to 581 in September 2002. More
crucially, the numbers of people waiting on hospital
trolleys has blown out. This government needs to be
held accountable.
Mr VINEY (Chelsea) — I really enjoy it when the
opposition raises the report of the Auditor-General
because we well remember what it did to the
Auditor-General. The honourable member for Mitcham
in another place very well remembers what happened to
the Auditor-General, because the Liberal Party’s
attempts to nobble and stop the Auditor-General from
properly reporting to the Parliament guaranteed the
honourable member for Mitcham’s election in the
Mitcham by-election some years ago.
That was the beginning of the end for the Kennett
government. It was a government that had arrogantly
ignored the proper processes of democracy in Victoria,
and that is what in part delivered the Bracks Labor
government in the 1999 elections in Victoria.
The Bracks Labor government placed the
Auditor-General properly into the procedures of this
Parliament and guaranteed the independence of the
Auditor-General.
It is interesting that Mr Forwood raised the issue of the
Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre
redevelopment. It was the Liberal Party under Jeff
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Kennett that proposed privatising that hospital. If it
were not for the election in 1999 what we would have
at the Austin hospital now would be another failed
privatisation attempt at a hospital, just as happened in
the Latrobe Valley.
It is an extraordinary process that the Liberal Party
would attempt to raise the matter of the Austin and
Repatriation Medical Centre in this way. The current
project is the largest hospital development in Victoria,
if not Australia. There has been a $40 million increase
in the cost as a result of the building boom, but what the
opposition is not counting in is the inclusion of the
Mercy hospital in the project. The whole project is one
of the largest in Victoria.
The Liberal Party was planning to privatise that
hospital. It could not find a buyer, and it would have
been a complete failure, a policy disaster, for Victoria if
it had had its way in 1999. Some 450 beds are going
into the project. It will be a hospital that will be able to
continue with the quality services it has been able to
provide. It is a hospital that has a long history in
Victoria, and this opportunity for redevelopment, of
which the government is very proud, will make it a
centrepiece of the Victorian public health system.
Mr Dalla-Riva raised the issue of hospital viability.
That is rich coming from the Liberals, given that when
we came into office and conducted an independent
review of our public hospital system it reported that
under the Kennett government public hospitals were
being forced to sell their assets and dip into their
fundraising pool just to keep the hospitals going. The
Liberals’ policy on Victorian public hospitals when
they were in government was to sell the silver in order
to keep the hospitals going. That was a policy disaster
and it took this government to put the hospitals back
onto a proper and viable financial footing.
Mr Dalla-Riva raised the issue of nursing. Nursing was
in crisis in Victoria when we came into government in
1999 because the nurses were under enormous pressure
and had been leaving the system in droves. It is this
government that has put thousands of nurses back into
our hospital system; it is this government that has put
hundreds of beds back into the hospital system; and it is
this government that has stopped the sell-off of all the
country hospitals.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr VINEY — I can hear some interjections from
members of the National Party. They sat quietly by
while 12 country hospitals were closed in Victoria.
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It was their policy failure that contributed to that whole
process.
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — It is with
pleasure that I rise to make a contribution to the debate
on the report on public sector agencies and the
Auditor-General’s comments. I wish in particular to
draw to the attention of the house a number of parts in
the report that deal with the viability of the financial
side of hospital projects and the system itself.
Firstly, I place on record my compliments to the
Auditor-General on the work he has done. He has
undertaken some very important, far-sighted and
forward-looking work. He has given us a wake-up call
which I hope the government heeds as significant. The
Auditor-General has reported something that should
concern all Victorians. He reports, as Mr Forwood so
eloquently outlined, about the Austin and Repatriation
Medical Centre redevelopment and the problems that
are occurring there — the significant financial
blow-outs that may on some calculations exceed
$150 million or may in fact be considerably more. I
also place on record that the Austin and Repatriation
redevelopment is a very important one. As has been
said, it will be the largest facility of its type and it will
be important for Victorians — particularly for veterans,
given the history of the hospital, and for women, given
the involvement of the Mercy group with the
redevelopment. I compliment that group on its
involvement.
However, this points to a significant series of
blow-outs, gaffes and examples of mismanagement by
the government. The Minister for Health will need to
act to ensure that this expansion of cost in the system
does not go any further and that she is able to prevent
continuing blow-outs in the funding of that very
important hospital redevelopment.
I also want to draw to the house’s attention, as has
Mr Dalla-Riva, the financial viability of hospitals. It is
true, as this report states, that on four key financial
indicators chosen by the independent Auditor-General
the financial position of public hospitals has
deteriorated. Nine public hospitals are showing signs of
financial difficulty and a further 15 hospitals, both rural
and metropolitan, have unfavourable results. It is
obvious that the government is underfunding our public
hospitals. The Auditor-General makes it clear
that $46.8 million is the amount of the gap between
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what the hospitals were forced to spend on state
programs and what the state government was prepared
to provide in funds.
Blind Freddy knows that you cannot go on, year after
year, forcing hospitals to spend more through imposing
those various requirements but not funding them
adequately. As the Auditor-General has outlined,
hospital assets will run down. They will have to
borrow. The Auditor-General has also made the point
that some hospitals have now borrowed money without
the proper financial authorisation — a point the Leader
of the Government needs to take careful note of. It is
not satisfactory to have hospitals flouting financial
requirements in this state, nor is it satisfactory to have
hospitals in such a degree of desperation that they are
forced to do something that is not within the laws of
this state.
It is very clear that the Minister for Health, the
Treasurer and the Minister for Finance will have to
ensure that these hospitals are properly funded and that
they do not in any way breach the guidelines on public
borrowing, because that exposes the state to significant
risk. It is a risk that is unmanaged currently, and the
Auditor-General has given a significant wake-up call to
Victorians and to the Minister for Health in particular.
She will need to act on this.
Mr Viney, the Labor Party speaker, made a number of
comments about the situation with nurses.
An Honourable Member — Before he left the
chamber.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS — Indeed! Although I
support nurses being well remunerated and I support
proper staffing in our hospitals, I do not support the
state government imposing a nursing agreement
without sufficient funding to enable it to work. The
Auditor-General has again pointed to the
implementation of the nurses agreement and has stated
that significant questions surround the implementation
of that agreement. It is clear that the funds are
insufficient to enable that agreement to be applied in the
various locations right across the system, and the state
government will have to deal with that. It will have to
fund hospitals sufficiently to enable them to implement
the nursing agreements that are now in effect the law of
the land. The Auditor-General has given us a wake-up
call about the state government’s mismanagement of
our system.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — Parliament and the people of Victoria should
be very grateful for the work of the Auditor-General in
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providing Parliament with this report on public sector
agencies. The report, published in February 2003, deals
with a number of special reviews undertaken by the
Auditor-General and financial state audits for public
sector agencies as at the end of June 2002.
By their very nature Auditor-General reports provide
wake-up calls. As Mr Davis said, they provide us with
timely reminders about the ways in which we approve
our accounting systems and about our capacity to
provide accountable and transparent public sector
activity. That is the role of the Auditor-General, and
that role was reinforced in this state’s legislation as one
of the first acts of the incoming Bracks government at
the end of 1999. Within a matter of weeks of the
government’s election the independence of the
Auditor-General was re-established on the Victorian
statute book by amendments to the audit acts. The
capacity of the Auditor-General to undertake the very
work that he is reporting on in this document was
enhanced by amendments to the Audit Act and the
Financial Management Act, which were the very first
actions of the Bracks government to reinstate the
independence of the Auditor-General and to create
scope and rigour for the undertaking of this important
work.
We therefore welcome this ongoing scrutiny. We
encourage it and think the Parliament is much better for
the work that is undertaken and that the public sector
activities are much better for the analysis provided by
the Auditor-General.
Hon. Bill Forwood interjected.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS — The very nature of the
special projects that the Auditor-General can now
report on could not be reported on until those
amendments were made to the Financial Management
Act. They enabled the Auditor-General to cut across a
number of portfolio silos and to do cross-sectional
analysis such as, for example, the analysis of IT
management systems across the whole of the public
sector. It was the Bracks government which provided
the opportunity for the Auditor-General to undertake
such analysis.
I will respond to a couple of major issues highlighted in
the report, and the financial viability of the health sector
is one of the most critical. The Auditor-General states
that any number of hospitals within the Victorian health
system are under severe financial strain and that the
Department of Human Services — which I am pleased
to say comes within my portfolio of responsibilities —
is taking a number of measures to shore up hospital
viability across the sector. However, it has to be
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understood that the profound pressures placed on the
viability of hospitals — pressures that are the legacy of
the previous administration in Victoria — and the
supreme pressures that are perpetuated by federal
government policy create major difficulties for all
hospitals across this state.
In my portfolio area of aged care, for instance, in
Victoria there are over 5000 nursing home beds below
the benchmark for the natural average of availability of
nursing home beds. This causes severe pressure. The
backlog washes back through the hospital sector,
because we cannot apply for appropriate discharge of
patients out of the hospital system. That creates acute
pressure, so despite the billions of dollars this
government has reinvested in health and education
there are still pressures that we will need to address
over time. The Auditor-General has alerted us to those
pressures.
Motion agreed to.

CRIMES (PROPERTY DAMAGE AND
COMPUTER OFFENCES) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 19 March; motion of
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation).

Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern) — I am very
pleased indeed that the government has moved in the
way it has with this bill to address a couple of topical
issues. Clearly there is great concern in the community
about the deliberate lighting of bushfires, and I want to
deal with that component of the bill in more detail a
little later.
References to computer offences is a moving feast
because technology is developing at such a rate. Since a
computer offence was inserted into the Crimes Act
some time ago there has been an extraordinary
technological advance. It is obviously time to expand
these categories of offences so that these nefarious
people, who either with criminal intent or in some form
of game want to disrupt the business of the community
by interfering with computer systems — sending
viruses, hacking into computers, and altering electronic
records and the like — can be caught up with and
sufficient penalty can be meted out. The deterrent effect
that will also come into place will mean that some of
these young computer whizzes will realise that if they
want to play around and cause disruption to other
citizens by interfering with computer systems they will
face some very severe penalties indeed.
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E-commerce has become such a part of our society now
that I think Parliament is quite correct to be imposing
significant penalties over a range of offences that are
likely to be committed. I cannot talk in detail on the
various offences, simply because my technological
knowledge of how computers operate is insufficient to
enable me to do so. But I certainly well understand the
need to have appropriate offences in place because I,
like most members, have experienced the disruption
that can be caused if someone interferes with the
operation of computer systems, either maliciously or
criminally, or simply, as they would characterise it, for
a bit of fun. I must say it is not fun at all if your
business computer system crashes because of some
unauthorised interference somewhere along the line.
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community. We need to have in place offences and an
operational procedure which goes after these people
and makes sure that they are brought to justice and, in
bringing them to justice, sends a message to others in
the community who might want to emulate those sorts
of activities. They are very stressful and costly incidents
and I do not think the community should put up with it.
Therefore I am glad the government has moved to bring
these offences into the Crimes Act. I particularly
applaud proposed new section 247L of the Crimes Act.
I want to turn to the bushfires, because I have a couple
of concerns about the provisions in the bill that go to
this issue. I certainly have no concern with the principle
at all; it is absolutely appropriate that we beef up the
Crimes Act in relation to the deliberate lighting of fires.

I am also pleased that the sabotage offences have been
included in the legislation, and particularly those
measures which deal with the threat of carrying out a
sabotage act, because it seems to me that that is often of
greater inconvenience and expense to the community
than actual sabotage acts. Fortunately we do not have
many acts of sabotage that are executed, but we do
appear to be having an increasing number of threats of
sabotage. Whether there is ever an intention by the
many of those making the threats to carry out their
threats is a moot point, and I suspect that in most cases
they have absolutely no intention whatsoever of
carrying out their threats. But we are living in such a
troubled world now, with terrorism and the like, that no
threat can be taken lightly and it can no longer be
brushed aside as a crank call. Therefore all threats of
sabotage necessarily cause extraordinary disruption and
inconvenience to many people and at great cost, both
financial and personal, to many citizens.

I have no doubt that some of the fires we have
experienced during this season were deliberately lit.
Yes, we know that many in the alpine area were lit by
lightning strikes early in January — by an act of God, a
dry thunderstorm — and we cannot do much about that.
But I have no doubt at all that the fire at Eldorado and
the one the same day at Stanley were wanton acts of a
human being. In many respects both of those fires
caused a lot more damage than the fires that were
started by lightning. Those fires started by lightning
were, by and large, confined to timbered public lands
and they burnt a lot of trees and so on but did not burn
much private property until they got into Gippsland.
But the Stanley and Eldorado fires burnt homes, fences
and stock and seriously affected the livelihood of those
citizens. I do not know how the persons who lit those
fires — either two or one, but I suspect the one person
lit both — can live with their conscience.

One only has to instance, for example, a threat to put a
bomb on a Boeing 747 plane and 400 passengers
finding their travel plans disrupted. It means that some
passengers miss getting to events which are of
significant personal value to them, whether it be
funerals, weddings, or whatever. It means that other
plane connections are missed and major business
meetings are missed — simply because someone took it
upon themselves to make mischief, either lightly or
perhaps more seriously, by making a threatening phone
call that they were going to carry out some act of
sabotage.

A few days later we had another fire, at Fell Timber
Creek Road at Wodonga, and I have no doubt that that
was also deliberately lit. Fortunately with that one being
so close to the town and the fire brigade being nearby it
was able to be controlled before it got very far. The
stress that is imposed upon the community and the fact
that we have certain people in our midst who are so
twisted or mentally disturbed that they will go and
deliberately light fires is a matter of tremendous
concern. It is of greater concern if they are going to
perpetrate these wanton acts at a time when big fires are
already running. That was the tragedy of this occasion.

I have no sympathy for such people. I believe the law
needs to come down on those perpetrators with its
absolute full force. We have to demonstrate to people
that we will not allow anonymity via the telephone
system or the ease of sending an email, or however a
threat is conveyed, to enable the senders thereof to get
away with it and somehow or other disappear into the

We had most of our Country Fire Authority brigades
fighting the fires that had been started by nature and
had to be pulled out of there to fight more dangerous
fires that had been started by criminal activity. I am
pleased that the offences concerning the lighting fires
are being beefed up. I do have some concern at times
about what the courts do in punishing those who are
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apprehended for lighting fires. I hope what Parliament
is doing on this occasion might give the courts a little
more impetus to impose what I would have thought
were more appropriate fines.
I give one example when what I think was a quite
inappropriate penalty was imposed on a person who lit
a series of fires in Wodonga, including five on one day.
On 15 January he pleaded guilty at the Wodonga court
to six counts of lighting a fire in the open air and three
of criminal damage by fire. He also pleaded guilty to
discharging a missile, handling stolen goods, theft,
burglary and attempting to commit an indictable
offence. The court heard that this particular defendant
had lit fires in November in Willow Park, and at
Melbourne Road, Wodonga, as well as at schools. They
were very serious charges, and they were not a one-off
as he did that over a number of days. He had done it in
summer as the severe bushfire season was approaching.
Fortunately little damage was done because he was
doing it within the bounds of the town and people were
onto it pretty quickly.
Much to my surprise — and I think I can say also, my
disgust — the magistrate imposed a 12-month
community-based order for all the charges. What sort of
message does that send to the community — that this is
not a serious offence? Worse still, the
community-based order is not going to be worked
because the perpetrator has moved to Sydney and we
are unable to enforce the community-based order
beyond the state’s borders. That fellow has got off
virtually scot-free. It may have also been interesting had
the court known — I understand why the court was not
informed — that this person had decamped to Coffs
Harbour with a 14-year-old girl. It is absolutely
extraordinary that we get the court imposing a slap on
the wrist for what could have turned out to have been
absolutely tragic in terms of loss of life and what could
have turned out to be the destruction of a couple of
Wodonga schools at a cost that would have imposed
onto the taxpayer, but also the stress and concern it
would have imposed on students at those schools.
As we have seen recently in Wodonga with the
deliberate burning down of the Fruit Fly Circus
buildings at Wodonga High School, the students there
have been really affected through losing their school. I
do not think people take those facts into account often
enough, because these kids had an actual attachment to
that infrastructure, and they were deeply affected when
it was deliberately destroyed. This particular perpetrator
is not the one who burnt down the Fruit Fly Circus
buildings. That person has been apprehended, and it
will be interesting to see what sort of penalty he might
have imposed upon him.
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What I wanted to draw the attention of the house to is in
the proposed part 2 amendments to the Crimes Act. The
new section that is being inserted refers to ‘intentionally
or recklessly causing a bushfire’. I will read this, while
removing the surplusage. I have been in Parliament for
a long while, and I have always had trouble reading acts
until on one occasion I was having a discussion on the
front steps with a man I had never met before who
turned out to be a QC.
Hon. Andrew Brideson — That can be dangerous.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER — Yes, it can be dangerous.
He said, ‘You want to get rid of all the surplusage’. I
said, ‘What is surplusage?’ and he said, ‘All the words
that don’t mean much, just get down to the guts of it’. I
tried to do that. Incidentally, he is the QC who, in the
Torcasio case, discovered that Parliament may not have
passed a bill with an absolute majority. From then on
we have had to go through the business of making sure
we pass bills that need to be passed with an absolute
majority.
Proposed section 201A in clause 4 refers to:
(1) A person who —
(a) intentionally … causes a fire; and
(b) is reckless as to the spread of the fire to vegetation
on property belonging to another —
is guilty of an offence and liable …

to a certain penalty. That seems clear enough. He
intentionally lights a fire and is reckless in allowing it to
escape. That also is clear enough.
Then proposed subsection (2) qualifies that by saying:
For the purposes of sub-section (1)(b) —

that is, in determining whether it is reckless or not —
… a person is not to be taken to be reckless as to the spread of
a fire include the following —
(a) the person caused the fire in the course of carrying out a
fire prevention, fire suppression or other land
management activity;

Okay, if the fellow is doing some preventive burning,
that is not reckless except, as you go down the list in the
provision, it says:
(b) at the time the activity was carried out —
(i)

there was in force a provision made by or under an
Act or by a Code of Practice approved under an
Act, that regulated or otherwise applied to the
carrying out of the activity and the person in
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carrying out that activity acted in accordance with
the provision …

That indicates to me that if you were carrying out
preventive burning, but you did not have a permit, for
example, that may well be determined to be reckless. If
you want to carry out burning during the fire season
you need to get a permit; there is no doubt about that.
People would need to be very clear that they had the
relevant permits.
Proposed subsection (2)(b)(ii) states:
the person believed that his or her conduct in carrying out the
activity was justified having regard to all of the
circumstances.

These are not alternatives, they are aggregates. Not only
do you have to have a permit or be doing it under a
code of practice, but you must believe it was justified in
all the circumstances. The provision then goes on a
little further. That sounds okay, but I ask — and I hope
we may get advice from somewhere along the line
before the bill is passed by another place — what is the
situation where someone lights a fire to do some
back-burning when a bushfire is running? We had
many examples of this in the north-east and presumably
in Gippsland in recent weeks, where large fires were
out of control and back-burning was done. I expect that
most of that back-burning was undertaken at the
direction of Department of Sustainability and
Environment officers, and therefore I believe it would
be encompassed within the qualifications I have just
read out and would not be deemed to be reckless. But
what is the circumstance where a farmer, a land-holder
or a group of individuals take it upon themselves in the
face of an oncoming bushfire to do some back-burning?
I certainly saw it in the Tallangatta Valley where some
farmers initiated back-burning. They did an excellent
job and that helped to control the fire. I do not think in
their case in any circumstance could it have been
construed to have been reckless, but I wonder whether
they might have been accused of actually lighting a fire
intentionally and — had it got out of control and burnt
the neighbours — whether they somehow or other
could have been deemed to have been reckless.
I went to the Macquarie Dictionary to look up
‘reckless’. It says:
utterly careless of the consequences of action; without caution

That is pretty clear. If somebody is lighting a fire to do
some back-burning as a bushfire approaches they are
not utterly careless of the consequences, I would say,
and they are certainly not doing it without caution.
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Theoretically they will not be caught up in this
proposed section 201A. However, I am not sure that I
would want to run the gauntlet of this. I am not sure
that we should be imposing upon citizens the need to
prove that they were not being reckless. They would
clearly be caught on the first hurdle, having
intentionally caused a fire. On the Macquarie
Dictionary definition they probably were not reckless,
but it will take a court to determine that.
I invite the government to have a look at this while the
bill is between here and another place to see whether an
amendment might not be appropriate to put this beyond
doubt. In this clause we are really talking about fires
that are lit wantonly, not those lit in the course of
controlling a bushfire, because that is what the
community wants. The community wants to catch
people who deliberately and wantonly light fires for
whatever reason; we are not trying to interfere with the
fighting of bushfires through the process of
back-burning, which was a very important part of
controlling the recent fires.
I simply ask the government to have another look at
that provision while the bill is between here and another
place. I was quite comfortable with it when I first read
the bill. It was only in subsequent conversations with
other people, including the member for Benalla in
another place, that some alarm bells started to ring
about whether we are going to catch in this proposed
section some people who should not be caught. We
would perhaps not have them convicted because I think
they would have a defence, but I do not think we should
even put them in the situation where they might have to
go to court to prove that they were not being reckless,
having clearly intentionally lit the fire. I invite the
government to look at that while the bill is between
here and another place.
Having said that, I think the bill can be supported
otherwise. As I said, it is appropriate that we introduce
computer offences and that we increase penalties for
those who threaten sabotage. I am pleased that the bill
does not limit that to publicly owned facilities but
extends it to privately owned facilities that provide a
service to the public; I think that is appropriate. I
support the bill.
Hon. R. DALLA-RIVA (East Yarra) — I also rise
in support of the bill. It is my understanding that this is
template legislation which came out of a meeting of the
Standing Committee of Attorneys-General. I also
understand that similar provisions have already been
implemented in New South Wales and the Australian
Capital Territory.
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I think it is important to understand that the bill reflects
the changes in society’s expectations regarding a
number of serious levels of crime and the changing
nature of crime as we move forward in this century.
Essentially as I see it the bill makes changes to the
Victorian Crimes Act 1958 in relation to
computer-related offences and introduces sabotage and
bushfire offences. It also makes amendments to the Bail
Act 1977. As part of my contribution to the debate I
intend to go through each of those changes in some
detail.
The insertion of computer offences is very pleasing for
me. I know I harp on the fact that I was a fraud squad
detective, but the reality is that as part of that there was
a period in my life when I was one of the first members
in what was known then as the computer crime section.
It subsequently became the computer crime
investigation unit or squad and is now a separate and
distinct unit operating within the crime department of
Victoria Police. I recall in those infant days when the
initial offence was brought in under section 9A of the
Summary Offences Act. We saw that as a significant
move towards identifying that computers were an
integral component of committing a crime. Often back
then it was connected with the use of a computer for
fraud-related matters, but over the past decade — I
think it was introduced in 1991 — we have seen the
computer become a more integral part of our daily life
and the changes made by this bill are reflective of the
changes in society’s expectations.
It is interesting to note that in the early stages with
computer crime we had penalties of $1000 or one years
imprisonment or $2000 or two years imprisonment.
The reality is that the provision was in essence a
toothless tiger in dealing with the offences being
committed through computer crime at that stage. We
often relied on other sections of the Crimes Act, most
specifically those relating to deception or theft offences,
so that a more significant level of crime could be
presented before the courts.
As I said, this bill is in line with the changes to the
community’s expectations. It broadens the scope of
serious computer crime and computer offences and
introduces what I see on reading the bill to be a clear
definition, and the penalties are reflective of the hurt
and damage caused by computer offences. I support
that.
The insertion of sabotage into the Victorian Crimes Act
is a sad reflection of these changing times. Necessary as
this is, post the terrorist attacks so close to our hearts, it
is understandable that we in this house are now
discussing the issue of sabotage. In my view this is an
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area that would have been predominantly left for the
commonwealth government and the commonwealth
jurisdiction to deal with, but we are now moving with
the times and understanding the bastardry that can
happen with acts of terrorism and sabotage, and the
hurt, the anger and the pain they cause in our
community. The insertion of this provision will allow
the courts in this state to have regard for those intending
or threatening to carry out an act of sabotage. I will not
go through the details of the bill; they are clearly laid
out. The legislation is reflective of the seriousness of
the offence, and there is a 25-year jail term. I support
the insertion of the new provision.
The change to the Bail Act will ensure that persons are
required to show cause as to why they should be
granted bail for an offence under section 197A of the
Crimes Act, which relates to arson causing death. This
is a level 2 offence carrying a maximum of 25 years
imprisonment. This places the offence in a similar
position to like offences brought before bail hearings
such as murder and manslaughter-related offences.
Where a death has occurred as a result of arson it is
appropriate that legislation reflects the community’s
expectations in respect of that matter.
Finally, I would like to talk more broadly about the
introduction of what is called the bushfire offence. This
bill introduces proposed section 201A into the Crimes
Act. I will read what it says. It makes it an offence for a
person to:
(a) intentionally or recklessly cause a fire; and
(b) be reckless as to the spread of the fire to vegetation on
property belonging to another person.

We are most aware of the extent to which this new
offence is more appropriate than the provisions under
section 197 of the Crimes Act relating to arson, and that
is important. A recent press release dated 27 February
referred to a case in which the Melbourne County Court
jailed a former member of the Country Fire Authority
for three and a half years for starting two grass fires in
Melbourne’s outskirts. The Honourable Bill Baxter also
recounted a story in relation to another person charged.
That person had delight in shooting lighted sparklers
tied to a chopstick from a crossbow into very dry
pasture. The delight that such people get out of doing
something like that is a reflection of their capacity to
understand the consequences of what they are doing.
The realities are that under the current system the courts
are somewhat hamstrung in terms of the lack of
appropriate offences with which to charge these people.
I am pleased to say that this proposed new section of
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the principal act will allow for the courts to reflect the
community’s expectations in this area.

honourable member’s contribution is currently not
relevant.

Whilst we in the Liberal Party have support for the bill
in its entirety, as indicated earlier by the Honourable
Chris Strong, we will be moving an amendment to part
of that proposed section on the bushfire offence, but
that will be further discussed later. Can I say, subject to
that qualification, that the new section relating to the
bushfire offence is a step in the right direction.

Hon. A. P. Olexander — On the point of order,
President, in my submission to you the arguments
Mr Dalla-Riva is developing on this bill are entirely
relevant and appropriate to the issue of bushfires in this
state. It is an important area, and the monitoring and
control on the part of government in the terms he was
discussing are extremely relevant to this bill. I put it to
you that there is no point of order.

As I indicated earlier, I welcome the move by the
Standing Committee of Attorneys-General to present
this bill. It is appropriate legislation, and it is my
understanding that this is template legislation that has
been introduced into other places.
It is also appropriate to note that the bill provides a
defence for a person whose approach is not considered
reckless, and I will read what those provisions basically
touch on. They provide that a person will not be taken
to be reckless as to the spread of a fire when ‘the person
caused the fire in the course of carrying out a fire
prevention, fire suppression, or other land management
activity’; when the person carried out that activity in
accordance with ‘a provision made by or under an act
or by a code of practice approved under an act’ that
applied to that activity; and when ‘the person believed
that his or her conduct in carrying out the activity was
justified having regard to all of the circumstances’. This
is a good example of what can be done within an act of
Parliament to ensure that there is some review when a
bushfire occurs.
I am rather disappointed when talking about the
bushfire offence that the only course available under the
current regime for victims of the recent bushfires within
this state to give evidence is when a person is charged
under this offence. That is the only opportunity for a
victim subjected to a bushfire to actually give evidence
in an open and public environment.
Why do I make that point? I make that point because
recently the government introduced a review into the
recent bushfires to be conducted, on my understanding,
by the Emergency Services Commissioner — a
government-appointed position. This is the same
organisation that conducted the defence in respect of
the bushfires, and yet we have the government
appointing the commissioner to investigate itself.
Hon. C. D. Hirsh — On a point of order, President,
the honourable member appears to me to be speaking
on matters that are totally irrelevant to the bill under
consideration. The appointment of the bushfire review
is not part of the Crimes Act, and I believe the

The PRESIDENT — Order! I do not uphold the
point of order. Mr Dalla-Riva, to continue on the bill.
Hon. R. DALLA-RIVA — I merely draw attention
to the fact that the proposed bushfire legislation will
give victims of bushfire offences the opportunity to get
up and give evidence in an open and transparent court.
I draw a comparison between the intended inquiry and
this government. There is an expectation that under the
intended inquiry victims of bushfires in this state will
have to sit down at their burnt-out tables in their
burnt-out houses on their burnt-out properties to write
submissions to the commissioner who will conduct an
investigation into itself.
In terms of our discussion on the bushfire offence, it is
appropriate that we draw a distinction between the
template legislation before the house, which has been
agreed to by the Attorney-General in this state, and the
government, which has produced a whitewash of a
review on the bushfires that have so devastated this
state. The realities are that this government does not
wish to be subject to review. It is happy to follow
template legislation that has been brought in generally,
but when it needs to make a decision on its own it is
clearly out in the cold. It clearly does not wish to be
subject to scrutiny.
The whitewash of a review that will be presented to the
people of Victoria will be demonstrated as such, and in
moving my support for the Crimes (Property Damage
and Computer Offences) Bill I draw attention to the
hypocrisy of this government in the way it deals with
certain issues in this state.
Hon. C. D. HIRSH (Silvan) — This bill inserts
three major new offences into the Crimes Act of
1958 — offences concerning the lighting of fires,
computer offences and sabotage offences. These three
offences are in response to the Standing Committee of
Attorneys-General, which originally decided to develop
the model criminal code in 1991.
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The new offence in terms of bushfires is in response, of
course, to a changing environment with the
proliferation of arson that seems to occur particularly
where there are already fires burning or on days of total
fire ban or days of fire danger. The new computer
offences are necessary in order to keep up with
technology and with the use of computers both in
private homes and in the business sector in particular.
The sabotage offences are an extremely sad piece of
legislation. It is a great tragedy that we find it necessary
to bring in legislation to prevent sabotage.
I wonder whether we might not be in such danger were
we not participating with the United States of America
in this unilateral attack on Iraq. Perhaps if we
maintained our role with the United Nations we might
feel safer, but certainly the general fear in the
community makes the sabotage offence quite important
for the whole community.
With regard to the bushfire offence, persons who
intentionally or recklessly cause a fire and recklessly
allow it to spread will be subjected to a much higher
maximum penalty of 15 years imprisonment. This is a
most appropriate change to the legislation.
I listened to and appreciated Bill Baxter’s concern with
people who may be back-burning during a bushfire. We
do have to find a balance, but in 1997 in The Basin
fires, the perpetrator was starting more fires in the
immediate vicinity while the rest of the CFA was
attempting to control other fires. So it is quite important
when you consider unlicensed back-burning during a
fire that you bear that issue in mind.
I am not sure how one deals with the points Mr Baxter
made, and I will certainly mention them to the
parliamentary secretary or the minister, but care must
be taken to cover all possibilities there.
The perpetrator in The Basin in 1997 was a member, as
some are I believe, of the CFA and was just ahead of
the firefighting. It was quite terrifying of course, as
bushfires always are.
Hon. W. R. Baxter — Absolutely, and I am simply
trying to get a situation where we cover all bases, and
you have raised another relevant one.
Hon. C. D. HIRSH — The area of deliberately
starting fires in government and private facilities is
quite important. A fire was started at Bayswater
Secondary College late last year, and it burnt down the
school’s newly developed integration room. I am not
sure what the investigation found with regard to that
fire, but we have had a number of fires in my district
over the years where schools in particular have been
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targeted by arsonists — who, hopefully, end up being
discovered.
With regard to the offence of lighting bushfires, the bill
increases the maximum jail term, which may encourage
the courts to look at their sentencing procedures.
However, when we look at a perpetrator of arson we
are looking at someone who must be suffering from a
fairly severe mental health problem.
Mr Baxter referred to a particular case earlier, and I do
not know the details, but one wonders about the mental
state of that person and whether perhaps the judge took
into account some sort of unstable mental state. There
has to be a severe mental problem for anyone who
commits arson, so sometimes long jail sentences are not
the most appropriate treatment.
If life is lost then the normal course of the law will be
followed, but for some perpetrators — and I have
worked as a psychologist with a couple of young
teenagers who have lit fires — their mental condition
warrants pretty long-term treatment. A jail sentence
after they grew up, if they had not stopped doing it,
might have exacerbated the mental problem rather than
healing it, so one wonders about the worth of some of
these sentences.
With regard to the computer offences, more than
3 million Australian households and more than 1 billion
people worldwide are now connected to the Internet, so
it is very important that the security, integrity and
reliability of computer data and electronic
communications systems are maintained.
The offences outlined in the bill take into account the
latest advances in computer technology and provide,
hopefully, an effective response to the new possibilities
that are available for committing computer crime,
hacking and virus propagation. I do not know whether
any honourable members here have experienced a virus
in their computers, but I did at one stage when I had not
updated my computer virus protection software. It was
a bit of a mess and took quite a while to clean up. I
advise all computer owners to keep up to date with
whatever antivirus software they have, because a virus
can destroy your whole system.
The term ‘computer’ has been defined in its ordinary
meaning, and will be determined by judicial
interpretation. This approach allows the definition to
evolve and encompass new developments in
technology as they continue. If a more specific,
technical definition were adopted, one would have to
keep amending the legislation.
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The bill repeals section 9A of the Summary Offences
Act, which is currently the only offence in Victoria
encompassing the whole range of circumstances
covered by the new computer offences. Technology has
moved so fast, and of course we see honourable
members here in the chamber with their laptops — —
Hon. W. R. Baxter — I wish they wouldn’t bring
them into the house; it is very distracting if you’re
sitting next to one!
Hon. C. D. HIRSH — I haven’t yet seen that. Ten
years ago, when I was last in this place, members were
issued with computers, and I recall having this
amazing, massive computer with 30 megabytes of hard
disk! It was astonishing — here was this great big
computer with all this storage space. Then I came back
this year, 10 years later, to find the most extraordinary
technological advances.
The sabotage offences, as I said earlier, are sad. It is a
pity that it is no longer possible to leave these offences
in commonwealth hands, that we have to amend our
state legislation in order to deal with them. The offence
of sabotage will be directed at individuals who damage
a public facility by committing a property offence such
as destroying or damaging property or by causing an
unauthorised computer function with the intention of
causing major disruption to government functions,
major disruption to the use of services by the public or
major economic loss. Quite a high maximum penalty
can be applied.
The bill also contains a new offence of threatening
sabotage, which is directed at individuals who threaten
to damage a public facility by committing a property
offence or by causing an unauthorised computer
function.
Again, it is with the intention at this stage of causing
fear that the threat will be carried out. It does not cover
protests or action community groups may take in
protest. It certainly does not cover any sort of peaceful
demonstration or any other activity that community
groups or industrial groups may undertake. As I said
before, it is a great pity we have to do this, and I
wonder whether we would have to do it if we were not
being so aggressive in terms of our warmongering in
this unilateral action with the United States. I believe
those actions have made this bill even more necessary.
An amendment to the Bail Act 1997, as well as the
amendments to the Crimes Act 1958, will require the
court to refuse bail where an accused is charged with
arson causing death, unless the accused shows cause
why his or her detention in custody is not justified. The
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offence of arson causing death has a maximum penalty
of 25 years imprisonment which is similar to existing
show-cause offences. That is also an important
amendment if a person committing arson causes
someone’s death.
The bill is in place to bring up to date with changing
society the various offences that have been outlined in
the Crimes Act 1958, and I am very pleased that
honourable members on the other side are supporting
the bill. I commend it to the house.
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — I will try to
make my contribution on this bill brief, but I believe it
will be quite relevant to concerns that exist in my
electorate surrounding the general issue of arson and
bushfires. I repeat that the opposition obviously does
support the major thrust of this bill. It is responsible and
timely, given the circumstances that we find ourselves
in. The opposition has also suggested amendments
which I support.
In restricting my comments to the issue of bushfires I
draw particular attention to the ruggedly beautiful
nature of the terrain and surrounding areas in my
electorate of Silvan Province. It is a tragic fact that in
my region the bushfire statistics are comparatively high.
A number of the fires are started by nature and are a
result of things like lightning strikes, as has been the
case in the forested areas of the Dandenong Ranges for
millions of years. Often that type of conflagration
serves a purpose in preparing the way for forest
regrowth and regeneration. Sadly there is a growing and
proportionately high number of fires in my area that
have been started deliberately by vexatious, and I go so
far as to say gutless, people who wreak havoc and
heartbreak on many of my constituents. This has
happened in the past and the potential is there for the
future.
These deliberately lit fires have an impact not only on a
large number of local residents — primary producers
who rely for their livelihoods on the land and terrain in
Silvan Province — but also on the flora and fauna in
our region which is unique in this state and has been
recognised as so for many years with the creation of the
Olinda State Forest, the Dandenong Ranges National
Park, the Warrandyte State Park; and I could go on. So
the consequences of this type of activity in my local
region are well understood by me and by local people.
When I took a look at the Department of Natural
Resources and Environment (DNRE) web site, I noted
some very interesting statistics that indicate just how
expansive the predicament is in Victoria. The
department posts figures on its web site covering a
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20-year period and also list the number of fires started
each year. It is disturbing to note that there are a total of
about 145 deliberately started fires every year in this
state. This compares to lightning fires of about 149.
Fire burn escapes which happen as a result of controlled
burn-offs and hazard reduction activities happily only
account for an average of nine fires each year. Most
people would find the first two of these statistics quite
disturbing, particularly the figure of 145 deliberately lit
fires. I certainly do, and I know my constituents,
particularly those who live in the Dandenong Ranges
and surrounding areas find them especially threatening
personally.
There are even more disturbing figures, which I will
briefly bring to the chamber’s attention. In 1968 there
was a fire in the Dandenong Ranges, in my electorate,
where 53 houses and 10 other community and public
infrastructure buildings were completely destroyed.
This had a severe impact on the local region and it took
many years for the Dandenong Ranges to recover from
that fire.
In 1969 the infamous Lara fires began, and they will be
remembered by many members in this place. They
resulted in approximately 250 000 hectares of bush
being completely burnt and 23 people tragically losing
their lives in that conflagration.
In this same fire a staggering number of 230 houses
were destroyed along with 21 other buildings, and
around 12 000 livestock had to be destroyed as a result
of the fire, so the consequences of the type of arson that
is dealt with in this bill are severe and have been severe
for many communities.
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Finally I will recap what happened in 1997 in my
electorate. A fire started in the Dandenong Ranges on
21 January 1997. It was a deliberately and callously lit
fire. In this fire three lives were lost, and that was three
too many. In my electorate 43 homes were destroyed
and other properties were substantially ruined,
including the produce of fruit, berry and cut-flower
growers. A deliberately lit fire had an impact on
livelihoods and life as a result.
We can get carried away by statistics — the number of
houses destroyed, the number of livestock that have to
be destroyed and the numbers of our natural flora and
fauna which are destroyed — but these statistics reflect
the suffering of people, livelihoods and the natural
environment.
This bill is timely. Any provisions that strengthen
penalties for people who light fires of this nature are to
be strongly supported, and I certainly endorse them
very strongly. But it is not only the heartbreak caused
by the loss of personal possessions and memorabilia
that people have to suffer; it is not only the fact that
livelihoods are lost. In Silvan the productivity of our
fruit and berry growers is put at significant risk by these
sorts of activities. Silvan Province is one of the leading
producers of stone fruit, berries and cut flowers in
Victoria and Australia. Deliberately lit fires have the
potential to destroy a significant industry for the state as
well as the livelihoods of local people.
All this is at the hands of self-indulgent and calculating
firebugs who often take delight in such actions. And it
is probably no surprise to many in this chamber that
they also take delight in the suffering and torment of
other people.

I also draw the attention of the chamber to the situation
that occurred in February 1983 where there was an
appalling waste of life, property and fauna in the Ash
Wednesday bushfires. While some of the initial
outbreaks of that fire occurred because of natural
causes, it was extremely disturbing to note that a lot of
other fires were deliberately lit at the same time. As a
result, during that period over 100 separate fires
occurred across the state.

In Silvan Province the terrain and geography are such
that the possibility of future fires, deliberately lit or
otherwise, is very high, and that is why I take a keen
interest in this bill and hope it goes to sufficient lengths
to protect the innocent while providing a stronger
deterrent to would-be offenders as well as paving the
way, I hope, for a more appropriate level of social
reparation in the instance of future offenders. These are
all positive moves.

The Metropolitan Fire Brigade, Country Fire Authority
and countless numbers of brave community volunteers,
both men and women, fought the fires, but
unfortunately there was a death rate of 76 people and
2000 houses destroyed. In that fire 27 000 livestock
were lost in Victoria and that had a huge economic
impact on the livelihoods of many in the
primary-producing sector.

I want to go briefly to what happened in 1997 in my
electorate as a result of a deliberately lit fire in the
Upper Gully region. We call this region of the
Dandenongs the Devil’s Chimney, and I lived for many
years just at the top of the Devil’s Chimney in Ferny
Creek. Given the terrain and the topography, the fire
took approximately 6 or 7 minutes to move from the
bottom of the ranges to the top where I live — 6 or 7
minutes given the particular wind conditions that
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occurred on that day, because of a deliberately lit fire.
As a result of the speed of that fire three lives were lost
in a home just below Clarke Road in Ferny Creek, and I
visited that site on a number of occasions. I understand
it has been redeveloped and significant firebreaks have
been placed there, but of course it is unpredictable
where the next fire may occur depending on where a
firebug strikes. Fire preparations in my electorate are
obviously a high priority as a result of this type of
deliberate activity, and that is generally the case in the
Dandenongs. Homes in the Dandenongs, including
mine, undertake regular CFA inspections to make sure
vegetation is properly cleared from around the
perimeter to make fighting fires easier, whether they are
deliberately lit or not.
Emergency plans for households and fire safety zones
are very clearly defined and have been for some years
as an initiative of the Kennett government. Fire
emergency sirens are regularly tested throughout the
Dandenongs to alert people to emergency situations
which occur very quickly, as I mentioned in reference
to the Devil’s Chimney region. These have very strong
community support.
We also have a system where households, particularly
in the Dandenong Ranges, form what are called
‘telephone trees’, which include every resident. These
operate in such a way that if there is a fire emergency a
resident is contacted and then that resident passes on the
message or an instruction of what to do to another
resident and so on and so forth.
This type of system of early alert and warning can only
operate if everyone in the tree is at home at that
particular time, which very often is not the case. I was
interested to note that two years ago the Bracks
government made a very important promise to the
community in the Dandenong Ranges: it promised to
supply every household with a personal pager system
so that if they were not at the property at that time they
could still be alerted to an emergency arising.
I thought this was a very progressive and positive
move, but unfortunately over the past two years no
action has been taken to fulfil that promise. The
community in the Dandenong Ranges is still waiting for
the personal pagers to be delivered. This is important
for residents, because they need to take precautions
against exactly what the bill is designed to increase the
penalties for.
I note that my honourable friend Ms Hirsh has left the
chamber, but this could probably be an area where the
two members for Silvan Province, Ms Hirsh and me,
could combine to bring more pressure upon the
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government to fulfil its promise. Ms Hirsh is
particularly well placed as a member of the Bracks
government to assist me in ensuring that that very
important promise is fulfilled, and fulfilled quickly on
behalf of residents in one of Victoria’s high fire danger
zones.
In conclusion, in the electorate of Silvan we need to be
very vigilant about deliberately lit fires.
Hon. C. D. Hirsh — I’m actually listening, and I’m
coming back to listen again.
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER — I am very glad that
my honourable friend Ms Hirsh has returned to the
chamber. She is leaving the chamber again, but I hope
we can work together to fulfil that promise by the
Bracks government for those pagers to be delivered to
households as a safety precaution against deliberately lit
fires.
Hazard reduction is a very important issue in the Olinda
state forest, the Dandenong Ranges National Park and
the Warrandyte State Park. I will definitely be
supporting moves by my community to reduce weeds
and to increase hazard reduction practices. I commend
the bill and support the opposition amendments.
Mr Lenders — On a point of order, Deputy
President, Mr Olexander was not very gracious towards
Ms Hirsh. It is not a reflection on Mr Olexander, but the
house should be aware that Ms Hirsh is leaving the
chamber because she is recovering from an operation
and she can sit in greater comfort in her room. It would
be unfortunate if the record represented her as being
uninterested in the matter rather than as sitting in a
more comfortable place to listen.
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER — On the point of
order, Deputy President, I take the point made by the
Leader of the Government. I certainly meant no
reflection on Ms Hirsh during my contribution. In fact I
was pleased that as a result of my comments relating to
a very severe need of constituents Ms Hirsh did return
to the chamber, and I put that on the record.
Hon. H. E. BUCKINGHAM (Koonung) — I
support the Crimes (Property Damage and Computer
Offences) Bill. The bill has been widely canvassed by
both the government and the opposition benches, and
therefore I shall be brief. The legislation ensures that
Victoria’s criminal law can deal with new and
emerging crimes. It would be good if we did not need
to do this, but we do. Victoria needs to remain a safe
community. The bill introduces three new offences to
the Crimes Act of 1958.
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The Honourable Andrew Olexander has already
covered in some detail the matters to do with arson. The
first area of the bill deals with arson, and it is for those
who intentionally or recklessly cause a fire or allow a
fire to spread. This legislation is timely, and I thank the
honourable member for the figures he quoted. I am
appalled that 145 fires were deliberately lit across the
state. I wonder what the figure is nationally?
The bill also covers the area of computer offences for
those who deliberately hack into and alter computer
data and impair the security of that data. During a
federal campaign over 18 months ago unfortunately I
was the victim of a virus that was sent to me, and I lost
a lot of data. I would like to think that the law will be in
a position to impose stiff penalties on people who
pursue such crimes.
The third area in which the bill offers protection by
introducing new offences under the Crimes Act is
perhaps the most important area, given the timing. The
new sabotage offences are directed at individuals who
damage publicly or privately owned public facilities
with the intention — they do not even have to do it,
they have to have the intention — of causing major
disruption, the sort of disruption that we in this house
faced yesterday for more than 2 hours, although that
was not sabotage. The bill ensures that there is a
comprehensive and consistent approach throughout
Australia, as indeed there should be.
The bill also seeks to amend the Bail Act 1977 and
requires the court to refuse bail where the accused is
charged with arson causing death.
The bushfire offences cover the gap in the existing
Victorian law when a person recklessly creates the risk
of fires spreading uncontrollably to vegetation
belonging to someone else.
The computer offences take into account the latest
advances in computer technology and provide an
effective response to new possibilities for committing
computer crime.
The sabotage offences make sure that Victoria’s
criminal laws are properly equipped to respond to
terrorist acts — namely, the legislation is directed at
offences that deal with sabotage aimed at the
government or the community.
The legislation provides the judiciary with the power to
ensure the safety of all Victorians. The Bracks
government is committed to safe workplaces, homes
and streets for the Victorian community. It is necessary
legislation. It would be preferable if the legislation were
not required, but it is. This country’s propensity for
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bushfire, the burgeoning changes in technology and the
unfortunate need to address sabotage offences make
this bill necessary. I commend it to the house.
Hon. ANDREA COOTE (Monash) — I have
pleasure on speaking to the bill, and I add that the
opposition will support it. As many of the earlier
speakers went into great detail on the bill, all I wish to
say is that the bill does three major things. It relates
basically to the Crimes Act 1958 and deals, as other
honourable members have said, with bushfire offences
relating to intentionally or recklessly causing or
spreading of fire, computer offences relating to the
impairment of the security, integrity and reliability of
data and communications, and the sabotage offences
relating to the damage of public facilities with the
intention of causing major disruption to government
functions or public services or major economic loss.
We have heard in this debate a lot of coverage which
has been fruitful and enlightening to hear, and I would
like to come back to the bushfire offences in a moment,
but first I wish to briefly speak about the computer and
sabotage elements of the bill. The second-reading
speech talks about computers and how computer
technology is moving so quickly and how we must
implement legislation to deal with these changes. If we
passed a bill in this house every day I do not think we
would keep up with the rapid developments in this
industry in this area. We were talking about
computers — —
Mr Lenders — We would have to change the
sessional orders.
Hon. ANDREA COOTE — Excepting our own
system; I think we could talk about our own system
every day and not get it right. I am very pleased to see
that there is going to be an Auditor-General’s report
into the system in this building.
However, economic offences through computers are an
increasingly clever, quick and global approach to crime.
It would be incredibly difficult for legislators anywhere
in the world to keep up with these developments but I
welcome the inclusion in this bill of these
determinations so we can tighten up what happens in
this state.
The issue of sabotage is also very interesting. I was
pleased that the Prime Minister initiated advertisements
on television alerting all Victorians to the potential for
all of us to experience acts of terrorism and crime, that
it could be in our backyards and that we should all be
vigilant. Sabotage is something that no Australian
wants to contemplate, but we live in a fast-developing
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world and we can no longer be naive about it. I am
pleased to see that issue included in the bill, although it
is a pity, because as far as our Australian psychology is
concerned we do not like to see this. It is a reminder
that we are part of the global world and that this can
affect all of us. It is therefore pleasing to know that this
legislation will deal with that.
I am pleased to see the part 2 amendments to the
Crimes Act dealing with bushfires. We live in one of
the three most prevalent bushfire areas in the entire
world — the other two are Greece and Los Angeles. I
commend all the firefighters in Victoria who went to
help fight the bushfires in Los Angeles last year
because they did an excellent job. We are seen to be
leaders in our field, the head of the pack and very good
at dealing with fires. I sympathise with all the people
who have lost buildings, fences, stock and
businesses — all of those things — in the last bushfires
that occurred right across Victoria, in Canberra and in
New South Wales.
We live with this as part of being Victorians, and it is
important to deal with the issues very specifically. As
has already been foreshadowed by the Honourable
Chris Strong, we will go into committee later on this
issue. It is pleasing to see the meaning of ‘intentionally
and recklessly’ clarified. However, the maximum
penalties do not go far enough, but again we will deal
with that later. I will certainly support and speak to the
amendments to increase the maximum penalty from
15 to 20 years. It is imperative to give a clear and
proper definition about what is a very serious crime in
this state. We cannot be naive; we have to be realistic
and mindful of what happens in these areas.
Day after day we have seen pictures of and spoken
about the destruction from the fires. We have seen and
heard of heroic events and of small towns under siege
for weeks and weeks. We saw the government come
out — belatedly, I might say — with a proposal for an
investigation and inquiry into the bushfires. These
towns operate on tourism, and they need people to be in
their areas. The government placed an advertisement in
the Herald Sun — I believe at a cost of $25 000 — that
one had to be keen and vigilant to understand. It was a
most uninspiring advertisement, just as the tourism web
site is uninspiring. It did not come up with anything
about inviting people back to the bushfire areas after the
fires. Peoples’ perceptions were that the Grampians
were on fire, all of Victoria was on fire, and as a result
they did not want to return to those areas at all. At the
very time support was needed, tourism operators and
businesses had no support at all. Yesterday we debated
a bill on public holidays and, sadly, this house passed a
bill which allows for the closing of businesses on a
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Sunday. The tourism towns affected by these bushfires
need to be open on a Sunday to have their economies
running smoothly.
I return to the type of person involved, which goes back
to looking into why we need a maximum penalty.
Honourable members have spoken about arsonists and
about the type of person who might commit a crime
like this. When we talk about sentencing and what is
involved, we need to understand what we are dealing
with. It is an indictment of a number of people as to the
type of person who seems to be an arsonist.
I have some information I would like to read into
Hansard because it gives us the profile of the type of
people we are dealing with. In February this year Talina
Drabsch wrote a briefing paper on arson for the New
South Wales government. Although it deals with New
South Wales the paper is relevant and it gives a
comprehensive description of what an arsonist is about.
It states that one of the general motives is sexual —
which came as a surprise to me. The four distinct
behaviours are:
sexual — the ignition of fire was associated with some sort of
sexual expression or release;
resentment — state-owned educational facilities were
frequently targeted;

We have heard from the Honourable Bill Baxter of the
very disastrous fire at the Circus Oz facility in
Wodonga —
anger —

another area, perhaps more understandable for myself
than the others, although none of them is acceptable —
associated with inflicting personal harm on an individual; and
wanton excitement — the pleasure is not sexual, typical target
is in bush areas.

We have seen a significant amount of examples of that,
and more in the last bushfires where people lit fires. It is
not at all acceptable, and I am pleased to see that there
are penalties dealing with these issues.
The paper states further that arsonists do not always
have a discernible motive and hence the difficulty in
profiling them. They are motivated by a number of
factors, the most frequent believed to be the need for
revenge, a cry for help, the need for pleasure and
excitement, vandalism, boredom and relief of tension. I
do not think any of those are acceptable. I am quite
certain I can hear those bleeding hearts in the courts
saying, ‘Oh, they had a bad family life!’. I do not think
that is good enough. That is where we need strict —
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very strict — rules, and it is imperative that the judges
in the court system have an opportunity to give the
maximum penalties to people such as this. Certainly
how they are dealt with once they get to the prison
system is another issue altogether, but the fact that they
had a miserable childhood is not acceptable here.
I will reiterate the numbers, which was also a huge
surprise to me. These come from the National Child
Protection Clearinghouse newsletter for summer 2002.
Surprisingly, a number of younger people are causing
and lighting bushfires. I will read some of the
examples, because once again they help us understand
why people are doing this:
Many of the fires —

this is in New South Wales again —
were thought to have been deliberately lit.

I return to what the Honourable Andrew Olexander said
about the number of bushfires that seem to have been
deliberately lit in this state — all totally unacceptable.
The New South Wales media reported:
A Rural Fire Service volunteer, aged 20 years. pleaded guilty
to lighting 25 fires from January to December …

We have heard anecdotally that it seems quite a regular
occurrence that a small number of firefighters
themselves tend to light fires and that it is difficult to
catch them, although I think we did catch them in this
state. It continues:
A 13 year-old-boy was allegedly accused of lighting fires and
three ‘teenagers’ were also accused of lighting fires —
(reported on 2 January).
Six adults and 14 young people … arrested for lighting
bushfires after 27 December …
A 16-year-old girl …

is mentioned, which is interesting, because on the
whole it seems to be young men who are arsonists and
it is most unusual for women. But once again it is
difficult to understand the reasons for these profiles. It
continues:
The Australian reported that by 8 January 2002, 25 people
had been arrested in connection with deliberately lighting
fires.

All of us will feel compassion for people who feel they
have inclinations to this, but I remind honourable
members to cast their minds back to the devastation
across Victoria because of the bushfires and the impact
upon peoples’ lives, businesses, farms, livestock and
the need for re-fencing. We are talking about impacts
into the future. We need to give our courts direction and
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the opportunity to bring in maximum sentences. It is
imperative that the judges, the courts and the Victorian
public are under no illusions that although we
understand the profile and what may drive some of
these people to light these fires on a regular basis,
Victorians do not accept arson. The lighting of
bushfires is just not acceptable.
In the short time I have left I would like to talk about
back-burning and fuel reduction. Fuel reduction has
been a very contentious issue with the latest bushfires in
Victoria. There has been enormous criticism that Parks
Victoria has mishandled the management of parks and
has not encouraged greater fuel reduction burning. The
amount of fuel that was in our parks, which we have
seen with the enormous fires throughout the alpine
regions, is just not acceptable. The park system has
certainly been neglected in the state of Victoria.
Sufficient funds have not been given to the Department
of Sustainability and Environment (DSE) to make
certain that the fuel in our parks is at a manageable
state.
I encourage this government to look into this issue,
specifically fuel reduction burning. The Premier has
been very lax in acknowledging and looking into this
issue — in fact, he has whitewashed this issue. On the
issue of fuel reduction burning Bob Brown and the
Greens, who were so vocal on some other things, have
also been very silent. We have not heard them talk
about fuel reduction burning or about them trying to
prevent all those bushfires in the national parks. Where
are they now? I would like to hear what they have to
say about all the small animals, including the pygmy
possums, and the areas that have been wiped out with
the bushfires, when they have been so critical of fuel
reduction burning in the past. Where are they now on
this argument? They are nowhere to be found. Where is
the Premier on this argument? He is nowhere to be
found. Where is Mark Stone, the chief executive officer
of DSE? He has come out with some half-hearted
criticisms and justifications for why it is that the
department has not been into fuel reduction burning.
That is simply not good enough. We need to put this
government on notice that it has to come up with
significantly more money for the management of
national and state parks and forests to make certain that
we do not see a repetition of what has just happened in
this state. I support the bill.
Hon. J. A. VOGELS (Western) — In debating the
Crimes (Property Damage and Computer Offences) Bill
I want to concentrate on new section 201A(1), which
deals with fires, as I know very little about computers.
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New section 201A(1) makes it an offence for a person
to intentionally or recklessly cause a fire, and to be
reckless as to the spread of the fire to vegetation on
property belonging to another person. This is an
indictable offence punishable by a maximum penalty of
15 years imprisonment. The opposition is seeking to
amend that to increase the penalty to 20 years.
If you live in rural Victoria, every summer you are
faced with the potential risk of a bush or grass fire.
Governments of the day, through the Country Fire
Authority (CFA), spend many millions of dollars on
advertising to alert the public on television screens and
radios to these dangers that are coming up. The ads
usually start in springtime, when they say, ‘Clear up
your backyards and get rid of debris’, et cetera. As the
summer months come on and the weather gets warmer
the ads start saying, ‘Where is your available water
source? Do you have hoses ready? Plan your getaway’,
et cetera. Once we get into January — sometimes in
December, but usually in January — we start getting
total fire ban days. On these days most people in rural
Victoria stay at home. They do not venture far from
their properties.
I personally experienced the 1983 Ash Wednesday fires
and saw first hand the carnage they caused. It is
heartbreaking to see the loss of property, witness the
death of close friends and loved ones, and observe the
faces of firefighters as they come back to the CFA
points where they all meet trying to find out where
some of their colleagues are who have not returned. It is
very traumatic.
We have just witnessed another horrific fire year, with
well over a million hectares of our forests burnt, as well
as private land. This time, thanks to our firefighting
teams, the loss of lives was very minimal. However, I
believe some people were killed not by the actual fires
but in accidents when going to help to fight the fires,
et cetera, which is just as traumatic for the families
involved. The loss of native animals and flora has
obviously been enormous, and the fear etched in the
minds of many communities will be there forever.
There is nothing that focuses the mind like a bushfire
approaching. Anybody who deliberately lights a fire on
a total fire ban day with the temperature around
40 degrees Celsius and with a gale force north wind
bearing down on them deserves to be put in jail with the
keys thrown away forever. They are intent on causing
as much damage as possible.
We are all concerned about terrorism, and this
government has introduced legislation which is now
before the house to deal with terrorism. In many parts
of the world terrorists have to go to extraordinary
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lengths to commit acts of terrorism. They have to make
bombs, they have to hijack planes, or they have to come
up with some theories on spreading anthrax. It takes a
lot of planning, manpower and so on to achieve this sort
of terrorism. In Australia if you want to be a terrorist all
you have to have is a box of matches or a cigarette
lighter. You just move into rural areas or state or
national parks and light the odd fire here and there, and
you are a terrorist. You terrorise the people and you
terrorise the population.
I support the amendment, which increases the penalty
from 15 to 20 years, for that very reason. We need to
send a loud message that deliberately lighting bushfires
or grassfires that maim and kill human beings, not to
mention destroy our flora and fauna, will not be
tolerated. The law needs to come down with the
maximum penalty for these people, hopefully sending
out the loud and clear message to anybody else who is
contemplating this sort of crime: don’t do it!
I was listening with interest to the Honourable Bill
Baxter when he said that someone had lit a heap of fires
in Wodonga and had absconded to another state. I
thought for a minute he was going to say the person had
gone to Canberra, because that is probably one of the
places some of these people head off to, to light other
fires in other states and territories. I strongly support the
opposition amendment to increase the penalty from
15 years to 20 years.
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN (South Eastern) — I rise to
support the Crimes (Property Damage and Computer
Offences) Bill and to support the amendment the
opposition has proposed.
I would like to open my comments with some remarks
about the computers that are used in our community,
and make some comments about the bill. First of all,
with the adoption of computers it is evident that they
are so much established within commerce, the political
structure and community affairs here in our state and
nation that we must do all we can to make sure that the
use of computers for electronic commerce and for other
legitimate reasons is protected as much as possible.
Unfortunately, as time has gone by there have been
people around the world, in Australia, and we believe
perhaps in Victoria, who have just not been interested
in leaving these things alone; therefore this bill is
necessary.
I support the introduction of the offences and penalties
that relate to hacking, the misuse of viruses, and web
site vandalism. It is important for the security of our
electronic commerce, in particular, and also the
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maintenance of services to Victoria that computers are
protected from unnecessary interference and problems
that can arise through the unwelcome attention of
people who are just setting out to destroy, interrupt or
disrupt the orderly use of the electronic flow of
information that we have to have.
I would like to comment about something that is not
provided in the bill and to suggest that consideration be
given by the government at some future time to the
establishment of an offence concerning the
unauthorised establishment of web site information
without the consent or permission of the subject of the
web site.
I know of circumstances where people have been put
on web sites without their knowledge or consent. I
know of two instances in particular: one is a gentleman
in my electorate of South Eastern Province; the other
example I know well is me, in that a web site was
established without my permission or consent. The web
site is totally inaccurate and so far attempts to obtain
relief from that quite offensive situation have not been
successful. I suggest the government give consideration
to creating a new offence to deal with the establishment
of a web site without the permission or consent of the
subject of the web site.
The second-reading speech details the seven new
offences in relation to computers. Those items are
eminently supportable. Another aspect of the bill that I
very much support is the provisions to increase
sanctions against people who are irresponsible and
sometimes deliberately unhelpful to the community in
relation to bushfires.
The intention of the bill is clear. Bushfire offences need
to be reviewed. The previous situation was that the
Crimes Act 1958 was the relevant criminal document,
but that has needed to be upgraded and changed. The
bill addresses some of these advances that need to be
made.
Before I say too much more, I pay tribute again to the
volunteers and all of the emergency services workers
who do a magnificent job each year. They work hard
and for lengthy periods in dangerous and difficult
circumstances. The people of our State Emergency
Service and the professional and volunteer
organisations that work in the bushfire sphere during
the times when we are, as a state, exposed to risk
deserve great praise, because year in and year out they
unselfishly provide a wonderful service to the state and
indeed sometimes other places including overseas. The
expertise, sacrifices and good things that our volunteers
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provide for us all in fighting bushfires should be
recognised and totally supported.
I am concerned about the individuals who from time to
time cause great fear and who sabotage a huge amount
of good things in our community. I cannot understand
why people deliberately light bushfires — it is beyond
me, but then again I am not a psychologist. The
provisions of the bill are necessary. A clear signal has
to be sent to the entire community that we as a
Parliament and through our constituencies find that it is
not in any way acceptable to light fires that are going to
cause damage or deliberately lose property or, in further
serious matters, actually sabotage community assets
and services.
The word ‘arsonist’ is often applied to these people. It
is a prescriptive term because that tag should apply to
people who deliberately and knowingly create these
huge problems. The contribution by my colleague the
Honourable Andrea Coote was a very good one. She
made use of the word ‘fear’. I do not know whether
anybody in this place has had to personally defend their
home against a bushfire, but I have been forced to do
so. I was living in the lower Blue Mountains area of
Sydney for a time. In the late 1970s there was a large
bushfire in that area. I had to defend my home with a
hose. Fortunately at a very late stage the wind changed
direction and the house was not damaged. The fire
came within 200 metres of my home. I understand what
fear is all about, and from that personal experience I can
relate to the understanding of others who have had that
difficult experience. I can relate to the problem
completely. Therefore in the best interests of the
community at large I am very supportive of the
penalties that apply to people who deliberately light
bushfires.
The bill provides for consideration of all the
circumstances where a fire occurs. There are legitimate
reasons for fires being lit, which is prudently covered
and is able to be addressed if those circumstances
match. That is covered by the bill.
I am quite concerned about bushfires in general because
throughout the South Eastern Province there are areas
that are quite bushfire prone. They include parts of the
Mornington Peninsula — the Mount Martha region as
recently as two days ago was under serious threat from
bushfires. The South Gippsland area within the South
Eastern Province borders and other areas are quite
susceptible to bushfire ravage. The impact of these
fires, when they occur, is extremely severe. Those of us
who live in the metropolitan area or are not on the land,
as sympathetic as we are, cannot relate first hand to the
devastation that occurs. It has been mentioned that
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difficulties are faced by small businesses and tourism
operators in those circumstances. I recognise and record
my concern also for small business and tourism, and
my real concern for farmers, stockholders and rural
people who are on the land when their properties are
subject to bushfire and fire damage.
I believe the amendment the opposition is proposing,
which would increase the penalties, is desirable. Those
penalty provisions have to send a very clear signal to
anybody who is foolish enough or deliberate enough to
want to endanger other people’s lives and property, that
they will not be given any consideration or quarter by
the judicial system and the parliamentary
representatives in our legislature.
The impact of bushfires and fires of significant
consequence goes across the entire community. It might
be on the news that a fire occurred in a rural area in a
part of the state, but the impact of that fire extends way
beyond the immediate area and localised situation —
for instance, in a rural or regional area that is subject to
a significant fire people are involved. Extended families
and business connections are also involved, as are
business and service connections in the town or city. It
is not simply confined to a situation where the impact is
just in the localised area of the fire itself.
The impact of a bushfire, or any significant fire,
particularly where it is deliberately lit, goes way beyond
the immediate burning area under consideration.
Therefore the provisions of the bill as they apply are
very desirable. As I said earlier, I support the
suggestion by the opposition that the penalties should
be increased to those that are clearly spelt out in the
opposition’s amendment.
The damage that is done by fire is quite extreme and
long term. In rural areas in particular the ability for a
farming enterprise to recover that cost is very limited,
and it takes time. It may even take generations for that
farm to recover and the farming enterprise to restore its
economic health.
I would like to suggest that we in this Parliament
support this bill and send a very strong message of
sympathy and support to the rural areas in particular but
also the outer metropolitan areas that, as a legislature,
we are not only aware but are supportive of their very
real difficulties. I was quite concerned and distressed to
see that in the recent major fires in our state some tens
of thousands of kilometres of fencing was destroyed
and needs to be replaced. That is difficult; it is not easy
to finance and above all it is somewhat of a trauma for
the individuals and the fine farming and rural families
involved.
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In relation to the subject of precautionary burning and
the South Eastern Province I have the privilege of
representing in particular, I am concerned that I
perceive an attitude that the government does not quite
understand the importance of precautionary burning. I
think the representations by those in the green political
spectrum must be carefully considered, given the
damage caused by this politically correct adoption by
some people that you cannot do precautionary burning.
I think that message is wrong. It is not only desirable
but essential for the government to conduct an urgent
and far-reaching examination of the practices, policies,
programs, effectiveness and desirability of and need for
precautionary burning. I strongly support precautionary
burning.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! The
member’s time has expired.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Ordered to be committed later this day.

TERRORISM (COMMONWEALTH
POWERS) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 27 February; motion of
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation).

Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I rise to
speak on the Terrorism (Commonwealth Powers) Bill
and in so doing indicate that the opposition will be
supporting this legislation. It is indeed purely a
coincidence of timing that we should be considering
this bill at almost the same time as measures are about
to be taken in Iraq in relation to difficulties that are well
and truly in the public domain. I do not intend to refer
to those matters at all during the course of this debate
because this bill deals expressly with Victoria and
Australia and therefore domestic matters in relation to
dealing effectively with threats to the community and
community protection from terrorism.
The legislation before the house is important to us for a
number of reasons, not least of which is it has tragically
become a high-profile issue across the Western World
in particular. This has been sheeted home to Australians
in recent times with the tragedies that have resulted as a
consequence of terrorism activities in other countries.
We all well remember the incident well known as
11 September in New York nearly 18 months ago
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where 2948 people were confirmed killed in the
terrorist attack on the World Trade Centre buildings.
Regrettably 10 Australians were killed in that incident.
That brought home to Australians in a way we had not
contemplated before just how much the world has
changed, that this is a global community and everything
we can conceive of happening in another place in the
world could occur in Australia, and much more besides.
The tragedy of 10 Australian deaths was appalling but
what starkly brought home to Australians the fact of the
global community in which we live is that for hours as
it happened people were watching live television and
re-runs of live television and seeing the unhappy
unfolding of that enormous tragedy.
Regrettably last year, approximately a year on, we had
that huge tragedy in Bali where 181 people were killed,
with 88 Australians confirmed killed. It was a tragedy
for those people, many of them young, and their
families. The Parliament is well aware of that incident
because of the extraordinary events in terms of the
outpouring of grief and commemoration when the
Parliament House steps were completely engulfed in
flowers. It is appropriate that ultimately the
commemorative garden was established to maintain
that tribute in a longer term sense.
These incidents have really brought home to the
Australian public just how privileged we have been in
the past to have been exempt or indeed sheltered in
many respects by our geographic and, to a degree,
political isolation from some of the world events which
have caused tragedy elsewhere. However, today
Australians realise just how closely we are enmeshed in
global threat and that clearly, necessarily, the
commonwealth and state governments have had to have
a look at their ability to deal with any prospective
threats or actions.
The purpose of this bill is to deal specifically with a
matter of law to give effect to powers that may or not
be in doubt so there is absolutely no doubt that the
commonwealth can act in regard to terrorism. The bill
is based on a national agreement between the
commonwealth, state and territory governments to
effectively lend to the commonwealth the power to
make laws with respect to terrorism. All the other states
and territories have passed similar legislation. Victoria
has actually delayed the legislation due to the calling of
an early state election.
The bill proposes to refer power to the commonwealth
under section 51 of the commonwealth constitution to
make laws relating to terrorism, and the referred power
will enable the commonwealth to re-enact terrorism
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offences which were introduced in 2002 so that they
will have a comprehensive application. The concurrent
operation of state criminal laws and commonwealth
terrorism offences is also desirable, and that will be
guaranteed by the enactment of this bill.
The bill proposes to give Victoria the power to
terminate for any reason the reference by proclamation
on three months notice. The effect of that is to maintain
control of our own jurisdictional responsibility, but it
does provide a mechanism to ensure that should there
be issues in the future where for some reason it is
necessary to terminate the reference, that termination
can proceed. The bill also provides for the
commonwealth to amend terrorism offences which
enable the commonwealth to implement its necessary
regulation in regard to terrorism by a delegation from
the states.
I do not intend to go into the detail of the provisions of
the bill for it is clear that the provisions of the bill give
effect to the intent to which I have already spoken. The
provisions are clear. The intent of the bill is one which
we in the Liberal Party support on the premise that it is
desirable for there to be absolutely no doubt in law as to
the capacity of the commonwealth — and indeed the
states, but in particular the commonwealth in relation to
these matters — to legislate with unfettered ability to
ensure that the application and control of terrorism
provisions under commonwealth law are not subject to
legal challenge as a consequence of any doubt being
raised about the power of the commonwealth to
legislate in that area.
I believe the Parliament as a whole will support this
legislation on the basis that it is a reflection of not only
what is in the interests of the wider community but
particularly what has been recognised to be an area of
bipartisan and joint jurisdictional responsibility. I
congratulate the government for ensuring that this bill is
dealt with expeditiously in its passage this week.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern) — Like
Mr Philip Davis, I do not intend to canvas the detail of
the bill to any great extent. This is template legislation
which I understand has been passed by all the other
jurisdictions, and Victoria is the last because an election
intervened — because this government could not resist
rushing off to the electors at the earliest possible
moment, despite its professed support for four-year
terms.
Be that as it may, this bill could be characterised as
being born of our times. Despite the many benefits and
advantages we enjoy and the high standard of living we
enjoy because of the technology that is available to our
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generation, that technology has also spawned a capacity
for malevolent people to engage in horrendous acts.
One of the features of those acts we are now seeing is
something that had not been contemplated to any great
extent before — that is, that people wanting to execute
terrorist acts are now prepared to die in the process. We
have seen terrorist acts in the past — for example, the
Irish Republican Army bombings in London — where
the perpetrators did not put their own lives in danger in
the process other than if, in that example, the bombs
blew up as the terrorists were transporting them to their
target.
Now we have seen with the suicide bombers in the
Middle East and the hijackers who took over planes and
then flew them into the World Trade Centre in New
York that there are some in our society who are so
brainwashed or misguided — I do not know what it
is — that they are prepared to destroy their own lives in
the process of destroying hundreds of other innocent
lives. Clearly that is a very distressing development in
our community, and I find it quite impossible to
comprehend or understand how someone becomes so
ideologically committed to a cause that they are
prepared to deliberately take their own lives in the
execution of a terrorist act.
Yes, members of our own armed forces are putting their
lives on the line — as they are doing today — in order
to defend democracy and some of those may well not
return, but they are not going out to deliberately take
their own lives. That is the difference. Some terrorists
seem prepared to do so, and that is giving great scope to
terrorist acts. If the perpetrator of an attack is prepared
to die in the process it clearly opens up a whole range
of new targets and new ways of bombing innocents,
and we need to take cognisance of that.
I support a referral of this power to the commonwealth
because it is an issue of such significance that we need
to have a federal jurisdiction that is able to apply the
law right across the nation consistently and with the full
force of the law. There should be no doubt about
whether the commonwealth has constitutional power to
do it or not, and this bill clearly ensures that any such
doubts are removed by the referral power.
There is, of course, the prospect of double jeopardy in
the sense that the acts can also be proceeded against
under state law, but I note in the schedule to the bill
there is a provision that will enable the sorting out of
which jurisdiction will actually mount a case against an
alleged perpetrator. In my opinion the prospect of
double jeopardy has been thought of and successfully
catered for.
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I have said on occasions, particularly during the debate
on the Privacy Act, that if we were not careful the
privacy laws would come back and bite us, and I rather
think they have. I will give a couple of minor examples.
It seems to me that in terms of terrorist law, on the one
hand we are endeavouring to make sure we have
everything in place to deal with terrorist activity, yet on
the other we risk stymieing attempts to catch up with
potential terrorists because of privacy laws.
The Parliament passed privacy laws in good faith but I
think they are being applied in many instances well
beyond what Parliament intended, and Parliament
might have to revisit the issue to make it clear what
Parliament’s intention was in the first place — for
example, I am now told that if a telephone breaks down
it is only the householder to whom that phone is
connected who can ask for it to be repaired. In other
words, if you are trying to phone someone without
success and Telstra tells you the phone is out of order,
you cannot request that it be repaired. Yet the
householder may not know that it is out of order —
they might just be wondering why they are not getting
any incoming calls.
Hon. J. A. Vogels — Someone’s 90-year-old
mother, for example!
Hon. W. R. BAXTER — Exactly, Mr Vogels,
particularly if that person is able to make outward calls,
because there would be no reason why they would
believe their phone was out of order.
That seems crazy to me. I also understand that some
community groups, particularly in rural areas — it may
not be so prevalent in suburban areas — have prepared
locality maps whereby they can identify the occupiers
of dwellings within the district. I am told that under the
privacy law that will be no longer permitted unless
those preparing such maps go around and get
permission from every householder to list their names.
That seems to me to be quite beyond what was intended
by Parliament in the Privacy Act, and it calls into
question the Country Fire Authority fire maps, which
many brigades find to be a great deal of assistance
during bushfires to identity where homes are, who the
occupants are, and particularly if they are not at home,
what their names are so that they may be apprised of
the fact that a fire is bearing down on their property. It
is crazy that we would suggest that because of privacy
laws we should not produce those fire maps.
We are getting into a really silly conundrum where on
the one hand we are closing up information sources, yet
on the other hand we are wanting to fight terrorism
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which, by its very nature, means that there has to be
information out in the marketplace, there has to be an
ability for people to find out what is going on and have
some capacity to know who lives where.
We may well learn that the pendulum has swung far too
far in one direction and needs to be pulled back. It
would be a tragedy if a terrorist act in this country
caused us to re-examine the privacy laws in this
country. We ought to do it before that occurs.
The National Party of course, along with every other
member of this house, abhors terrorist acts. We have
been mercifully free from them in this country, even
though we have had one or two instances as we well
remember, such as the Sydney Hilton bombing back in
Prime Minister Fraser’s time, and there have been a
couple of other examples.
I would be very disappointed indeed if someone took
Australia’s involvement in the current activities in Iraq
to justify engaging in some sort of terrorist act in this
country, but nevertheless one would have to say we are
exposed to people of such mind. It is extraordinary that
they would take that view.
But I similarly find it extraordinary that people take the
view that action in Iraq is immoral, but somehow or
other if the United Nations authorises it, it is okay.
What is the logic in that? Dropping a bomb in Baghdad
because of a tyrannical dictator is a disaster, but if the
United Nations, through recalcitrant regimes like Syria,
says it is okay, suddenly it becomes a moral act! I
believe that is extraordinary thinking, and that is
something we have to deal with in our community,
apparently.
The National Party supports the bill. We are pleased to
have it on the statute books and we all pray that it will
never need to be used.
Ms MIKAKOS (Jika Jika) — I support the bill. The
terrible events of 11 September 2001 in the United
States and the Bali bombing last year demonstrate that
global terrorism has now reached a catastrophic scale
previously unknown to us.
I condemn the perpetrators of these evil acts. The loss
of so many lives in these tragic events has stunned all of
us due to their scale and inhumanity. I express my
deepest sympathy and condolences to the families of all
the victims of both these tragedies. These events have
brought close to home a terrible scourge that permeates
the international community. Many Australians have
themselves fled their own homelands due to terrorism,
including state-sponsored terrorism. They have come to
Australia because of its reputation of respecting
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political and religious freedoms, and promoting a
cohesive multicultural community.
I agree with the sentiments expressed by the
Honourable John Eren in his inaugural speech, that
terrorism knows no religion, ethnicity or background,
neither as victim nor as perpetrator. As leaders in our
communities, parliamentarians have a role to play in
ensuring that no segment of our community is
stereotyped or vilified for events to which they have no
connection.
We should all be encouraging our local constituents to
support the Islamic community at this difficult time.
They are honest and hardworking Australians. During
this week we celebrate Victoria’s diversity. It is timely,
then, that I urge all Victorians to extend a hand of
friendship to their Muslim neighbours, and reassure
them that Australians remain committed to deriving the
benefits of a multicultural Australia.
In contrast to many nations, Australia has been
fortunate to remain free of terrorism emanating from its
shores. The current terrorist threat emanates from
organisations and individuals who have highly
sophisticated — —
Hon. W. R. Baxter — On a point of order, Deputy
President, Ms Mikakos has been in this place long
enough to know that speeches are not to be read word
for word, and particularly typed speeches. You can
refer to copious notes, but that does not mean you
slavishly read every word, and that is what we are
hearing in this instance.
Ms MIKAKOS — On the point of order, Deputy
President, I can assure the member that this is my
speech; that I have prepared it, and I am referring to my
notes in addressing what I regard as the most important
issue facing this Parliament.
Hon. Bill Forwood — From my vantage point here,
Deputy President, I saw Ms Mikakos turn the page of a
typewritten speech. It is a longstanding practice of this
house that members may use copious notes — we all
know that — but Mr Baxter is absolutely right: you do
not slavishly read line after line, turn the page, and go
on to the next one. So we have an opportunity today for
Ms Mikakos to uphold the normal practice of the house
and deliver her speech in a normal way.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — Further on the point of
order, Deputy President, yes, it is practice in this house
that people can use copious notes, and they can refer to
those copious notes. Where the issue is complex, that
rule is even more relaxed. There are certainly plenty of
instances of people using copious notes. I am sure
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Ms Mikakos has detailed and copious notes, and she is
entitled to refer to them.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! Members
are allowed to refer to their notes and have extensive
notes. Ms Mikakos has assured the house that she is
using references to notes, and I do not uphold the point
of order.
Ms MIKAKOS — Thank you, Deputy President, I
look forward to taking points of order on opposition
speakers in future, Mr Forwood.
As I was saying, the current terrorist threat emanates
from organisations and individuals who have highly
sophisticated and well-financed networks around the
world. I highly recommend to members a book
available in the parliamentary library. It is
Paul L. Williams’s book Al-Qaeda — The Brotherhood
of Terror (2002), which spells out the international
links between many terrorists and their organisations
across national boundaries.
These international threats require the federal
government to work with other nations, particularly our
neighbours in the Asia-Pacific region, and through
processes available through the United Nations to fight
what is a truly international problem. These threats also
require Australian governments and their agencies to
work together in a cooperative way. This bill
demonstrates that common purpose.
Of all the legislation passed by the Bracks government
over the last three years or so this is the only bill that I
hope never needs to be utilized and that events never
transpire that require its criminal consequences.
Terrorism, as the word implies, terrorises ordinary
citizens by striking fear into their hearts and minds.
As a society we cannot allow our citizens to live in fear
or the terrorists will have won. But we must take
appropriate steps to safeguard our community and to
reassure it of our readiness. Much as we dislike this
threat to our security, to our families and loved ones
and to our nation, we must accept that the threat is real,
and we must act to prevent or respond to such a threat.
This bill implements the agreement reached at the
leaders summit in April 2002 on terrorism and
transnational crime to refer legislative power to the
commonwealth government to enable it to pass
comprehensive terrorism offences. It also implements
the government’s pre-election commitment outlined in
‘Counter-terrorism’, which is part 3 of Labor’s Plan for
Community Safety, to close loopholes in national laws
relating to terrorism. Our response is measured,
balanced between security and civil liberty
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considerations and is appropriate to respond to the
current security threat. The bill demonstrates that the
Bracks government regards the fight against terrorism
as being of the highest priority and that it will act
decisively and appropriately to protect Victorians from
terrorism.
The referral of power to the commonwealth Parliament
is necessary because the commonwealth does not have
specific power under the commonwealth constitution to
make laws relating to terrorism, or for criminal laws
generally. It does however have an extensive patchwork
of other powers that may be used to make terrorism
laws. Using its existing powers the commonwealth
enacted a series of terrorism offences in July 2002.
These offences are located in part 5.3 of the
commonwealth Criminal Code and are reproduced in
the schedule to this bill.
Commonwealth terrorist offences already apply across
Australia. However, because of the constitutional limits
on the commonwealth’s ability to make laws about
terrorism there may be unforeseen gaps in the coverage
of those offences. To stop technical arguments about
whether or not a terrorist act falls within the definition
of a commonwealth offence and to fill any gaps, the
states have agreed to refer legislative power to the
commonwealth. Clause 4 of the bill refers the power to
enact terrorism offences as set out in schedule 1 of the
bill to the commonwealth Parliament under
section 51(xxxvii) of the commonwealth constitution.
With the support of these referred powers the
commonwealth would then re-enact the same terrorism
offences, which will then apply seamlessly across
Australia. In this respect I note that all other Labor
states have already passed similar legislation. The
commonwealth will not recommence its re-enacted
terrorist offences until all states have passed the referral
legislation.
I emphasise that this bill is not connected in any way to
the federal government’s controversial Australian
Security Intelligence Organisation legislation. That bill
seeks to increase the intelligence-gathering and
investigative powers of ASIO on terrorist offences and
would allow the detention and questioning of persons
who are not themselves suspected of committing
terrorist offences but who may have relevant
information. The commonwealth government does not
require any referral powers for that ASIO legislation.
Clause 4 of the bill also refers to the commonwealth’s
power to amend those offences as required.
Clause 100.8 of schedule 1 reflects the
commonwealth’s agreement not to amend the terrorism
offences unless a majority of states and territories,
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including at least four states, agree. It is the hope of
some states that this commitment will be included in an
intergovernmental agreement.
Clause 5 of the bill allows Victoria to terminate the
reference of power, should that be required, by
proclamation after giving three months’ notice.
Clause 100.6 of schedule 1 preserves the concurrent
operation of state criminal laws, so far as is possible, by
means of provisions in the commonwealth act. This
means that state criminal offences such as murder and
arson will continue to apply.
Schedule 1 of the bill contains the commonwealth
terrorism offences that will be re-enacted once all the
states have passed their referral bills. The offences are
all connected to the concept of a terrorist act which is a
defined term in clause 100.1 of schedule 1. It is a very
lengthy definition which I will summarise as an act or
threat that is intended to advance a political, religious or
ideological cause and coerce or influence by
intimidation the Australian government or the public.
There is a very lengthy list of examples of acts or
threats also contained in this definition. It includes, for
example, acts or threats that cause death, serious
physical harm or endanger another person’s life.
I want to emphasise that advocacy, protest, dissent or
industrial action that is not intended to cause death or
physical harm, endanger another person’s life or create
a serious risk to the health or safety of the public is not
a terrorist act, and they are specifically excluded within
that definition.
There are also a number of offences within the schedule
that specifically relate to terrorist acts. They are:
engaging in or threatening a terrorist act; providing or
receiving training in connection with the preparation,
participation or assistance in a terrorist act; possessing a
thing connected with the preparation, participation or
assistance in a terrorist act; collecting or making a
document connected with the preparation, participation
or assistance in a terrorist act; or doing anything in
preparation or planning a terrorist act. Obviously it is
quite clear that the offences are quite wide in nature.
The offences can be committed recklessly and may be
committed whether or not a terrorist act occurs.
A number of other offences related to terrorist
organisations are contained in the schedule to the bill.
They fall into two broad categories. One category
relates to membership or recruitment of a terrorist
organisation and the other relates to financing. I will not
go through the whole range of offences — it is very
straightforward within the schedule — but I do note
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that there is a very detailed definition of a terrorist
organisation in clause 102.1 of schedule 1. That
definition relates to organisations engaged in preparing,
planning, assisting or fostering the commission of a
terrorist act, even if the terrorist act does not occur; and
an organisation named as a terrorist organisation in a
regulation made by the Governor-General on
recommendation of the commonwealth
Attorney-General.
I emphasise that the commonwealth Attorney-General,
under the terms of this bill and the federal legislation,
can only recommend the making of such a regulation
where the United Nations Security Council has made a
decision about terrorism and has identified the
organisation in that decision and the Attorney-General
is satisfied that the organisation is engaged in,
preparing, planning for, assisting in or fostering terrorist
acts.
To date the following organisations have been declared
to be terrorist organisations by the United Nations
Security Council: al-Qaeda, Jemaah Islamiyah, the Abu
Sayyaf Group, Harakat Ul-Mujahideen, the Armed
Islamic Group, and the Salafist Group for Call and
Combat, which is also known as GSPC.
As I indicated, there are also a number of offences that
relate to financing terrorism offences and a person
commits the offence of financing terrorism if he or she
intentionally provides or collects funds and is reckless
as to whether the funds will be used to facilitate or
engage in a terrorist act. Again, this offence may be
committed whether or not the terrorist act occurs.
This bill is important to the security of all Victorians
and indeed all Australians. Appropriately the fight
against terrorism requires cooperation across all levels
of government. This bill constitutes only one part of the
Bracks government’s anti-terrorism response. In the
coming weeks this house will debate other legislation
that will provide additional protection to all Victorians.
As we know, the house is also currently debating the
creation of some new sabotage offences and threatening
to commit sabotage offences.
In addition the Bracks government has taken a number
of steps to enhance our resources for police and
emergency services. On 3 November last year the
Bracks government announced that it would increase
Victoria’s counter-terrorism resources by $37.4 million
dollars over four years. A central feature was the
establishment of a new risk assessment and
counter-terrorism coordination group in Victoria Police
that will gather intelligence and assess potential risks to
essential services. A number of other initiatives were
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also announced on the same date, and they are clearly
spelt out in the government’s pre-election
counter-terrorism policy document. It is for all these
reasons and with a very heavy heart that we need to
adopt such legislation in this country, and I urge all
members to assure the bill a speedy passage.

We are continuing to deliver in relation to the
Commonwealth Games. I look forward to ensuring that
the Commonwealth Games will be delivered on time
and on budget.

Motion agreed to.

Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Eumemmerring) —
I thank the minister for his answer. Given his statement,
what role did the minister play in reaching the decision
to abandon the 2007 world championship bid?

Read second time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.
Sitting suspended 12.56 p.m. until 2.02 p.m.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Commonwealth Games: budget
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Eumemmerring) —
I direct my question to the Minister for Commonwealth
Games. Given the announcement that the government
has dropped its bid for the 2007 World Swimming
Championships, are any other sporting events now in
jeopardy through the blow-out in the Commonwealth
Games budget?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I thank the honourable member for his
question. His question in relation to the championships
is probably more appropriately directed to the minister
for major events in the other place, but I will qualify
that by saying that any decisions made in relation to the
swimming championships have been made in total
isolation from any decisions relating to the
Commonwealth Games. The decision was made on the
basis of a cost-benefit analysis. At the end of the day
the investment is not necessarily worth the return when
events of the particular nature are pursued.
I also want to qualify for the member, and I am sure the
member would also appreciate, that what was
considered to be an appropriate estimate for the
Commonwealth Games was formulated under the
Kennett government. There has been no budget until
the release of our budget recently, and that budget has
been thoroughly worked through and capped at
$474 million in relation to operating costs and
$223 million in terms of capital costs. One could well
and truly argue that the capital costs are a significant
component of the infrastructure legacy of the
Commonwealth Games that will be kept by the state
well and truly into the future.

Supplementary question

Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — That is not my decision; it falls within
the portfolio of the minister for major projects. The
honourable member would appreciate that further
significant events will be attracted to this state in the
future, given the published budget allocation to the
Victorian Major Events Company.

Consumer affairs: credit cards
Hon. H. E. BUCKINGHAM (Koonung) — I refer
my question to the Minister for Consumer Affairs. Will
the minister advise the house what assistance is being
offered to young people in the eastern suburbs to help
them learn how to use credit wisely?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Consumer Affairs) —
I thank Ms Buckingham for her question and her
continuing interest in consumer affairs on behalf of her
electorate. As I mentioned in the house on Tuesday,
Reserve Bank figures show that Australians owe the
best part of $23 billion on their credit cards. The
estimate is that about $6 billion is owed on credit cards
in Victoria. That is an enormous amount of money.
The Victorian government wants to help consumers
better understand how to use credit in a responsible
manner. An example of this is my recent announcement
of funding of $204 000 through the consumer credit
fund to help improve education and research into credit
issues facing Victorian consumers.
Seven consumer groups are to share in this funding
boost. They are: Consumer Credit Legal Service;
Consumer Law Centre Victoria; Good Shepherd Youth
and Family Services; Port Phillip Community Group;
Victorian Arabic Social Services; and the Consumer
and Tenant Resource Centre Outer East, which is
located in the eastern suburbs of Melbourne.
To help young people — that is, in particular the youth
of the eastern region — understand more about credit
and its advantages and disadvantages the Consumer and
Tenant Resource Centre Outer East was granted more
than $25 000 to work with local secondary schools to
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produce, among other things, eight short plays about
how to use credit in a responsible manner. This funding
will also assist in the production of an information
brochure Buy Now — Pay Later for 15 to 18-year-olds.
This brochure provides young people with consumer
advice and will help them to better understand what
buying goods or services on credit actually means.
Teenagers in the east can pick up this pamphlet when
they attend one of the plays.
It is important to get this right, and Mr Olexander scoffs
about using plays when dealing with young consumers.
I would certainly welcome his advice on how to engage
with our young people. One size does not fit all in our
community. If Consumer Affairs Victoria wishes to
engage with young people we have to think of
innovative ways of communicating with them in their
language and in a style they understand so that we can
get this very important message across. It is no laughing
matter because there is $6 billion on credit cards in
Victoria. For the opposition to mock ways of engaging
with young people is incredibly disappointing.
Consumer Affairs Victoria continues to work with the
not-for-profit sector to ensure that it knows about the
consumer credit fund. This fund is an important scheme
as it provides funds to the community for assistance or
advice, education programs and research projects so
that we as a community can learn more about the use of
credit.
President, you would be interested to know that last
week I released the pulse survey of over 300 consumers
who had been asked about their credit cards usage.
Over 40 per cent of those surveyed felt they were in
over their heads because of credit card debt. Over
20 per cent had cancelled their credit cards or taken
other drastic measures, such as cutting up or freezing
their cards, and 50 per cent did not know what credit
card interest was and how it affected them.
The government is committed to helping consumers
avoid the debt trap. That is why programs such as the
consumer credit fund are important for a community,
because if we can offer young people some guidance
when they bring home that first pay packet there is
hope they can avoid getting into financial strife. This
government is determined to make a difference. We are
determined to work with our community to deal with
issues, to take the mediums that are available and to try
new ways because we do not want young people caught
in the credit card web. We want to take whatever means
we can as a government to act, to care and to assist.
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Bushfires: bill payment
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — My
question is to the Minister for Small Business. I note
the minister’s call on 16 March for utility service
providers to allow flexible bill payment for small
businesses affected by Victoria’s bushfires. Will the
minister ensure the state government also allows
flexible bill payments for government fees and taxes,
including payroll tax and land tax, for those same
businesses affected by bushfires?
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small
Business) — I thank the honourable member for his
question. Certainly I did take the opportunity to write to
the utilities, and I note that Telstra has already made an
announcement about how it will deal sympathetically
with customers who find it difficult because of the
bushfire arrangements to pay the bills they may receive
in the near future. We certainly welcome Telstra’s
initiative in regard to that. A number of other utilities
have done the same.
We have written to all the utilities that reside or service
the areas that have been covered by the bushfires
seeking that response. The state government bushfire
task force is looking at a number of measures in relation
to the way in which we as a government can assist in
the recovery process on bushfires. People will be aware
of the $10.6 billion package that was announced on
28 February, which brings the total package now up to
$13.8 million that has been injected into the bushfire
recovery package.
The bushfire task force will continue to work with those
communities to look at ways in which we as a state
government can help in that recovery process and assist
them to meet their immediate longer term needs.
Supplementary question
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — I thank the
minister for that answer, and I believe it was a good
initiative for her to write to those utility companies. I
welcome the advice that some of those utility
companies are responding to her request because I think
it is in the interests of those businesses in Victoria that
have suffered as a result of the bushfires.
Will the minister write the same letter to her colleague
the Treasurer to seek government support for a similar
program of deferred payment for businesses so affected
where they have to pay or meet government charges or
levies?
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small
Business) — The Treasurer, who is also the Minister
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for State and Regional Development, heads the bushfire
task force and is aware of the issues being raised by
those communities and is dealing very sympathetically
with the issues that are being raised.

Libraries: funding
Mr PULLEN (Higinbotham) — I refer my question
to the Minister for Local Government. Will the minister
inform the house what action the Bracks government
has recently taken in partnership with local government
to build for the future for library facilities across the
state?
Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) — I
thank the honourable member for the question, and
particularly thank him for his assistance recently when
he announced on my behalf a grant of some $400 000
for the new Beaumaris library in his electorate in
partnership with the Bayside City Council. This new
library will be much larger with better display space
and room for Internet computer facilities.
Libraries of course are a wonderful community
resource, and the Bracks government is getting on with
the job of ensuring in partnership with local
government that Victorians enjoy 21st century library
facilities, whether they live in rural and regional parts of
our state or in metropolitan Melbourne.
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The same can be said for Altona Meadows, where I
recently announced a Bracks government contribution
of some $400 000 towards a new library facility as well
as utilising the shopping centre, in partnership this time
with the Hobsons Bay City Council, as part of our
vision of building stronger communities right across
Victoria. It is not just metropolitan Melbourne that is
benefiting from the Bracks government’s commitment
to libraries.
I also had the pleasure recently of opening the new
library extension in Wodonga — I am well travelled, as
you can see. It was great to observe how justifiably
proud the local community in Wodonga is of this
beautiful new facility, one which has come about again
through a partnership, this time between the Bracks
government and the Wodonga Rural City Council. One
of the most pleasing aspects of the Wodonga extension
is that visitor numbers to the library have skyrocketed
from 450 per day to more than 700 per day.
The Bracks government anticipates that Living
Libraries will fund around 45 library upgrades across
Victoria, meaning one new library in more than half of
the state’s 79 councils. That means that we are making
things happen with local communities right across our
state, many in regional and rural Victoria.

Commonwealth Games: shooting venues

I am pleased to report to the house that one of the
Bracks government’s major achievements has been to
deliver an all-time high for library funding, with
$25 million in direct grants. The Living Libraries grants
program is building for the future by making
$12 million available to renovate and replace existing
branch libraries right across our state, and as part of
delivering on its election commitments the Bracks
government will be making available an extra
$5 million over four years for additional books and
resources for public libraries.

Hon. D. K. DRUM (North Western) — My
question is to the Minister for Commonwealth Games.
Can the minister inform the house whether the venues
for small-bore rifle, air rifle and pistol events at the
2006 Commonwealth Games have been finalised yet,
and if so where will they be held?

As well as the grant for the Beaumaris library
announced by Mr Pullen I have announced a $135 000
grant to Kingston City Council to assist in relocating
the Dingley library to a larger facility in the thriving
Dingley Village community centre. That announcement
was made even more enjoyable by the fact that I was
able to make it with the new member for Mordialloc in
the other place, Janice Munt. Kingston City Council
and the Dingley community have worked together to
bring this project about, and it is a great example of the
Bracks government’s approach to working in
partnership with local government and local
communities to deliver better services.

The member would appreciate that the venue for the
full-bore shooting event in the 2006 Commonwealth
Games has been determined, and it is the Wellsford
Forest Shooting Range on the other side of Bendigo.

Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for
Commonwealth Games) — I thank the member for his
question. It is good to see that his interest in sport
extends into Parliament.

A number of other facilities require completion or
addressing prior to the Commonwealth Games in 2006.
They relate to clay target, full-bore pistol and
small-bore shooting. A number of venues have been
nominated in the bid document, and they are currently
being assessed to determine the extent to which they
will comply to the requirements of the international
organisations, what upgrades will be required and
which venues are the most appropriate. I look forward
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to making announcements about those venues in the
not-too-distant future.
We have seen a number of venues with the potential to
be used as facilities, and I am happy to name the
facilities which were assessed. They include the
Melbourne International Shooting Club and the Yarra
Pistol Club for the pistol and small-bore disciplines;
and the Melbourne Gun Club, the Frankston Australian
Gun Club and the Werribee Victorian Gun Club for the
clay target disciplines.
I note also that the sporting shooters associations that
deal with those respective sports are concerned to
ensure a worthwhile legacy from the games for their
facilities. As we have indicated about Commonwealth
Games facilities and outcomes, we must ensure not
only a great outcome for the games but also that the
long-term legacies — whether they be social,
environmental or infrastructure legacies — stand us in
good stead in terms of positive benefits well into the
future for each of those respective sports, their
associations, their volunteers and those who continue to
work tirelessly for their respective sports.
Supplementary question
Hon. D. K. DRUM (North Western) — The bidding
delegation that has attracted these sports as part of the
Commonwealth Games bids has the Melbourne
International Shooting Club as its current venue for
those particular events. Is the minister aware that there
is a 2004 deadline, not a 2006 deadline, for these events
due to the test events that have to be undertaken at these
venues? With the significant amount of upgrade and
redevelopment that has to take place at these venues, is
the minister able to assure us that a venue will be
picked and that it will be redeveloped where it was said
it would be redeveloped? To change the venue at this
stage would need the consent of all participating
countries that come to the Commonwealth Games.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I thank the member for his
supplementary question. I am very conscious of the
time frames for all Commonwealth Games venues and
feel confident that we will have those venues
completed, as I have mentioned on a number of
occasions, on time and on budget. I am also very
conscious that the test events are of prime importance.
We have a number of test events not only in shooting
but also in cycling, gymnastics and swimming in the
lead-up to these Commonwealth Games in order to
ensure that we have the facilities right and the
capacities of the sporting associations right and also
that the international Commonwealth Games
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Federation feels confident that we will deliver a
Commonwealth Games second to none in 2006. So I
feel confident and can assure the house that these
facilities will be in the right order for the test events
leading up to the 2006 Commonwealth Games.

Women: sport leadership
Ms ARGONDIZZO (Templestowe) — My
question is to the Minister for Commonwealth Games. I
refer to the minister’s demonstrated commitment to
promoting women in sport and recreation, and I ask the
minister to advise the house of what action he has taken
to encourage greater participation of women in
leadership positions in sport.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I thank the honourable member for her
interest in matters relating to women in sport,
particularly leadership positions. In its first term of
government the Bracks Labor government supported a
range of initiatives designed to increase participation in
sport and recreation for all Victorians. It will continue
to do that in its second term.
This commitment continues to have a strong focus on
Victorian women, in particular — women of all ages,
all backgrounds and all levels of ability — in a wide
range of sports. Importantly, this focus does not stop at
women only in sports participation but is also directed
at promoting women in the decision making and
leadership roles within sport.
Research indicates that currently women are
under-represented in all aspects of decision making and
management roles across the sport and recreation
industry. This includes paid and voluntary workers in
sports administration, coaching, officiating and,
particularly, on boards and committees. Our
government is committed to addressing the lack of
information on women in sport as leaders and to
providing opportunities for women to develop
professional and leadership skills that will make a
difference to the community and to sport. To show our
commitment we are getting on with the job. The Bracks
government has developed key initiatives that will
enhance the uptake by women of leadership roles in the
sport and recreation industry.
On 4 March I had the pleasure of presenting grants
valued at up to $3000 each to 12 women from a diverse
range of sports. These grants will be used to pursue
professional development and upskilling in either sports
management or coaching. Some of the sports
represented by the grants recipients include athletics,
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fencing, gymnastics, kayaking, disabled winter sports,
and shooting.
Administrators from the Waverley netball facility, the
Ballarat Regional Sports Assembly and the Universal
Sports Association will use their grants to undertake
sports management development. These sports
leadership grants add to other initiatives by the Bracks
government in relation to encouraging female
participation in sport and recreation as sports players as
well as leaders and administrators.
I recently had the good fortune to present the Active
Girls Award as part of the Leader newspaper group
Sports Star of the Year Award. The award enhances the
local media profile of women and girls in sport. The
award consists of a place on the emerging athletes
program, run by Vicsport, which involves experts
delivering advice and training in media and public
relations, time management, sponsorship and marketing
to the award winners.
Further to that, these girls will have the opportunity to
attend the Active Girls Breakfast, which I have
mentioned on a number of occasions previously in this
house over recent years. This breakfast provides an
excellent opportunity for women to share their
experiences as athletes or sports administrators with
500 schoolgirls attending from across Melbourne. By
acting as role models they will attract and encourage
young girls to participate as players, to attain coaching
or sports administration qualifications, or to take up
positions on boards and committees of community
sports groups.
The Bracks government has recognised that active
participation in sports and recreation by women as
leaders and administrators requires specific funding and
the administration of that funding in order that we as a
government can continue to promote the standing of
women in sport in Victoria. We are getting on with the
job of delivering.

Electricity: generation capacity
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) — I direct
my question without notice to the Minister for Energy
Industries. In the minister’s speech to the sixth annual
Victorian power conference on 19 February 2003 he
said, and I quote from page 2:
I recognise that there is a debate going on about the
development of new base load supplies.

What is the government’s position in relation to the
construction of additional base load electricity
generation capacity in Victoria?
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Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — I thank the honourable member for his
question. I know that he has a genuine interest in this
area. It is, however, I have to say again, a little bit
hypocritical, given that what we had left to us from the
Kennett government was, unfortunately, a situation
where there were not adequate supplies of electricity for
this state, and there was no way of achieving those
supplies of electricity because nothing had been done to
provide the financial triggers and the investment
environment in order to facilitate base load generation,
or any other sort of generation for that matter. So we
had a privatised system.
I have to commend the work of the previous minister,
the Minister for Energy and Resources, because she
was able to facilitate up to a thousand megawatts of
additional capacity onto the system, which included
bringing 400 megawatts down from New South Wales
in additional capacity on the SnowVic connection and a
range of gas-fired stations for peaking power, including
one for 300 megawatts in the Latrobe Valley, and a
recent one which I opened, which was for
150 megawatts in Somerton. There were a range of
these initiatives in order to cope with the peaking
problem that had emerged.
Obviously in the long term the projections for increased
energy supply in Victoria are such that we will
ultimately face the issue of having to bring on stream
additional base load power. Again a number of
mechanisms have been brought into play by this
government, including the judicial use of brown coal
tendering, to try to achieve two things: firstly, to try to
achieve additional electricity load; and secondly, to also
try to improve the environmental impact, because the
honourable member may well know that we still have
power stations in the Latrobe Valley which put out a
tonne and a half of CO2 emissions for every megawatt
of electricity that is produced. Any new base load
generation, certainly using brown coal, would have to
improve significantly on that outcome. This is part of
the complexity.
We also have an additional capability. It is being looked
at, as we bring on stream more gas through the various
gas fields I have talked about in this house, that we
have additional capacity to produce electricity from gas,
not just for peaking but using dual-cycle technology to
bring on stream base load gas generation as well. All of
these things require investment, and that is on the basis
that there is confidence in the state. I believe there is
significant confidence in the state. Certainly the
financial performance of the government — the fact
that it has a AAA credit rating and the fact that it has a
high growth rate and that investment is coming into the
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state — augurs well for it to be able to achieve
additional investment in this industry. But let me say
this: you cannot achieve this without government
intervention and direct government encouragement of
that investment. That is my job, and that is what we are
doing.
Supplementary question
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) — I thank
the honourable member for his answer. Minister, will
the government rule out any move back into
government-owned generating electricity capacity?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — I did not think you were still worried
about this, Bill.
The PRESIDENT — Order! ‘Mr Forwood’, thank
you.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — I can certainly
say one thing to him — that we do not have any plans
for the government to be involved in the generation of
electricity. What we do have are plans to encourage
investment in it. I recognise that there are significant
publicly owned assets to our north; one of our
challenges is to ensure that there are adequate triggers
in play in the private sphere for that investment to
occur, bearing in mind that those same triggers do not
apply north of Victoria. So the answer to the question is
that there are no such plans for publicly owned
generation.

Mineral sands: government policy
Ms HADDEN (Ballarat) — I refer my question to
the Minister for Energy Industries. Can the minister
outline the Bracks government’s recent achievements in
encouraging investment in Victoria’s mineral sands
industry?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — I am very pleased to answer this question
from Ms Dianne Hadden, who I know is genuinely and
personally interested in mineral sands development and,
of course, in jobs in regional Victoria. It is in stark
contrast to the negative and confused questions of the
Honourable Barry Bishop on a similar topic yesterday.
I am very pleased to report to the house that the Bracks
government’s policy is to encourage mineral
exploration in Victoria and that this is resulting in
increased exploration investment. In 2001 we had
exploration investment of $31.1 million, increasing to
$39.3 million in 2002. There is an increase in
investment, and the Bracks government’s support for
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the mineral sands sector includes not only encouraging
investment but also the Victorian mineral sands action
agenda.
That agenda is being prepared in partnership with
industry and the purpose is to identify long-term
strategies to attract development and to ensure that
benefits for Victorians are maximised. We have
allocated $150 000 towards the action plan to develop
these strategies through to 2010.
Minerals exploration is the driver for minerals
development in this state. This exploration is now
starting to bear fruit with a number of important mining
projects commencing or about to commence
production, including the Douglas and Ouyen mineral
sands projects, of which I am sure honourable members
will be aware.
Ouyen, in particular, is proving a rich exploration area
for mineral sands explorers. For example, Iluka and
Murray Basin Titanium have announced important
discoveries around Ouyen. These investments are
creating hundreds of new jobs in regional Victoria and
increasingly earning Australia revenue in the export of
titanium and zirconium. Several other explorations have
also been successful. The Douglas mineral sands
project will mine over 400 000 tonnes per year of heavy
mineral sands over its 10-year expected life span. The
project is a key element in developing the Murray Basin
mineral resources and will support the Iluka mineral
processing plant at Hamilton.
Together the mining and processing plants will create a
total of 150 full-time jobs directly and three times as
many indirectly. These projects are examples of the
way this government is getting on with the job of
encouraging sustainable mining in Victoria.
It is part of creating an investment environment and
getting investment in, facilitating it through government
and maintaining our AAA credit rating along the way
so that investment continues to come in. This is all part
of the government’s objectives. I look forward to the
opposition and Mr Bishop supporting the government
in making investment in mineral sands happen in
Victoria.

Bridges: rural funding
Hon. D. KOCH (Western) — I direct my question
without notice to the Minister for Local Government.
What is the government’s action plan in respect of the
condition of bridges across country Victoria having
noted that this year’s budget — that is, the
2002–03 budget allocation of a pitiful $1.3 million?
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Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) —
Whilst I am more than happy to be responsible for my
portfolios, and I am aware of issues in relation to
bridges, they actually fall within the responsibility of
the Minister for Transport in the other place. I would be
happy to refer the member’s question to the Minister
for Transport.

people to change their transport behaviour. Changing
transport behaviour and having low-intensive transport
activities is something Environment Victoria has had a
lot of success with across the board. We think it can
offer a lot to this project, which has been funded by the
state of Victoria and taken up by the City of Knox in
partnership with Environment Victoria.

Hon. Philip Davis — On a point of order, President,
if the minister is not aware, rural bridges are the
responsibility of local municipalities. I would have
thought it behoves her to have an understanding about
the needs of local councils, and she should have a
response to what is a simple question.

That is not the only project. In this budget the
government has allocated about $700 000 to have
similar projects providing flexible integrated transport
initiatives right across the state. This is a great
opportunity for local community organisations and
local government to get together and find new and
innovative ways of dealing with community transport
issues.

The PRESIDENT — Order! The minister has
responded, and there is no point of order.

Seniors: transport initiatives
Hon. C. D. HIRSH (Silvan) — I refer my question
to the Minister for Aged Care. Can the minister advise
the house of recent government initiatives to improve
access to flexible transport options for senior
Victorians? I have a personal interest in this.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I thank the member for the question and her
enthusiasm for providing opportunities for older
members of the Victorian community to get around and
live happy and active lives. I am very happy to say that
it is an important priority of the government to ensure
that people can remain in their own homes and yet get
around to services and cultural and leisure activities and
learning opportunities at every occasion. We want to
make sure people live happy and fulfilling lives.
I am also very happy to say that in the past 24 hours I
have approved a program that will be running in the
good member’s electorate. This program will work in
cooperation between the Victorian government,
Environment Victoria and the City of Knox to provide
new opportunities for older people in that community to
find ways of getting around their neighbourhoods and
accessing the services they have an every right to
access. The City of Knox has a large retirement
community. In fact, I believe there are about 12 large
retirement villages and, so I have been informed, about
20 nursing homes. The provision of excellent transport
opportunities is a significant issue in the Knox
community with its burgeoning older demographic
profile.
The good people of Environment Victoria, who are
partners in this project, have a fantastic track record in
schools and the community sector of encouraging

Recently I was down in Colac and announced a
fantastic program which is in operation in the Colac
Otway shire. This program has brought together a
fantastic service that is making a real difference to the
daily lives of older members of the community who
want to get access to the shops, the hospitals and
doctors and have the opportunity to go to the pictures.
This service has been very successful in ensuring that
people in that community are connected.
Representatives from all the shires from the Bellarine
Peninsula to the Otways took the opportunity to tell me
that they are very much looking forward to putting in
applications for this flexible integrated transport
connections program; I am anticipating submissions
from them shortly.
In addition, the Council on the Ageing, in partnership
with the state government of Victoria and the City of
Wyndham, has recently put together a training program
and manual to provide support to volunteers who drive
older people in their communities. It is a fantastic
manual and training program which supports the active
participation of the volunteers who are playing an
active role in their community life to make a difference
to older people. That program can be accessed through
the Senior Victorian web site. You can go to the web
site, look up transport connections and find out how
you can download this program. It is a fantastic
initiative. The government is working in cooperation
with local government to make things happen.
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Clause 4

Hon. ANDREA COOTE (Monash) — I move:
1.

Clause 4, line 12, omit “4” and insert “3”.

While I am speaking about this issue it seems
appropriate to talk about the next line — ‘imprisonment
(15 years maximum)’ — which is the second of my
amendments; perhaps they should be debated
concurrently. This is an extremely important issue. We
have just had an extensive debate on this bill. There has
been some comprehensive discussion and debate, and
the devastation caused by the fires has been raised.
There was a briefing at lunchtime from the CSIRO,
which informed us that more than 3 million hectares in
the alpine parks have been affected by bushfires. That
shows the extent of the devastation that has been
wrought across Victoria. Through the eloquent
speeches of many members on both sides of this
chamber today we have heard about the heartache of
some of the damage caused by the fires — for example,
we heard how students at schools in both Bayswater
and Wodonga have been badly affected. We also heard
from the Honourable Andrew Olexander about the loss
of life and businesses in earlier bushfires. It is very
salutary to remember that loss of life.
However, as I outlined earlier when speaking on this
issue, we can see the profile of some of these arsonists.
We can understand that they have some issues, but it is
imperative that the seriousness of this offence —
lighting a fire recklessly, lighting a fire with intention to
cause damage, lighting a fire for whatever reason to
cause damage or harm to other people — attracts a
maximum penalty. I do not believe a level 4
imprisonment or a maximum of 15 years is sufficient.
The opposition believes it should be a level 3 offence
with a maximum of 20 years imprisonment. The judges
in this state need to know that this is an extremely
serious offence. Judges should have an opportunity to
decide on the severity, and 20 years is much more
reflective of the concerns held about these bushfires and
arsonists. They need to be able to see that the crime fits
the punishment, and 20 years is far more realistic than
15. We believe that is the issue.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I thank the member for her contribution.
In relation to the matters the member has raised, I am
advised that a maximum penalty of 15 years is
consistent with the model provision.
I am also advised that the model provision has received
national agreement. It is important to ensure that the
maximum penalties for similar offences are as
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consistent as possible, and a 15-year penalty is
consistent with other Victorian criminal offences with
similar levels of culpability — for example, recklessly
causing serious injury and drug trafficking in a
non-commercial quantity.
While the government recognises the harm and
devastation that bushfires can cause, it does not agree
that causing damage to vegetation is more serious than
destroying people’s homes, and it notes that the
maximum penalty for arson is also currently 15 years.
We as a government would see those increased
penalties that the member is proposing as a veiled form
of mandatory sentencing.
Hon. ANDREA COOTE (Monash) — Will the
minister clarify for me again those comparisons he has
just given? He just said he does not believe damage to
property is as serious as damage to vegetation. Will the
minister clarify that for me?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I will repeat the statement I just made. I
am advised that the government recognises the harm
and devastation that bushfires can cause, but I am also
advised that we as a government do not agree that
causing damage to vegetation is more serious than
destroying people’s homes. I understand the penalty for
destroying property — or for arson as such — is also
15 years, so there are comparable figures in relation not
only to what we are proposing but to other forms of
offences.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I had hoped
this would be a short committee stage because we in the
Liberal Party thought the amendments were fairly
straightforward, but regrettably once again we find
ourselves in this chamber being totally confused about
what the government is trying to inform the Parliament
about.
Let us be clear: we have been through two months of
the biggest natural disaster in Victoria’s contemporary
history going back more than 60 years. We have as a
result seen 250 farm buildings, 41 houses,
3300 kilometres of fencing, 60 000 hectares of pasture
and 11 000 farm animals destroyed by bushfire — the
burning of vegetation. If it were the case that the
minister is saying the arson of an individual residence
should take precedence in terms of penalty over the sort
of disasters we have just seen in Victoria, then I would
be absolutely staggered.
There is absolutely no doubt that the incidence of a fire
as a consequence of somebody deliberately lighting a
bushfire can have devastating repercussions for the
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Victorian community, and I would like the minister to
explain to the house why the government does not see
that as being of such great significance as to be
concerned to agree with the opposition’s amendment.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I thank the member for his contribution
and also for highlighting the substantial statistics which
are known to the member. Again, without trying to
offend those in the opposition, the government believes
the penalty provisions in this legislation are adequate. It
believes they are comparable to other offences as
previously mentioned and it believes the 15-year
penalty that constitutes part of this bill is appropriate,
while also acknowledging and recognising, as the
opposition leader has pointed out, the substantial impact
these events have on the lives of individuals. The
government also believes that a penalty of 15 years is
appropriate in these circumstances.
Ms MIKAKOS (Jika Jika) — I find it really
regrettable that the opposition is seeking to play politics
on such a serious issue.
Hon. Philip Davis — No, this is legislating. In case
you don’t know, this is legislating.
Ms MIKAKOS — You are trying to play politics
on this issue.
We need to remember that when we are looking at the
establishment of this new offence there is already an
existing regime of offences that apply in relation to
arson matters. We need to remember that there is
currently a maximum penalty of 15 years imprisonment
for the offence of arson.
What we are looking at here is a bushfire offence that is
targeted at the destruction of vegetation — that is
grasslands and forests — whereas the offence of arson
covers destruction of property such as a person’s home,
business or possessions and farmers’ crops. We also
need to remember that there is in place another arson
offence that relates to the offence of arson causing
death, which has a maximum penalty of 25 years
imprisonment.
I find it quite curious that the opposition is seeking to
impose a higher penalty for damage to vegetation than
currently exists under Victorian law for damage to a
person’s home. The opposition needs to remember that
if a person were to light a bushfire that caused damage
to vegetation and also caused a person’s death, that
person would most likely be charged with both
offences — both the bushfire offence and arson causing
death — and if the person were found guilty then it
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would be open to the court to impose the highest
sentence of 25 years.
What is being proposed is really political grandstanding
by the opposition. We all feel a great sadness for those
individuals and families who lost homes, buildings,
property, crops or animals during the course of the last
bushfires, but what is being proposed here needs to be
viewed in the context of the existing offence provisions
that apply under Victorian law, and it is for that reason
that the proposed increases are unnecessary.
The minister has already indicated that we are looking
at a bushfire offence here that has been signed off at a
national level and that we are seeking to achieve
consistency in a model provision that applies across the
country.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) — That
was a pretty paltry contribution from the member
opposite. Bushfires are an extraordinarily important
issue in this place and at this time, and everybody in
this chamber is in furious agreement with this piece of
legislation. We think it is necessary, we think it is
timely and we want it.
There is one disagreement — that is, the issue of how
long the penalty should be for people who intentionally
or recklessly cause a fire — intentionally or recklessly.
We in the Liberal Party have been entirely consistent in
our approach to this issue. Since this bill was first
mooted in the previous Parliament we have said this
should not be a level 4 offence; it should be a level 3
offence. We have been entirely consistent in that view.
We have been entirely consistent in saying that this
should be a 20-year maximum and not a 15-year
maximum, and we stand by that view. We are sorry the
government does not recognise that this is one of those
signal events about which a message needs to be sent.
We cannot have people out there starting fires
willy-nilly. They start as little fires, you know, and then
the wind comes up and they roar across people’s
properties and into national parks and destroy our
forests. Many members of this chamber — I am one of
them — have fought bushfires. You do not want to be
there. You do not want to be there trying to fight the
ones that have been deliberately started, even if they are
only — excuse me, minister — destroying thousands
and thousands of hectares of vegetation.
We need in this place to send a message to people that
some things in our society are unacceptable, and this is
one of them. You cannot allow people to intentionally
or recklessly light fires. We are saying in this place that
there is a logic behind sending a signal to the
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community that we regard the offence of people
intentionally or recklessly lighting fires as being so
heinous that it is not a level 4 offence; it is a level 3
offence, and therefore it attracts the maximum penalty
of 20 years.
There are only two other levels above this: 25 years for
a level 2 offence; and life imprisonment for a level 1
offence. We are saying that people who light bushfires
are absolutely at the top level on the criminal scale, and
we will not tolerate it.
I appeal to the government this time to accept an
amendment that has come from the opposition in good
faith because as I said at the outset of my contribution,
we are in furious agreement about the bill. It is
necessary. We want it passed and passed today. But let
us get it right: let us send the message that we will not
tolerate people who light fires in our community.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern) — I am
going to a public meeting in Tallangatta tonight which
has been called to discuss the bushfires. I have two
things to report that they will find interesting: one is
that I was gagged this morning and not able to speak;
the other is that the government believes if someone
lights a bushfire that destroys homes and stock and
timber and so on, they equate that to the same event as
someone lighting a fire that destroys a single house in a
town somewhere. They are not making any
differentiation between the danger imposed upon the
community of someone lighting a fire in times of high
bushfire danger, and we have just seen what can happen
in that event.
As Mr Forwood said, the opposition has been entirely
consistent. It put out a press release last year, and
moved an amendment last year along these lines. I say
the opposition is being absolutely consistent in putting
forward this amendment this afternoon.
Ms Mikakos — You don’t understand how arson
works, whether it is one house that burns down
or — —
Hon. W. R. BAXTER — The defence being
mounted by Ms Mikakos that we need to be consistent
across the nation and that this is model legislation was
dealt with by me to some extent yesterday. If we want
to be the same as every other state, we might as well
just have a unitary system of government in this nation.
The other thing that ought to be taken into account is
that Victoria and southern New South Wales are the
most fire prone parts of the nation. It does not matter
too much in Queensland or some of the other states,
but, by Jove, it matters in Victoria whether people light
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bushfires or not, and a message ought to be sent that the
Parliament considers this a very, very serious offence
indeed.
Hon. C. D. HIRSH (Silvan) — The patronising
remarks of Mr Forwood in which he described a
bushfire were not altogether appropriate to the
argument. Some of us who have been involved with
fires, who have been reared in the country and who
have had to defend property and houses and so on
understand what lighting a fires does. The opposition
does not have the only understanding in this chamber of
what a bushfire is, does or can do.
Hon. Andrew Brideson — You weren’t even in the
chamber to listen to what he was saying!
Hon. C. D. HIRSH — I was sitting here, and I
found it patronising. It is a fairly serious issue, and the
trading of personal insults actually denigrates the
extreme importance of this act. The level 4 maximum
imprisonment will clearly have a serious effect on any
arsonists. It allows a judge to take them out of
circulation for quite a long time. If that criminal is not
rehabilitated in 15 years, then they will never be; so if
that is the purpose of the incarceration a judge might
impose, it will not make much difference to the
offender or the community, unless that offender is
rehabilitated during the time of their imprisonment.
Whether they are in prison for 15, 20 or 25 years, the
only way to deal with that would be to make it a level 1
offence, and that is not appropriate, given the
comparative nature of offences that attract different
incarceration levels.
I suggest this is a perfectly appropriate level of
maximum sentencing for an extremely serious crime,
and I believe many of us know what a bushfire is, know
how it works, and know how dangerous, horrifying,
and frightening it is.
The remark that it does not matter about bushfires in
other states is interesting. Certainly we are not
concerned with legislating them, but when my cousins
were almost burnt out twice in the last two or three
years, just out of Sydney, it was not too good for them,
particularly when one of my cousins nearly lost his life.
So that is just an aside.
The legislation as it is is a most appropriate and
important response to an extremely important issue,
sending a strong message of the government’s concern
about arson to the community.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I rise to make
a couple of observations in relation to the government’s
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own policy. It is a fact that before Parliament resumed
the Premier himself made it clear that new provisions
would be introduced into Parliament to deal with
deliberately lighting bushfires.
Further, in the Governor’s speech to this house great
play was made of the fact that the government would be
introducing legislation which we now have before us. I
had an expectation that the government was quite
serious about sending a very strong message to the
community about this particular matter — that is,
deliberately lighting bushfires. However, we believe
that clearly the government’s response has been less
than adequate.
The reason I say that is because the government fails to
understand the significance of this matter compared
with what it may be more comfortable or familiar with,
which is residential and suburban environments where
the consumption by fire of a dwelling has perhaps a
lesser impact.
Let me describe for a minute the consequences of a
bushfire. Let me ignore for the moment the threat to
farm property, residences and other infrastructure, and
look at the consequences of the recent bushfires which
have incinerated thousands of animals, not just native
animals, but livestock which were legitimately being
grazed in bush grazing runs in the Alpine National
Park.
I will describe what happens to cattle caught in a fire.
Cattle can be incinerated and burnt to death — a
horrible fate — but I will describe what it is that
actually happens first to a beast that is caught in a fire.
The first thing is that their udder is burnt if it is a cow,
and their teats are burnt off. Then their muzzle is burnt.
So they are blistered, in pain and worse still the next
thing that happens is that the shells of their hooves fall
off. If you have seen cattle that are tying to walk
without hooves, you will know that it is the most
appalling sight one can possibly imagine.
I am bewildered by the attitude of the government to
this amendment when you consider the thousands of
domestic and native animals and marsupials that were
incinerated. These would have included kangaroos,
wallabies, wombats that were roasted in their own
burrows, and possums. I think the government is being
hypocritical. It made a bold statement to the public
about its legislative program, but when the opposition
in this place tries to reinforce the government’s position
we see the government backsliding and saying that this
is of no more consequence than some domestic
dwelling being burnt.
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Hon. R. DALLA-RIVA (East Yarra) — As
honourable members know, I spoke earlier on this bill,
but I want to reflect on what new section 201A(1)
actually says. It is an offence if a person :
… intentionally or recklessly causes a fire; and
… is reckless as to the spread of the fire to vegetation on
property belonging to another …

I will repeat those words: ‘intentionally or recklessly’.
Why do I say that? I heard Ms Mikakos talk earlier in
the debate on the bill about her objection to the
amendment. I refer to the fact that the penalty that was
proposed in the bill is consistent with existing penalties
such as recklessly causing serious injury. So I thought
let us just see what sections of the Crimes Act 1958 use
the word ‘reckless’ and the level of terms of
imprisonment.
Ms Mikakos earlier mentioned ‘recklessly causing
serious injury’. Section 16 of the Crimes Act 1958
refers to ‘causing serious injury intentionally’. Guess
what the penalty is? It is level 3 imprisonment or
20 years maximum.
I refer to section 318 of the Crimes Act 1958 where it
talks about culpable driving. Again, this is a community
issue; everyone abhors what occurs with culpable
driving and the offences on our roads, just as they abhor
the bushfire offences in this state. Unlike other states, as
has been referred to, this state has a particular issue in
relation to the nature of bushfires.
I refer to section 318(2)(a) of the Crimes Act, which
speaks about the fact that a person who drives a motor
vehicle culpably, irrespective of what the resulting
injury is, is reckless if he consciously or unjustifiably
does so, et cetera. It specifically mentions within the
Crimes Act 1958, where this bushfire offence is going
to head with the word ‘reckless’. What is the penalty? It
is level 3 imprisonment or 20 years maximum. There is
another use of the word ‘reckless’.
Statements were made in this house about the relevancy
of understanding certain acts of Parliament. It is
appropriate if we are going to debate a bill in committee
that we at least understand the bill with which we work.
It is appropriate that Ms Mikakos who referenced the
word ‘reckless’ should understand as a former barrister
that there are other offences within the acts passed by
this Parliament that relate to the word ‘reckless’ in the
assessment.
Lastly, we have the debate on arson. Section 197 of the
Crimes Act talks about the destroying of property. It
talks about a person guilty of arson being liable to
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level 4 imprisonment, or 15 years, which is the
argument I think we heard. The next level up, however,
is arson causing death and, as we heard, within the
amendment to the Bail Act 1977 we have set that as
level 2 or 25 years imprisonment. Is it not reflective of
the community’s expectations? Is it not the expectations
of a state that has just been ravaged by bushfires? Is it
not the responsibility of this government, irrespective of
the fact that it is being uniformly introduced — and as I
said earlier I support the bill — and the responsibility of
this Parliament to ensure that it reflects the
community’s expectations?
I outlined earlier other sections of the Crimes Act
where the community’s expectations in relation to
culpable driving and other offences are taken very
seriously. My argument in this chamber is that we
should ensure that we are reflective of community
needs and expectations, and I support the amendment.
Ms MIKAKOS (Jika Jika) — This government is
responding to community concerns. That is why it is
creating this offence. That is why, despite the fact that
since white settlement there have been bushfires in this
country that have devastated the community, we are
moving to establish this new offence. As I said earlier,
we must recall that there is a wider context. Other
offences are in place. The contributions made by both
Mr Baxter and Mr Phillip Davis clearly indicate a
misunderstanding of how those other offences work.
For example, Mr Davis talked about the tragedy of a
farmer losing his cows. I agree, it is a very tragic
situation for a farmer to lose his animals or crops. But
we have to remember that a farmer’s cows constitute
property, and for that reason if a person were to light a
fire that caused a farmer to lose their cows, that person
could be charged with arson causing damage, which is
punishable with a maximum penalty of 15 years. So
Mr Davis’s example is one that is obviously flawed and
indicates a misunderstanding of how the other
provisions under current Victorian law operate.
Both Mr Davis and Mr Baxter also referred to arson in
respect of suburban homes. I have to keep stressing
this: arson applies to homes whether they are in
suburban Melbourne or rural and regional Victoria, so
if a person were to light a fire that was to cause a
country town to burn down, that person would be
charged with arson causing property damage, which is
punishable with 15 years. If you say to the people of
Victoria that it is okay to get 20 years for burning grass
and burning trees, and 15 years for burning a home,
then your arguments are ones that would not reflect
community expectations. Obviously community
expectations want these situations responded to in a
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way that is commensurate with the damage that is
caused to our community. It is also obvious that it is
appropriate that arson causing death is treated with the
most severity. Currently there is a maximum penalty of
25 years, yet we are treating bushfires and the loss of
vegetation as being of the utmost severity, and for that
reason we have set the penalty at a level commensurate
with arson causing property damage. Those two
offences will both be punishable with a maximum
penalty of 15 years.
What has become apparent during this committee stage
is that opposition members do not understand how the
Crimes Act works and how arson offences work.
Clearly this is another example of political
grandstanding on the part of opposition members, and it
is a great shame that they are doing so on the back of
these terrible bushfires. They should not be trying to
play politics with this situation. They should be
supporting the bill in a framework that is logical, one
that is consistent with a national agreement and gives
due severity and due response by the court system
according to the severity of the damage that is caused in
each instance. I ask the opposition members to
reconsider their flawed opposition and to consider the
flawed logic and thinking behind their amendment,
because it is clear from this committee stage that they
have their facts wrong.
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN (South Eastern) — I will
emphasise two points. Firstly, the opposition is very
supportive of the bill. We want the bill to pass. We are
as concerned as anyone about the provisions and
intention of the bill. Secondly, we want the government
to understand the severity that is needed and the signal
that has to be sent from this Parliament to the
community that there are some things within this state,
some behavioural patterns and offences, that are
completely unacceptable, and that is not to put too fine
a point on it.
In my opinion, and in the opinion of many members of
this house, this is an occasion where the community
must hear from the Parliament that reckless
endangerment of life through the reckless lighting of
bushfires and fires is unacceptable. Therefore in
sending that message and reinforcing that message on
behalf of the Parliament the opposition is suggesting
and asking the government to concur that a level 3
offence category is entirely appropriate.
I was reasonably relaxed until the contribution on
several points made by Ms Jenny Mikakos. The
opposition is not playing politics or grandstanding. We
are genuinely concerned about conveying to the
community that property damage is unacceptable
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behaviour and these offences will not be tolerated. That
is the signal we want to send. I tried to be generous in
my mind as I listened to Ms Mikakos and, without
being personal — I am just trying to help the
discussion — I believe not to accept this level 3
category and to leave it locked on level 4 makes certain
that many people in the community may suspect that
this Parliament is softer on crime than it should be. I am
sure that is not what Ms Mikakos wanted to convey, but
it is the feeling and thought that flashed through my
mind — that is, that we are not sending as firm a signal
as we could. Therefore I want to say again that it is not
playing politics or grandstanding on our part, it is
genuine concern. We do not want the slightest risk of
anyone outside or inside this chamber suspecting for
1 second that this Parliament will be softer than it has to
be on crimes such as this.
I fully support the amendment and ask every member
of this house to support the change to level 3 and the
extension of the penalty from 15 to 20 years maximum.
That is the correct level, the correct signal and the type
of indicator that those people in the community who
will and do engage in this unacceptable behaviour must
hear. If you do the crime, you will do the time. This
Parliament has the responsibility to make that time
potentially 20 years.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — First of all I thank all members for their
robust contributions on this matter. I highlight to
members of the chamber that at a Standing Committee
of Attorneys-General meeting in March 2002, all
jurisdictions, including Victoria, agreed to implement
the model bushfires offences. New South Wales,
Western Australia and the Australian Capital Territory
already have bushfire offences with maximum penalties
of either 14 or 15 years imprisonment.
This is in line with the model provision that received
national agreement in March 2002. I also appreciate,
given the most recent circumstances, that this is a
highly emotive issue. We as a government understand
and recognise the suffering and tragedy that occurred in
recent instances. However, the community expects this
Parliament to consider these matters not in that emotive
light but in a reasoned, measured and considered way. I
believe we have done that. With due respect and due
regard, we will agree to disagree with the opposition in
relation to the proposed amendments.
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Committee divided on omission (members in favour vote
no):

Ayes, 23
Argondizzo, Ms
Broad, Ms
Buckingham, Ms
Carbines, Mrs
Darveniza, Ms
Eren, Mr
Hadden, Ms (Teller)
Hilton, Mr
Hirsh, Ms
Jennings, Mr
Lenders, Mr
McQuilten, Mr

Madden, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
Mitchell, Mr
Nguyen, Mr
Pullen, Mr
Scheffer, Mr (Teller)
Smith, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Theophanous, Mr
Thomson, Ms
Viney, Mr

Noes, 18
Atkinson, Mr
Baxter, Mr
Bishop, Mr (Teller)
Bowden, Mr
Brideson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D. McL.
Davis, Mr P. R.

Drum, Mr
Forwood, Mr
Hall, Mr
Koch, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Olexander, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Stoney, Mr
Vogels, Mr (Teller)

Amendment negatived.

Hon. ANDREA COOTE (Monash) — I move:
2.

Clause 4, line 13, omit “15” and insert “20”

Amendment negatived; clause agreed to; clauses 5 to 15
agreed to.
Reported to house without amendment.
Report adopted.

Third reading
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

I thank honourable members for their robust and
vigorous contributions.
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.
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CONTROL OF WEAPONS AND FIREARMS
ACTS (SEARCH POWERS) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 27 February; motion of
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries).

Hon. J. A. VOGELS (Western) — I am pleased to
respond to the second-reading speech and to join the
debate on the Control of Weapons and Firearms Acts
(Search Powers) Bill. This bill was debated in the
Legislative Assembly last October. The opposition did
not oppose the legislation then and does not intend to
oppose it now. In fact, had the Labor Party not scurried
to an early election this bill would already be delivering
the powers it is seeking and could potentially have
saved numerous assaults and maybe even some lives. In
his second-reading speech the minister said:
Weapons-related offences in Victoria have risen alarmingly in
the past six years. A weapon was used, threatened and/or
displayed in an average of 14.2 per cent of reported personal
offences (including homicide, rape, robbery, assault and
abduction) in 1996–97. This figure had risen to 20.4 per cent
of such cases in 2000–01. This trend of increased weapon use
and the proliferation of knives and other dangerous weapons
in the community is disturbing.

What also disturbs me is that the increased figures for
2001–02 were not reported to us by the minister and
one must conclude that the minister is too embarrassed
to disclose those figures to us as they clearly indicate
the Bracks government’s failure to combat crime. I
have the official release from the Victoria Police of its
2001–02 provisional crimes statistics and ask for leave
to have page 26 incorporated into Hansard.
Leave granted; see document page 404.
Hon. J. A. VOGELS — The document shows that
weapons usage in the commission of assault offences
has gradually been increasing over the last few financial
years as has the total number of assaults. It goes on to
give percentages, which are a damning indictment of
the Bracks government’s ability to deal with crime.
There was an increase in assaults with a weapon in
2002 of 37.8 per cent over the preceding 12 months.
Weapons categories that experienced a sizeable
increase in usage in assaults in 2001 were bottle/glass,
up 48.4 per cent — honourable members should
remember these figures are for a 12-month period;
firearms usage was up 46 per cent; a baseball bat or an
iron bar, up 36.7 per cent; and the use of knives was up
by 33.1 per cent.
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This bill lowers the search threshold required by police
members to justify a search without a warrant for
prohibited or controlled weapons and certain dangerous
articles under the Control of Weapons Act 1990 and
under the Firearms Act 1996 from reasonable grounds
for suspicion that an offence is being or is about to be
committed. The reason for this change is because the
courts have interpreted that ‘reasonable grounds to
believe’ is taken to mean something more than
‘reasonable grounds to suspect’.
I personally have not got a problem with the change,
although I suspect it is just another loophole for our
legal fraternity to instigate court proceedings and to
confuse the average Australian, allowing many thugs
and hoodlums to get off scot-free and frustrating our
police force at the same time.
The Control of Weapons Act establishes a hierarchy of
non-firearms weapons with a descending degree of
regulation commensurate with the offensive nature of
the weapon and the risk its use poses. The three
categories of weapons in descending order are
prohibited weapons, controlled weapons, and
dangerous articles.
Prohibited weapons are weapons that you cannot hold
or carry without a permit — for example, a knuckle
knife, machete, thrown-blade knife, knuckleduster,
slingshot, crossbow capable of being concealed, or even
a cat-o’-nine tails — although I thought they went out
with the Roman Empire!
A controlled weapon is a spear gun, a sword, a bayonet,
or as the Liberal Party shadow minister in the other
place, Kim Wells, has pointed out, a cattle prodder.
These are defined as controlled weapons because they
need to be used in the operation of day-to-day business
such as farming or a sport. However, you would leave
them at home when you go shopping or out on the town
for the night.
A dangerous article is defined to mean an article which
has been adopted or modified so as to be capable of
being used as a weapon, or any other article which is
being carried with the intention of being used as a
weapon. Examples could be sharpened screwdrivers,
scissors, a supermarket trolley handle that has been
taken off, or even the humble umbrella. I remember
well coming off a football field in rural Victoria — it is
probably 30 years ago now — and being whacked over
the head with an umbrella by an irate mum who
reckoned I had flattened her son. I assure the house it
was accidental.
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The main purpose of the bill is to provide police with a
capacity to search people for dangerous and prohibited
weapons and firearms, and not before time if you look
at the statistics. While it does that it also imposes new
restrictions on police if they intend to search a suspect.
In other words, it gives with one hand and also takes a
bit away with the other. Nobody would argue that
checks and balances are not needed, but it is also
blatantly obvious when you look at the crime figures
that urgent and strong action is required to deal with
this major problem.
Police members are already under an obligation to
reveal their identity on request — —
Hon. Andrea Coote — President, I draw your
attention to the state of the house.
Quorum formed.

Hon. J. A. VOGELS — Police members are
already under an obligation to reveal their identity on
request, and all police officers in uniform are required
to wear identifying name tags. Police members are also
required to produce evidence of their identity when out
of uniform; this requirement is already within existing
policy.
This legislation makes it mandatory for police members
to inform a person being searched of their name —
which is fair enough — their rank and their place of
duty, but what has rank and place of duty got to do with
it? They are to do that regardless of whether the
information is even requested. It is another free kick to
make it harder for our police force to carry out their
duties. What difference does it make whether an officer
is a constable, a senior constable, a sergeant or even a
senior sergeant, or what station they are based at, if
people are out there committing crimes? It makes it
easier to beat the system, and I believe that is why this
regulation has been brought about.
The Liberal Party supports the requirement to make a
record of the search as soon as practicable, providing
the right for the person searched to obtain without a fee
a copy of the police record of the search and requiring
the Chief Commissioner of Police to provide an annual
report to the minister on the details of the searches. I
hope this means the report will be tabled in Parliament.
The bill creates a new offence of hindering or
obstructing an authorised officer during the course of
his or her duty without reasonable excuse.
Hon. Andrea Coote — President, I do not at the
moment believe there is a quorum in this chamber.
Quorum formed.
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Hon. J. A. VOGELS — This bill creates a new
offence of hindering or obstructing an authorised
officer during the course of his or her duty without
reasonable excuse if they demand the production of a
licence. I understand it could be Royal Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals inspectors, fishery
officers, park rangers et cetera. Provided they are
identifiable by uniform and identification, this also
makes sense.
The bill also addresses the anomaly where police can
search for weapons in government schools when the
principal authorises the police to enter, but not in
non-government schools. This bill allows for police to
exercise the same powers in non-government schools if
the principal authorises entry, which I think also makes
a lot of sense.
Ms Mikakos — On a point of order, President, I
regret to do this, but a precedent was established just
today. I refer to the fact that the honourable member
appears to be reading his speech.
Hon. J. A. VOGELS — On the point of order,
President, I was told that the lead speaker of the other
side is allowed to use notes, because the second-reading
speech is also read on the government side.
Ms Mikakos — No, the law is for everyone.
Hon. J. A. VOGELS — We will wait until the
President gives the ruling.
The PRESIDENT — Order! On the point of order,
the lead speaker in all political parties is given a bit
more latitude than other members in referring to notes
and having the ability to read through them, so on this
occasion I do not uphold the point of order.
Hon. J. A. VOGELS — Thank you, President. I
was informed of that, which is why I did not do as
much homework! Ms Mikakos has put me off where I
was, so I have to start again.
I congratulate the government on providing
420 hand-held metal detectors which police can use
when they go out on the job. That is an excellent
initiative, especially if this equipment is taken to
precincts where we know that crime probably happens
more times than others. It would probably save a strip
search or whatever having these metal detectors
available, and I congratulate the government on that
good initiative. Some people will probably believe they
will be unduly targeted by police because of these
search powers. However, I also believe if you are not
carrying a weapon — a bit of glass or a knife or
whatever — you have nothing to fear. I would not have
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a problem being searched for illegal weapons
anywhere, any time, 24 hours a day, it does not worry
me. I would say that is probably the same for 99 per
cent of the population or even more than that. I
sincerely hope the new search powers given to our
police force are effective, and I hope in 12 months time
to see a vast reduction in the crime statistics released by
Victoria Police.
Hon. Andrea Coote — President, I again call your
attention to the state of the house.
Quorum formed.

Hon. J. A. VOGELS — In conclusion, the
opposition believes in the intent of this legislation
because, firstly, its measures are consistent with Liberal
Party policy; secondly, violent crimes involving
weapons are increasing at a disturbing rate; thirdly, we
have communities who are calling out for tougher
action; fourthly, increased search powers are necessary
for Victoria Police to combat weapon-related crimes;
and lastly, but most importantly, it will make up the
difference by reducing our alarming crime rate statistics
involving use of weapons. The Liberal opposition
supports the full passage of this bill.
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — I am pleased to
inform the house that the National Party will support
this bill. We will support any piece of legislation which
we think will be good for the communities we
represent, and that is certainly the case with this
legislation.
As has been said, the main feature of this bill is to give
our police greater capacity to search people for
dangerous weapons and articles and also for firearms.
The minister makes the justification for that intent of
the bill by recording here that the number of weapons
used in offences in our community has increased from
14.2 per cent in 1996–97 to a figure of something like
20.4 per cent in 2000–01. I note that the Honourable
John Vogels for the opposition tabled some additional
crime statistics which supported the fact that there is an
increase in the use of weapons and dangerous articles
and firearms in personal crime statistics. So we think
there is a case for extending the powers of police for
greater powers to conduct such searches.
We also note that, although the government statistics
related only to weapons and dangerous articles, in the
second-reading speech the government argues that for
the sake of consistency the search powers should be
extended to cover the possibility of somebody carrying
firearms as well. The National Party agrees that there is
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a case for having consistent search powers applied for
both weapons and firearms.
One of the key points in extending the search powers is
to lower the threshold for the criteria under which a
search can be conducted — that is, to change it from
reasonable grounds of belief to reasonable grounds of
suspicion. I failed in my layman’s thoughts to really
distinguish greatly between the words ‘belief’ and
‘suspicion’; however, I am advised that the courts
believe there is a difference, so I am prepared to accept
the advice of those with better legal backgrounds than I
that this is a necessary provision.
Ms Hadden interjected.
Hon. P. R. HALL — Dianne Hadden is often very
good to me in providing me with free advice on these
matters, and for the most part I am prepared to accept
that advice, because it is given in good spirit. We do
have arguments on some issues, but in most cases I am
prepared to accept the advice given to me by someone
who has such legal training.
I will break the bill down into three elements and make
a quick comment on each. First of all, the main feature
of the bill is, as I said, that it will give our police greater
powers to search people for dangerous weapons and
firearms. It also extends that power to authorised
officers of the Department of Sustainability and
Environment. We believe, once again for consistency,
that it is an appropriate measure to be undertaken
through this legislation.
The bill also extends the search powers so that searches
can take place in non-government schools. This is an
important provision. With search powers in schools it is
only with the permission of the principal that officers of
the law may enter the premises for the purposes of
conducting a search of students. That is how it has
applied to government schools; this bill will extend that
provision to apply to non-government schools.
Certainly we think that is a reasonable measure worthy
of our support.
But with the increased search powers there are also
some checks and balances built into this legislation.
The first of those makes it mandatory for a police
member to inform the person to be searched of his or
her name, rank and place of duty, regardless of whether
or not that information is requested. Currently the
situation is that if that information is requested it has to
be provided, but it does not have to be provided as a
matter of course. With this legislation it will now have
to be provided as a matter of course, and we think that
is reasonable.
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I might add that the requirement for making a report of
every search seems a rather onerous one which will tie
police officers to their desks because they will have to
file full details of every search being undertaken;
however, if you want increased powers you need to
have those checks and balances. We are prepared to see
how that reporting provision goes on a trial basis.
Hopefully it will not be too onerous and it will be
accomplished and will provide the appropriate check
and balance that will be required with these increased
powers being given to police.
Another one of the checks and balances provided for in
the legislation is the requirement for the Chief
Commissioner of Police to provide an annual report to
the minister on the details of the searches that have
been undertaken without warrant. That will be a good
document that both the government and the Parliament
can use for the purposes of reviewing the effectiveness
of the provisions in this bill. A further check and
balance requires a non-uniformed police member to
provide evidence that he or she is a police member
before undertaking such a search. Once again, I think
that is a commonsense measure.
The remaining issue on which I wish to comment
relates to the manner in which searches are to be
conducted, particularly in regard to what items of
clothing might need to be removed for such searches.
We are told that the way in which searches will be
conducted will be prescribed in regulation. I think that
comes to the crux of the matter and is where some
people may have an objection to this legislation — that
is, the manner in which searches will be allowed to be
conducted.
The development of regulations for this process will be
an interesting one, and one which I am sure will
welcome a fair bit of public comment. I hope the
regulation-making will be conducted in a process which
allows widespread community input, because I am sure
there are many out there who would like to have a say
in the manner in which such searches are to be
conducted. We are told in the second-reading speech
that in searches the limits of power will — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The time appointed to
interrupt business has now arrived.
Sitting continued on motion of Mr LENDERS (Minister
for Finance).

Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — The
second-reading speech says on the conduct of searches
that the removal of clothing will be restricted to such
things as coats, jackets, hats and gloves. Once again we
are taking the government’s word on this and trust that
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when regulations are formed they will reflect the intent
and promise given by the minister in the
second-reading speech.
As I said, I think this is good and sensible legislation
that we have before us today. The National Party is
prepared to support it. The only issue we raise is: let us
ensure that the regulations to be made under this bill are
constructed in a way that enables people in the
community to have fair and open input.
Ms MIKAKOS (Jika Jika) — I am pleased to rise to
speak in support of the Control of Weapons and
Firearms Acts (Search Powers) Bill. I do so because
this bill seeks to improve the safety of the Victorian
community by enhancing the power of police to
prevent crime by detecting certain weapons and
firearms that could be used in the commission of a
crime.
This bill complements the Bracks government’s
$550 000 community education campaign on weapons
that aims to tackle the increasing tendency of young
people to carry weapons. As part of this campaign
Victoria Police has been provided with 420 new metal
detectors. These are hand-held devices that enable the
police to ensure greater personal safety for themselves
and they are also less intrusive for suspects because
they involve no physical contact with a potential
suspect.
It is regrettable that weapons-related offences in
Victoria have increased alarmingly in the past six years.
This trend justifies increasing the capacity of the police
to detect and remove weapons before a crime is
committed.
Clause 6 is one of the key provisions of the bill. It seeks
to amend the Control of Weapons Act 1990. The clause
lowers the threshold from one of reasonable belief to
one of reasonable suspicion which is required to be held
by a police member before they can without a warrant
conduct a search on a person, their vehicle or items in
their possession. The search can be for a prohibited
weapon, a controlled weapon or a dangerous article.
These are all defined terms under the Control of
Weapons Act, which establishes a hierarchy of
non-firearms weapons with a descending degree of
regulation commensurate with the nature and risk of the
weapon involved.
To give the house some indication of the types of
weapons I am talking about, I note that prohibited
weapons include things such as flick knives, daggers,
things called nunchakus and capsicum spray. Examples
of controlled weapons include crossbows, spear guns,
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swords, bayonets and imitation firearms. I have been
advised that examples of dangerous articles could
include things such as the steel bar of a shopping
trolley — this is the handle I am talking about — which
has been removed, filled with concrete and used as a
weapon. Unfortunately young people today are
converting such harmless items into weapons in this
way. That is an example of a dangerous article.
Clause 6 of the bill will give police powers to seize
such weapons. Obviously that is necessary if we are to
prevent people from holding onto weapons which could
lead to a potential crime.
The additional powers have been accompanied by
additional safeguards to protect against potential abuse.
I note that a number of the procedural requirements
currently contained in Victoria Police’s operating
procedures manual have been included in the bill and
will therefore have the force of Victorian law.
Clauses 3 and 4 extend the new police search powers to
non-government schools. Currently police can search in
government schools, and at the request of the Catholic
Education Office or the Association of Independent
Schools non-government schools will be treated in
exactly the same way. Police will be able to conduct
searches in these schools in accordance with the normal
protocols applicable in these situations. Those protocols
involve, for example, the school principal authorising
police to enter the school premises. Of course, a
number of restrictions apply to personal searches of
minors, and they will continue to apply.
I note that the bill replicates the provisions I have
already outlined in respect of prohibited weapons,
controlled weapons or dangerous articles in clause 6 in
respect of firearms. It does so in clause 9 of the bill by
amending the Firearms Act 1996. Part 3 of the bill
replicates the ability of police to seize a firearm as they
can other types of weapons under this bill. The same
kind of safeguards have been included for firearms as
apply to controlled weapons. In addition, the police will
have a new power to demand the production of an
approval to possess a prohibited weapon. There are
additional reporting requirements for the exercise of
these powers by means of annual reports to the minister
which will be tabled in the Parliament.
The bill provides a number of powers to enable the
making of regulations. It is anticipated that regulations
will be made to supplement this bill, particularly in
regard to putting in place additional safeguards to
ensure that the new powers given to police are not
abused.
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In conclusion, this bill is very straightforward in nature.
It is quite a short bill but it is necessary to respond to, as
I indicated, the increasing prevalence of the use of
weapons, particularly by young people. A number of
safeguards have been put in place to strike an
appropriate balance between giving police additional
appropriate powers and civil liberties. I believe that
balance has been achieved, and I commend the bill to
the house.
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) — It is with
pleasure that I rise this afternoon on behalf of the
National Party to speak on the Control of Weapons and
Firearms Acts (Search Powers) Bill. I make the point
that, as my leader, the Honourable Peter Hall, informed
the house, the National Party supports this bill.
The first comments I would like to make follow on
from my colleague Ms Mikakos — that is, I have also
noted some concerns about this bill in relation to the
civil liberties area. As legislators we would note that
many bills come to this house, and as legislators we
need to make a decision on balance of whether the bills
are too intrusive or whether they balance up against
public and community good. When I first looked at this
bill I was quite concerned about that, but after better
examination of it I believe that balance is quite
reasonable. Therefore the National Party will support
the bill.
One issue that arises in relation to that is the question of
whether most people in our community understand
their rights under this bill. When I come to the
conclusion of my contribution I will make one more
comment about that particular issue. However, all in all,
there are more positives than negatives in this bill so the
balance is right.
There is no doubt that the explanatory memorandum
for clause 6, which substitutes new section 10 of the
Control of Weapons Act, really sets out what this
particular bill is about. It does so in six dot points by
listing how it differs from the existing section 10 —
namely, it:
requires the police member to have reasonable grounds for
suspecting, rather than believing, a person has a prohibited,
controlled weapon or dangerous article;
provides that the fact the person is in a location with a high
incidence of violent crime is a relevant consideration in
forming the reasonable grounds for suspicion;
requires the police member, before conducting the search, to
inform the person of the member’s name, rank and place of
duty and, if not in uniform, produce his or her police
identification;
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allows the police member to demand production of a
suspected weapon or dangerous article detected or seen
during the search;
makes it an offence punishable by a fine of up to $3000 for a
person to refuse or fail to produce the detected thing upon
demand without reasonable excuse; and
applies not only to prohibited weapons and controlled
weapons but also to articles which have been adopted or
modified so as to be capable of being used as weapons.

That sets out and explains the intent of the bill quite
well. In simple terms it gives our police officers more
capacity to search for prohibited and controlled
weapons. Of course it puts safeguards into place in
relation to that, and provides the balance we have
spoken about this afternoon.
The next part of the bill talks about that; it requires
members of the police force to make records
concerning such searches. It talks about providing a
right for those searched to obtain copies of the record of
the search and requires the Chief Commissioner of
Police to provide annual reports to the minister on the
details of searches without warrant conducted under the
Control of Weapons Act 1990.
I would like to bring to the house the views of some
police officers who are friends of mine and who as
members of Parliament we talk to from time to time
about issues such as this. Those officers are good
members of the police force. They are really concerned
about the issues highlighted in the second-reading
speech where we would note again and put on the
record that:
Weapons-related offences in Victoria have risen alarmingly in
the past six years. A weapon was used, threatened and/or
displayed in an average of 14.2 per cent of reported personal
offences (including homicide, rape, robbery, assault and
abduction) in 1996–97. This figure had risen to 20.4 per cent
of such cases in 2000–01.

Those officers are concerned about the rise in these
incidents, and they have put to me a suggestion which I
suspect has been made before. The current process is
for the officer to apprehend the person, do the search,
seize the weapon, take the person back to the station,
have an interview, write a brief, issue and deliver a
summons, attend the court, give evidence and ensure
the weapon is forfeited — quite a long and dragged-out
process. These officers have said to me, ‘Why can’t we
put in place on-the-spot penalty fines and confiscation
of weapons, because it would free up our time, give us
more time on the streets and involve less wrestling with
paperwork?’. Of course if this proposal were put into
place it would also see a reduction in the workload of
the courts.
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The proposal the officers put to me was that they could
apprehend the person; they could seize the weapon;
they could issue a penalty notice; they could record the
weapon details at the station; 28 days later the person
could pay the fine, and history shows that most people
do pay those fines; and then the weapon could be
destroyed — end of case. A very, very simple process.
However, if the person has not paid the fine within
28 days then the police officer would need to construct
a brief and take court action.
When I look at it from a layman’s perspective that
seems to be a win-win-win situation: it frees up the time
of the police officers, it gives them more time to be on
the streets looking after our community, and, of course,
it reduces the load on our courts, which is quite heavy.
That is quite a practical approach and I commend it to
the police minister for consideration to further reduce
the growing trend in people carrying prohibited and
controlled weapons.
The National Party supports this bill but notes there
needs to be a monitoring and educational process to
ensure that people know their rights and that the
balance between intrusion and community safety is
maintained.
Ms HADDEN (Ballarat) — I rise to speak in
support of the Control of Weapons and Firearms Acts
(Search Powers) Bill before the house. It is a significant
bill which attempts to control the illegal behaviour of
certain members of our community. The purpose of the
bill is set out in clause 1 and in the general preamble in
the explanatory memorandum of the bill which is
self-explanatory. The incidence of weapons-related
offences in Victoria has risen alarmingly in the past six
years. Weapons were involved in 14.2 per cent of
reported personal offences in 1996–97; that figure had
risen to 20.4 per cent of personal offences recorded in
2000–01. This trend justifies the need to increase the
capacity of police officers to detect and remove
weapons before any offence can be committed.
The general purpose of the bill is to amend the Control
of Weapons Act 1990 and the Firearms Act 1996 to, in
summary, lower the standard of conviction required by
a police member and an authorised officer under the
Firearms Act to justify a search without warrant in a
public place for a prohibited or controlled weapon or a
dangerous article, weapon or firearm from having
reasonable grounds for belief to having reasonable
grounds for a suspicion, which is a lesser ground.
The bill incorporates into the act or regulations a
number of safeguards currently contained in the police
operating procedures manual to counterbalance the
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lowering of the search threshold. Importantly, the bill
also requires that the Chief Commissioner of Police
provide an annual report to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services on the details of searches without
warrant. The bill forms part of the comprehensive
package of measures to tackle the increasing prevalence
of the use of weapons in our community and the
prevalence of more and more young people carrying
dangerous weapons on their person as matter of course.
The bill complements the government’s recently
launched $550 000 weapons community education
campaign which aims to tackle the increasing tendency
for young people in particular to carry weapons by
highlighting the illegality, the dangers and the absolute
stupidity of carrying dangerous weapons. The bill also
complements the provision of the 420 new hand-held
metal detectors to Victoria Police as part of this
government’s 2000–01 budget commitment of
$12 million over five years for a package of
personal-issue and operational safety equipment for
police.
The point raised by Mr Bishop in relation to his initial
concerns of a lessening of civil liberties is in my view
properly balanced by the requirement in the bill that the
Chief Commissioner of Police provide an annual report
to the minister on the details of searches without
warrant, and I think that is appropriate.
Clause 6 of the bill expands the application of the
search provisions in the Control of Weapons Act to
non-government schools. No distinction will be made
between government and non-government schools by
police officers searching for weapons, and that is in
addition to the current application of the provisions to
public places as defined in the Summary Offences Act
1996. Following my short contribution, I commend the
bill to the house.
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) — I
would like to speak on the Control of Weapons and
Firearms Acts (Search Powers) Bill before the house.
The bill is supported by the community, and the reason
for that is that we want to bring community safety to
Victoria following an incident in which two young
people were killed in a fight between Asian groups.
That sort of incident is of great concern to the
community, and something must be done about it. That
is why the Premier announced in the media in July
2002 that he was going to do something about it and
that is why the government has produced this bill to
protect the safety of the community, in particular the
safety of young people who are around at night in the
city, especially around nightclubs and entertainment
centres.
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Weapons are a concern because in the past six years the
use of weapons has increased by 14 per cent. People are
carrying weapons because they feel safer when they
have a weapon to protect themselves, but the carrying
of weapons could be dangerous for them and for other
people. The government is trying to stop people from
carrying weapons when they go out, especially at
night-time. It is very clear that under this proposed
legislation the police will have more power than before
to make sure streets everywhere in Victoria are safe.
The police have to believe the community wants
something done about people who carry bags which
may contain suspicious items. The majority of
Victorians are law abiding, and the police will not need
to have any contact with them; but some people carry
weapons in their bags, and they need to know that it
will no longer be tolerated. The police will search them
any time, and will try to do anything they can to stop
young people carrying weapons with them so they
cannot be used any more. There will be strong penalties
if they are caught.
Before the police carry out such searches, they need to
show their identity because if people are suddenly
stopped and their bags searched, without their knowing
who the searchers are, there could be a bad reaction.
Citizens have a right to know who is searching them,
and so the police have to provide name, rank and so on,
so there will be no misunderstanding between the
young people and the undercover police.
The community is very much aware of the safety issue
on the streets. Many people do not feel safe going out
late at night to places such as discos, or even public
events in the daytime. We need to be sure the
community feels safe enough that they do not feel the
need to carry knives and so forth with them, because
our police will keep an eye on those under suspicion.
In the bill a dangerous article is defined as an article
which has been adapted or modified so as to be capable
of being used as a weapon, or any other article carried
with the intention of being used as a weapon. These
definitions have to be clear to the community. The
government is spending money to launch a community
education campaign on weapons. This means young
people will know more about what things they can and
cannot do. Also, parents should be informed because
parents can advise the children to do the right thing
according to the law.
I commend the bill to the house for the sake of
community safety. It is the responsibility of the
government to ensure the police have adequate powers
to perform their duties.
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Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

CONSTITUTION (PARLIAMENTARY
REFORM) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Mr LENDERS (Minister for
Finance).

FIREARMS (TRAFFICKING AND
HANDGUN CONTROL) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. T. C.
THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy Industries).

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND
TRAINING (TAFE QUALIFICATIONS)
BILL
Second reading
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

This bill will empower the councils of technical and
further education (TAFE) institutes to seek
accreditation to offer undergraduate degrees.
A bill containing these measures was introduced into
Parliament in 2002 but lapsed when the state
Parliament was prorogued prior to the election. The
reintroduction of this proposal in the current session is
in accordance with this government’s commitment to
ensure positive reform in education.
In 2002 the Minister for Education and Training made
the ministerial statement on Knowledge and Skills for
the Innovation Economy. This bill amends the
Vocational Education and Training Act 1990
implementing the main features of the statement. It will
give TAFE councils the opportunity to provide
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specialised, high level vocationally oriented
undergraduate degree qualifications to match the skill
needs of emerging occupations and industries. It is
expected that the degrees would be offered in niche
areas such as aquaculture, viticulture, information
technology and biotechnology. Degrees will be
delivered in areas where a TAFE institute already has
extensive expertise and can identify strong student and
industry demand.
TAFE institutes will be able to make submissions to
deliver degrees in their area of expertise on a
fee-for-service basis under the same processes that
currently apply to any other providers approved to
deliver higher education courses under the Tertiary
Education Act 1993.
Under this initiative TAFE institutes will be required to
meet the statutory standards that apply to all
non-universities proposing to offer higher education
awards. They will need to apply to the higher education
advisory committee who will ensure that the content,
standard and outcomes of the degree course are of the
same calibre as degrees offered by universities and
other higher education award providers. The right to
deliver higher education awards will be limited to
undergraduate degrees.
To implement these changes it is necessary that the
minister is empowered to issue directions to TAFE
councils relating to the provision of higher education
awards. The directions would address matters such as
the types of qualifications and degrees that could be
offered, fees to be charged and other relevant matters.
TAFE institutes will not be able to confer honorary
degrees or higher education awards other than degrees.
The initiative does not involve public funding (state or
commonwealth) and will provide TAFE institutes with
better opportunities to market themselves to business
and individual students (including overseas students),
generate additional income and encourage greater
innovation and flexibility.
The bill will provide the Victorian Qualifications
Authority with the ability to delegate to the council of a
TAFE institute and other registered training providers
the power to accredit courses pursuant to section 16 of
the Victorian Qualifications Authority Act 2000. This
will result in providing greater flexibility in meeting
emerging needs for customising training and courses of
study for TAFEs and registered training providers.
The ministerial statement on Knowledge and Skills for
the Innovation Economy focused on the challenges and
contributions that the vocational education and training
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sector can make to the innovation and knowledge
economy. One of the key concepts in that statement
focused on providing an environment where the
vocational education and training sector can be
responsive to the emerging needs of its clients.
The bill will empower the Victorian Qualifications
Authority to delegate to those providers who are able to
satisfy the Victorian Qualifications Authority as to the
quality and standards that the provider is able to meet,
the power to accredit their own courses.
The Victorian Qualifications Authority Act 2000
already allows the Victorian Qualifications Authority to
delegate this power to certain bodies or organisations
that are listed in the act. The bill will allow the same
power to be delegated to providers who, in the view of
the Victorian Qualifications Authority, have been able
to demonstrate the appropriate level of quality and
standards. There will not be a blanket right to the
delegation as providers will need to satisfy the
Victorian Qualifications Authority.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Hon. ANDREW
BRIDESON (Waverley).
Debate adjourned until next day.

ADJOURNMENT
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Bushfires: government assistance
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — President,
timing is everything and probably relevant. That saying
relates to the theatre, and the item I am about to discuss
relates to that. We have heard a great deal today about
bushfires, and I will not reiterate the debate we had
earlier this afternoon. But clearly the opposition has
been calling on the government for some time to — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! I was giving Mr Davis
30 seconds this time because I got caught the other
night, but could he — —
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS — I beg your pardon, my
question is to the Leader of the Government, for the
Premier. The issue for this adjournment relates
specifically to a proper and comprehensive response
from the government to the impacts of bushfires in the
alpine areas of Victoria. I note that the government has
set up a Clayton’s inquiry to look at issues. It has
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proposed to whitewash the process of holding a public
inquiry. I note also that the response by the government
to a request for assistance has been extremely limited
and individuals are yet to be advised as to how they
might access any financial assistance at all. Yet the
government has decided to continue with its policy
response — which is generic across the board to most
things — by having bread and circuses.
This is the most serious and catastrophic event that has
affected 350 farmers in Victoria’s high country with the
loss of 41 homes, 250 farm buildings, more than
11 000 livestock, and 60 000 square kilometres has
been burnt. What is the government’s most substantive
response to date? It was announced yesterday by the
Minister for the Arts:
A free regional tour by Latin dance and music act Sally Ford
and the Pachuco Playboys will entertain bushfire-affected
communities in Gippsland and north-east Victoria, the
Minister for the Arts, Mary Delahunty, announced yesterday.

I must say that this is the most fantastically incredible,
outrageous and pathetic response by a government in
Victoria to a natural disaster affecting communities
right across north and eastern Victoria. It is a sham and
a disgrace, but it continues. It is effectively a denial of
the reality of the impact of bushfires on the
communities of eastern Victoria, just as the
government’s inquiry has also been a sham.

Electricity: wind farms
Ms HADDEN (Ballarat) — I raise a matter for the
Minister for Energy Industries. It relates to the
construction of a 52.5 megawatt wind farm, which is
currently under way at Challicum Hills, 24 kilometres
north-west of Beaufort in my electorate.
I recall the turning of the turf by the former Minister for
Energy and Resources, Ms Candy Broad, on
24 October last year with 80-year-old farmer and
woolgrower, Mr Alastair McKenzie, at Challicum
Hills. The proposed wind farm is a $76 million project
and will see green energy generator Pacific Hydro place
a total of 35 wind turbines on 11 properties, including
Mr McKenzie’s.
The wind farm is expected to be operational by the
middle of this year. This project has been described as
revolutionising energy provision in the region. It has
been stated that the communities of Beaufort, Buangor
and Ararat have been invigorated by this project. The
communities will benefit through the construction,
operation and maintenance activities relating to the
project which will provide a considerable boost to these
rural communities. Millions of dollars will be generated
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through infrastructure construction and tourism to the
region, especially to the Pyrenees region. These
benefits are in addition to the estimated 185 tonnes of
greenhouse gas emissions that will be saved. Therefore
I ask the minister to ensure that the environmental and
economic benefits of this wind farm project, including
the very important jobs benefits for this rural economy,
are communicated to the local communities.

Rail: Avenel crossings
Hon. E. G. STONEY (Central Highlands) — I seek
assistance from the Minister for Transport. I received a
letter from Helen and James Newton of Avenel
regarding the very dangerous condition of three railway
crossings at Avenel. The letter states that every person
who crosses one particular crossing is put at risk. The
road is really a series of enormous potholes. It is not
unusual for sections of the railway line to be
unsupported. It has no sleepers and no gravel — not
even any dirt.
Recently a hole under the railway line was estimated to
be big enough to take a rabbit. The letter states that due
to replacement of the bridge over Hughes Creek the
crossing is the only access between Avenel and
Mangalore Aerodrome. Last week a farmer’s trailer
carrying a full tank of water became unhitched on the
railway line. A passenger train came along, but the
farmer had the presence of mind to unhook his trailer,
turn his four-wheel drive around and push the thing off
the line with a bullbar. He backed away and felt the
wind from the train as it passed by. He was very
quick-witted, and I commend him for it, but given that
incident and others everybody would be very grateful if
the minister would have a look at the crossing and get
some action, otherwise a disaster may be very close. I
ask the minister to look at this as a matter of urgency.

Small business: cultural diversity
Hon. KAYE DARVENIZA (Melbourne West) — I
wish to raise a matter with the Minister for Small
Business. As this is Cultural Diversity Week and we are
celebrating Victoria’s rich cultural diversity and the
contributions made by those who have migrated to
Australia, settled in Victoria and helped to make our
community, I thought it was timely to raise a matter
with the minister — that is, the issue of support for
those from culturally diverse backgrounds and their
continuing involvement in small business.
Victoria has around 274 000 small businesses and
around 25 per cent of those small businesses are
operated by proprietors who were born overseas. When
we consider the significant contributions that these
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businesses have made to the Victorian economy and
our state’s prosperity, the significance of this issue is
clear. I ask the minister if there are any programs with
information in languages other than English that will
ensure that those Victorians from culturally diverse
backgrounds will continue to have access to quality
information and referral services to assist them in
making an informed decision if they are contemplating
purchasing or selling a small business, getting into a
franchise or entering into a lease or rental property.

Nillumbik: road funding
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) — I raise
an issue through the Minister for Energy Industries for
the attention of the Minister for Transport in the other
place. Recently I received a letter from the mayor of the
Shire of Nillumbik concerning transport issues in that
shire. He enclosed a letter dated 12 March which the
shire had sent to the Minister for Transport concerning
Nillumbik’s road transport priorities. In his letter he
wrote that once the government announced the
north-eastern suburbs integrated transport study that the
council had become proactive and had sent out
26 000 surveys throughout the shire and had received
1341 responses, which I am advised is very high for a
survey of that nature.
Of course roads are vital in outer suburbs like Eltham,
Diamond Creek and the rest of the area which
Nillumbik covers. All shires have issues concerned
with roads. Of course I do not want to push the issues
of my particular patch higher than any other, but I point
out that they have gone about this in a scientific and
sensible way. The survey showed that amongst their
priorities 85.2 per cent of ratepayers gave priority to the
Greensborough Highway road and bridge duplication
from the Metropolitan Ring Road to Diamond Creek
Road. In his letter the mayor points out that the state
government has this year allocated $300 000 in the
budget to investigate and design the project and that as
a pre-election commitment the government announced
$12.5 million for the project. This is an issue of safety
as much as anything. The bridge has a shocking safety
record and all emergency service agencies have been
campaigning for an extended period of time for the
project to commence in the interest of public safety.
Obviously, like all councils, Nillumbik council is
requesting funding, and we all know that the budget
process is being gone through at the moment. This is a
project for which a commitment has been made. This is
a project where safety is of paramount interest. This is a
project of real moment and importance in the Shire of
Nillumbik. I am happy to give it my support. Obviously
the minister needs to look at the funding allocations that
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are available for roads, but I hope he will be able to
respond positively to the sensible approach taken by the
Shire of Nillumbik, particularly in relation to this road.

In Geelong, 35.3 per cent of those surveyed felt shocked by
how much they had spent in the previous month, 62 per cent
did not know what interest rate they paid, and 47.1 per cent
said their credit provider had offered to increase their limit.

Bassgas project: benefits

What advice can the minister offer Geelong credit card
users who wish to minimise their level of debt?

Mr SMITH (Chelsea) — I raise a matter for the
Minister for Energy Industries which relates to the
Bassgas development, which will take raw gas from the
Yolla field in Bass Strait and transport it by pipeline to
a gas plant near Lang Lang in South Gippsland, with
the processed gas connecting with the existing Gasnet
transmission system at Pakenham. The stakeholders
have been working cooperatively on some very tough
issues, and I understand that in late February they were
able to settle on a standard agreement covering those
land access issues.
Hon. Bill Forwood — Got the unions on side?
Mr SMITH — Obviously! I note the role of the
minister and his department in facilitating this outcome,
and I congratulate the minister. I also note the
expression of appreciation of these efforts by the
president of the Victorian Farmers Federation, Mr Paul
Weller.
The Bassgas project is providing employment for
approximately 250 workers during the construction
phase and 30 ongoing jobs, as well as providing access
to an additional 1600 billion cubic feet of gas.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr SMITH — You hate good news, don’t you,
over there!
The gas which will be delivered by the Bassgas project
will increase security of supply and will keep down gas
prices for Victorian consumers into the future. I ask the
minister to ensure that the local communities are
informed of the benefits which will flow from this
project.

Consumer affairs: credit cards
Mrs CARBINES (Geelong) — I wish to raise a
matter for referral to the Minister for Consumer Affairs
concerning a report in the Geelong Advertiser earlier
this week, on 17 March, entitled ‘Plastic not
fantastic — credit card worries’. This is in relation to
the results of a survey conducted by Consumer Affairs
Victoria into the level of credit card debt in Geelong,
Melbourne and Warrnambool.
When reading the article I thought it was perhaps
describing me. The article states:

Responses
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — The Honourable Philip Davis asked a
number of questions of the Premier about bushfires and
also indicated his desire that no entertainment be
provided to those who were helping in the bushfires. I
will pass on his comments in relation to that and his
questions to the Premier for answer.
The Honourable Dianne Hadden asked me a question in
relation to Challicum Hills, where there are 35 wind
turbines under construction which will bring important
benefits to that local community, including 40 jobs.
When one adds all of the ongoing effects, such as
tourism and so on, it is apparent that flow-on jobs will
occur as well.
More importantly, when the project is fully operational
it will involve reducing the amount of greenhouse gases
that will go into the atmosphere by 185 000 tonnes of
CO2 on an annual basis. To give an idea of how much
that is, it is like taking 35 000 cars off the roads for that
year. It is a very significant contribution to reducing
CO2 emissions into the atmosphere.
I congratulate the local community on its cooperation,
and Pacific Hydro, as well as the landowner who made
his land available for the project. It is a community
effort and is a project that will assist the community as
well. It is important that the community be notified and
kept informed of progress in relation to the project. I
can certainly assure the honourable member that I will
do so.
Mr Stoney asked a question for the Minister for
Transport in relation to a railway crossing at Avenel.
He is not in the house, but I will certainly ensure that
his comments are passed on to the Minister for
Transport for direct reply.
The Honourable Kaye Darveniza asked a question for
the Minister for Small Business in relation to support
for culturally diverse persons involved in small
business. As she rightly pointed out, since it is Cultural
Diversity Week, it is appropriate that these questions be
put. As she also pointed out, a large number of people
of diverse backgrounds are involved in small business.
She is seeking information to be provided to people in
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languages other than English in order to assist them in
purchasing or starting a small business. I will pass on
her comments and her query to the minister for direct
response.

are involved in the project in the local area of
Pakenham and surrounding districts.

The Honourable Bill Forwood asked a question for the
Minister for Transport and quoted from a survey in
relation to the City of Nillumbik to which there was a
significant response rate. The survey identified the
Greensborough duplication project as a major concern.
I will certainly pass his comments on to the Minister for
Transport for response.

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — I am sure they
will be union jobs, Mr Smith.

The Honourable Bob Smith raised an issue with me in
relation to the Bassgas development, a very significant
development that will provide additional gas into the
grid. It will come through Lang Lang but will actually
finish at Pakenham and be integrated into the grid at
Pakenham. It will bypass the Longford grid, so it is an
alternative form of gas supply for Victoria. It is an
important additional supply and will certainly assist in
ensuring that the price of gas for Mr Smith’s
constituents is kept down. A significant number of jobs

Mr Smith — Union jobs!

It is important that not only the local community but all
Victorians be kept informed about this project, which is
crucial for security of gas supply for the state.
The Honourable Elaine Carbines asked a question for
the Minister for Consumer Affairs relating to credit
card debt in Geelong, Warrnambool and other areas.
We all suffer from credit card debt, and it is an
appropriate question to ask at this time. The honourable
member is seeking advice for consumers on how to
deal with credit card issues. I will pass on her query to
the minister for response.
Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 4.58 p.m.
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LOVELL, Hon. W. A. (North Easter)
Adjournment
Water: Goulburn irrigators, 344
Bills
Public Holidays and Shop Trading Reform Acts (Amendment)
Bill, 335
Members statements
Cr Bill Hunter, 226
Mavis Taylor, 351

MADDEN, Hon. J. M. (Doutta Galla) (Minister for Sport and
Recreation and Minister for Commonwealth Games)
Bills
Crimes (Property Damage and Computer Offences) Bill, 386, 387,
391
Children’s Court of Victoria
Annual report, 230
Questions without notice

Adjournment
Country Fire Authority: information access, 343
Bills
Public Holidays and Shop Trading Reform Acts (Amendment)
Bill, 337
Fuel: additives, 304
Questions without notice
Bridges: rural funding, 384

LENDERS, Mr (Waverley) (Minister for Finance and Minister for
Consumer Affairs)
Bills
Constitution (Parliamentary Reform) Bill, 399

Commonwealth Games
budget, 379
promotion, 320
shooting venues, 381, 382
Women: sport leadership, 382

MIKAKOS, Ms (Jika Jika)
Bills
Control of Weapons and Firearms Acts (Search Powers) Bill, 395
Crimes (Property Damage and Computer Offences) Bill, 340, 387,
390
Terrorism (Commonwealth Powers) Bill, 376
Fuel: additives, 292
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Members statements
Cultural Diversity Week, 352
Points of order, 376, 393

RICH-PHILLIPS, Hon. G. K. (Eumemmerring)
Adjournment
Timbarra secondary college: site, 280
Fuel: additives, 308

NGUYEN, Hon. S. M. (Melbourne West)
Bills
Control of Weapons and Firearms Acts (Search Powers) Bill, 398
Public Holidays and Shop Trading Reform Acts (Amendment)
Bill, 270
Members statements
Cuc Lam, 349
Questions without notice
Aboriginals: family violence, 318

Governor’s speech
Address-in-reply, 234
Members statements
Local government: suburban/rural interface, 349
Points of order, 315
Questions without notice
Commonwealth Games: budget, 379
Public liability: ministerial agreement, 315
Public sector: superannuation, 218, 219

OLEXANDER, Hon. A. P. (Silvan)
Adjournment
Maroondah Hospital: parking, 279
Bills
Crimes (Property Damage and Computer Offences) Bill, 365
Public Holidays and Shop Trading Reform Acts (Amendment)
Bill, 327
Fuel: additives, 289

ROMANES, Ms (Melbourne) (See also DEPUTY PRESIDENT
and CHAIR OF COMMITTEES, The)
Adjournment
Moonee Valley: North Melbourne site, 282
Fuel: additives, 310
Members statements
Crocaroos, 225

Members statements
Maroondah Hospital: bed closures, 351
Points of order, 280, 363, 367

SCHEFFER, Mr (Monash)
Adjournment
Albert Park College: community links, 344

PRESIDENT, The (Hon. M. M. GOULD)
Business of the house
Photographing of proceedings, 287
Rulings, 223, 224, 234, 279, 280, 282, 315, 328, 329, 331, 332, 350,
351, 352, 353, 363, 384, 385, 393

Bills
Public Holidays and Shop Trading Reform Acts (Amendment)
Bill, 326
Members statements
Iraq: conflict, 227
Questions without notice

PULLEN, Mr (Higinbotham)
Governor’s speech
Address-in-reply, 320
Members statements
Newlands project: funding, 352
Questions without notice
Libraries: funding, 381

Bassgas project: benefits, 222

SMITH, Mr (Chelsea)
Adjournment
Bassgas project: benefits, 402
Bills
Public Holidays and Shop Trading Reform Acts (Amendment)
Bill, 267

v
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Fuel: additives, 298
Points of order, 298
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THOMSON, Hon. M. R. (Melbourne North) (Minister for Small
Business and Minister for Information and Communication
Technology)
Bills

SOMYUREK, Mr (Eumemmerring)
Adjournment
General practitioners: bulk-billing, 279
Members statements
Iraq: conflict, 351

Public Holidays and Shop Trading Reform Acts (Amendment)
Bill, 337, 338
Questions without notice
Bushfires: bill payment, 380
Computershare: global operations centre, 218
Information and communications technology: broadband access,
317
Shop trading hours: Easter Sunday, 222, 223

STONEY, Hon. E. G. (Central Highlands)
Adjournment
Rail: Avenel crossings, 401
Members statements
Bushfires: inquiry, 287

STRONG, Hon. C. A. (Higinbotham)
Bills
Crimes (Property Damage and Computer Offences) Bill, 338
Members statements

VINEY, Mr (Chelsea)
Auditor-General
Public sector agencies: audits, 356
Bills
Public Holidays and Shop Trading Reform Acts (Amendment)
Bill, 256
Fuel: additives, 302
Questions without notice
Housing: government initiatives, 224

Crime: rate, 289
VOGELS, Hon. J. A. (Western)
THEOPHANOUS, Hon. T. C. (Jika Jika) (Minister for Energy
Industries and Minister for Resources)

Adjournment
Public liability: angling clubs, 285

Adjournment
Responses, 402
Auditor-General
Public sector agencies: audits, 354
Bills
Firearms (Trafficking and Handgun Control) Bill, 399
Vocational Education and Training (TAFE Qualifications) Bill,
326, 399
Points of order, 353, 376
Questions without notice
Bassgas project: benefits, 222
Electricity
wind farms, 314
generation capacity, 383, 384
Gas
Bairnsdale supply, 221
Bonnie Doon supply, 313, 314
Mineral sands: government policy, 316, 317, 384

Bills
Control of Weapons and Firearms Acts (Search Powers) Bill, 392
Crimes (Property Damage and Computer Offences) Bill, 370
Public Holidays and Shop Trading Reform Acts (Amendment)
Bill, 269
Members statements
Tom Laidlaw, 350
Points of order, 393
Questions without notice
Delatite: financial management, 319
Warrnambool: Crown land transfer, 224

